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INTRODUCTION
This is a book of voices. The voices of
prisoners of conscience, of political prisoners
held without trial, of torture victims, of people
threatened with execution and 'disappear-
ance'. Most of all this a book attesting to the
countless men and women around the world
who have raised their voices in defence of
those who have been silenced.

Some victims have braved repression by
successive governments, speaking out consist-
ently for human rights. One such was the
Iranian poet and playwright, Saeed Soltan-
pour. ... Imprisoned many times for his writ-
ings under the Shah and then arrested by the
new Islamic government and executed after
accusing the authorities of torturing people
and suppressing freedom. He wrote:

Upon this plain of blood roses and iron stalks
I %till not stay silent
So hear nit- wire
ls it sings in the slaughterhouse.

Ifis story is one of the thousands. reflected in
this anthology, culled from Amnesty Interna-
tional's work over the years.

This book also portrays a unique move-
ment which has brought together people from
all walks of life to work in defence of human
rights under all political systems.

It started with a newspaper article, 'The
Forgotten Prisoners', in Mav 1961 caning for
action to free men and women in prison
because of their religious and political beliefs.
`Mese were called 'prisoners of conscience"- a
new phrase had entered the vocabulary of
world affairs.

Within a month more than a thousand
people had offered to help - 'letters came in
from all quarters by the score, and offers of
help from people of all kinds' recalled an early
participant. Six months later a permanent
international movement had been established.
'We believe that these first six months have
shown that in an increasingly cynical world
there is a great latent reservoir of idealism to 


be tapped' declared Peter Benenson, the
movement's founder.

At that time - in 1961 - trade unionists in
Spain were being arrested, dissenters faced
long prison terms in the German Democratic
Republic, detainees in South Africa were being
brutally ill-treated in custody, civil rights
workers in the United States of America were
being persecuted, political trials were taking
place in the Soviet Union, and in manv other
countries people were being imprisoned,
tortured or executed because their opinions
were unacceptable to the ruling authorities.

The campaign has since widened in
response to political arrests, torture and
execution. \That Amnesty International mem-
bers have attempted is the seemingly imposs-
ible - one of the 'larger lunacies' as it has been
described. They have battled against official
silence and political persecution using as their
only weapons the publicizing of awkward facts
and that reservoir of idealism.

This anthology hopes to give a flavour of
the movement's work and the spirit behind it.
It is not intended as a history of the
organization, nor as a record of its most
important initiatives. Much of Amnesty Inter-
national's work is not reflected in the pages
that follow, for example the material support
given to prisoners of conscience and their
families through relief funds, or the interven-
tions of the organization at intergovernmental
arenas such as the United Nations. Rather it
is a series of 'snapshots', glimpses of the
prisoners and the campaigns on their behalf
over a span of 25 years. Such a compilation
cannot begin to be comprehensive, nor can it
hope to record all the vital work carried on by
ordinary men and women in the face of apathy,
ignorance and executive power The selection

, ranges from letters from prison and the story
of a single prisoner of conscience, to extracts
from a submission to a government inquiry
into ill-treatment of detainees and a survey of
political killings by governments. Through
these brief excerpts from Amnesty Interna-
tional's reports, bulletins, news releases and
newsletters it is hoped that the reader will gain



an idea of the range of Amnesty International's
concerns and a sense of the continuing
challenge of political imprisonment, torture
and executions.

It will be clear from the pages that follow
that Amnesty International's membership,
research capacity and work have grown
enormously over the decades, and that with
that growth has come change. However, they
do show that Amnesty International has
sought to abide by certain principles from its
inception. Fundamental among those prin-
ciples are independence and impartiality.
Amnesty International is linked to no politic-
al grouping or government. It neither sup-
ports nor opposes any government or politic-
al system. It is concerned solely with the
protection of the human rights involved in
each case, regardless of the ideology of the
government or the views of the victims.
Amnesty International always seeks and
remains open to dialogue with governments
to get their version of the facts and to make
concrete proposals for improvements. It
does not grade governments according to
their human rights records or try to compare
one country with another. As well as political
independence„Imnesty International re-
gards financial independence as vital. Its
rules about accepting donations are strict
and ensure that funds received do not affect
the organization's integrity, make it depend-
ent on any donor or limit its freedom of
action. It does not accept government funds
for its budget. Amnesty International works
on the basis of a single universal standard:
the human rights proclaimed by the interna-
tional community through the United "s"a-
tions and other bodies.

Amnesty International plays a specific
role in the international protection of human
rights. It seeks the immediate and uncon-
ditional release of men and women detained
anywhere because of their beliefs, colour,
sex, ethnic origin, language or religious
creed, provided they have not used or
advocated violence. These are prisoners of
conscience. It calls for fair and prompt trials 


for all political prisoners, and works on
behalf of political prisoners detained without
trial. It opposes the death penalty and torture
or other cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment of all prisoners.

The organization's work towards freeing
prisoners of conscience, fair trials for politic-
al prisoners and an end to torture and the
death penalty leads it to oppose the forcible
return of anyone to a country where they
might reasonably fear becoming the It ictim of
such human rights violations. It presents
information about the risks refugees face in
their countries of origin to specialized
refugee organizations and to governments
considering applications for political asylum.

Working with the most reliable informa-
tion available to it, Amnesty International
seeks effective ways of helping victims
wherever it is aware that those rights it seeks
to protect have been violated. The tech-
niques it uses include long-term adoption of
individual cases; campaigns on particular
countries or human rights abuses; mobiliz-
ing professional occupational groups on
behalf of colleagues; publicizing patterns of
human rights abuses; missions to talk with
government representatives; or, in cases
where torture or death are feared, a network
of y olunteeers to send urgent telegrams
signalling international concern. Each tech-
nique, or combination of methods, is used in
the best interests of the prisoners, and
therefore varies from country to country. For
this reason, the whole range of the move-
ment's work must be taken into account
when assessing its overall impartiality —
particularly in an anthology such as this
when only brief extracts can be included to
illustrate a quarter of a century's work.

Above all, Amnesty International re-
mains a movement of 'ordinary' people.
People who accept, as a personal responsi-
bility, the international protection of human
rights. Each is responsible for the growing
strength of international public opinion.
Each has become a voice that speaks on
behalf of those who cannot.
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POET OF FREEDOM

Vtithin a mond] of die launch of Ow

Aninesi, appeal. a fortnightly jouriml on

pol Hind imprisolinWili called *.tnniesly.


was !wing published from an oilier staffed

by volmneers in Lomita-1"s legal disirici.


Spanish poet and journalkt (Ashanti Sega

Alvarez — imprisoned for oser 20 vears


from the lime beneral Frain.° look pouter

at ihe cod of the Spanish Civil llar —


featured in die Nm.ember 1961 issIle.

On 5th March, 1960, Cristobal era Alvarez., the Spanish

poet and journalist, had already scryed mean years in

prison because or his hberal political views. Vet on orb

larch, 196(1, one da after he was due to he discharged, he

was faced with a new sentence of eight years — based,

apparently, on nothing more circumstantial than having

been in the possession of a newspaper iif 'democratic'

vinvs, For this he was sentenced by a Military Trihunal to

the eight-vear term which he is today working out behind
the walls a the prison of Santa Maria in Cadiz.

The long ston of Vega Aharels arrests begins in

March 1939, when he was detained at the prison in lima.

From there he was taken to Avila, where, because of his

journalistic actiy ities under the Republic, he NS as court-

martialcd and sentenced to 20 ears' imprisonment. In

1941 he was transferred to Astorga, and in 1942 to a penal

detachment in < iuipuzcoa, where the prisoners wiirked for

a building enterprise called Terrocarriles Construcciones

ABC' (Al IC Railroads and Constructions),
In 1943 he was released camtlitimully, and he

remained a free emphyyn of the AIX: Railroads. Hut after a

short lime he crossed to France where he worked on the

editorial staff of  Reconoisia J hpalpfe  (Reconquest of

Spain), the paper of the Spanish National Until). During

this period. in October 1944, he was a delegate to the

Congress hekl in ilimlouse.
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At this time  he  was deeply interested in the activities
of the 'Spanish Maquis'. He returned to Spain to live and
work in this movement so that he could gain personal
experience and documentation for a series of articles he was
planning On the subject.

Once more he was arrested — this time in the
mountains of Navarre. This time he had neither taken part
in any action of violence, nor held office or command in the
military units. Legally, even if tried as an ordinan, soldier, he
could only have been condemned to a maximum sentence
of six years and a day. Nevertheless, the sentence climbed to
12 Years and a daN. then to 20 years and a day; until it was
finally settled at 30 years' penal servitude.

Vega Alvarez is said to have been an 'exemplary'
prisoner. All the reports requested by the military and
prison authorities carry the same phrase: 'His conduct is
exceptionally good.' Vega Alvarez always worked in prison
so as to benefit from the system of 'redemptions through
work' which is in operation in Spanish prisons. In spite of-
this and the right to conditional freedom granted, subject to
good behasiour, he had been in prison for II years before
he could claim to he discharged conditionally on 5th

March, 1960- It was then that he received his last sentence
of eight years.

This last trial was, it seems, based on an incident that
had happened as far back as 1946, when Vega Alvarez was
found with a certain newspaper, which was then con-
fiscated. The name of the paper is not known, hut it is
described as a newspaper which anybody can read freely
anywhere where there is a minimum of freedom, a
'democratic' paper which was not directed at any institution
or am person. Vega Alvarez could hac e had no idea that this
would he held against him let alone that it would warrant a
full court-martial. Nevertheless, a Council of War was set
up and decreed a period uf no less than eight years'
imprisonment for an 'offence' for which any ordinary
tribunal might, at most, have sentenced him to two months.

The crimes of C. Vega Alvarez, for which he has paid
Mr so many tears, seem to be that he had been a journalist
before the Civil War, that he had liyed with the laquis' to
gain material for articles, and that he had heen found with
an unpopular newspaper.

ega Alvarez has been described as representing the
authentic liberal thought of Spanish intellectuals. I le has
had seseral works published, the last one being a book of
poems. The irony is that most of his poetic output has come
from behind bars, even though he is known to his admirers
as 'the Poet of.Freedom'.

Published November 1951

4 .1 priwm ramp in Spain (1965).

V Good news: a thrbrimas raid Nrm io
aprisoner of conscience in Spain is
returned by the prham authuritin
marked 'Return ill Nruderabi rowdpwe
b. keel Than 'Inme,tC Januan 142.

AMNESTY
foamed of Ow AMNESTY movement


An international movement for freedom

of opinion end religion

No. 14 3rd January. 1962
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PORTUGUESE
REPORT

When two Portuguese students were

sentenced to seven years knprisonment


Ibr toasting freedom. Peter Renenson was

moved to take action. Not long after. Neville


Vincent. joint secretary of Amnesty

International in 1962. went on a mission to


Portugal to query the detention of five

more people imprisoned for their political


beliefs under hr Salazar's dictatorship.

This account illustrates one of Amnesty'


international's ways of working— sending

delegates to talk to the authorities about


the organization's concerns and to gather

information. It was published in the first

issue of Ow quarterly journal 'Amnesty'.

Eew people who visit I dshon will deny that it is among the

most beautiful capitals of Europe. Its seven hills, the

medieval fort of St. George, and the eighteenth-century

city- centre, built on the gridiron plan by Pomhal after the

great earthquake of 1755, are set off magnificently by the

broad sweep of the Tagus dotted with sailing barges.

When I arrived there it wus difficult to believe that

such a beautiful capital could he the scene of a great deal of

misers: I had gone to intercede with the authorities over five

doctors who were imprisoned for their political beliefs and I

did in fact find that, whereyer I made inquiries for them,

there was an atmosphere of fear and tension.

I started off my inquiries at the office of a man to

whom I had a letter of introduction and who I thought

might be able to help me with news of Dr. Julietta (Sandra.

This woman was a well-known physician in Luanda, the

capital of Angola, until she was sentenced to a year's

imprisonment because of her opposition to the regime. She

has in fact served her sear but has also done another three

in the Caxias Fortress in I asbon hecause she is considered

'a had security risk'.

When I entered the office of the man I was to make

contact with, I realized he was extremely busy and offered

to telephone him later. Ile looked at me as though I had just

made a had joke, and assured me that he had not used the

telephone in connection with matters such as we meant to

talk about since 1945. I had received my first object lesson
in security; I fixed a later appointment with him there and

then and when I met him again he told me that fear of the

PIDE, the secret police, was so great that he did not dare

use the telephone for things he did not want them to hear.

While I had been provided with a list of oris ate people

to see hv friends in 1,ondon, one athe main purposes of ETV

visit was to see people in official positions in the hope ot

getting same relief for the Me doctors who were my special

concern. In the eYent I failed, Mr one reason or another, to

make contact with the Ministers of Justice, the Interior and

External Affairs. Pressure of other engagements, I was told.

or, in the case of the Minister ot- External Affairs, his

absence from I asbon, prevented me from seeing any of

them.

I was, however, received by Cardinal Cerejeira, the

head of the Portuguese hierarchy and a close friend of Dr.

Salazar, with whom he co-operated in the founding of the

present Portuguese regime. 1 was able to ask him about the

fate of the African Vicar-General of the Angolan diocese of

Luanda, who was arrested and brought to Lisbon during

the recent African insurrection in that territon. 1

Eminence pointed out that a priest could exercise his

ministn wherever he went and that the nine excited clergy

had as many opportunities to carry out their duties in

Portugal as they had had in Angola. Cardinal Cerejeira

insisted throughout MY talk with him that Church and State
were nvo separate entities in Portugal, and that he did not

have control over politics. When I talked with him about the
case of the 13ishop of Oporto, a severe critic of the regime,

who has recently been given duties outside Portugal, 1 lis
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Eminence repeated that he had no control over the bishop's

appointment, but would curacy to Dr. Salazar the ansieties

of the outside w orld regarding the treatment oilprisoners in

P1 rtugal.

laving got yerv little encouragement from either

Church or State i returned to private individuals to whom I

had introductions, in the hope of getting in lormation on the
dacturs w hom was ti's mg to help.

mmght information trom one diplomat who h a d had

contact with one of the doctors in question. The scarcely

credible caution that I had witnessed in the office of Inv first

acquaintance was repeated at one of the embassies I visited.
Before starting our comersation my host unplugged the

telephone, a precaution against the secret police being able
to take a record of our words.

A similar precaution against possible police action
was taken by a lawyer whom I visited in my search for

information. 13efore len ing we arranged that if either of us

were later questioned about the comersatiun 55e should not

disclose the real purpose of my visit, hut say that it was
merely a sacial call, during which I passed a friendly

message from a mutual barrister friend in f .ondon.

As a result of an inquiries, I was able to visit some of

the prisoners famihes. I tound the wile of one, together

with her family if thur, living in one rm  rti in the utmost
poverty. I ler pleasure at realizing that an outside nrganiza-

bon like Amnesm International was working an behalf of

her husband and other prisoners, made the whole trip seem
worthwhile.

In addition I made fruitless attempts to see the
prisoners themseh es. There was no reason, I was told, why

I should not idsit Dr. Gandra and her companions in Casias.

The process of getting the permission of various authorities

was a lerohi, business. In fact permission bad not arrived
befiire it was time fini me to lea‘e Purtugal.

I lett Lisbon then, without seeing Ot Gandra, Dr.

Nem lir arn OF their companions, Dr. Alaria Luiza Costa
Dias Snares, another woman doctor from .\ lozamhique, Dr.

Agostino Nem, true distinguished African physician and
poet, or Dr. Orlando Ramos, a cancer specialist who was

arrested in juh, IfiMl, tortured and kept in prison ever

sincu.

s I left 1 ashon, how es et, I learnt the news that
Noshir \Nadia had, atter many representations from his

friends in his nal-he India, been allowed to go free. Arrested
on his plane at 1 isbon airport at the time of the Indian

ins asion of Goa, he had been finally allow ed to go free afrer

having been a pal-ideal hostage for two manths.

At the end of February it seems as though the P 1 1.) E
w ere working on the principle of last in first out.

Published 1562

• ALBERT SCHWEITZER

An early supporter, the humanitarian Br Albert Schweitzer,
declared in 1963:11believe that world peace can only he
achieved when there is freedom for people of all politics,
religions and races to exchange their views in a continuing
dialogue. For this reason I would particularly ask all those
who are working in their different ways towards world
peace to make their contribution, preferably by active
service or, failing that, by financial contribution, to this
great new endeavour called Amnesty International.'
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GANDHI OF THE
NORTH WEST

FRONTIER
khan Abdul Ghaffar khan has been


imprisoned in Pakistan because of his

work for the rights orOw Pathan people


and opposition to snecessise gm ern  ments

on man% occasions since 1947. most


reccnib. in 1983. .All ardent admirer and

close friend olllahalma Gandhi. he


persuaded his people to adopt non-violent

methods of protest. The Iil Iinii mig artide


about him appeared in the journal

*Am flesh'.

Khan Hided Ghatrar khan

Non-violence has its martyrs. One of them, Khan Abdul
Ghaffar Khan, was chosen by Amnesty International as
'Prisoner of the Near'. His one example symbolizes the
suffering of upwards of a million people all over the world
who are in prison for their convictions.

Known as the 'Gandhi of the North West Frontier',
Ghattar Khan, 72 and ailMg, lies in Lahore prkon,
detained without trial by the Pakistan Government. I le has
been in prison almost uninterruptedly since Pakistan
became independent in 1947.

In 1911, at 21, Ohaffar Khan was founding schools
for A luslims and in 1919 joined the Satvagraha (non-
violent) loyement. .Although a Muslim he became an
ardent admirer and close Friend of Gandhi, and persuaded
the warlike Pathans, his own people, to adopt non-violent
methods. Under his leadership. Pathans, who would
normally kill on the slightest provocation, stood smiling
under British lathi charges and shootings. Feeling that
Pathans without arms were more dangerous than those
with, the 13ritish imprisoned him firm three Years.

Since Pakistan independence he has been continual! N
suspect and feared In the Government Mr his insistence on
Pathan rights, I lis Party, Khudai Khidmatgar (the Servants
of God, known as the Red Shirt Movement) was declared

ln 1948 he was sentenced to three years rigorous
imprisonment, hut was actually detained in prison until
1954.

A brief period of freedom followed, although he was
not allowed to return to the North West Frontier. I lc was
tried in September 1956 under Pakistan Criminal Proce-
dure. again imprisoned and later freed, only to be
re-arrested in April 1961 under the West Pakistan

laintenance of Public Order Ordinance. Despite appeals
and re iew — the last of which took place on November 25th
1962, the old man still lies in gaol.

Miss Muriel I ,ester, an IMglishwoman, who knew
and worked with him, says: 'No one but this gentle giant,
strong in his humilip, could have got the Pathans,
conditioned from birth to border warfare, to abandon their
faith in it and come together morning hv morning to learn
the skills ormin-violence.'

Patios 1963
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• 'I NEVER LOSE HOPE'

Two-and-a-half year-old Maria Luisa and her 15 month old
brother Jorge scampered about without a care in the world,
toe young to realise why their mother had called the press
conference. Blanca de Anal was celebrating her own
escape from the death squads. But she was also telling the
world how her husband. Jorge, had been abducted exactly
two years earlier. On 12 August, 1983, he had been followed
by armed men from Tam until 5pm. They seized him for no
apparent reason on a rural road near his farm in Guatemala.
He 'disappeared'. The truck he was driving, his money and
the cargo of eggs he was planning to deliver were never
recovered.

Blanca de Rosa! said, 'These things happen every day in
Guatemala ... you never know why people are abducted or
tortured. Sometimes it is because you don't agree with the
government, but Jorge was not active in politics he did
not want to join the army he loved his farm ...' She

became a member of a mutual support group which
included the families ef over 500 others who had
`disappeared% Together, they organised a meeting with the
Head of State, General Oscar Mejia Ictores, petitioned the
Constituent Assembly, held non-violent demonstrations and
vigils and distributed leaflets:

'Brother Guatemalans ... the days go by, the nights become
interminable, and the persistent question becomes even
more cruel: where are our loved ones? Help us! These are
brother Guatemalans who just like you have a mother, a
wife, children, a brother, a father. Offer your hand in
solidarityl Alive they were taken! Alive we want them
backl' The authorities were deaf to their appeals: 'Our

resistance grew stronger after we met with high
government officials who said that the support groups were
subversive ... they warned me to leave ...'

Leading members of the group began to receive death
threats. One was later found dead on the streets of
Guatemala City; another was killed in a suspicious car
accident together with her brother and infect so; a third
fled to Mexico after armed men searched his house in his
absence. Blanca de Anal also escaped: 'I came hereto
preserve my lite and the lives at my children ... I hope to
return to Guatemala someday, but I know it cannot be soon
because things will be bad for a long time...'

She has learned that her husband has been tortured, but
believes that he is only alive today because of the efforts of
Amnesty International. She looked plaintively at herson
and said, 'The boy has never seen his father .. but I never
lose hope'.
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• 'YOUR EFFORTS NAVE BORNE FRUIT OF JUSTICE'

For thousands of people all over the world, events move
with frightening speed after they are seized by the security
police. In the course of a few hours, a perfectly normal life
can be shattered by the personal experience of torture. For
Roblin Romano in the Philippines, it happened on 12
February 1984 - the day he tried to find his father-in-law,
Jose Laceda, who had keen detained by the security police.
He went to the local police headquarters, hoping for some
kind of explanation Instead: 'They ordered me to strip

... they punched me. I cannot count the number of blows
because of the number of men who hit me. They burned all
parts of my body with lighted cigarettes. I begged for
mercy. But they were deaf and blind to my pleas...' His
nightmare treatment continued all night, until, at 10 a.m.,
they released him after holding a gun to his head and
forcing him to sign a statement and a forged letter.

Rodolfo Romano later wrote: 'In those moments ... I was
not functioning as a moral person as a result of the intense
tortures I underwent. I still feel pain in my body ... I
wonder how I will get hack that statement ... and the letter
I allegedly wrote. I am concerned about my family.' Atter
launching urgent appeals on his behalf, Amnesty
International received this letter from Me office of the
Bishop of Sosorgot 'Greetings of Solidarity and Justice! We
have received countless letters from different groups of
Amnesty International all over the world, mostly concerning
the plight of Rodolfo Romano and his father-in-law, Jose
Laceda.

'It has touched us deeply that all compassionately
expressed sympathy to the the victims and revulsion to the
perpetrators of torture and cruelty. These gestures of
commiseration we will remember forever. The barrage of
letters you sent to our Minister of National Defence and the
Acting Chief of Staff of the Armed Farces denouncing the
brutalities done by their men has certainly hastened action
on these cases. We are pleased to bring the good news that
your efforts have borne fruit of justice: tie fabricated case
which was filed against Rodolfo Romano by his torturers
was finally dismissed by the court.'

ACTION TO HELP'
BOY

The grimp who adopted 15-year-old

schoolboyJose Silva campaigned for his


release. writing to the authorities lo try

and obtain more information and urging

them to Free hhil unconditionally. This k

still the basis of Amnesty International's


work for the release of prisoners of

conscience. Croups write to gowernment


and prison authorities. They also visit

embassies and organize petitions and


other aetivilies to publicize the person's

plight. 'Croups might also contact a


prisoner's Family and try to help with legal


and medical costs.
Mu International Secretariat or Amnesty International
announced this afternoon that it had decided to take
emergenn action on behalf or Jose Augusto Silva, a
I5-kear-old Portuguese schoolboy, Who W as arrested im the
215t January...

Jose Siha. a pupil at the Pedro Nunes School in
fsbon, is one of 17 schoolboys and schoolgirls arrested

during student demonstrations in the last two weeks. I le is
the only one under the age of 16 and consequenth cannot
he legally held by the political police. In order to detain him
the atahorities hake sent him to a home Ibr lux cline
delinquents at littoria. I le is be-mgheld in a cell there; his
mother is only allow ed to see him once a thrtnight. 1 le has
not been charged with any offence. Ifie case is a
particularly tragic one because he himself was born in

prison where his mother was at the time a political prisoner.
I lis father, an engineer. actualik died in prison.

Because it has been reported that the authorities are
trying to hold him in this juvenile dehnqucm home until his

I 6th hirthdak im the 15th August (when he can be
transferred to prison) the International Secretariat decided

to take immediate steps on his behalf'. Jose Silk a will he
straight away 'adopted' hy a newly Formed Amnesry group
in West Berlin.

News Meese 12 hinny 1965
el/
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LETTERS FROM
PRISONERS

Prisoners' letters io adoption groups
published in Amnesty Internationak news ,

sheet for groups.

Gonakadzinwpa Rcstriaion Area. lila Salazar, P B a 304,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia. 23.12.64.

'I acquaint you that I have received your Christmas
card with a great mixture of pleasure and surprise, being a
young man of 24 years, who knows not much about
practical life. Your Christmas card, Sir, is a 'landmark' in my
life. It has remade me and remoulded my way of thinking.

When received your Christmas card, I had food for
the thought. I asked myself a question 'why does this person
think of us in Zimbabwe, does he know me, what does it
profit him to worry about me?' This at length came to my
mind that 'we are linked together hy common humanity and
human needs and sympathies and we are all essels of
different colours and shapes of God-given lives. In truth I
have been made to think not only nationally hut also
internationally', But I became more worried when I again
realised that I cannot help somebody before I am able to
help myself, so really you made me to think of creating an
'I larmonious wordly-communits after our National Free-
dom'.

Long Life From Master Isidore kumire to I.
ledegaard, tejen, Denmark.'

5307 Ileichharg 24, Near Weimar, East Germany. 4t h January
1965

'Dear Miss Fitzgerald, I thank you very much for your
Christmas greetings. But I didn't receive tour card in fail as
I was released a few weeks ago. That's too, the reason that I
can give you thanks.

You cannot imagine what a jos it has been For me to
get so many greetings from Ireland. It is a good feeling to
know to have friends after a long time of loneliness.

As I don't know the reason for ms early release (I was
sentenced to eight years jail and have spent only 50 months
there) it is possible that Irish activity was the cause. So I'm
deeply in vour debt.

With the best wishes ihr 1965. Sincerely yours, II.
Friedrich Mull&

Thltran (Gassra Prison). lansmsy 13.th1965
'Dear Mr. Thorsen, Thank sou very much kr your

kind and significant greeting card. I have received it,
without any paper, today, here in prison. I hope also a happy
year for you, and I wish you all success.

Nen truly yours, V. Sahahi, Professor of Geolop in
Sciences Faculty of Unis ersih in Tehran.'

write in reference to your letter of 24th October,
regarding enquiries relating to KaIM Nedyalkov Hatakov.

Further to the information sent you on June 22, 1964,
we are now in a position to inform Ion that Ilatakoy was
sentenced to five years imprisonment kr and-State actions.
The Supreme court reduced this sentence to 21/2 years.
Later NIT. Hatakos was re/eased under an Amnesty by the
Presidium of the National Assembly, on the occasion of the
20th Anniversan• of the 9th September, 1944, that is to say,
before 9th September this year.
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We trust this information is satisfactory, and that you

will now feel it unnecessan to have your letters to the press

published.

'Mors sincer4 (Sgd) G. Shkutoy Seeretan to the

Bulgarian Embassy'

'Dearest Mrs. Lesett, I replied to your wonderfid

kner and requested that, if you have a minute to spare you

ik know that be are mat akine in our

lift long hank. 1k OWe thbi feeling to

you Ilandela in a letter to

the Oiled (I A.) Intatnalional


group in  /965.

should drop me a line, now and then...

We have been able to lace our problems with great

determination as a result of encouragement from people

like you. We know that we are not alone in our life long

battle. We ONNe this feeling to you...

Yours sincereb, Winnie Mandela.' (South Africa)

'Dear Friends, One of the most heartening things

that reached me whilst in prison was your most encouraging

support to Adelaide and the family. I wish to take this

opportunin of thanking vou from the bottom of my heart,

for all that you hay e done.

It is actions like Yours that make us feel in this hitter

countnv; that the world still has mans more good people like

you, that makes our cause so noble.

It is the one of the most powerful elements, when one

is under stress or strain, when an unknown helping hand

stretches across the Atlantic to provide some warmth and

comfort. I low does one repay such kindness and under-

standing;. I can sal.., your action has produced a counter-

reaction — to spiritually embrace all our people of this land —

Hack, white,, coloured. We hay': told all our friends about

you. In this wav more and more people here come to accept

that not all White People are bad.

Needless to say we have a small and dw indling section

of white people who at a great risk still manage to introduce

a spark of decency into the White (foolishly called here

turopeans') people of this country.

It is to the honour and credit of the people of the

w hole or the LK particularly England that for many stars

they have rallied to our cause. We will never forget this. One

day we hope we will all dance in the streets.

Zova has after much difficulty started school. She was

hoping that she ould not be accepted and that she could be

with me. After a couple of weeks Tanya has got used to me.

Anand appears to be aware of my presence. He cries to be

rocked to sleep. Drushka (Adelaide may not have told you.

Drushka is my dog) has come back tO life and he refuses to

come out from under the bed at night, and my beloved

Adelaide has not put on any weight. Our excitement has not

set worn off Everybody is just radiant and I too have put on

eight. In our tumbled down house lire is a paradise in spite

of the fact that I am still under house arrest. As for my plans

I hope to get started with selling clothes from door to door I

like it. It gives me a chance to meet people, to chat, laugh

and make new friends. love life and people.

Should one day one of you wish to visit this beautiful

land of ours, you can rest assured a most welcome awaits.

Don't worry about accommodation, it is no problem. Just

tell us when, even if it is tbr a short while. We will move

mountains for 'VIM.

So much for the time being from me. Nou will learn

from Adelaide very soon. Presently she is at the fort

visiting another prisoner still held there.

With fondest regards to all of you, I am yours

sincerely, Paul Joseph.' (South Africa)

MUSE! Maury ISIS5
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JUSTICE IN THE
AMERICAN SOUTH
British lawyer Anthony Lester spent three


months in the southern states onhe United

States olimerica researching persecution


o• civil rights activists and blacks. His

findings were published as a report


'Justice in the American South'. from

which this is an extract

Law has traditionalh been used in the South to presene
white supreman. The Civil Rights Movement now invokes

the Federal law of the Anwrican ( amstitution for the right

to challenge white supremacy and establish equal civil

rights Mr ever, citizen. h seeks freedom of speech and

assembh, universal suffrage, and equal protection of the

law. In the Deep South, these demands are revolutionan,

hut, because of the ultimate threat of Federal intervention

and a second Reconstruction, they cannot he met with overt

violence by Southern State officials. The resistance is

usually more subtle and depends on massive abuse of the

machinery of the law.... Some samples of the use of these

laws are illuminating. Over 3110 Freedom Riders arrested in

Jackson, Mississippi in May and June 1961 were sentenced

to $200 and four months' imprisonment for breaches of the

peace, apparently only on thu basis of evidence that their

presence at bus and railway terminals in Jackson in

raciallv-mixed groups put other people in a 'find mood'.

The police captain in charge neither spoke to nor arrested

ans people who allegedly were threatening the Freedom

Riders. When the Freedom Ride cases came belbre a

I Federal court, Judge Wisdom stated in his judgment that

'we again take judicial notice that the State of Mississippi

has a steel hard, inflexible, undeviating official polies of

segregation. The policy is stated in its laws. It is ronted in

custom. The segregation signs at the terminals in Jackson

carry ma that polio-. "Ile Jackson police add muscle, bone

and sinew to the signs.' (If  .nifed Stases 7.• (7ity qfPrEcon 318

Ell. I at pp. 5-6)

In May 1963, about 1,080 Negro students were

expelled or suspended from public schools in Birmingham.

Alabama, by order of the Board of Education because,

during the civil rights demonstrations, they had been

arrested for parading 1SMout permit. No hearings were

held to determine the propriety of the dismissals. The

students were simph told that not enough time remained in

the school term to hold any hearings.

On World-wide Communion Sund]ffi in October

1963, three young women, two of whom were Negroes,

were arrested for attempting to attend religious services

together at a Methodist Church in Jackson, Mississippi.
They never entered the church. \Shen They reached the

steps they were told that they were not welcome. A

policeman gave them two minutes to miwe on. As they

started to walk away hu told them that they had taken too

long, and arrested them. Thn were indicted for trespass

and disturbing dicine orship. The Police Justices' Court

of Jackson sentenced them to one Year's imprisonment and
fined each $1,000.

On December 15th, 1961, 1,500 Negroes demons-

trated in front of East Baton Rouge Parish Courthouse,

Louisiana, where 23 Negroes had been sentenced to

imprisonment for picketing. On April 1st, 1962, ReV B.
Elton Cox a CORE, lCongress of Racial Equality] field

secretary was convicted of three misdemeannurs arising out

of thu demonstrations. I le was sentenced to one year's

imprisonment and a $5,000 line for impeding the
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administration of justice by holding a demonstration near

the courthouse, and 5 months' imprisonment and a £500

fine for obstructing the payment.

Clyde Kennard was a Negro from Mississippi, who

had sened in the United States Army in Korea, and

graduated from Chicago Unis ersity. I le returned to

Mississippi, and in 1959 in spite of several attempts to

dissuade him, he applied to Mississippi Southern College

(which was segregated) for admission as a graduate student.

Kennard's application was rejected, but he intended to

re-apply. Under Mississippi law, no one convicted of felorw

can be admitted to a State college or university. On

September 25th, 1960, Kennard was arrested and prose-

cuted for being an accessory to the burglat-y of chicken feed

worth $25 (in Mississippi any accessory to any felony is

deemed to he a principal). Kennard was convicted largely

on the evidence of an illiterate 1 9-year-old Negro who

admitted having actually stolen the chicken feed, and was

himself placed on probation. 'Hie trial had several unusual

features (See generally; the  &porter,  November 8th, 1962,

pp. 30-34). The local white jun: convicted Kennard, and

the judge gave him the maximum sentence of 7 years'

imprisonment. When 1 was in Mississippi, I examined the

records of sentences imposed in one county fbr the past 4

years. The following are typical heavy sentences: forgers; 3

years: burglary and larceny, 4 years; manslaughter, 6 years;

armed robbery 12 years; kidnapping, 5years; rape, 2 years

plus 3 years probation. Assuming that Kennard was guilty, it

is hard to avoid the conclusion that the sentence against him

was deliberately yindictb e. Kennard served a few years,

then contracted cancer, was released and died shortly

thereafter

At about 3 am on May 8th, 1963 (according to the


brief of the US Department of Justice in a case now


pending), unidentified white men exploded 3 fire bombs in


the home of Hartman Thrribow, in Holmes County,


Turnhow was a Negro who had previously


attempted to register to vote. I lis house was newly


decorated hut not insured, and he and his family were


asleep inside. When Turnbow heard the noise or the


explosions, he seized his rifle and ran out of the house. Onc


of the men allegedly shot at him and his family, and


Turnhow returned the fire bethre they escaped. The


Thrnbows succeeded in putting out the fire and told a local


civil rights worker what had happened. They also indirectly


informed the I ligh Sheriff Shortly thereafter, Robert


Moses, Programme Director of COFO [Council of


Federated Organisationsl, came to the house and began to


take photogTaphs. The Deputy Sheriff then arrived, and


told Moses to stop taking pictures. However, when the


Sheriff himself arrived, Moses tried to take another


photograph and was promptly arrested on a charge (as he


was later told) of refusing to obey an officer. During that


afternoon, three Negro civil rights workers, who tried to


visit Moses in gaol, were arrested on suspicion of arson, and


Moses was also charged with arson and impeding an


investigation. Later Turnbow too was arrested and charged

with arson. In their brief, the Department of Justice

described these charges as 'false and baseless' and allege

that the prosecutions were brought 'for the purpose of

intimidating, threatening and coercing Negro citizens of

Iolmes County from applying for registration and from

registering to vote. The charges of arson were subsequent-

ly dismissed against all hut Turnbow himself; and he

himself was not ultimateb indicted by the Grand Jun, The

transcripts do not indicate that there was any evidence

whatever that Turnhow or the civil rights workers had

committed arson.

Between June and September 1964 in Mississippi

there were over a thousand arrests of civil rights workers.

Many of these were for alleged traffic offences or breaches

of the peace. There can be little doubt that by these tactics

the local law enforcement officials hoped to weaken the

spirit and financial resources of the Movement. As for the

civil rights lawyers, their tactics were either to attempt to

transfer the cases to a Federal court, on the ground that

their clients could not expect a fair trial in a State court, or

to appeal from the State court's verdict. But many such

cases are transferred back to the State court, by which time

the accused civil rights workers, out on hail, may be hack in

college in the North. "Ile chi] rights organisations cannot

afford continual appeals to the State and Federal appellate

courts, and, in spite of the large number of lawyers who

volunteered to work for the Lawyers Constitutional

Defence Committee during the Summer Project, there are

nut enough lawyers to deal with myriad minor cases

throughout the Deep South...

Rail

Northern civil rights workers accused of crimes in the

South must expect to have to raise larger sums for bail than

local civil rights m orkers, since sterner sanctions may he

necessary to secure their presence at their trials. One of the

problems which the civil rights organisations have had to

face is the cumulative effect of high bail. In December

1962, the cash requirements for bail bonds in the Freedom

Ride cases in Jackson, Mississippi, amounted to $372,000.

In June 1963, bonds for demonstrators in Danville,

Virginia, exceeded $145,000. Another problem is that many

civil rights workers return to Northern universities after

their work in the South. If they fail to attend their trials in

the South, not only will they forfeit their bail, but they will

provide Southern officials with justification For increasing

bail requirements in the future. On the other hand, the

Northern student, after travelling several hundred miles to

attend his trial, may find that it has been adjourned, that he

must come again, at further expense and loss of time at

university. These are problems of the legitimate use of bail,

but there are still greater problems where the bail system

has been deliberately used to intimidate the Movement.

A sunty of 'Bail and Civil Rights' was recently

carried out by Louis E Claiborne, a staff member of the US

Department of justice, for the 1964 National Conference

on Bail and Criminal Justice. It found that in some rare
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cases, a ciyil rights worker had been accused of a fclom in
order to justify- prohihith c hail, or a denial of bail, l'or

example, in Americus, Georgia, Mur demmistrators w ere
held without bail on the capital charge of 'insurrection until

ordered release on bail M a Federal court. Sometimes, bail

problems are aggravated In the 'unneeessan multiplicity of
charges instituted for a single course of conduct.' For

example, in March I 964, demonstrators at a theatre in New

Orleans were required to post 54,500 on 8 charges,

'trespass,' 'resisting arrest,' 'disturbing the peace,' 'refusing

on,' 'criminal mischief,' 'blocking an entrance,' and
rwo counts cd'eontributing to the delinquency of a minor'.

Another abose, apparently confined so Louisiana,
consists ol apy ramiding'. 'Ile case of the Rey. B. Elton Cox

has already been referred to. V. hen he was arrested in

December 1961, after the demonstrations in in Mt Of (he

Last Baton Rouge Parish Courthouse, bail was originally

set at 52,0011. When this sum was paid, bail was increased to

54,000, then on each successive pasnient, to 56,000 and

58,000. Ey unmans, afier protests by attorneys, it was settled

at 56,000.

Exorbitant bail is not usually set before trial though
there lune been exceptional cases in the South and North.

HoweYer after (tom iction the position is difterent. In
Atlanta. Georgia, in one ease insoly ing a 77-Yeanold

Calithrnian minister, convicted of disturbing public

worship, bail on appeal was set at 520,000. 1 he Gey irgia

Supreme (lour reduced it to 55,000, but the minister spent

7 months in gaol because his tender of 55,000 In cash

refused, and he \Sas unable to post that aminint

unencumbered properti, as required by the Court.

The Justice Department Survex finds that in Jackson,
:Mississippi, 'the bond required on appeal to the circuit

court has almost ariabh been Se( :It the legal maximum:

SI,500 (5500 'cost bond' plus SI,000 'appeal boner). Bonds

ii S I MN I or nufre pending appeal are apparently common

in civil rights cases in many Southern jurisdictions. Since

the sentence is often a much smaller tine, there is a great

temptation to abandon the appeal ... nur is the distinction

between local residents and others observed. In Itta Ihena,

Mississippi, last June, some forty local Negroes were held

(in 55011 or 5750 bond pending trial de noTo in the county

court, on a charge of disturbing the peace, the only

distinction drawn being between men and women.' There

is dil faculty in obtaining local property bonds, and local

bonding companies are often unwilling to do business with

cis il rights organisations, while out-of-State companies arc

not accepted as qualifring locally During the A lississippi

Summer Project, it was impossible to obtain help from am

of the local bonding companies.

he Sunup concludes that 'in main Southern

communities (and perhaps elsewhere) hail requirements in

fa; il rights cases did much more than merek assure the

defendant's appearance in court. In many instances, the net

elieut of bail demands was to arrest the demonstrations, h

exhausting the organisation's treasun or temporarily

remoying the participants, or their leaders. Doubtless, that

consequence was sometimes unintentional. Hut, in ()flier

cases, bail was obviously used, even manipulated, to aehiin e

that end. The nature and number of the charges, the

amount 14 the bonds, and the form of security required, in

some instances were plainly intended to delay or prevent

release.' ...

(111'1111 jI1111' 

In manx parts of the Deep South, Negroes hale


traditionally been and remain systematically excluded from


juries. In recent years, the L ti Supreme Court has rey ersed
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a number ol comt ictions il \ egroes on the grttund that such


racial exelutAtin violated their constoututnal rights fit equal


protection of the law. It is LIWOUraging- En note that the

Georgia State ici irt. hatte i4illied tloN examide little-, er

most Southern juries are still [1rC(lciiiiiflaiitl 44I cluirelt

w Hoe, The role ol the Southern tun in the trial tit chit

rights tt orkers has alreadt been discussed. Its Oleo is

equallt important in the trial in 'Chart persons ticcused

crimes against \ egroes and civil rights workers.

Itfit right to be tried bt one's peers is deeplt

embedded in Nnalot Nmerican law, thegThons at serious

•ederal or State erelle ; arc usuallt ustiu-aled lc, i grand

On drown from the approm tate localin ii determine

whether there is :I pt7.111,11:icIt' (1.1>e fit bc tried. I'he trial itself

kb) tun. Federal tortes are usuallt drawn Boni a wider arca

than local State juries And are hurter educated, but the) are

still selected (Mel the State in st Inch the ()Bence has

allegetil) been committed. \ moron), the Southern tun

reflects tt lUte Southern pinion ui1 iii ctlect, the

prosecutor is; Clied With the Pask ii persiafiling a

rept-est:nun) e group ot hite Southerners fit punish the

accused lor defending their w at of lite \iir surprisinglv the

aceused is acquitted. in, !mire (it telt neser prosecuted at all.

Floe tirtool impossihilitt 4/f conticting the nnirderer ot

civil rights worker is olle 1.if the MUNI potent sources It

itijustute 111 the Deer Sini ih, Sinne ccciii eVinipleS M ill

illustrate the prohlem,

On the night ii June 1963. ludgar [tins, 


\ egro \ P INationol ssodation lor the ACINaneelllieln

ill C:olored People] Field Sceretan iii \htsissippi was

bt a sniper's bullet outside his home A le'11. da1d,

lielore his death he soid. in a press intentett, Ii I die it will

be in a good callmr. I hate been lighting thr 'mei lea ILI:d as

much as the solthers in iet \ [It ran I Oe h a I{Ct kwith,

fertiliser ,..11e1,111,111 Bum Greenwood. Vhssissippi, was

arrested bt FBI 11'i:demi Bureau ol loestigationl agents on

June 221d Pht:t, and indicted thr the murder itt i2erNIi,a

[rand LIlin cit I i to hrte persons and one ‘set.arcc

was tt ell hille0.11 far his racial t iews ,111LI had “llie wrintn

that 3 Illif Shinning' Slitililhe required ill Nlisissippians

in the Iffitire It pl-ffiCCI 11161 !amnia's Iron had \ egmes.

N't line Beckwith was in prisiol ay. aiting trial, he v. LP, treated

as a her() Mid iuIi et ert toossible coniton N V hitc

Ati/unc Legal Oodence Fund collected Sl5,011B [in his

behalf_ Nt his first trial, ill earl t PI64, 2 taxi-colt drit ers

gat e evident e dint Beckwith had asked 4 times hir I•1. Cis;

address. lesl &Jos beture I it ers was shot. lieckw ith's Cal

was identified lit a number tit witnesses as hat ing been in

Ihe area twice ftetore die murder and, on the night tit the

killing, 30idei trum I Acrs. house. lieckw ith gave ofilenee

11131 nu ride Imind ifitar the scene M. the L rem: 'could be'

his. but Oat it \tat lost Ian stolen shorn) hoore the murder,

Beckwith hod meidentallt been traCed li a fingerprint 1111
the telestopic ',fight If the rine hind near the scene oi lit

crime I hi claimed that at the lime ol the nobler he Wa-,

Mlle+ ay, Je.I )11.111TIL! [he 24 kalif U:111 hi! Olt 'Oil'',

1 Nei Mach girl, tr) to r•eape the
pollee ;Orr attempting to INN& a ini•

OA Mg Knit,' quileini iv an ith-te bile
.0-hoot My, Dew parr IncaiticArl

in Inns fnard. GemTia. I SI: 1enefillint

91.1.5.

 Mad, Ito omen arrrged atier a
proleq thalleillqralifill hi Orangebarg,
South I amlMa. I S I. being marehnl
front the ',wan', jail M an• eil) jail —
'Val /90.



former Governor Ross I3arnett and former Major-General

Edu in A. Walker were at Beckwith's side. Barnett had

entered the courtroom during the trial and shaken hands

with Beckwith. The all-white jail- was unable to agree on its

verdict, so there was a mistrial. Several police officials

called the decision 'a moral victory for the state'. Beckwith

was tried again in April 1964 before a second all-white jury,

On April 12th, 1964, the  .Vrie,  lerk  limes  reported that 'The

Ku-Klux-Klan is putting on a show of three on behalf of ...
Beckwith ... Ten crosses were burned in the Jackson area

bst night. 'Was, about 75 tough-looking men, sonic linked
with Klan activitx, showed up as spectators in court,' At the

second trial, one of the taxi-cab driy ers testified that
Beckwith 'resembled' (rather than was) the man who had

asked where Evers lived. The prosecuting District Attorney

later told the press that the taxi-cab driver had been beaten
since the first trial. Incidentalb, during the trial, the local

press in Jackson gave extensive coverage to the evidence on
Beckwith's behalf, but little to that of the prosecution. For a

second time the jun failed to agr....e, and Beckwith returned
home as a hero. -lb many people whom I met in Mississippi,

the Beckwith case was shocking because a white Mississippi

jury had actually disagreed, instead of unanimoush

acquitting Beckwith, while Federal officials regarded this

disagreement as a sign of substantial progress towards

justice in the State, in theory, since the case is still pending,

Beckwith could be tried fbr a third time, but in practice it is

unlikely that this will happen.

On July 1 I th, 1964, Lemuel Penn, a Negro

schoolteacher and Arms Resene Colonel, s as killed while

driving through rural North Georgia by a shotgun blast
from a passing car. On August 6th, 1964, 4 Ku-Klux-

Klansmen were arrested, and 2 were indicted Mr Penn's

murder. The FBI had obtained a confession Irom an

accomplice incriminating the 2 men. They la ere tried
before an all-white jun in September 1964. 'film witnesses

gave evidence that they saw the men walk into a garage 24
miles from the scene of the crime at about 5.0 am on the

morning of the murder, earning a sawed-off shotgun. The
defence attorneys urged the 'Anglo-Saxon AIadison

County Jun not to 'send these here boys into those cold

grey stone walls' to he electrocuted, and said that FBI

agents were 'carpet-baggers ... who are infiltrating our

justice'. The jury acquitted the men. Federal charges of
depriving Penn of his ci‘ il rights are still pending against

them. If they are indicted by the Federal Grand Jun, they
will be tried bv a Federal jurs drawn from the State of

Georgia.

On June 2 l st, 1964, the day the Mississippi Summer

Project began, three civil rights Ns orkers, James E. Chaney, a

Mississippi Negro, Michael Schwerner, and Andrew

Goodman, vs ent to Neshoha Counm Mississippi, to

investigate the burning of a church. That afternoon,
Deputy Sheriff Cecil Price arrested the three men in

Philadelphia, Mississippi, and held them in gaol for several

hours on a speeding charge. Price said he released them at
about 10.30pm after Chanel had paid a S20 fine. Two days

later, their car was found burned in a swamp a few miles

from Philadelphia. After a massive search, on August 4th,

the FBI found the bodies of the men under an earthen dam

5 miles from thu town. In the course of the search, thev also

discovered 2 half-bodies of Negro men in the Pearl River,

about whom there had previously been no concern or

interest. The State authorities refused to release the official

autopsy report on the three civil rights workers even to the

coroner's jury, and, on August 25th, the coroner's jun-

reported that the available information was insufficient to

enahle it to determine the cause of death. On September

30th, the local grand jun- failed to return am indictment in

the case. It publicly exonerated local law enforcement

authorities, stating that they had done well to maintain law

and order 'in the face of drastic provocations by outside

agitators.' After their report was read, Circuit Judge. O.H.
Barnett told the jurors that they had 'exhibited the courage

of men of the Revolutionary days of this country'

On October 2nd, a Federal grand jun indicted

Sheriff Rainey Deputy Price, two policemen, and a former
sheriff, all from Philadelphia, Mississippi, on charges of

violating the rights of local Negroes by unlawfully detaining

and beating them. These indictments grew out of the FBI

investigation into the murders of the three civil rights

workers but related to crimes allegedly committed long

beliire the murders. On December 4th, the FBI arrested

Sheriff Rainey Deputy Price, and 19 other white men in

connection with the murders. The FBI alleged that Sheriff

Raines had heen involved in a conspiracy\ but had not been

involved in the actual killings, while Deputy Price had

unlawfully arrested and detained the 3 men before giving

thum ttt a lynch mob of which he was part. Nineteen of the

defendants, most of them members of the Ku-Klux-Klan,

were charged under Federal law with conspiring to violate

the constitutional rights of the 3 dead men. Two others were

charged with failing to disclose information about the

crime. It was not possible to prosecute any of the accused

for murder, since murder is only a State crime, and the

Mississippi State authorities apparently refused to prose-

cute. On I kcember 10th, the FBI disclosed in a

preliminary hearing before the CS Commissioner in

Meridian, Mississippi, that they had obtained a signed

confession from one of the defendants. The Commissioner

proceeded to rule that the FBI agent's evidence about the

confession was hearsay and inadmissible, and to dismiss the

charges against 19 of the defendants. A spokesman for the

LS Justice Department later stated that 'In the experience

of the Department, the refusal by a US Commissioner to

accept a law enforcement officer's report of a signed

confession in a preliminan hearing is totally. without

precedent,' The Department decided to withdraw the

charges against the remaining 2 defendants, and to refer the

case to the Federal grand jury AI the time of writing, 16 of

the men has e been re-arrested and indicted by the Federal
grand jun: They are now awaiting trial before a Federal jury.'

in Mississippi.

Puldishd Felnary 1U5
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PRISON
CONDITIONS IN
SOUTH AFRICA

Three reports were published

simultaneouslyin Septemlwr 1965. Thin

dealt with prison conditions in Portugal.


South Africa and Romania. Reports

followed on prison conditions in Paraguay.

Rhodesia and East Germans-. The 'Berliner


&hung% an East Berlin daily- newspaper.

commented in 1966: '... The report on


Portugal is excellent. hut it is absurd to

focus on East Germany. as there are no


political prisoners in East Germany.

anyone looking for liolations of human


rights in (hat part of die world should

concentrate on Viest Germany.... The


following extract is from 'Prison

Conditions in South Africa..

The treatment and conditions of a sentenced prisoner in
South Africa are largely determined by the two factors of
his race and his prison category.

Racial differences

The Regulations provide that whites and non-whites shall
receive different clothing, dirt and bedding allowances.
Some privileges also depend on race; tobacco, for example,
is allowed to white males, in category B but to no other
races. White and non-white prisoners are at times
segregated; when possible they are kept out of view of each
other Where it is practicable, non-whites of different races
are also separated, and also given separate diets, clothes and
bedding; but these distinctions are often implemented onls
when there are a large number olColoureds or Indians in a
particular prison at any one time. No allowance, however, is
made in conditions for the normal living standards of a
non-white prisoner, with the result that a highly educated
African accustomed to living standards higher than many
Europeans receives the food and clothing laid down for
so-called 'primitive Bantu'.

Hohhen island 'elite'

On Rohben Island, however, at the present time, it appears
that a small group among the political prisoners, perhaps
5%, has been allowed slightly better conditions than the
others; this. 'elite' consists of those individuals thought by
the authorities to constitute the 'leadership' in political
terms, as opposed to the rank and tile. These prisoners have
small cells of their own, receive better clothing and bedding
and mans of them are allowed to study. They are kept apart
from the other prisoners and so their influence upon them
is made minimal. In this group are the 'Rivonia' trialists and
other prisoners whose names arc known outside South
Africa.

fboothen Nand. 8outh

maximum ...reurill primon. !worn mile.

from (ape Ton41. Nobiwn Nand ha.;

hero a proal maihanent for 400 'ear.
and ii  is  claimed that no one Inv.
;Imbed the ir). treethun.

Ohsenation and classification

On his reception in prison, a person with a sentence of over
two years spends an initial period under 'observation', as a
result of which he is placed in one of the four prison

categories, A.B,C & D. During his observation period, he is
placed in an 'observation centre', separate from the rest of
the prison and may he kept in strict isolation when this is
thought necessary for classification purposes. The prisoner
is kept under close surveillance by trained officials with the
object of determining his 'age, health, mental condition,
character traits, social background, previous conduct,
ability to m ork and aptitude ... for the purpose of
classification and training', lie is then placed in a categon
from which he can subsequenth be 'promoted or
downgraded according to progress or otherwise'. It is this

classification which determines the privileges he may
receive, the standard of his general living conditions, the
quality of his clothing and bedding, the type of prisoner
with w hom he lives, (yen often) the general attitude of the
prison authorities towards him and, sometimes, the type of
work he does. The Regulations do not las down that a low
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categon carries with it inkrior conditions, hut in practice
this appears to he the case.

AccordMg to the Prisons Department, the group into
which most ordinary prisoners are placed is Grade II; this
allows a month)), visit by two people, two letters a month,

tobacco in the case of t hite males, certain sporting and
communal recreations, two books and maga)Unes a week.

Groups (1 and I), howeyer, are allowed one three and six
monthly visit respectively by one person, and. a 500 word

letter written and received at the same intenals; they may
not smoke, or take part in any form of recreation other than
reading tw o books which must be from the prison library
and may not be sent in from outside. Study is accounted a
privilege and is allowed for all grades.

Tp to the present time, all persons convicted of
political offences have been initially graded 'D'; a tew

individuals have worked their way to Grade 'C', but this has
taken two or three times as long as is usual for criminal
prisoners. Grade "D' is officially stated to be ffir 'the type ot
prisoner with a previous record and• or convictions of
serious Crime of a daring or aggressive nature or other

aggravating circumstances, such as convictions ffir rape,
robbery or violence in one form or another, ... (he) will not
hesitate to inflict serious bodih harm in order to escape or

effect his criminal purposes. Initial maximum security
measures or institutional safe custody, treatment and
training are indicated.'

Of the 20 white male political prisoners at present
serving their sentences at Pretoria Local, all began their
sentences in Grade 'LE, most, if not all, remain there and
some are into the second year of their imprisonment; all hut

two are unkersity graduates, four are universitY lecturers,
one is a lawyer, one a teacher and one a schoolteacher.

It is reported that long term African political
prisoners undergo no classification process, all are graded
TY on their conviction and sent direct to Robben

For those political prisoners who are classified, the process

may take up to a year, although one or two months is the
usual period ffir other prisoners, and they report that there
is no 'surveillance by trained officials', ..

Clwhing

The clothing worn k prisoners is determined h the
Commissioner according to health and warmth require-
ments; it varies according to the racial group. Africans

receive short trousers, a jacket, a shirt, and a sweater during
winter months. They have no underw ear or socks, and

complaints have been received that prisoners on Robben
Island have no shoes or sandals. Men performing heavy

quarrying work throughout the sear and thing in unheated
buildings with stone floors complain severely of the cold
when they have to go barefoot. It also appears that the
authorities' refusal to allow prisoners their sweaters except
in the winter months is more of a hardship in the
changeable climate of the Cape than it might he elsewhere.
Indians and Coloureds have similar clothing to that of the
Africans, hut are allowed long trousers. Whites receive long

Wrkan and Winn 110111411,,ffi1 the
'thorn& up' ign viii their relrake Thou
!Indian litho') after iIu- icrrc

iinprihoned for using 'European nub'
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trousers. itidei-e ii hirt, tacker, socks, boots, skt eater onel

psiamas. Prisonets on Robben Island receive clean shirts

once a week. llthough in Pretoria Central, in the

obsenation centre, some prisoners had to wash their

clothes themselves during their exercise period and dn

them in the cells.

diet idtall do no work andrecent normal du t 011ce in

ev en three Ldp.+, spat e diet is denned as S (u, in rice tut

mealie rice boiled in tour pink il 51 All' withuttitdal

Inc Wen and (Hi.. tutredueed diet max also he

imposed, consisting ot halt the normal elan; ration, w

ram, treacle or cur.

The most usual tiorms or punishment imposed iii

nraCIICC appear ro be di/prising 1 phsoner of meals tor (Inc

or two days. In practice the times (11 meals make this a

harder penalti than is spechcallk 11111 divan. IS hen

puntshed kl% miitssine th Le tileals, \NU llOre allIt‘led nothing

but water, \ ormallk breakfast in Saturdav is at 8.30am,

lunch al I ti. 3thitii and supper at 2.00pm. be the

punishment, which was ANAT. S on  a  Sunday!, Illtant no Mod

From 2 Oflptu Saturelak ill 7.00am \ lonslaC This punish-

ment mpears to be imposed tnr failing to work hatid enough

either in the quarries Or on tiiathhtaLrs. C fil tine occasil al a

group of 173 prisonos Rohlien Island had their meals

withdrawn 10t- a da; tor making ICO Touch noise.

Sentences M segregation or solitan conlmement arc

also imposed. On liolihen Island there is a hi( ock cif single

cells used AS ahlinugh hititlt tint. 15, it is

reported to hold up to 50 prisoners :it am one time,

isoners :ire kept solnan entOnlaTilellI; are made to

seV1 mail bags and it mitre than a cerinn number (Sirachan

sass three) arc unsatislactore, the; lose their meals tor a dm.

Prisoners are not attuneeel in talk, then eyercise al ill‘lailLt;

od toe paces loon eaeh other, lose all privileges sliding their

punishment itid rent, e the low est qualm clnthes It is not

known w hether, or Mr what °tient es, political prisoners

have licen put in segregation tin tilLperields

Prisoners state that thee hak e been put ni Isolation or

demised in meals tor complainintt about assanIts. liael food,

bad work conditions and also Or reporting sick it would

also appear that punsliment is imposed summarilk by sonic

warders w iniont an emptin httitcr made into his alleged

iatence.

snarehing

Searching rot prisoileis appears to take place in publie.

Prisoners „Ire made to remove their clothes 'ahelloed then

come ult, them section tram (ansicle ln officer evamines

mist budk tor smuggled tobacco or intim:it i‘enh

apparemilit little regard Mr the prisoner \ dignity_ the

nausal dance is still used as a Plethod ot searching; III III the

prisoner is made to remove his clothes and leap into the itiri

turning round .ind bending in expose lhs anus, the

 ttiitiu in' Cmmimiss.ion recommended that aN soon as

possible this method should he abaneloned and at Leetikop

criminal pilsonces returning trim eeork are now searched

with an electric ewe. The Regulations themselYes stn.

'Scan:hulk' shall he conducted m a seetnlk manner and as

tar as possIIIII2 nithiut innin to sell-respect . prisoner

shall ,N tar as possible not he stripped and searched in the

presence and sight of other prisoners'. One prisoner has

desci thud searching as lin: g reatest hiunihatton ot prison.

Published September 1265

lilildi article,

Pnsoners iii ( (rade.e allow ed iiti personal

posse...shuts of ani stir.

1ccording b., the Regulations, each prisoner. int]

reception. shall be allow ed a toothbrush, tonthpaste,

shaking bnish and maor blades, usher toilet articles such as

hairMush, shaking whip, nailbrush. etc., ma be bought lw

the prisoner either from private funels or from mono he has

earned. lam instances hake been reported trim diflerent

prisons, hut panicularh from Rohben Island, where

ium-white phsoners were notn en a Lomb or a toollibi ushi

In these cases, unless thee reeeise more\ troin their

families. there have no way ifl obtaining them unless thei

achiei e post. w hie h cait 'tile happen J.1.111;11 thin

are in Grades B or \ Prisoners on Rohlien Island mat.

spend - es en six w eeks on toilet articles,

Puni•Fintunt

C.crtain punishments are officially laid down tor breaking

the regulations, and ror rinedemeantairs rantng It na

disobedience. dile use ot Indecent mantels, singIng,  it

speaking v. ithout permission, to causing discontent, est.-Ile-

MOO or insubordination, or acting m ale et at 'Clitoral, no

gatod older and discipline'. It the prisoner admits the

offence, the head othhe prison mak stimmarili remand Ititti

and dcpri‘c Iii ii NI LIII prn ileac. and ;ratuittes tin up to a

month, or riltinei (ir more meals Inf a dol. II he denies it, he

is charged and Med hi either a magistrate ut  a

commissioned othcer; he mai have his legal advise!

present. Nfler trial hi a commissioned titicer, ptuncliment

mos be imposed ol corporal punishment ot up to sie strokes.

%Ethan confinement wIth or Nenhout spare diet for up to si‘

dal s, With I ir ‘1.ith,ILli light labour tor up to Ii' knrt which

I 0 nun be on a reduced  diet.  \Per trial hi a Illagislrarc, Ihie

court mak impose a seillenCe Of up to SIN months

imprisonment or solitare continement with or without light

labour for up to 42 slat's, 2S (A which max be in a redueed

diet. Ihere is no appeal tor prisoner against a sellleike  I

disciplinan contravention, althmigh appeal inn he made

against a sentence imposeda magistrate I or :in oilenee


under the Prison': Net ChirllOrill punishment mae toil it be

administered alter the medical «Ulcer has eyammed the

prisoner, the head or the prisnn IIILISI be present. and more

than ten smokes IWO not he inflicted aI one time Solitary

confinement ma 1 not eseced PAO 111011ths x1,10141111' speeill

order trona the Minister ot Justice, and A nersoll Ii solitaie

confinement irltW rucelsc 30 minutes mien:Ise twice a dal.

N prisoner undergoing either solitark tont-element or spare

diet must lie ',kited daily hi die head ot the prison and as

often ac positiChIc he the medical olheer 'i prisoner int  sLiFt
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ALLEGATIONS OF
TORTURE IN ADEN
1 nrest ill Aden — a lhrmer British colom

ilOW part or Ilw People Democratic

Republic lemen — in liie early 1960s
brought British troops into artion against

local demonstrators. Many were detained.

Contriners% surrounded a 1966 Amnesly

International mksion that investigated

allegations oflortu re by British
interrogators in the colony. The mission

coneluded in its report (hal specific

tortures had been inflicted on many of the

hundreds of detaineesiii cuslody.
Subsequent protests prompled the British

Governruent In condnet its own inquiry.
which recommended changes — eventual116

accepted by die gos eminent — to protect

detainees. Rfracts frill]] the report or die

mission are gi en here.

The military- authorities in Aden has e not caught many

terrorists throwing handgrenades or in short duels with the

mditary. The majority of those now detained arc arrested in

the billowing way:

The house is encircled in the early morning hours

w hen the mibtary are convinced that their suspects are

sleeping inside. They hreak in the door, or a window, and

enter the house. immediately arrestMg and taking away the

man w hom the) arc looking for and search the house, it is

said, without emsideration for the fUrniture and other

belongings 1 the family; they often leaxe the house M ii

mess. The arrested man is allowed no contact with the

outside world for an indefinite period of time. After

interrogation, which in many cases has taken more than 28

day s, hc is aimed to a detention centre and can he visited hy

his Ihmih and relatbes. The exact number of these

detainees is unknown hut may lie betw een 200 and 300

persons, according to the .Adeni sources. On Job 25, 1966,

Amnesty International reeds ed the names of 164 Adeni

citizens w ho were arrested under similar conditions.

mentioned ahcw-e

\ext (1-01Ileti the question of ill-treatment and torture

practised as a method of interrogation. The s yr> Met that a

neutral organisation such as Amnesty International is not

allowed to interview thc detainees increases the suspicion of

practice of torture at the interrogation centres. The

ex-detainees, the relatives of the present detainees, w hom I

interviewed in .Aden and other sources complained of the
following forms of Nirture:

I. Undressing the detainees and making them stand

naked during interrogation.

Keeping the detainees naked in super-cooled cells

with air conditioners and fans running at the highest speed.

Keeping the detainees awake hy irritating them

until they are eshausted.

Offering food to hungry detainees and reams ing it

just as they start eating.

Forcing the detainees to sit on poles directed

towards their anus.
I lining and twisting their genital organs.

Extinguishing cigarettes on their skin.

S. Forcing them to run in circles until they arc

exhausted.
U. Banning kits to faY atories so that they soil their

cells with Ines and urine.

10. Keeping them in filthy toilets with the floor

01Ni:red with urine and Ines.

Other forms of ill-treatment can he read in individual

case reports...

Jauee:

Elected member of the Municipal Council of the City of

Aden. Profession clerk. .About 25 years. I spoke to this

ex-detainee in a private house in Aden On July 29, 1966. I le

ow me some information spontaneously but I had to ask

some questions in order to get a detailed record of his
interrogation at Fort Morbut. He seemed to he deeply
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shaken by the interrogation and showed some feelings of

shame for the humiliating treatment to which he had been

subjected. There was no doubt about the truth of his

description of his arrest and interrogation. I read to him

what I had written about his case; he approved the report

and had no objection to the publication of his case report by

Amnesty International, I lashim Jawee spoke to me in fluent

English:

#1Wo hours after midnight July 6th, 1966, the entrance
door to his house was broken, and the house searched hy a

number of soldiers. lie was taken to Fort Morbut and

thrown into an isolated cell. The iron door was banged by

kicking at hall-hour intervals. Later on his clothes were

taken off and he was left naked for a while before the

interrogation began, by British Military personnel. His

buttocks and genital organs were examined in order to

humiliate him. The examiner was not a physician and the

examination was not a medical health examination. After

this examination they asked for his address which they

already knew and he was sent back to his cdl and his clothes

were returned. During the first three days the barrel of a

gun was pointed at him through the cell window and Jawee

was told that he was going to be shot within a short time.

rhe cell had a temperature of nearly 100°F (37°C) which is
not unusual in this climate. He was not allowed to take a

cold shower, On the third dav he was asked about a list of

names which the interrogators suspected that he was in

contact with. On one occasion he was drawn hv his hair and

on another occasion he was kicked. I le was not allowed to

receive visitors or to confer with a lawyer.

On several occasions he was taken Mt of his cell at
night and ordered to run round the courtyard until he was

exhausted. When asking ten- a glass of water he was spat

upon in the face. Int entories of the cell consisted of an iron

bed covered by hard brush‘ clothing and a dirty blanket

which was soaked in sweat. 'The fr.md he received was

inedible. I le was asked m dean the lavatories several times.

He was released after nearly two weeks without a charge.

Mohammed Said Rasharain:

28 years old. Born and raised in Aden. Ex-detainee.
Arrested twice; in 1963 and 1964. I met this man on July

29th, 1966. He spoke English fluently Ile gave an open and
reliable account about his arrests. 1 read up his case story

which he accepted and had no objection that the

information which he gave to Amnesty International was

published.

First arrest, 1963. Mr Basharain was arrested
together with 58 trade union leaders including Mr.

Ahdullah Al Asnag and people belonging to PSP (Peoples
Socialist Party). They were all arrested in the early hours nl

the morning. This happened after the bomb incident at

Aden airport on 1)ecember 10, 1963, and immediately after

the proclamation of the State of Emergenn. All the
prisoners were taken to the capital or the Fadhb Federal

State and imprisoned there for 62 days. Tbev proclaimed a

hunger strike in protest at the inhuman treatment to which 


they were subjected. They were released atter 62 days of

detention. All of them were interrogated several times and

no evidence could be produced against them for their

participation in the bomb incident.

Second arrest, October 1964. After the burning of a

newspaper house he was arrested at noontime and taken to

Fort Morhut. His clothes were removed except for

underpants before he was interrogated by 13ritish

personnel. He was left in a toilet for 12 hours lying on the

floor covered by urine and faces. He proclaimed a hunger

strike which drew attention after 24 hours. He was then

rermn ed to a separate cell. After seven days of interrogation

he was released for lack of evidence.

Radiya lhsan:

Miss Radiva Ihsan is the general secretary of the Arab

Women's Society in Aden. 'This ease is taken to exemplify

that people can be arrested in Aden for purely political

reasons. Miss Ihsan, who is 32 years old, has been arrested

twice.

First arrest: In December 1962 she was accused of

participating in demonstrations against the union of Aden

with the South Arabian Federation. She was kept in prison

10 weeks. During this period another charge was brought

against her and she was fined a small sum of money. On one

occasion she was kept in the same room with a number of

psychiatric patients.

Second arrest: In December I 963, she was arrested

once more, this time under the emergency laws. She spent

one week in a cell at a police station followed by 8 weeks in

Aden prison. The reason for this detention was, she says, to

cut off her contacts with some journalists who were visiting

Aden. The Arab Women's Society demonstrated in favour

of Miss Ihsan. This case is well-known in Aden.

POMO December IND
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'YOUR EFFORT AND PRAYERS SAVED MY

LIFE'

Lee Shim-bom, a law student at Seoul
National University in the Republic of
Korea, was arrested in June 1980 and
sentenced by a military court to mne
years' imprisonment for organizing student
demonstrations. Taken to prison, he was in
great pain, attributed to the beatings
inflicted on him during interrogation. He
was said to be unable to move his neck and
one arm. The authorities, however, denied
him medical treatment on the grounds that
the prison did not have the necessary

In protest, Lee Shim-born started
a hunger-strike.

Amnesty International learned of his
worsening condition and launched a
worldwide Urgent Action appeal on his
behalf. He then received only minimal
medical attention in prison and was not
examined or treated in an appropriate
hospital. Amnesty International continued
its appeals for him to receive proper
medical attention throughout his term of
imprisonment.

The organization campaigned for Lee
Shim-born's unconditional release on the
grounds that he was a prisoner of
conscience, jailed for the non-violent
exercise of his human rights. Under a
presidential amnesty granted for
Christmas 1982, he was released — having
served only two years of his nine-year
sentence. He now lives in the United States
where he has received medical treatment
hy doctors connected with Amnesty
International. In February 1983 he told an
Amnesty International conference in
California:

'During the dismal and lonesome days,
international concern and support have
always encourged us greatly ... All the
dictators have fantasies that they can
suffocate and divide people in their own
country. Under these circumstances we
know what they are afraid of most is world
opinion and criticism of their tyranny. Here
we can see the effective role of the
Amnesty Intonational movement
encouraging the oppressed.

"Nur efforts and prayers saved my life and
thanks to your support I can have an
opportunity to live as a human being
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MASS CHRISTMAS
CARD MAILING TO

PRISONERS
Itv 1967..Anmest‘ international was


ss orking for nearly 2.000 prisoners in 63


countries. There were 550 groups in 18


countries Ilundrnis responded In a


Christmas card mailing organized that


year for prkoners and the following items

release was issued.

Inmesti International, like other charities, produces a

(Thristmas card, Unlike others, the Anmests card is sent not

only to friends and relations hut also to prisoners of

conscience in gaols all goer the world.

With eyerv order of one dozen cards goes a list of 12

prisoners, giving brie) details of their imprisonment and

postal instructions. 36 prisoners are listed, all of whom arc

non paving the price for following their political or religious

belick. They include Eleni Voulgark a Greek girl

imprisoned since last year with her baby son, because her

family sheltered a communist in 1953; 1.1adimir Hatshcy, a

young Stoic poet sentenced to 5 years imprisonment For

being an Idler', and Maoulyi Mohammed l'arooy, a young

Kashmiri nationalist, in prison in India since 1965 and

reportedly in bad health.

Already over 13,000 cards haie been sold, It is hoped

that 50,000 mill be sold by Christmas, most of which should

hnd their %UV into prisons and camps in 25 countries.

I:merit:nee has shown that although it is sometimes

difficult to get ordinary letters or postcards through to a

primmer, Christmas cards are often allow ed. So an Amnesty

card mai well be the only contact sonic prisoners will have

with the outside world this Christmas...

News release 7 Neyeadier ISO/

•
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TRIAL OF THREE
YOUNG WRITERS

Amnesty International asked the Soviet

Attorney General if it could send an


obsener to the trial of three si tilers in

1967. \ 41reph n as reeris ed.

ABS.
be.

a

BHA of the I SSH 0 a, ono. of three

It riser, to hose trial in Ihr•ethi in bigwig lhltr drou,ed
iniernatihnal proteq. lie veal linar. in labour

camp., jails and psi rhiatric hospital. awl Ha, Iiiialli

ri dranged be the Sushi( Goicronwnt in Pecember

IC fora thilean communist leader. lir is .sollooii

herr on hi. arrii al in /random.

Amnesty International is urgently mobilizing the SOO

members of its Postcards for Prisoners Campaign all mer

the world to send cards to protest to the Soviet Government

at the trial of the young writers Vladimir Bukovskv, Vadim

Delone and leygeny Kushey which began yesterday at

Moscow City Court. As early as February of this year, when

the news of the arrests was made known, Amnesty

International wrote to the Soviet Attorney General saying
that it would like to send an observer to this trial and asked

to be informed of the date. No reph was ever received and

no warning of the trial was given.

Vladimir Bukoysky is the best known of the three men. Six

years ago he was detained in a mental institution for

contributing to. 'Phoenix 1961', a forerunner of 'Phoenix

1966', an underground literary journal which has been the

core of the present trouble. On his release four years later,

Bukovsky again became active in the unofficial literary

world and participated in the demonstration in Moscow in

December 1965 calling Mr a fair trial for Sinvaysky and

Daniel. I le was again arrested and confined I 0 a mental
institution. I hi; case was taken up by Amnesty International

and an Amnesty member called on the Director of the

Serhsk Institute or Forensic Psychiatry where Bukovsh

was detained. Shortly afterwards Bukovsky was released
and was free until his arrest in January this vear.

In the meantime the people for whom 13ukoysky,

Delone and KusheY organised the January demonstration

are themselves in prison awaiting trial. They are 'fun.

Galanskm, Alexci Dobroyolsk3/4 Peter Rodzievsky and

Alexander Ginsburg (who also compiled the 'White Book'

on the Simmsh Daniel case). Galanskoy, a dedicated

pacifist, is noted for the solitary demonstration which he
staged in June 1965 in front ot the United States Embassy

in Moscow to protest against American intervention in the

Dominican Republic. I le was editor of Phoenix 1966' and

the author of an article explaining his ideas on improving'

the working of the United Nations, thereby improving

international understanding and preserving peace.

The new Paragraph 190 "Ii he Penal Code snlions I and
3. The demonstration in Moscow in January 1967, apart

from calling for the release of the imprisoned writers,

protested against thc introduction of this new law as an

infringement ot1 the rights of freedom of speech and

assembh guaranteed by the Soviet Constitution. The

previous month, 21 leading Soviet scientists and cultural

figures, including the composer Shostakoyich, had pro-

tested against this law. Briefly, section 1 of the new

Paragraph forbids the writing or spreading of literature

deemed to he anti-Sovietz section .3 ffirbids the organisation
of or participation in group activities which disturb public

order, i.e. any kind of unofficial demonstration or lobbying.

Under this paragraph both 'Phoenix 1966' and the Januar:

demonstration were illegal and all the people int olted in

them are liable to up to three years detention in labour

camps.

News release 31 Aqua 1387
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CONDITIONS IN A
CHINESE LABOUR

CAMP
From 'Amnesty International Review': an


interview with a former Chinese civil

servant about conditions in a Chinese


labour camp. He had been sent for


're-education' to a State Farm near the

Soviet border. He provided a rare glimpse


into labour camp life at a time when

information was difficult to obtain from

China following the Cultural Revolution.

Over the last 18 months the Chinese Cultural Revolution
has received wide coverage in the international press. The
fact that many reporters have been expelled and others, as
foreigners, have been isolated from the Chinese, has
prevented detailed reporting at first-hand. News-stories
have thus described only the general trends and it has been
impossible to know what practical effect political events
have had on the lives of individuals.

This is an interview with a former Chinese civil
servant who worked in a Peking ministry until the late
nineteen-fifties when he was sent to a State Farm near the
Scniet border, in the north-east of Heilunkiang Province.
Although the experience he describes ended some six years
ago, the farm is still believed to exist.

Q Why were you sent to this camp?
A. Because during the 1 lundred Flowers movement

in 1957. I criticised the Chinese Communist Party during a
meeting. 1 was accordingly declared a rightist counter-
revolutionary.] was never officially arrested, but simply told
that I would be sent to a camp for labour and reform
(re-education). My family was told in advance and given my
address ... 1 was never officially charged or tried or
sentenced, nor was I officially regarded as a prisoner.

Q. What were the general conditions of your
imprisonment?

A. We were sent to a part of Manchuria that had
previously been uncultivated and virtually uninhabited, and
imprisoned in a State Farm to cultivate the land. The State
Farms are modelled on the military pattern, each farm
being equivalent to an army division. My 'company'
consisted of 100 men who, like myself, had all been in
government service when arrested, We were still theoreti-
cally government officials, not prisoners, and continued to
receive our government salaries while we were in the camp.
The conditions of our imprisonment were therefore
considerably better than those of real prisoners.

We were not given bed-clothes or toilet articles, but
we could bring what we needed from Peking. We could also
receive necessary articles from our families or buy them in
the prison shop. 'There was no heating whatsoever and we
suffered terribly from the cold, since the temperature went
down to —16°C indoors in the winter. None of us was
allowed to take a bath for the first several months. The
toilets consisted of simple holes in the round, and this
resulted in considerable hardships during the winter
months.

Q. Did you receive an adequate diet?
A. At first it was quite good. Each prisoner received

90 catties of food a month (1 catty=1.31b), including rice,
Chinese bread, quite good meat and fish. Because our
working hours were long, we received 4 or 5 meals daily.
.During the Great I .eap Forward, however, our ration was
cut progressively from 90 to 50 to 45 to 36 to 21 catties a
month. We no longer received any grains, only a type of feed
normally given to pigs. There was no longer any hot food,
and wc had only two meals a day. We all began to suffer
from malnutrition, which resulted in swellings and other
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forms or illness, We tried to supplement the regular diet M.

eating leaves, dead birds and field rats that we found on the

ground, etc.

Q Were visits allowed?

A. No, our camp Was too far away and visiting

permission Was never granted.

Q What punishments were given to prisoners?

A. We were occasionally refused meals it other

prisoners had reported us as being counter-revolutionary

We were all encouraged to spy on our fellow -prisoners and

to report any suspicious remarks to the authorities. We

received no corporal punishments of the tYpe that were

inflicted on 'official prisoners.

Q. llow did your treatment compare with that of

criminal prisoners?

A. No real distinction is made in China between

criminal and political prisoners..All crimes (including theft)

are regarded as basically political (anti-goyernment,

anti-Pam. etc.).

Q. Did you have any contact with 'official'

prisoners?

A. No, hut there was a camp Mirly near ours in which

political prisoners who had been officially sentenced by a

court were kept. These prisoners had usually received

sentences of at least ten Years and some were in prison for

life. They were guarded bv soldiers with guns, thn were

Hogged Mr various offences such as trying to escape (at

night wc could hear screams and shouts from their camp);

and their diet was considerably worse than ours they had

no prison shop, could not receive parcels from outside, etc.

'1'hese men were regarded as active counter-

revolutionaries, while we Were simply considered to he 


'rightists', 'had enemies' or 'historical counter-

revolutionaries', i.e. as men who had worked Mr the

Kuomintang ,government hut who were nevertheless not

responsible for current counter-revolutionary activities in

China.

Q. What work did You do?

A. Mostly digging ditches to drain water. In the winter

the earth was frozen three feet deep, in summer we were

immersed in water as we dug. We also did some planting

and harvesting soy beans, and built roads and houses. We

worked between 14 and 16 hours a day During an

extremely bad period at the time of the Great Leap Forward

e worked for 10 days and nights at a stretch with virtually

no rest at all.

Q. Was there a 'norm' to be fulfilled?

A. No, but there was a competitive system between

groups. Rewards and special titles were given to the hardest

workers. We were told that this was very effective in

expediting our release from the camp, that in ffict it was the

only waN to become free. So we all worked as hard as we

possitth could.

Q. Would you complain about your working

conditions?

A. Yes, we were forced to work far too hard. As a

result, many of us tell ill, some seriously so. Ot-the 100-odd

people in rre, original group about 20 died from illnesses

which resulted essentially from over-work and malnutri-

tion. There was no adequate hospital facility Mr those who

became ill. When I myself was released and returned to

Peking. I was too weak to walk upstairs.

Published November 1111
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POLITICAL TRIAL
IN GREECE

Irlithin months of the April 1967 military'

coup in Greece thousands of political


prisoners viere detained.

Over the next seven years. till nest,


International adopted many of IR. victims


as prkoners of conscience and its

members flooded the authorities with


appeals for their release.

The trial report here illustrates a


frequently used technique: sending

observers to political trials to establish


first-hand whether internationally

recognized standards for a fair trial are


being met. Stelios Nestor. one of the

defendants in this case, was later to


become a leading member of Amnesty

International.


In 1968 Amnesty International

published evidence that torture was a


systematic practice in Greece. A report by

the Europea.n Commission of Human


Rights— concluding that torture was an

administrative practice of the Greek


GoYermnent — was adopted in 1969 by the


Committee of Ministers, setting a historic

precedent for the principle of


international responsibility for the

protection of human rights.

Derek Page, Labour MP For kings I .vnn, attended the trial

in Salonica of six lawyers and prokssional men charged

with resistance to the Greek Government. He has given the

fidlowing report to Amnesty International.

Tlw main prosecution evidence was that the accused

had printed and distributed opposition leaflets and had

heen in contact with Democratic Defence, the illegal

Centre Union resistance organisation. The six defendants

were found guilty and sentenced to terms of imprisonment

ranging frotn 16 to 10 Years.

Amnesty regards these saage sentences as quite

disproportionate to the evidence brought by the Prosecu-

tion. Moreover the allegations of torture give rise to

particular concern in view of the case now before the

European Commission of Human Rights in Strasbourg;

Sweden, Denmark and Norway have charged the Greek

Government with contravening Article 6 of the European

Comention on I fuman Rights, which categorically forbids

the use of 'torture, inhuman and degrading treatment'.

Reporl fit Imnrsh Interuational

On Nmember 5th, I flew to Athens and thence to Salonica

in order to attend the trial of six men accused of being

members of the resistance organisation Democratic De-

fence. At Athens the passport control officer checked each

person arriving against an extensive card index. At

Salonica, I was met by the British Consul General, Mr

Little, and taken to the Mediterranean Palace Hotel where

he had booked a room for me. The Consul General and an

interpreter also accompanied ine to the trial which started

on the morning of the 6th. About this time, I noticed two

plain-clothes men taking turns in following me and this

shadowing continued throughout the visit.

The trial was by court martial, although the prisoners

are civilians. They were: S. Nestor (36), lecturer in law, S.

Dedes (39) lawyer, P Zannas (40), former director of the

Salonica Trades Fair and film executive, N. Pyrzas (30),

English teacher, A. Maltsides (31) civil engineer, and C.

Sipitanos (31) businessman. Also present in court were a

civilian prosecutor and one lawyer for each prisonen Five

officers were acting as judges, the President of the court

being Colonel karapanos. The charges as read out,

comprised the setting up of a resistance group for

treasonable purposes, the printing and publishing of

subversive leaflets and the distribution of newspapers from

Democratic Defence in Athens. The trial was held under

1,aw 509.

The President initially put on a jovial, fatherly tone

and said that this court was not going to be conducted in a

rigid manner, that there must be a free exchange of ideas

and discussion to clarity the facts. During the proceedings

he repeatedly interrupted, prompted witnesses, suggested

e‘, idence to them, argued with lamvers and prisoners,

sometimes in friendl  ,, sometimes in hectoring tones. On

various occasions, the court became somewhat disorga-

nised, with people moving about and policemen smoking.

learned that three of the prisoners had been
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• SteHos Nesichr. a law lecturer. stood

trial with other: in Thessaloniki.


Greece in 1968.111ot them were fOund

guilts of being members of a resistance

organization and herr .4m-unwed to

prison terms ranging from 1010 16

years. (Stelios Nestor Has released in

1971 He is now a !miler in

Thessaloniki)

seriously maltreated and tortured, both physically and

mentally during interrogation. One had been hung up by
the feet and beaten on the soles with wire mesh until his
heart gave trouble. One prisoner's toe had been broken.

Another was beaten heavily on the head and chest. Threats
of sununary execution were made with guns pointed at the
man. One prisoner's fourteen-year-old son was.beaten by

Police for attempting to smuggle  Le Ihmde into the
prisoners' cell. The police had threatened to bring the wife

of one prisoner to him, with the statement that unless an
admission was forthcoming, she would be made to sutTer as

he had. The six prisoners were kept together fin four
months in a single cell measuring three metres by three,

from which they were allowed out for ten minutes per day
Ihe cell contained no furniture and the prisoners slept on
mattresses on the floor. I also learned that some thirty
members of another resistance organisation, the Patriotic
Front, had been particularlv badly treated. Their trial is
exPected in the near future.

The prosecution's witnesses consisted of security
officers. The first such witness, Karamitsou, made a long
general statement as to the nature of the group and their 


activities. This evidence was largelv composed of rather
nebulous allegations but it soon became clear that the tactic
was to link the group with the Patriotic Front in Salonica

and with the Democratic Defence in Athens, with the
implication that the latter were linked with the Patriotic
Front. The communists, it was alleged, wanted to use the
association of these prominent men to give an air of
respectability to anti-government activities. One of the
defence lawyers got in one good point when he asked the
witness whether it was not contradictory to allege this and

also that the accused had taken care to keep anonymous.
This witness, together with a second security officer.
Bitsios, called in corroboration, occupied all the first day.

On the second day of the trial, the first witness called
was a civilian named Melpos who was both the original

instigator of the group and the person who gave them away,
fear being the probable motive. This man is now free. He
made a large statement admitting his part in forming the
group. He went on to say that the group had no contact with
the Patriotic Front until he himself made a contact with
them and was offered cooperation He discussed this with
the others who decided not to cooperate except to the extent

of using Patriotic Front equipment such as typewriters and
duplicators. It was also denied that the Salonica Democra-
tic Defence was under the direction of their colleagues in
Athens. lie himself was the only one to run contacts with
the Patriotic Front, the group as a whole had not. This

change in tone from what must have been his previous
statements to the authorities caused some acrimonious
exchanges with the prosecutor and judge, but he stuck to
his story as he said it in court.

During the lunch break I learned that a telegram had
arrived addressed to the President of the court from

Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor and other prominent film
actors protesting at the trial.

The short final session that day was taken up by two
character witnesses for the defence who said that they had
been invited to join the group, had not done so, but said that
they were never given the impression that the group was
treasonous. When asked by a defence laws er how the group
could overthrow the regime, the President of the court
interjected with a joke `13) getting tanks, of course! .. then
apparently realised this this showed the ludicrous nature of
the treason charge and added that their activities would
provoke a spirit of resistance.

The trial was erected to go on for about two days

more and I had to len e that evening to return to London.
'Hie atmosphere frankly is much w orse that I had

thought possible. Prisoners' relatives, while grateful for the
visit, were fearful of being seen with me. The allegations of
torture are plainly well Ihunded, but the oppression is such
that proof is unlikely to be obtained in a form to suit normal
courts. The people on this trial, as well as some two
hundred others who arc reliably reported to have been
tortured and then released, are extremely cautious of even
being seen with a foreigner and are unlikely to sign
affidavits or present themselves as witnesses. The sight of
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•'A BOMBSHELL FOR IIIE PRISON AUTHORITIES..?

Friday 9 Juoe 1978 remains etched into the memory of

Shahid Nadeeni, a Pakistani television producer and trade

unionist imprisoned four times for his union work and

student political activitites. It was a day at searing heat

which saw one of his fellow prisoners die of heat-stroke,

with eight others collapsing in the factory at the notorious

Mianwali maximum security prison situated in a semi-

desert region of the Punjab. It was also the day a letter

brought him hope.

Shahid Nadeem, now abroad, recounts bow at about 6.00

pm on 9 June 1978 a fellow prisoner arrived in his cell just

before locking-up time with a piece of paper he called 'your

letter from the USA'. It was a copy he had made of a letter in

the possession of Um prison superintendent, who was

studying it, suspecting it contained a secret coded

message. Addressed to Shahid Nadeem the letter said: Wu

are not alone; don't lose heart. We pray for you. If there is

anything you need, don't hesitate to ask.'

In spite of the intense heat, Shahid Nadeeni said, 'Suddenly

I telt as if the sweat drops all aver my body were drops

from a cool, comforting shower ... Phe cell was no longer

dark and suffocating.' Soon the whole prison knew about

his letter from an Amnesty International adoption group

member in San Antonio, Texas. 'My colleagues Were

overjoyed and their morale was suddenly high.'

That evening the deputy-superintendent summoned him.

'He was so friendly and respectful I was shocked He '


explained his dilemma as a God-fearing jailer who had to

obey orders and follow the rules ...' The head warden also

began to 'behave himself'. Taking their cue the junior staff

changed as well. After a week the original letter was

handed over to Shahid Nadeem.

As he puts it nowi woman in San Antonio had written

same kind and comforting words which proved to be a

bombshell for the prison authorities and significantly

changed the prisoners' conditions for the better.'

civilians before a court martial is in itself rexolting and a

condemnation tit the regime. In mam ears of MI% el to

foreign countries. I have never seen a counin Nt here such

rear ffi the authorities e‘ists, with the possible exception ot

lata- German\ and et en there, the blatant hrutalirt. is not to

be compared.

During the time that the trial was in progress the town

as doing a roaring trade outside the courtroom, due to a

coolies kisit of the I_ $ Sixth Fleet. Vs Mist the I kmocrats

were in no win anli- American it was klt that the acceptance

of the junta in Nato militan circles lett a great deal to he

desired.

Published Nevember 1965

Valional Police force oaken in liflu.n•.
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CALL OVER US
WAR RESISTERS

in 1966 11w movement's annual

International Assembly (forerunner Of the

biennial International toundl Meeting of


delegates elected from Amn('sty

international sections width is the


movenwnt's supreme gliverning body)

decided to give prkoner of consuience


status to those who refuse to light in

specific wars. in addifion to those who


refuse to fight in all wars. Tlw following

appeal to the linited States Coventment on

behalf ollietnam war resisters conlit's from


the 'Amnesty International Redew%

Amnesty International appeals to the American Govern-
ment to keep faith with irs traditim cdlreedom ot dissent by

declaring an amnesty for all those imprisoned, awaiting
trial, or in exile because of their refusal, on grounds of

principle, to participate in the Vietnam war.

Few, if any, localised w ars have prmoked as much
international debate and concern as the present war in

Vietnam. Anthems's concern here is not the rights and
wrongs of the war as an international or political issue, but

with the crisis of conscience which it has created for so

many young Americans.

In the 1. nited States a unique combination of
freedom to express dissent, side by side with conscription
for an unpopular war and the absence of recognition of the

right of selectice conscientious obiection (i.e. moral
objectinn tn participation in a particular war) has affected
the lives of not hundreds, but thousands, of viiung

American men between the ages of 18 and 26.
The dimension of the problem has not been WHY

publicised or appreciated. If all those directly affected are

taken into account, including those currently indicted or in

prison — as civ ilians or inside the army — those previously
indicted •r imprisoned, and the large numbers in hiding or
in exile as deserters, the total figure would be in the region

of 10,000 (Amnesty International is preparing a report
which is to he published before the end of the year). Since

the Civil War there has been no issue which has so divided

the American people or resulted in imprisonment — in some
cases sentences of as much as JO Years have been imposed —

SO Mans only because ()I.  their moral objection to
government policy

These young men arc constantly and openh told by

many of the most respected and respectable members of

their socien churchmen, writers, prokssors, doctors,

ex-ambassadors, even generals, that the war in Vietnam is
immoral or illegal, suicidal for their country and murderous
Mr the ictnamese. On the other hand they are forced by

the Selective Service I .ins to join the armed services, where
they run the risk of fighting in a war that outrages their

deepest moral beliefs.

The men in gaol, or indicted and awaiting trial, are
not draft-dodgers in the sense of wanting an easy nasion of

an unpleasant task. Mans of them have given up their

student deferments. Most of them are of above average
education and intelligence. Men with these advantages

hat e excellent opportunities of avoiding the draft within the
law and without social stigma.

The indicted draft-resisters and some of the
deserters in exile form a reservoir of potential prisoners of
conscience who may populate the gaols of America long

after there is no Vietnam war unless some form of amnesn
is granted. The great majority of exiles are anxious to
return, but sec no profit to themselves or their country in

surrendering their liberty while the war continues.
\ len in the army who object to the war on

conscientious grounds have very little chance of release.

Because they are not normally accused of any specifically
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TEN YEARS ON
Extra•ts from Ihe 'Amnesty International

Annual Report'. nearl, 10 years after the

nunemenfs launch.  Thr first  is from the


introduction In the Secretary Ceneral.

Martin Ennals, the second is a message


from Scan MacIlride. Chairperson of the

International Execulke Committee.

Jr&mon finwil %herrn: drag a pruseging anli-har

denwnstrawr tu a  saiiingjail hu... Ye Ina, one af

hundred, of .tudeni. roan the 1 an er,ils (..talorado.

1 .sI. auarked h.ar-ga, and baton". 1%8.

polnicai crnncsi the numbers instlived are dilheult to

ascertain hut it is certain that hundred, and probahts

thilthands. I nhieetor, hi the ssar are dei:erters or

imprisoned in militia!, stockades.

tnternational ha‘ rucciuls- had reason to

unlit.: In, among others. the Italian. \dons egiall, Spanish and

tigoislas gos arm-mints allow their polio., in relation 10

051CcItiill. Vie rims appeal to the American

cjII eminent, hn declaring an inInc‘11, 111 confirm it, long

established stand .15 a champion i t lthern ot Conscience and

bs introducing legidation to to cos cr seLectje conscientious

ohiection to ensure that xi lung- krilaricans will neynr again

be laced ssith imprkonment luccatisc tit their courageous

decision hi make a stand about %shin din belle\ c, righthcr

rongls. to be 3n immoral

Published November IN9



As Amnesty International approaches the end of its first
decade it is confronted with the problems of growth both in
size and recognition. The number of Amnesty groups
adopting prisoners of conscience has increased from 640 to
850 and is still going up. New Amnesty committees are
being established in countries in Latin America, Asia and
Africa....

Inevitably Amnesty International is a controversial
organisation. The publication of criticism always produces
retaliation. Criticism does not always need to be public and
great care is taken to avoid publicity if reasonable progress
seems possible without it. But publicity is one of the few
weapons in the armoury of a human rights non-
governmental organisation and from time to time it is
bound to be used. The extent of the publicity depends of
course not on Amnesty International hut on the press and
television.

The political balance and committed neutrality which
is the hallmark of Amnesty International's work does not
mean that every action must immediately be balanced by
another. Action taken must reflect the interest of the
prisoners as much as the interests of the organisation. The
balance must be seen and understood but it must not be
contrived for effect. It is encouraging that both Soviet and
American dissidents have used Amnesty International's
channel of contact to the United Nations for the delivery of
Petitions to the Human Rights Commission....

The aims of Amnesty International are clear and
limited. There is always a temptation to expand them to
cover allied topics where other organisations exist and are
active. To concentrate our limited resources on the areas
where we are known to be specialist is a policy which the
Executive and Council have maintained since the new
statute was approved in 1968.

The great advantage of Amnesty International is that
it is practical and provides a real programme for individuals
and groups. Its specialisation is within the reach of anyone
provided with the basic information about thc prisoners.
There is no one else with precisely the same function. It
would, I believe, be ill-advised to throw away these
advantages. There are many bodies who pass goodwill
resolutions or who condemn governments in the field of
human rights. We are unique in concentrating on practical
work and therein lies much of our effectiveness.

As a voluntary international organisation Amnesty is a
team of people each with a specific contribution to make.
No one activity is adequate on its own. The groups who
write the letters prepare the ground for the international
executive who send the representatives to talk to the
governments who receive the letters. It is interesting that
talks with governments frequently start with discussions of

the contents of cards and letters which have never been
answered but are on the desk of the minister or in the hand
of the ambassador who denies that he takes any notice of
Amnesty correspondence.

Message from Sean MacBride. SC. Chairperson of the

International Executive Committee

When you read of people being imprisoned for having
expressed views that displease an authoritarian government
or of prisoners being tortured you are shocked, but you feel
helpless. You are anxious to do something to help but you
do not know how. Instead of feeling helpless, you can help
by supporting Amnesty International. It has the courage
and ability to act for you — and to act effecdvels Amnesty
acts as the voice of the human conscience in these matters
and can translate your sense of helplessness into concrete
action that will protect Prisoners of Conscience. You can
help Amnesty: International by joining an Amnesty Group,
or by forming one among your friends or by sending a
subscription.

One hopeful feature of the present period of world
history is that public opinion is now becoming more
powerful Because of the mass media of communications
there is a growing awareness of world happenings. This
growing awareness leads to the formation of public opinion
on a world-wide basis. In turn, Governments can no longer
act in secret: they are dependent on their own image both
nationally and internationally and therefore must heed
world public opinion. In this situation Amnesty Interna-
tional is becoming more potent and Governments can no
longer ignore it.

We are glad to register a growing reaction against the
brutality and arbitrariness which disgraces this era.
Amnesty International can well take credit for haying
aroused world opinion on this issue The expulsion of
Greece from the Council of Europe and the world-wide
exposures of tortures of prisoners in Brazil have been some
of the immediate results. Many more such cases in other
areas of the world will need the attention of Amnesty. We
welcome in this connection the recent call made by the
Christian Churches at Baden (Austria):

'No one, who respects the principles of Christianity,
the sacredness of human life and the inherent dignity of the
human personalits can fail to be alarmed by the mounting
violence and brutalin of our times. Massacres, tortures,
summary executions and arbitran imprisonments have
become such common currency that the natural reaction of
horror tends to be blunted. Thus a degradation of human
values is taking place. This is a serious problem which
demands the untiring and fearless efforts of all Christian
Churches. Neither a sense of helplessness nor the violence
of the age should be permitted to dull the sense of horror
and indignation which acts of brutality, hostility and cruelty
arouse.'

Published 1 VI
Sean Maaride
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ILL-TREATMENT
IN NORTHERN

IRELAND
Following the introduction of internment


in Northern Ireland in 1971. Amnests

International investigated allegations that


mopeds were being subjected to ill-




treatment I” security forces. t fact-finding

mission concluded that the medical


evidence was consistent with the elahns

made by former detainees intervinyed.


Amnesty International published ik

findings and made recommendations to a


government inquiry. The torture

techniques— which in sonie eases caused


long-term ps chological harm —were

dropped. Six sears later the European

Court of Hilmar' Flights ruled that the


interrogation methods violated An iv le of'

the European Convention on Human


Rights which prohibits 'cruel inhuman or

degrading treatment or punishment'. The

first of the following extrarts comes from

Amnesty International's 1971 submission


to Ilie gmernment inquiry into

interrogation techniques !the Parker


(ommittee). The second is from 'Torture in

(he Eighties (1)84) and examines the


situation in Northern Ireland in the late

1970s.
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It is said that the physical ill-treatment described in the
Compton Report !report of a go; eminent Committee of

Enquiry into allegations of ill-treatmenti is less severe than

the methods of ill-treatment used by other regimes in other
countries. But this should not serve to disguise or blind us

to the true nature of the procedures described in the

Compton Report. There is a danger that even by

considering the procedures at length we become anaesthe-
tized to the degree to which they constitute an offence

against the person. It is a form of torture to force a man to
stand at the wall in the posture described for many hours in
succession, in some cases for days on end, progressn eh

exhausted and driven literally almost out of his mind by
heing subjected to continuous noise, and being deprived of

food, of sleep, and even oHight.

Rut the moral impropriety of these techniques

principal]; derises not from their physical effects at ail, but

from the thct that they constitute a grave assault on the

human mind. It is clear that the purpose and effects of these
techniques is to disorientate and break down the mind by

sensory deprivation. If we regard the physical ill-treatment
as merely a means to achieve the same effect as would be
achieled by the 1M-ethic injection of an hallucinaton drug

or of a drug designed to break down and disorientate the
mind, we begin to appreciate the true nature of the moral

offence committed. It is because we regard the deliberate
destruction of a man's ahilitk to control his own mind with
revulsion that we reserve a special place in our catalogue ol

moral crimes for techniques of thought control and
brainwashing.

Case Ifiserny:  Patrick Mckavanagh Age: 24 years

I. The Commission heard oral ekidence from Mr.
Mckavanagh and read a medical statement hk Conor J.
Gilligan, M13, FRCS, A later Infirmorum I lospital, Belfast.

The case was presented by Mr. Francis Irvine, solicitor.
Mr. Mckavanagh says that he, his brother William,

and Edward Rooney, met a military patrol on Catherine
Street at about 2 amt. on 11 August 1971. They were

ordered to halt hut William Mckavanagh turned to run,

was shot and died some minutes later. Mr Patrick
Mckavanagh and Mr. Rooney were placed under arrest. An

army vehicle arrived at about 6.30 a.m. and they were taken

to lIastings Street Barracks. The hody of Mr. Mckaka-

naglis brother w as taken in the same vehicle.
Mr. McKayanagh was later taken to the Police Office

on Townhall Street and charged with theft (he had taken up

a rivetting tool, a pair of hoots and some socks that were

lying on the street during the disturbances —and kept them)

and appeared in court on 12 August 1971 and was released I
on bail. No other charges were preferred against him. 1 lc

was examined by Mr. Gilligan on 12 August.

Mr. Mc kakanagh alleges the following: 1 le was
struck in his face by a baton or a ride butt when he entered

the army vehicle. I lis glasses were smashed and a soldier
trampled on them deliberately. Both McKayanagh and

Rooney were verbally abused and they were also threatened

that they would he beaten up and shot. Mr. Mckavanagh



was farther beaten with batons and rifle butts.

In the barracks he was made to stand spreadeagled

against a wall, finger tips against the wall and legs forced
back and out, I ie M as hit repeatedly. This went on br about

twenty minutes. After this he was thrced to do exercises and

was hit on the head and elbows. An empty sand hag was put

over his head for about half an hour and he Mond it hard to

breathe, When he was interrogated later he was tapped

from behind on the back of the head. lie m as first given the

diabetic medicine, which he should take three times a day,

at about 8 p.rn. on 11 August.

On examination, Mr. Gilligan Mund a bruised
swelling on the bridge of the nose with the skin broken in

centre. There were tender sw ellings close to the left ear, on

the right parietal area, on the right arm and in the neck.

There were several extensive areas of swelling and
bruisings on the limbs. There `Nati especially extensive

bruising on the right thigh and the skin was broken, which

could have been caused by an instrument or a weapon with

a sharp point, there was evidence that he had been struck

repeatedly over different parts of this body lav a blunt
wear in, used with considerable fbree.

In Mr. Gilligan's opinion, the injuries he obsened
were consistent with Mr. McKavanagh's account of how.

they were inflicted.

Conclusion: The Commission finds no major
inconsistencies in Mr. NItiKa‘anagh's testimony and his

account is essentially corroborated by the evidence from

Mr Rooney regarding experiences when the two were

together. The Commission, having considered the evidence

given by Mr. Mckayanagh and Mr. Gilligan, accepts the

substance of Mr Mckavanagh's allegations.

Puhlithed March 1972

'TORTURE IN THE EIGHTIES': NORTHERN IRELAND
In Jarman 1976 the European Commission of I luman

Rights in Strasbourg concluded that the authorities in

Northern Ireland and the British Government were
responsible for practices in 1971 amounting to torture and

inhuman treatment of detainees under interrogation bv the

police, in breach of Article 3 of- the European Convention

on Human Rights.1 In the meantime, the British Govern-

ment gave the British Parliament in 1972 and the European

Court off luman Rights in 1977 unqualified undertakings

that the most objectionable techniques of interrogation

would not be used again. •et despite this declared concern

(which led the European Court to state in 1978 that it was

hardh plausible that practices in breach of Article 3 Mould

continue or recommence), complaints of assault during

interrogation in early 1976 in Northern Ireland were

increasing.

inierragalhan man' ill Brffiv1. Sorthern

Ireland, one of the place, ',here polhical
were tailored.
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% pattern recur,

Between 197e) and 1978, one in 11 detainees arrested
under emergency legislation in Northern Ireland tiled
official complaints of assault bv the Royal Ulster (lonsta-
bulart (RUC)) Prior to May 1977 almost all such
complaints came from members of the Roman ('„atholic
communiR. detained as 'Republican' suspects. Starting in
Mal and June, with the advent and collapse od a
Protestant-led strike, 'Unionist' detainees also began to file
cfimplaints.

The 443 complaints of at:Sauk during interrogation
tiled in 1977 represented a 101 per cent increase over 1976,
although fewer suspects were detained, An .Amnests
International missm to Northern Ireland in late 1977
int estigated 78 cases, both 'Republican' and 'Unionist'. It
found that ill-treatment hp the RUC had taken place,
alleged methods included such physical and psychological
abuses as hearings, bending of limbs, prolonged standing,
hurning with ciprettes, threats of death and threats to the
suspect's familt.'

It is important to ask w h the pres emit e measures
taken and assurances given by the British Got ernment,
thlkiwing the exposure lw Irish and British if furnalists (and
by Amnesty International) of the torture of 14 detainees and
the ill-treatment of hundreds more in 1971, did not present
the assault of suspects from becoming a frequent and
tolerated practice in Northern Ireland Irom late 1975 or
earh 1976 until earls 1979 and to examine what steps w ere
taken to reduce the number of complaints so sigmlicantls kit
1980.

Elm Iwo and interrogation

Northern Ireland security needs in 1972, in the British

(;overnment's view. dictated a ret tew of arrest and trial

procedures. Idle officially appointed 1)iplock Commission

recommended changes that became law in the Northern
1reland (Emergent:\ Provisions) Act 1973, la liieh altered
the rules of et idence ibr the admissibility of confessions. In
English and Northern Ireland common law a Judge can
allow in evidence onh a voluntan statement made Iht the
accused, 'in the sense that [it hasl not been obtained Ing]
him by fear of prejudice or hope of adt antage, exercised or
held Ma by a person in authority, or by ilipressionli 'I'he
Diplock Commission concluded that this common law test
If as 'hampering the course ol justice in the case of terrorist
crimes': and the 1973 Act altered the test of voluntariness.
Whereas the common law test renders inadmissible
ci infessions obtained ht [oppressiim', section 6 of the 1973
Act had the effect disallowing confessions onit it the
accused 'was subjected to torture or to inhuman or
degrading treannenti Since the 1973 Act applied onls to
Northern Ireland, the pohce in the province became
exempt from restraints applifing elsewhere in the country
Although the Diplock recommendations and the neN1 act
did not specificalls make phis sical violence or psychological
coercion law lid. thc?. did imph that a confession pretiouslt
disallowed by judges due to police misconduct in obtaining
it might bencelorth be admitted in evidence. Furthermore,
I .oni 1)iplock reclimmended that the law pmhibit the threat
of pht sical ‘iolence, hut this prohibition \US not included in
the 1973 Act, 'I'he omission could gully encumrage the slew

that a degree of coercion would be tolerated

nfil late 1975 this change in law did not sitamihcantlY
alter police interrogation practices. Prior TO this time the
security strategY if the government was based either on
cvectinve internment without trial or on quasiqudicial
Internment regulated bs commissioners. Neither system
required .1 high level of proof to ensure a suspect's
continued detention. Indeed, the purpose of these s sterns [
was to put  ioopecro/  terrorists Or their ssmpathiters out of
action even w hen there was mit sufficient evidence to



convict them in a court of law. As internment was phased
out gradually during 1975, however, evidence became
essential to the conviction of terrorist suspects in the trials
that Lord Diplock had recommended to replace intern-
ment. In Northern Ireland forensic evidence is difficult to
obtain in hostile areas. Witnesses are subject to fear and
Intimidation. Intelligence information, whether from infor-
mers or detainees, until recently has rarely been used in
court Under these circumstances, the RUC came to rely
almost exclusively on confessions as evidence against the
accused. For example, during the first half of 1978, 75-80
per cent of all convictions for politically motivated offences
were based solely or mainly on confessions.'

Between 1972 and 1975 there were allegations of
ill-treatment during interrogation, but the numbers were
few and no pattern emerged. The need to get confessions
for convictions in court, however, brought changes in 1976.
The RUC took over from the army in all but the most
hostile neighbourhoods. New RUC crime-squads were
formed to specialize in interrogation. Centralized police
Interrogation centres were opened or planned at Cast-
lereagh police station in Belfast and Gough Barracks in
County Armagh. In July, the new Chief Constable, Kenneth
Newman, issued an internal directive that made an
Important distinction between the 'interview' of a suspect,
which would lead to a specific criminal charge and to which
Common law protection of the Judges' Rules on admissibil-
ny of evidence would apply, and the interrogation' of
suspects, which was for general questioning and gathering
Intelligence. By implication, because this more general
questioning need not lead to a charge for a specific offence,
the Judges' Rules need not apply. Since available evidence
Indicates that approximately two-thirds of those arrested in
Nonhern Ireland under emergency legislation at that time
were released without charge,8 this relaxation (or implied
suspension) of the Judges' Rules and of the protection they
afford suspects had special significance for 'interrogations'.
During 1976 complaints of assault during interrogation
Increased by approximately 85 per cent over 1975, whereas
arrests increased by only 49 per cent.

'The government's iew of interrogation

Successive British governments throughout the 1970s had
a. Common policy on interrogation: to protect police
discretion to question a suspect in private for extensive
periods without the intrusion of the courts, lawyers or any
other independent person. One consequence of this policy

Was the failure to safeguard suspects' rights and physical
Integrity. Besides relaxing the rules governing the admissi-
bility of confessions in court, the government gave the
Police new powers in 1973 to hold persons suspected ol
Politically motivated crimes incommunicado for up to three
days (increased to seven days under the Prevention of
lerrorism (Temporars Provisions) Act, 1974).

A prominent factor in the rapid decline in police
standards was the prolonged failure of government
ministers and senior RUC officers to intervene with 


interrogators, directly and forcefully, to show that assault
and illegal coercion would not be tolerated. On the contrary,
the increased number and seriousness of complaints in
1976 and 1977 came when the government was pressing
the police for confessions to use in court. Since the 1971
Compton Committee (which actually justified the use of the
interrogation techniques subsequently identified as torture
by the European Commission of Human Rights), no
government-initiated inquiry has specifically investigated
allegations of ill-treatment in Northern Ireland. All such
inquiries have dealt with legal or police procedure, not with
individual allegations of brutality. No British government
took any decisive action before 1979 to halt the abuses that
had begun to increase three years earlier, and to this day (te
Amnesty International's knowledge) no government minis-
ter having responsibility in this area has accepted that
ill-treatment took place in the late I 970s.

The extension of police discretion

Nor did the RUC command intervene despite the
increasing evidence of misconduct by plain-clothes detec-
tives in the middle and lower ranks. In April 1977, a senior
police surgeon wrote to one of the government authorities,
complaining that although police surgeons forwarded
reports on a prisoner's injuries to the appropriate police
station, 'no senior officer has ever seen fit to ring up to see
me or my colleagues about the injuries noted'.9 Several
police interrogators were found at fault in civil proceedings,
and the Police Authority chose to settle other claims out of
court. In some instances these complaints were of serious
assault and the damages paid were substantial. Yet no police
officer ever admitted ill-treating a suspect, and no internal
disciplinary proceedings were brought against any police
officer

The RUC took the position that allegations against its
officers were part of an orchestrated campaign to sully the
reputation of the force throughout the community, thereby
damaging its aim of gaining acceptance for its law-
enforcement role, especially by the Roman Catholic
community, and thus reducing its effectiveness against
paramilitary groups. In the official RUC view the injuries
sustained by prisoners were either self-inflicted or resulted
from attacks made by the detainee on police officers, who
then had to restrain the suspect. Chief Constable Newman
asserted in June 1977 that the increasing number of
allegations of police brutality were a sign, not of police
misconduct, but of growing police success in combating
terrorism. He also pointed out, correctly, that suspects had
strong motives to file false complaints of assault against
their interrogators. They might need to justify their
confessions to their own paramilitary groups, and their only
defence in court was often to claim that their confessions
had been extracted under torture, or inhuman and
degrading treatment. If the confession could be ruled
inadmissible on that statutory ground, under section 6 of
the. 1973 Act, the accused would probably go free since it
was usually the only evidence available.
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The legislation earlier in the decade had increased

police powers without providing for corresponding safe-

guards to protect the rights of suspects. The RUC sought

(and were allowed) to increase police discretion over the

interrogation process, violating the common law principle

of access to a lawyer and undermining the machinery for the

investigation of complaints against the police. None of the

78 people whose cases of alleged ill-treatment were

examined by the Amnesty International mission in 1977

had been allowed to see a lawyer while in police custody

The majority of them had specifically requested to see a

lawyer soon after arrest. The Judges' Rules state that 'even.

person at any stage of an investigation should be able to

communicate and to consult privately with a solicitor

(lawyer) ... provided that in such a case no unreasonable

delay or hindrance is caused to the process of investiga-

tion ...', but this latter proviso was invariably interpreted by

RUC officers so as to deny access to a lawyer. Detainees

spent as many as seven days in incommunicado detention. It

appears that the discretion assumed by RUC ins estigating

officers to exclude lawyers was not the practice at this time

elsewhere in the United Kingdom.'''

Concerning complaints machinery; the RUC fre-

quently pointed out, correctly, that it was more elaborate in

Northern Ireland than anywhere else in the United

Kingdom. However, the oversight role of the independent

Police Authority does not cover complaints of- criminal

assault, which arc referred to the Director of Public

Prosecutions (DPP). Furthermore, the DPP does not have

an independent investigative staff, and all complaints

against the police are investigated by the RUC itself. Chief

Constable Newman often argued that the DPP's decision

not to prosecute a police officer was an indication that the

allegations were false. In tact, the DPP himself reminded

the Chief Constable in November 1977 that the failure to

bring a prosecution against a police officer did not indicate

that the complaint itself was untrue. In a review of 300

complaints from the first nine months of 1977, wrote the

DPP, he had found some evidence of assault in about half of

them, some of which were medically documented. But he

had found a level of evidence high enough to make

conviction possible, and therefore to warrant prosecution,

in only one case.

The government-appointed Bennett Committee

found that from 1972 until the end of 1978 only 19 police

officers were criminally prosecuted for ill-treating terrorist

suspects out of the hundreds of complaints that had been

filed. Of these 19, only two were convicted, and both these

convictions were set aside on appeal. In five of the cases

resulting in acquittals, civil proceedings in respect of the

same incidents resulted in the police paying damages to the

complainants.11

The main reason tbr this low number of prosecutions

was that in order to bring a prosecution, the DPP must be

satisfied — beyond reasonable doubt — that the assault was

committed by an identifiable police officer and can be

proved in court. Nevertheless, Chief Constable Newman 


continued to maintain that the general lack of prosecutions

cleared the RUC of allegations of misconduct. In other

words, no crime had been committed because the officers

responsible could not he convicted.

The jml ieian

In {lrdinan circumstances one would expect judges in the

United Kingdom to provide a measure of protection to

suspects by their rulings on arrest and interrogation

procedures. Given their independence as well as the degree

of discretion allowed judges in English and Northern

Ireland common law, it is fair to ask whv cruel, inhuman and

degrading treatment took place in spite of the role and

authority of the Northern Ireland judiciary.

The priman role of the judiciary in the UK,

accordin.g to the Judges' Rules, is to 'control the conduct of

trials and the admission of evidence ...; they do not control

or in any way initiate or supervise police activities or

conduct.' Nevertheless, the courts' decisions do influence

police practices indirectly by indicating, after the fact, what

kind of conduct by the police makes evidence inadmissible

in court. In Northern Ireland interrogating officers attend

trials of terrorist suspects regularly in order to give

evidence, and they do take note of the attitude ot-the courts.

The Bennett Report cites the evidence of an officer who

testified in a civil proceeding that because the courts had

accepted confessions made after 'interviewing hours on end

with no sleep', he continued to interrogate prisoners in this

Wall 1 2

One means of protecting detainees' rights during

interrogation left unused by the courts is to disallow

confessions obtained during incommunicado detention.

Principle (c) of the Judges' Rules, cited earlier, protects the

right of access to a lawyer. Although it can bc argued that

section 6 of the 1973 Act negated this principle in Northern

Ireland, Mr Justice Bennett, citing police practice and court

precedents elsewhere in the United Kindom in 1977,

implied that discretion was still available to Northern

Ireland judges to exclude confessions obtained atier the

police had denied a prisoner's request to see a lawyer. In no

case in Northern Ireland involving people charged under

emergency legislation did judges exercise this discretion."

In effect, judges did not help to ensure the detainee's right

of access to a lawyer, which they could have done by

disallowing evidence obtained during incommunicado

detention, some of which was allegedly the result of

ill-treatment.

More extreme assaults, especially if medically

documented, presented judges with little difficulty in

disallowing the confession of the accused. But in less

clear-cut cases the Northern Ireland judician seemed

uncertain of their authority to intervene positively-. Several

Northern Ireland judges attempted to interpret the degree

of judicial discretion over disallowing from evidence

confessions obtained by coercion that in their view was

short of torture and of inhuman or degrading treatment (the

language of section 6 of the 1973 Act). After reviewing
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some of these judgments the Bennett Committee found

that 'the uncertainty, despite the standards upheld and

applied by the courts, about what is permissible and what is
not ... may tempt police officers to see how far they can go

and what they can get assay with.'14 The police interroga-

tors appear to have interpreted the judges' too frequent

silence as assent.

Pressure from the pollee surgeons

The most striking single action taken by any official in

Northern Ireland to prevent ill-treatment was Chief

Constable Newman's order on 21 April 1978 to install

tsPy-holes' in the doors of interview rooms at the Gough
Barracks interrogation centre so that senior officers could

monitor interrogations. The suggestion came from the

Senior Medical Officer (SMO) at Gough, Dr Denis Elliott,

who had held a long-awaited meeting with the Chief

Constable the previous night to discuss prisoners' injuries

that doctors were continuing to see. During the next five

months there were no complaints of assault filed hy

Prisoners interrogated at Gough for terrorist offences.

Also in attendance at the meeting in April were Dr
Charles Alexander, SMO at Castlereagh police station in
Belfast, and Dr Robert Irwin, Secretary of the Forensic

Medical Officers Association, who had himself seen many

injured detainees from Castlereagh. Since late 1976
doctors employed by the independent Police Authority or

by the government's Department of I leaith and Social

Securitv (DHSS) as police surgeons had documented

injuries that thev were convinced could not be dismissed as
self-inflicted. In March 1977 Dr Irwin's association

informed the Police Authority of its concern about the

increasing number of injuries to prisoners. Both individual
doctors and groups of doctors kept pressing their employers

and the RUC to respond to their demands, They cited the

decision of the European -Commission of I Iuman Rights

about the 1971 events, which was still under consideration

bY the European Court, as cause for doctors to play an
active role in protecting prisoners from abuse and the police
rrom false allegations.

The doctors kept their appeals within the system's
administrative channels, shunning publicity. In the wake of
a national television program about Casdereagh, however,
haying failed for months to get a personal interview with the

Chief Constable, their association's executhe committee

stated publicly in October 1977 that they had sought a
meeting with him to discuss injuries to detainees. In

November, doctors at Castlereagh and Gough informed
their employer that they would resign unless action were
taken to stop the assaults. When taking up his post as SMO

at Gough on November, Dr Elliott stipulated that if there

Were serioUS police misconduct towards detainees, he
would request a transfer to his previous post. The

cu mulative pressure of the national television program, the
Idsit of the Amnesty International mission to the province in

late November and early December 1977 and the doctors'

"eadfastness appears to have had an impact. Complaints of

assault during interrogation dropped from the autumn

1977 average of 40 a month to eight in December. The

association's representatives noted this improvement in

their discussions with the Amnesty International mission in

December as an explanation of why the mission had

examined released prisoners with recent but not fresh

injuries.

In March 1978 the Police Authority informed the

government that the doctors had noted a renewed pattern of

injuries, that resignations might soon follow, and that the

doctors wished their assessment of the recent decrease in

injuries given in December to Amnesty International to be

withdrawn. The next month Dr Irwin's association wrote

ffirmally to the Police Authority on this last point; four

doctors at Gough, where Dr Elliott was SMO, wrote to the

Police Authority in order to protest against the continuing

injuries in custody, and Dr Elliott himself formally

requested a transfer. Their pressure seems to have

conveyed a sense of urgency to the government and the

RUC command. The Amnesty International mission had

collected considerable medical evidence, and a report

would soon appear. Resignations at this time by police

surgeons would have been an acute embarrassment to the

government. Chief Constable Newman met I ks Alexander.

Elliott and Irwin on the evening of 20 April and took

decisive action the next morning. Besides the new

'spy-holes' to be installed, the meeting discussed a

suggestion to install closed-circuit television in interroga-

.Ifter thorough ins emigathati. Imne.q.s
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tion rooms so that senior officers could monitor interroga-

tors' conduct. The Chief Constable objected that this

would be costljA to which Dr Irwin replied that it would be

cheaper than having to return to the European Court.

Amnesty International published its report in June

1978. The immediate result was the government's appoint-

ment of the Bennett Committee of Inquiry into police

procedures which ultimately led to the introduction of

administrative safeguards to protect detainees and to a drop

in the number of complaints of ill-treatment.
In August a new job description was agreed for police

surgeons which formally extended their duties. SMOs

would henceforth have access to any prisoner at all

reasonable times, not just when the police called them in,

and they would occasionally tour the police station, making

use of the new 'spy-holes'.
During the remainder of 1978, while the Bennett

Committee received evidence, complaints of assault

declined but did not cease. Their report was published in

March 1979 and their major recommendations were

accepted by the government in June. But the Bennett

Report did not lay the doctors' fears to rest. .A few days•
before its publication Dr Irwin broke the doctors' long

public silence and gave a nationally televised interview, He

described some of the 150 injured prisoners he had

personally examined — injuries he believed were not

self-inflicted — during the past three years, some as recently

as the month before. One week after publication of the

Bennett Report, Dr Elliott resigned in protest at the

'undisciplined' treatment of prisoners at Gough and at the

failure of either the government or the RUC to acknow-

ledge that ill-treatment had occurred during the past three

years. Drs Elliott and Irwin, whose actions had done so

much to bring about an official inquiry; now underlined the

importance of its recommendations.

The significance of an independent inquiry

The Bennett Committee addressed the balance between

the efficiency of police interrogation and the protection of

suspects' rights. Its terms of reference prevented an

investigation of individual complaints. Nevertheless, it

examined considerable medical evidence that revealed

'cases in which injuries, whatever their precise cause, were

not self-inflicted and were sustained in police custody'. Nor

did the government permit a general review of the

emergency legislation or a specific one of section 6 of the

1973 Act. Such a review might haye led to recommenda-

tions for statutory protection of prisoners. Given these

restrictions, the committee recommended self-regulation

by the police: for example, closed-circuit television

monitoring of interrogations by senior officers; more

detailed record-keeping on detainees; and the offer of a

medical examination once even. 24 hours. Even the

recommendation for access to a lawyer after each 48 hours

in custody; without exception, was to Ere incorporated in a

revised RUC code of conduct, rather than in legislation.

The report thus offers an impressive set of preventive

administrative measures that, if fully implemented, would

significantly reduce the likelihood of torture or ill-

treatment of suspects.
Once implemented, these measures did reduce the

number of allegations of assault and ill-treatment in

Northern Ireland. The average number of complaints filed

in the first three months of 1979 was 20 a month. This was

somewhat down on the 1978 monthly average of 22, hut in

April 1979, the first full month after the Bennett Report

appeared, the number of complaints dropped sharply to

8.15 More significantly the administrative measures intro-

duced seem to have prevented the recurrence of the

previous pattern of ill-treatment.
At present a very high percentage of convictions in

non-jury trials in Northern Ireland are based solely or

mainly on confessions. However, Amnesty International's

approaches to the British Government about current police

and judicial procedures used in Northern Ireland have not

concerned allegations of ill-treamient. They have con-

cerned the use of continuous, oppressive interrogation,

which has resulted in a steadily high rate of confessions for

which no objective corroborating evidence is presented in

court. Under these conditions it is doubtful whether the

48-hour rule concerning absolute right of access to a lawyer

provides adequate protection for detainees under inter-

rogation.

There are several generalizations to be drawn from this

examination of ill-treatment in Northern Ireland in the late

1970s:
The attitude towards the treatment of detainees

shown at the top of the command structure within a security

agency and by ministers responsible for their conduct

affects officers' attitudes and actions right down the line.

Emergency legislation (or the interpretation of

existing law by the courts) that extends the powers of the

security forces specifically at the expense of detainees' legal

guarantees may be perceived by the security forces as a

signal that the law, the government and the courts will

tolerate official violence towards and coercion of detainees.

When emergency legislation extends the powers of

the executive, the judiciary must increase its vigilance on

behalf of suspects and defendants if their rights are to be

protected.
Post-facto investigations, prosecutions, civil suits

and internal disciplinary proceedings may not be sufficient

by themselves to stop abuses. The responsible authorities

must take direct preventive actions, particularly those

measures that will guarantee detainees access to individuals

independent of the security forces, for example, the

detainees' lawyer, doctor and relatives. This is all the more

true in a legal system that does not provide for

contemporaneous judicial supervision of interrogation.

Organized pressure from within the security

system for respecting the rights of suspects is most likely to

be effective when complemented by external pressures, in

particular from the news media, which in some societies can
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pbv a relathi ell independent watchdog ride in bringing

alleged abuses ol authority to public attention.

6. The existence and use of inter-governmental

human rights machinen, although length and capable of

being obstructed hy a gm ernment, can act as a reidraint on

human rights abuses if the government fears the findings,

the expense, the embarrassment or even the propaganda

that ma‘ result.
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• 'HOW DO THEY KNOW HIS EXACT ADDRESS_ ?'

The mother of Soviet prisoner of conscience Anably Koplik
travelled thousands of kilometres from the Ukraine to visit
him in his labour camp near the Soviet-Chinese border in
1977. Before the visit began the head of the camp's
'operation unit' met her. According ta a report she prepared
after the meeting, the following discussion took place:

'The head of the operations unit scowled and said: "Do you
knew what kind of trouble is coming?"

'I asked him to explain what he meant by trouble. Some
papers were lying on the table and the director of the camp,
Pushkin, picked them up and showed me three pages. "Just
look," he said, "this is already the second time we're
getting these from Amnesty International." I asked him to
read out loud what the trouble was. The director
summarised what was written: "On account of his religious
beliefs A. Koplik did not take the military oath and is
serving his seetence in the camp.Vhurge that he be
released and retuned to his family, that he be allowed to
live in peace, and that his youth he taken into account."

'Hearing this, I asked what the trouble was. The bead of the
operations unit raised his voice and said, "But do you know
what this smells like? Just how do they bow his exact
address, even his detachment number? How is it that your
son has contacts abroad?' I answered these questions with
questions of my own: "And what are you surprised about?
My son has no foreign contacts. Wu don't even give him the
possibility to write letters home at the allotted times. Many
of his letters home you don't even send on:

'The head of the operations unit said, "But do you know
1011 leads this organisation?" I answered: "I only know one
thing: my son was condemned and is suffering innocently,
and this organisation concerns itself about such people: '

Aesop, Koplik was released in August 1979 on completion
of his sentence.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS IN

IRAN
In 1972 Anmestv Iii lernational revealed


that prisoners in hin Prison. Tehran. Iran


were being tortured and that the methods


used included being burned on a heated


metal table. Throughout the 19705 the


organization campaigned against human


rights violations perpetrated h SAIIAK. the


National Intelligence and Security


Organization. After the overthrow of ilw


Shah of Iran in Fehruan. I979.1mnesh


International continued to investigate


human rights violations and to press for


protection ollundamental rights. Thai


work continues unabated. as thousands of


political prisoners remain in prison in


Iran. sometimes without charge or trial or


follms ing summary trials. or even after


their sentence has expired. Judicial


proceedings are unpredictable anti ofien


arbitran. Political detainees are reported


to be tortured and ill-treated in hundreds


of secret detention centres throughout the


country. Floggings and amputations —


which Amnesty international regards as


forms of torture and cruel. inhuman or


degrading treatment — are imposed as


judicial punishment. Thousamls have


been executed. often after sum-nary trials


with no right of appeal.

REPORT OF AN AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MISSION

TO IRAN, 1972: VISIT TO EVIN PRISON BY MAITRE

NURI ALBA!"
... Despite the obstacles described in my report, 1.— md 1

were able to see Nasser Sadegh and Ali \ lihandoust. We

Were in the company of tw o interpreters who introduced

themselves as emplovees of the Ministry of Information,

later declared that they were attached to the Prime

Minister's office and who, in fact, represented one

particular branch of the Prime Minister's office, SAVYK.

Nasser Sadegh told us that he was horn in Ma-‘ 1945

at 'khran. Ile is an engineer trained in electro-meehanics.

1 le gained his diploma in 1967, did his military senice and

then worked in the Pars Electrical Company; he was

arrested in September 1971 and has been detained ever

since. Ah Nhhandoust was horn in October 1 947 at Qtain.

ie is a mechanical engineer. 1 1e gained his diploma in 1969

and told us that since then he 'had been engaged hill time in

political actitities'. Mihandoust was arrested in October

1971.
\lihandoust told us that behme hts arrest his activities

ere centred on riehran. that thev were secret and that he

hirmed part of a group which was preparing Mr an armed

struggle against the regime. 1 le is charged with activities

against the state, membership of an Organisation (Peoples'

Movement), and being involved in the theft of an aeroplane.

Nasser Sadegh, who was his friend, worked with him

betbre their arrest but Sadegh swore that he was not like

Nlihandoust a mernher of a group hut that he took part in

the general leadership of the movement. I then put this

question: 'Thu mention accusations brought against vou.

Can you tell us w ho brought forward these accusations?'

Sadegh replied: 'SAVAlc.

Neither had seen the Military Prosecutor since about

mid if anuan. When we asked them when thet. had seen the

Examining Military Magistrate tOr the tirst time, they

replied: 'Yesterday 5th February' 1 should add that after

their arrest, in September and October respectively, they

ought to ha% e been brought betore an Examining Military

Nlagistrate within 24 hours: this is laid down lac Iranian law
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and we were reminded of it by the Military Tribunal's

spokesman, Captain Gavam.

When we asked Nasser Sadegh what torture they had

undergone, he made a long reply in Persian. This was

shortly translated by the interpreters as: 'They were beaten

the day they were arrested.' Sadegh signalled to me that this

translation was incorrect, and so 1 repeated the question

until the interpreters became bored with translating the

same thing; I finally asked Sadegh: 'Were your friends

beaten?' to which he replied in English: 'No, toasted'.

The interpreters told us the interview was over and

that it was time to go. Sadegh indicated to me that he

wanted to speak to me, and while L— spoke in French to

the interpreters, who were urging us to leave, Sadegh

confirmed to me that he had been beaten with the butt of a

revolver and that this had caused a haemorrhage and

fainting. I le told me that Massoud Ahmadzadeh, Badi-

zadeghan, Abbas Meliachi and Bazargan, amongst others,

had been burned by being placed on a table which was then

heated to white heat, and that Badizadeghan had since then

been paralysed in the lower limbs and could move only by

crawling forward using his upper arms. His last words to me

were: 'Let them know that I saw Behruz Tehrani die near

mc in the torture room'.

I am able to confirm that the description of the metal

table given by Nasser Sadegh corresponds exactly to the

rectangular burn marks which I had seen that same

morning on the back of Massoud Ahmadzadch.

Publislud Fanny 1172

IRAN BRIEFING 1976
The following human rights issues in Iran are of particular

concern to Amnesty International:

(a) arbitrary arrest of suspected political opponents

who are held incommunicado for long periods before being

charged or tried;

03) the use of torture;

lack of legal safeguards and unsatisfactory trial

procedures;

executions and unofficial deaths.

Rhile imeniewing

prisoneri in Iran in 1972. Imnesty

international learned of a Mame

deliee composed of three tier. acids

with a burner underneath Ammn as a

'toasting table'. Sclera! such 7aldes.

Were  round in the cellar of a  MIA
centre stormed hi demonstrators in

1978,

Legal/administrathe detention procedures

(a)  Arrest process  SAVAK jthe National Intelligence and

Security Organization] is responsible for the internal

security ot thc state. Its functions include repressing the

activities of illegal organizations, preventing plotting against

the national security and insuring against the formation of

new groups which advocate policies contrarY to the

Constitution of 1906. TO this end it is empowered to act as

the sole investigator of all alleged political crimes and to

initiate the bringing of charges against involved persons.

SAVAK can directly order the arrest of any person

suspected of political crime, and in practice no recourse to

any court for approval is necessatt The Militargustice and

Penal Law of 1938 does provide that where the investigator

orders an arrest, the agreement of the Office of the Militan-

Prosecutor (an entity independent of SAVAK) must  be

secured within 24 hours. Suspects also have the right,

under article 10 of the Supplementary Constitutional Law

of 8 October 1907, to be informed of the charges against

them within the same 24-hour period. However, in no cases

known to Amnesty International have either of these

requirements been fulfilled and from what is known of

SAVAK's interrogation procedures it is considered most

unlikely that a suspect is actually informed of the charges

against him or her until just before the case comes to court.

At no stage does a suspect have access to a lawyer of his or

her own choice and in all cases which have come to the

attention of Amnesty International prisoners have been

held incommunicado until they have been brought to trial

or released. SAVAK conducts the entire investigation into

each case and prepares the file which fbrms the entirety of

the prosecutor's case at trial As SAVAK controls the

investigatory process, the accused will not stand trial until

the case file is satisfactorily complete, which usually results

in long periods of pre-trial detention for the accused,

awaiting the successful production of evidence. There is no

independent control of the way in which SAVAK obtains

this evidence and it is not subject to any time limit for the

preparation of a case.

(b) Conduct of trials.  All trials of political prisoners are

held before military: tribunals, with attendant military

counsel for the prosecution and defence. As noted above,

during the investigation stage of proceedings, the accused

has no right to consult with defence counsel or any other

person. Upon completion of the SAVAK investigation, the

accused is allowed access to defence counsel 10 days before

trial. Defendants are asked to choose their defence counsel

from a short list of persons presented to them by the

tribunal; these are usually retired military officers who need

not be learned in law. If the accused refuses to make a

choice, the court directly appoints counsel for the defence.

Proceedings before military tribunals are usually held  in

camera.  Since March 1972 no foreign lawyers or journalists

have been admitted to political trials in Iran and the

information available to Amnesty International concerning

the conduct of trials is based on observers' reports of trials
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prior to that date. The court itself is composed of four

serving officers, sitting without a jury in apparent

contravention of article 79 of the Supplementary Constitu-

tional Law of 8 October 1907, which provides: 'In political

and press offences, a jury must be present in the courts.'

The accused has no right to demand that witnesses

against him or her he called and has no right of

cross-examination. The only witnesses heard by the

tribunal are the defendants themselves. The prosecutor

proceeds by reading into the evidence the findings of the

SAVAK investigation, including confessions, if any.

Amnesty International observers have reported instances of

defendants repudiating their confessions in court on the

grounds that these have been obtained as a result of torture.

The prosecution is not required to produce in court

evidence referred to in the SAVAK files and the defence is

not allowed to introduce evidence to support the  defence

case other than the testimony of the defendant. In practice

the defendant is assumed guilty and Amnesty Internationdl

knows of no case of a defendant being acquitted, although

defendants who recant before the court may receive short

sentences, or have their sentences reduced on appeal.
The Military Court of Appeal, to which convicted

persons have recourse, has the power to confirm, reduce or

increase sentences and may even impose the death penalty

in eases where the tribunal of the first instance thought it

unwarranted. After the Militan Court of Appeal has

reached its decision (usually within a few weeks of the lower

court sentence) defendants' legal remedies are effectively

exhausted. Appeals to the Shah lnr clemency sometimes

result in the reduction of death sentences to life

imprisonment. However, in Jarman 1976, only one of ten

people sentenced to death who appealed to the Shah had

his sentence commuted. In cases where the death penalty is

imposed executions usually take place within days of
conviction.

(c) Releaseprocesc. The release process in Iran is as
arbitrary as that pertaining to arrest. There appears to be no

possibihty of remission of sentence for political prisoners

and prisoners are very often kept in detention long after

their sentences have expired. Amnest• International has

been informed that one section of Qasr prison in Tehran is

kept aside for people whose sentences have expired, hut

who have not been released. Amnesties are often declared

to mark anniversaries and traditional celebrations, such as
the birthday of the Shah and the Iranian New Year, but it is

not known that political prisoners are ever included in these

amnesties. Prisoners are sometimes released before trial if

they agree to make a public recantation on television and

recantation appears to be the only way of obtaining a

reduction of sentence and early release.

International legal instruments

Iran was one of the 44 states which voted in favour of the

adoption by the United Nations General Assembly of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights on 10 December

1948, and in April 1968 the Shah spoke in support of the

declaration when opening the International Conference on

I Inman Rights in Tehran. Furthermore, Iran has ratified

the International Covenant on Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights which is a treaty binding upon the

parties to it under international law. By ratifying the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Iran

has committed itself to guaranteeing the rights recognized
by the covenant, which include the right to he presumed

innocent until proven guilty; the right to have adequate time

and facilities for the preparation of one's defence; the right

to communicate with counsel of one's own choosing; the
right to be tried without undue delay; the right to examine,

or have examined, the witnesses against one and to obtain

the attendance and examination of witnesses on one's

behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against one.

The right of the individual to be protected from torture or

cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is, of course,

stipulated by the covenant and by the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights. Iran has not ratified the Optional

Protocol to the covenant, which would permit individuals to

have complaints regnrding violations of their human rights

examined by the Human Rights Committee. Iran is

presently a member of the United Nations Commission on

Human Rights, represented by Manouchehr Ganji, who is

also a member of the United Nations Sub-Commission on

the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of

Minorities, and has been elected to the Human Rights

Committee established under the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights.

As stated in Iran: Trial Procedures kr Political Pn'sozters,
an Amnesty International report published in August 1972,

'the repudiation by its domestic practice of the principles of

human rights publicly espoused by Iran is unfortunately

manifest.'

Published Neyendier 1378

IRAN URGED TO OBSERVE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS STANDARDS
Amnesty International today (Friday 9 May 1980) said it

had urged the Iranian authorities to conform to interna-
tionally agreed standards for trials and the treatment of

prisoners. The international human rights organization

stressed that Iran is committed to these standards by

international treaty

Amnesty International, which previously condemned

political imprisonment, torture and execution under the

Shah, said it had sent the new government a report based on

a fact-finding mission to Iran in mid-1979 and on a study of

hundreds of trials before Islamic Revolutionary Tribunals.

The report found that defendants were consistently

denied fair trials, including the opportunity to prepare or

present an adequate defence.

Many people were sentenced to death and executed
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without fair trials, Al said. In the six months following the
February revolution more than 400 people were executed.
Al listed 438 executions reported in local and foreign media
hy 12 August 1979 and it added that the list was not
definitive.

The report, which covered the period up to 14
September 1979, focused on the role of the revolutionary
tribunals, special courts set up after the revolution. It cited
an Iranian newspaper estimate that the tribunals processed
some 10,000 cases in the first four months after the
overthrow of the Shah.

Al found that defendants were often not told the
exact charges against them; that they were not always
allowed to call defence witnesses; that they were often not
permitted to question witnesses against them; that they
were not allowed counsel of their choice; that many trials
were closed to the public; that in practice there was no right
of appeal and no effective presumption that defendants
were innocent until proved guilty.

Amnesty International concluded that 'the guaran-
tees necessary for a fair trial are effectively lacking in cases
heard by the Revolutionary Tribunals'.

The only defence facility known to have been offered
those about to stand trial, who sometimes learned of the
charges against them just before the trial opened, was an
opportunity to write a defence on a piece of paper, the
report said.

It pointed out that Ayatollah Khomeini, the Iranian
leader, had explicitb stated the presumption that those
brought before the 'tribunals were guilty I le said in a
televised address on 2 April 1979, 'There should be no
objection to the trial of these people because they are
criminals and it is known that they are criminals. All this
about a lawyer being needed ... and that their pleas should
be listened to — these are not people charged with crime,
they are criminals.'

The Ayatollah was reported in the British newspaper
The Guardianon 6 April 1979 as also saying, in reference to
criticism of the trials, that he was 'sorry that there was still
Western sickness among us ... The defendants should have
been killed on the first day instead of being held. Among
them are people •ho are nat even worthy of contempt.'

The report said the Tribunals operated independent-
ly of the Provisional Government. It noted that the Minister
of justice told the newspaperAyendegan on 7 April 1979 that
his ministry had 'nothing to do with the Revolutionary
Court.... The conditions of these courts are like war-time
trials acting under their own rules and regulations.'

firing-squad executes nine Kurdish rebels and inn
funnel' liational Pollee officers of the Shah in ugust
tre, after summan. trials in iron.

tag-
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The jurisdiction and procedures of the courts were
not defined in law when they began operating. On 5 April
1979 regulations were promulgated, but neither the
practice nor the rules offered adequate defence Facilities,
Amnesty International said.

Formal investigation of cases was undertaken by the
official investigator or assistant prosecutor assigned to the
case. After the investigation, recommendations were made
to the Public Prosecutor as to whether those arrested
should be prosecuted.

On the information available to it, Amnesty interna-
tional concluded that the decision on whether to draw up an
indictment seemed in most cases effectively to be a
determination of guilt or innocence, rather than a decision
on whether there was a case to be answered.

The most frequent complaints of prisoners reported
to AI were that interrogations were not carried out promptly
after arrest and that some prisoners were not told why they
had been arrested. There was no rule limiting how long a
prisoner could be held without being charged or indicted,
the report said.

The Revolutionan, Tribunals heard cases concerning
offences that encompassed activities said by the authorities
to have been directly or indirectly in support of the Shah.
The Tribunals' jurisdiction was soon extended, however, to
cover violent and sexual crimes and 'counter-revolutionary'
offences, meaning activities said to be directed against the
Islamic Republic.

Ars conclusions and recommendations were made
on the basis of internationally recognized human rights
standards, contained in such documents as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

'There is no dispute that these standards are
applicable to Iran', Al said. It noted that during a session of
the United Nations Human Rights Committee on 26 April
1979, the Iranian delegate, Mr Shemirami, said that Iran,
'as a State Party to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, would in due course submit a report to the
Human Rights Committee in conformity with Article 40 of
the Covenant'.

The Al report included detailed recommendations to
the Iranian authorities, aimed at ensuring the rights of
defendants. The report recommended that people should
only be arrested or held on legally defined grounds, that
they should be told the reasons for their arrest, be brought
promptly before a judicial authoring.; permitted access to
lawyers and relatives, and either tried or released within a
reasonable time. It also recommended that medical
treatment should be provided when necessary and that
authority and responsibility for the treatment of those held
should be clearly defined.

Al also reiterated its opposition to the death penalty
and to flogging in all circumstances.

The report was based in part on an Al mission which
visited Iran from 12 April to I May 1979, and had
discussions with ministers of the Provisional Government, 


personnel of a local  Kontneh  in Tehran, members of the
former secular opposition to the Shah, and others. The Al
delegates studied the procedures of Revolutionary Tribun-
als, but were unable to observe them in operation despite
permission from a member of the Provisional Government.
Each time the delegates went to Qasr Prison in Tehran they
were told that trials had just finished or were not scheduled
to take place. The delegates were given new appointments,
but the result was always the same.

The report was therefore based in large part on a
study of legal procedures through information available to
Al on some 900 cases. (On 9 July 1979 the newspaper
A)endegan,  published in Tehran, reported that the revolu-
tionary courts had processed approximately 10,000 cases
since the revolution.) In addition, Al studied statements
attributed to government or religious spokesmen in the
local press, official PARS News Agency reports, the foreign
press and on Iran Radio. Such statements were revealing
about such subjects as unauthorized arrests, 'on-the-spot'
whippings and executions, and court practice.

The report was sent to Avatollah Khomeini on 9
January 1980 and comments on it were invited from the
Ayatollah or his advisors. Al expressed its willingness to
include anv official Iranian response m thc contents in any
future publication of the report or parts of it„At the same
time, copies of the report were sent to the Iranian Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh and the Iranian charges
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d'affaires in London and Washington. On 26 Februan-
1980 the report was sent to President Bani-Sadr, again
inviting comments, and with a request to discuss rhe
contents with him and his ministers following the
parliamentary elections in Iran. No comment has t eE been
received by Al front the Iranian authorities.

Al welcomes the decision of the Iranian authorities,
reported in Kayhan newspaper at the end of March, to set
up a Supreme Court to hear appeals against verdicts passed
by Islamic judges, hut remains concerned about reports of
people being arrested and held incommunicado for long
periods. In some cases reported to Al the relatives of people
arrested in November and December 1979 have still not
been able to learn their whereabouts or the reasons for their
arrest.

Appendix

Amnesty International's recommendations to the Iranian
authorities were:

no one should be deprived of his or her liberty
except on such grounds and in accordance with such
procedures as are established by law;

anyone who is arrested should be informed, at the
time of arrest, of thc reasons for his or her arrest and should
promptly be informed of any charges against him or her;

anyone arrested or detained should he brought
promptly before a judge or other officer authorized by law 


to exercise judicial power and should be entitled to trial
within a reasonable time or to release;

— anyone who is deprived ofThis or her liberty by arrest
or detention should be entitled to take proceedings before a
court in order that the court may decide without delay on
the lawfulness of the detention and order release if the
detention is not lawful;

a time limit should be fixed within which a detained
person must be charged, tried or otherwise released;

— the authorities should immediately inform the
family of an arrested person of the reasons for, and place of,
detention and grant the family access to him or her;

detainees should he permitted access to a lawyer
and or other representative of his or her own choice. Free
legal aid should be provided in all cases where a detainee is
unable to afford and 'or to choose his or her own legal
representation;

detainees should be afforded medical treatment
whenever necessan;

— bail , when offered, should be of a re. sonable, not
excessive, sum;

the authorities should continue to seek to establish
clear lines of authority and responsibility for the treatment
of suspects and detainees.

Nnvs reins§ S thy INN.
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TORTURE IN
BRAZIL

Amnesty international's 1972 'Report on

Allegations of Torture in Brazil* recorded


evidence in 1.981 torture eases and

criticized a batten of legislation. including


secret decrees, that suppressed human

rights. The report described the


emergence of clandestine 'death squads'.

operating with the rover( acquiescence of


the official security forces. The

government reacted hy banning all


references to Amnesty International's

statements on Brazil in the country's news


media. The two letters that follow were

published in the report: one was written to


Pope Paul Hand the other to the judge of

the military tribunal in charge of the case.

011. trinetery gates: Marneipu. BraziL
Thh phonograph Isa.%. taken in the rails
Iros I, hen anew-a/hut. of killinge.'
Wrath mtuanci were frequent.

Marcos Arruda, a young geologist, son of an American

mother, and Marlene Soccas, painter and dentist, had

known each other for a short time and arranged to meet for

dinner. Their meeting was the beginning of an agonizing

tragedy. Marcos Arruda is at present at liberty and abroad.

Marlene Soccas wrote an open letter from her prison cell in

Tiradentes to the judge of the military tribunal which is to

try her

Here is the letter which Marcos Settamini Pena de

Arruda sent to the Vatican on 4 February 1971:

Please find herewith an account of all that happened

to me during almost nine months imprisonment ... I was

arrested on 11 May 1970 in Sao Paulo on my way to dinner

with a young lady that I had recently met.] learnt afterwards

that she belonged to a political organization. She had been

arrested several days preyioush; violently tortured and

taken to  OperaohiBandeiranies  [OMNI.

I was picked up even before I reached the meeting

place and taken off in a car (the licence plate was not an

official one) by Mur armed policemen. We went to 0I3AN

headquarters. During the journey the leader of the group

ordered the young lady to show me her hands so that '1

could have an idea of what awaited me'. She ]ifted her

hands, which were handcuffed, and I saw that they were

greatly swollen and were covered with dark purple

hematomes. I learned that she had been badly beaten with a

type of  pahnaloria.  Once the car stopped in the ORAN

courtyard, the), began immediately to punch and kick me in

the presence of some people seated on benches in front ol

the main building. I was beaten as I went up the steps to a

room on the top floor where they continued to slap me, hit

me about the head and hang my ears with cupped hands

(telephone torture). they took the handcuffs off and

continued to hit me with their truncheons whilst question-

ing me.

They ordered me to strip completely; I obeyed. They

made me sit down on the ground and tied my hands with a

thick rope. One of the six or seven policemen present put

his foot on the rope in order to tighten it as much as

possible. I lost all feeling in my hands. They put my knees

up to my elbows so that my bound hands were on a level

with my ankles. They then placed an iron bar about eight

centimetres wide between my knees and elbows and

suspended me by resting the two ends of the iron bar on a

wooden stand so that the top part of my body and my head

were on one side and my buttocks and legs on the other.

about three feet from the floor. Atter punching me and

clubbing me, they placed a wire on the little toe of my left

foot and placed the other end between my testicles and mv

leg. The wires were attached to a camp telephone so that

the current increased or decreased according to the speed

at which the handle was turned. They began to give me

electric shocks using this equipment and continued to beat

me brutally both with their hands and with  a polmatoria —

plaque full of holes — which left a completek black

haematome, larger in size than an outstretched palm. on

one of my buttocks. The electric shocks and the beatings
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continued tbr several hours. I had arrived at about 14.30

and it was beginning to get dark wlam I practically lost

consciousness. Each time that 1 tainted, they threw water

Of or me to increase FM sensitiyib to the electric shocks.

"Rey then took the wire from my testicles and began to

apply it to /In face and head, giving me terrible shocks on

mf face, in my ears, eves, mouth and nostrils. Om; (il the
policemen remarked 'I ,00k, he is lettMg off sparks. Put it in

his ear nowt .

The torture was so serious aml long-lasting that I

thought I would die. I began It) I-eel completely drained; my

both was CM ered in a cold sweat; I could not Mote my

eielids; I was swallowing my tongue and could only breathe

w ith difficulty; I could no longer speak. I tried throughout

this time to think of *great men who had suliered horrible

things Mr a noble ideal. This encouraged me to tight on and

mg give wax to despair I telt that rin hands wrmld become

gangrenous because circulation was blocked for some
hours. I moaned Mw hands, my hands!' and they continued

to heat my hands with their clubs. I think I eventually lost

consciousness. V. hen. I came to. Met. had lowered the bar

and laid me out on the ground. •Ilicy tried to revbe me with

ammonia but I didn't respond. They struck me on the

testicles with the end of the stick; they burnt my shoulders

with cigarette stubs; they put the barrel ia relcdver into my 


mouth sasing they would kill rne. They threatened me with

seyual abuse. Suddenly, my whole both began to tremble

and I began to writhe as if shaken by an earthquake. The

policemen were alarmed and called hir a doctor from the

tint-aid post. They said I was a soldier who was feeling

They gave me an Mjeetion and refused to give me: water

although my both was completely dehydrated. They left me

to sleep in the same room in which I had been tortured_

The following morning was shaken violently by the

shoulders. I realized that I was still shaking, TM eyelids were

shut, my tongue was paralysed and I felt strange muscular

contractions on the right side of mi face. MY left leg was

like a piece of wood, the tbor turned downw ards and the

toes hail contracted and would not move. The small toe was

totally black. After enduring many insults, I was carried to

the general military hospital or Sao Paulo. The sole of my

left foot was again forcibly struck in order to tri and return

it to its normal position and to make it tit into TM shoe.

Despite shooting pains, the Mot would not mint The

torturers took me by the arms and legs and brought me like

a sack to the cournard where I was thrown into the hack of

the tan.

1 later learned that at the hospital thex gave me only

two hours to live. The militan chaplain came to hear mx

confession. I asked the soldiers who were on guard in my

S.
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room to leave us alone but they refused. In these
circumstances, the priest could only give absolution  in
enninis  in case I should die. For several days I was
subjected to interrogation at the hospital despite the fact
that my condition had not improved. The fifth day after I
was admitted to hospital two policemen opened up the door
to my room saying 'now that you are alone we are going to
get rid of you. You are going to die and one of them
began to hit me about the face and body. I tried to protect
myself and to cry out but I was still shaking and could hardly
move. In addition, mv twisted tongue prevented me from
crying out loudly. I could not see them well because my
eyelids still would not move. The policeman continued to
gay 'no one can hold out against S— A—, you are going to
die ...' He went out for a moment with the other to see if
anyone was coming and then returned to continue.
Eventually, I managed to cry out loudly. They were
frightened and left me...

I remained in the general hospital thr about a month
and a half. During this time I was visited several times for
questioning. My family had been trying to help me and for
over a month had been trying unsuccessfully to rind me. I
finally received a note which told me that they had
discovered where I was. But I remained incommunicado
without permission to see my Family for five more months,
and I received no visit from a lawyer throughout the
duration of my detention.

When I was released from the hospital, my right
eyelid was still paralysed (it remained so until the month of
December) and I had a slight but constant shake in the
shoulders, the left arm and leg; the latter, half paralysed,
could not support any weight and I was obliged to use a
broom stick for a walking stick.

I was sent back to OBAN, put in a cell, and told to
write out a statement ... I finished this in three days, at the
end of which time I was brought Face to face with the young
woman whom I had been on my way to meet at the time of
my arrest. It was six o'clock when I was carried into the
room where she was kept. They wanted me to admit the
name of the organization to which they believed I belonged
and to give names of supposed comrades. They began to
cany the young woman off into another room and gave her a
strong electric shock in order to make me talk (they were
afraid to torture me again in view of my poor physical
condition). I heard the cries of the girl being tortured and
when they brought her back into mv room she was shaking
and totally distraught. I was paralysed with fear at
witnessing such cruelty and even more terrified when they
threatened to do the same to members of my family if I
didn't tell them what they wanted to know. They repeated
the electric shock treatment to the girl and, seeing that they
were not achieving anything, decided to call the doctor to
examine me physically to see if I was fit to undergo more
torture. The doctor ordered certain tablets and said that I
should not be given food. They brought me back to my cell
and were to return for me later. Haying seen that they were
ready to torture the young woman again, and possibly 


members of my family as well, I decided to try and protect
these people and I agreed to write out another deposition.

I was carried into the room of a certain Captain, who,
along with another officer, offered me coffee and cigarettes
and advised me in a friendly way to cooperate with them. I
began by saying that I did not want to cooperate with them
since they represented the institutions of force and violence
to which we are subjected and because they used such
inhuman treatment when dealing with people against whom
they had no proof. They were irritated and began to torture
the young woman once again in order to make me talk.
Finally, they used violence on me  again,  along with insults
and moral attacks, threats concerning members of my
family and even attempts to strangle me. They blindfolded
me and pushed a revolver against my forehead – all to the
same end. After several hours, they carried the young girl
and me back to our cells....

The following evening when they came for me I was
again suffering from contractions, my right side was
paralysed, I dribbled, my body twitched constantly ...

The next morning I was carried into court. My
condition had considerably worsened and my seizures were
continual and more visible. I was photographed, my
fingerprints were taken and I was then brought into a room
on the same Boor as the torture room. A sergeant in a
military police uniform, with his name band covered with a
sash, interrogated me calmly for 45 minutes. I le threatened
me alternately with torture and death if I refused to confess.
I .ater, he told me that he was a doctor and knew that I would
die if he permitted me to he tortured again. In the end, he
gave me an injection for my spasms and told me that I ought
to he taken back to the hospital. Throughout the night, I
was locked up in a bathroom and was then taken to a doctor,
Primo Alfredo, who had recently been arrested. Through-
out the night, we heard as usual the terrible screams of
people being tortured. The following morning I was once
again brought to the military hospital.

"IWo days later my condition  began  to worsen and I
lost consciousness and became delirious – this condition
lasted more than 10 days. I learnt afterwards what had
happened during that period ...

...It is clear that my case is not exceptional as such
events have become commonplace during the last few years
in Brazil.

...I thank Your Holiness for your interest and the
action taken in an attempt to secure my release. I beg you to
do the same For the other thousands of men and women
who suffer the same treatment in Brazil and in other
countries .. unfortunate human beings who continue to be
tortured...

Signed: Marcos Pena Senamini de Arruda

Letter front Marlene de Souza Sorras to the  'aildhOe  judge

of the milhar, tribunal

Marlene de Souza Soccas saw Marcos Pena Settamini de
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Arruda while both were undergoing torture and she

mentions it in her letter:

... As I have been under arrest for two years, I have

vast and unhappy knowledge of Brazilian justice. In May
1970 I was arrested by OBAN. I was prevented from

contacting my lawyer or even from informing my family.

I remained incommunicado for two months, 12 days

of which were spent in OBAN headquarters — here I

suffered all sorts of physical and mental torture. Brutally

stripped by policemen I was put on the 'dragon chair' (a

kind of metallic plate) with my hands connected to electric
wires and the various parts of my body including the tongue,

ears, eyes, wrists, breasts and sex organs also connected. I

was then suspended from the pau tie arara,an iron bar

which is placed on two stands, and passed under the knees.

The wrists and ankles are tied together and the whole body

hangs downwards in a defenceless position. I was given

electric shocks and was beaten about the kidneys and the

vertebral. column; I was burnt with cigarettes, I was tortured

in the presence of naked political detainees, men and

women, and suffered the insults of the policemen who

threatened me with revolvers.

Tivo months after my arrest, when I was in Tiradentes

prison, I was brought back to OBAN again. My torturers

believed that I was in contact with the geologist Marcos

Settamini Pena de Arruda, who had been tortured for the

last month. I was carried into the torture room and one of

the torturers, an army captain, said to me 'get ready to see

Frankenstein come in'. I saw a man come into the room,

walking slowly and hesitantly, leaning on a stick, one eyelid

half closed, his mouth twisted, his stomach muscles

nvitching continuously, unable to form words. lie had been

admitted to hospital between life and death after traumatic

experiences undergone during violent torture. They said to

me 'encourage him to talk, if not the 'gestapo' will have no

more patience and if one of you doesn't speak we will kill
him and the responsibility for his death will lie with you.'

We did not speak, not because we were heroic, but simply

because we had nothing to sat Thanks to his family, who

have relations abroad, Marcos Arruda was able to avoid

being placed on the list of those 'killed in shoot-outs' and

one year later he was acquitted.

I am a painter and when I was arrested, the police
took 18 paintings, an easel, and cases full of clothes, shoes,

hooks etc. The stolen paintings are all dated and could be

used in my favour at my trial since the dates prove that I was

absent from Sao Paulo at the time in question. I was

painting at I .aguna (in the state of Santa Catarina), where I

was born, and was completely cut otT from any political

activity, All of these possessions were taken by OBAN and

none have vet been returned to me. What words can one use
to describe such actions?

am awaiting my trial in a building built in 1854,

which served in the past for the buying and selling of slaves

who labourert in the cultivation of são Paulo's coffee. It is a

historical monument with an unhappy past, a place where

much suffering and death have occurred. The strange irony 


is that it bears the most significant name of Brazilian history,

that of one of the martyrs for liberty —Tiratientes.I lere both

political and common law prisoners are housed. After what

I have seen and lived through, I am now better able to know

what a 'democratic and Christian' society signifies. All that I

learnt at school and throughout mv life about human dignity
has been obliterated by my experiences inside these high

and insurmountable walls.

I very often heard, from beneath my cell, the

deafening noise made by correcionais(common law)

prisoners detained here illegally by the police, who are piled

up for months at a time on cold cement without mattresses

or coverings. There were terrible scenes each time a young

newcomer arrived in the cell for there was no lack of sexual

perverts there. The youth was obliged to submit, in view of

the silent complaisance of the prison employees, and was

not left alone until he was covered in blood ... I have often

asked that something be done about these inhuman

conditions which provide a lugubrious amusement for the

jailers and police.

... Returning from the DOPS [Department for

Political and Social Order] one day and crossing the

courtyard on the men's side, I witnessed a sad spectacle

which would not have been allowed even in a Nazi

concentration camp: three corrthonais detainees were

thrown into a well, with water reaching to shoulder level;

they were surrounded by the mihtary police and jailers with

clubs and sticks in their hands. They held the heads of the

three men under the water with their feet; it was winter and

the unfortunate victims were trembling convulsively, eyes

wide open staring, fixed, appealing, their faces skeletal due

to the freezing waten

... I have reported here, your honour, the experiences
that I have undergone. They arc not relevant just for me but

also for the millions of people who have followed the same

path. When I was a young girl, I was taught to love Brazil,

respect its flag, to do my best for its people, to dedicate to

my country my brains, my work, and, if necessary, my life.
These sentiments have not changed, the small girl is still

inside me, but I know that the illusions died an abrupt death

when I was tortured under Brazil's flag and the portrait of

the Duke of Caxias.

In conclusion, just a brief remark: the world is

changing daily I am not the person who will make it change

any quicker, nor can I prevent it from changing, because it is

whole peoples who make history. Nothing will prevent these

people, once they learn of their lot, from taking into their
own hands the control of their destiny and constructing a

world of justice and solidarity. Even death will not prevent

this because those who die for the ideals ofjustice become

symbols of a new life and serve as an inspiration for others

to continue the struggle.'

Presidio Tiradentes, Women's Prison, March 1972.

Signed: Marlene de Souza Soccas

Pidirrim Sepother 1172
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• THE 'UNKNOWN

PERSON'

RETURNS...

After three years in
one of Haitit most
dreaded prisons,
Marc &mules was
reunited with his
son, Patrice. The
34-year-old teacher
had been arrested
on suspicion of
opposing the
government. An
Amnesty
International group
in the federal
Republic ef
GermanyWRSput to
work on the ease.
The government
said he was one ef
a number ef
'unknown person',
but the Amnesty
International
campaign
continued. It teak
two years far the
government to
admit he was in
detention, although
he was then
described as an
'unrepentant
terrorist'. Amnesty
International
continued to work
on Marc Romulus'
behalf. In
September 1977 he
Was included in an
amnesty for
political prisoners.
The man who the
government at one
stage said did not
exist was at last
tanned with his
family.

•
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CAMPAIGN TO
ABOLISH
TORTURE

1972saw the launch of:Amnesty

International's first worldwide campaign


to abolish torture and end the widespread

official practice of torturing prisoners and


detainees to stifle political dissent. The

following extracts appeared in 'Epidemic


Torture' published as part of the

continuing campaign.

'Incredible as it is, 2370 years after Socrates drank
hemlock, 1970 years after thc crucifixion of Christ, 435
years after Thomas More was beheaded and 370 years after
Giordano Bruno was burnt at the stake, hundreds,
thousands of men and women waste away their days in
prison for their opinions. But opinions should be free. Let
the violent man be guarded, but the man who utters what he
thinks must be free, and if he is behind bars it is not he but
those who keep him there who are dishonoured.'
Salvador de Madariaga

Where torture is being prartised, h Carola Sian

I speak about torture todaic The average citizen encounters
it most often as entertainment, as 'spice' in a television
thriller, gangster film or Western, as a story without basis in
reality which shows the armchair reader how pain can be
inflicted on other people and how it can he justified. When
he hears about torture as a factual news item, he hardly
reacts. Through entertainment, he is psychologically
conditioned and his mind has been blumed by the almost
daily reports about other acts of violence, terror and mass
killings. Or he unintentionally reacts in the way intended by
the torturers: he does not believe the reports. The lack of
credibility of an unimaginable crime is still its best
camouflage.

The torture of political prisoners is at present
spreading like an epidemic throughout the world and even
more terrible, just because of this, it seems to become more
and more difficult to rouse people against it.

Since Amnesty International came into being, wc
have received proof of torture and maltreatment of
thousands of political prisoners. This year alone, we have
had such reports from 32 countries.

The sites where torture is carried out are called by
various names: Con Son in Vietnam; Korydallos Prison in
Athens; Public Security Headquarters, Sao Paulo;
Psychiatric Clinic, Chernyakhoysk in the USSR; Savak
office in Iran. The often harmless-sounding descriptions of
the methods also yam 'parrot perch', 'dragon chair' and
'telephones' (Brazil), 'bicycle', 'record player' (Spain), etc.
Yet the methods are alarmingly similar Partly they go back
to the Middle Ages, were adopted by the Gestapo and
GPI:, while newer methods, such as torture by electric
shocks, were tried out by the French during the war in
Algeria. Amnesty International is in possession of reports
about electric shock torture — where joints, sensory organs
and genitals ate connected to electrically-charged wires —
being practised in South Africa, Turkey, Indonesia, Brazil,
Iran, South Vietnam and Greece, to name only a few
instances.

Governments co-operate by exchanging information
about instruments of torture and their effects. Relevant
schools and courses have been set up. In 1959, for instance,
a French priest reported after returning from Algeria,
where he had been a reserve officer, that he had been forced
to attend a course on so-called humane torture. Exactly ten
years later, in October 1969, a course on torture was held in
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lbrnier paid& primmer front Brazil 1tows

reporter. how iklino, were lied to a pole in the pail

de ararl parroti perch ). which in the late Igo& and

earls I rOs Ica • a common form afloat:re in Brazil.

Rio de Janeiro for Brazilian army personnel. Thchniques

were explained, advice given on the use of different

instruments, and the effect on the prisoner was demons-

trated — partk by lantern slides, but also on living objects:

political prisoners. American soldiers, back from Aletnam,

told how they were trained by their sergeants and officers in

interrogation and torture techniques of enems prisoners.

Amnesty International also knows that there are interna-

tional torture training programmes where torturers are

trained in the latest medical and psychological techniques

by instructors from different countries.

That which Herbert Marcuse describes as 'the

aggressiyeness of present-day industrial society' in the

average person, and what he calls technological aggression,

also affects torture in a perverse way. In the 'modern'

methods of physical torture, the destruction of a person is

not brought about directly bv another person hut by

technical tools whose use does not require physical three,

but only the pressing of a button. Electric shock torture, for

instance, has a two-fold advantage for the torturer. It inflicts

pain without leaving any traces, and it reduces the sense of

guilt in the perpetrator by giving him the illusion that it was

not he personally who had inflicted the pain, but the wires.

It is mainly in the USSR that a 'modern' form of

psychological torture has been practised since the early

MN: the committal of dissidents to mental hospitals,

where they are detained together with seriously ill patients;

and on the pretext that they need medical treatment, they

are given overdoses of Aminasvn and Sulphasyn, which

cause shock effects and serious physical disturbances.

According to the information available to Amnesty

International, political prisoners are tortured most severely

immediately after their arrest, while still at police stations,

in the offices of the security police, and while under

preliminary detention — in the first place to make them

reveal the names and hiding-places of their friends; and

then to extort from them an extensive confession and

declaration of remorse while their trial is being prepared, if

there is to be a trial at all. The verdict is not being entrusted

to independent judges; the outcome of the trial is decided in

the torture chamber.

To attack the use of torture does not mean the

defence of guerrilla warfare and political terror. I3ut it must

be agreed that there can be no justification whatever fbr

torture, Even the other side's political terror does nut supply

the torturers with a justification. The torturers know much

better than we do how many innocent and uninvolved

people they have worn down, how many false confessions

are filed in their archives — false confessions made in

desperation. At the same time, they know how often, in

spite of all, the victims have refused to speak, And they

know how many people were induced only Mr torture to

declare themselves for violent, merciless war.

Extortion of information and confessions, intimida-

tion of the political opponent, deterrence — these are often

the ostensible reasons for using torture. But on the basis of

their investigations into the nature of sadism and cruelts;

scientists have taught us that there is a further purpose.

Those who practise torture maintain that their

victims do not belong to human society.

Criticised for the persecution of the political

opposition in the USSR. Soviet officials declared that

opposition in their country was a kind of schizophrenia. As

allegedly mentally sick people, dissidents are deemed to he

of unsound mind and therefore denied the status of a

political opposition.

In Iran, the security police, the Savak, is particularly

anxious to make political prisoners incriminate themselves

with high treason under torture. Would not the patriotic

public he prepared to exclude the traitor from the

community?

The intention is always the same: to label the political

opponent as the enems to expel him from society, to depict

him as a beast. This is how the torturer is to see him, even

before he tortures. This is how the tortured person is to see

himself after heing tortured.

'The purpose of torture is not onlv the extortion of

confessions, of betrayal; the victim must disgrace himself,

by his screams and his submission, like a human animal.'

(Sartre).
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THREE CASES
Sera Silva .traujo SI aga I haes

Vera Silva Arai* Magalhaes was a 24-year-old student of

economics in Rio de Janeiro when she was arrested by the

military police in March 1970 for 'distributing leaflets.'

Her torture began twenty days after her arrest at the
army police headquarters where she was first suspended for

more than seven hours on the 'Pau de arara' (Parrot's

Perch, where a prisoner's wrists and ankles are tied together

and the whole body suspended from an iron bar under the

knees, leaving the naked body doubled oyer and defence-

less). While in this position she was subjected to different

voltages of electric shocks, water was forced into her mouth

and nose and she was beaten with a truncheon and whip all

over the body, including her genital area.

Miss Magalhaes later reported that since she was very
weak the attending doctor advised that the session be

shortened and the torturers followed this order. She was

then transferred to the infirmary and then to the military

hospital,

In the military hospital, according to Miss Magalhaes'

sworn statement, she received no medical care. Instead the

doctors administered sedatives which weakened her

psychologically In general, she reported, medical practi-

tioners attached to the military headquarters are in

attendance only to control the amount of torture to which a

patient may be submitted or to prescribe sedatives to aid in

interrogation.

Dental treatment consisted solely of pulling out teeth
to avoid further decay. There were rats and mice in the cells

and infirmaries. She only saw her family three times in

three months because, she said, the authorities wished to

prevent them from seeing her physical condition.

Miss Magalhaes was first brought before a judge in

the military tribunal after a month and a half of detention —

her trial was already undenvay Her case is exceptional:

generally in Brazil the detained person is not brought

before a judge until he has served approximately one year's

detention.

The case against her was dismissed and she was

released on the 15th June, 1970, more than three months

after her arrest. She now lives in exile, confined to a

wheelchair, her body paralysed from the waist down.

USSR: 1) oft! 1 ri gore nkii

Pyotr Gregorevich Grigorenko, now aged 66, is a

much-decorated former Maior-General in the Red Arms

and permanently disabled from wounds he suffered during

World War II. A devoted campaigner for human rights, he

took up the cause of the Crimean Tartars deported to
central Asia during the War. In May 1969, he was arrested

for anti-Sayiet activities; ten months later he was brought to

trial, found guilty of crimes committed while of unsound

mind and sentenced to an indefinite period of detention in a

psychiatric hospital until his recovery.

While awaiting trial in a prison in Tashkent in June

1969 Grigorenko began a hunger strike in protest against

his treatment. He was force-fed and deliberately beaten on

his wounded leg. He wrote in his prison diary:41 long to die,

calculating that my death will serve to expose this tyranny.'

But his captors frequently told him: 'You are utterly at our

mercy, even after death.'

ITis physical pains were compounded hy psycholog-

ical pressures: his sick wife and disabled son were deprived

of their pensions, he was allowed no contact with them at all

or with his defence counsel before the trial, and his

complaints were totally ignored.

'Only now have 1 realised the special horror of the fate

which overtook those unfortunate people who perished by

the million in the torture chambers of Stalin's regime,'

Grigorenko wrote. 'It wasn't the physical suffering — that's

bearable. But thei, deprived people of any hope whatsoever;

they reiterated to them the omnipotence of their tyranny,

the absence of any way out. And that is unbearable.'

In the psychiatric hospital to which Grigorenko was

sent, he has been confined to a cell of six square metres

containing two people: himself and a cell-mate who stabbed

his own wife to death and is in a constant state of delirium.

There is room to take only two steps. Despite the

acute pains in his crippled leg, he is allotted only two hours

exercise each day, the rest of the time being spent in his

locked cell.

Every six months he is brought before a commission

and questioned on a simple question and answer basis

designed, according to Grigorenko, to reveal the incon-

sistency of his views and to prove that he is mad.

'When will you renounce your convictions?' he is

asked.

Grigorenko is reported to have replied: 'Principles

are not like gloves, thes are not easy to change.'

1.•

kra Magalkar 
6eneral

Gripiretiko
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Ilesnuind Erandis

South Africa: Desmond Fronds

Desmond Francis is a South African Indian schoolteacher

now aged 34 and living in Zambia. lie was arrested in

January 1968 by Rhodesian security police when he crossed

the border, allegedly because of his involvement with a

magazine printed by the banned African National Con-

gress.
1 ic was taken first to Bulawayo in Rhodesia where he

spent 17 days in an infested cell, chained by leg irons and

severely beaten. E lis head was held under water to make

him confess to corrupting African detectis es and when he

refused to comply, he was smothered by a canvas bag and

beaten on his testicles with a copper finger-printing pad.

'All this took place in a centre office to hide screams,'

reported Francis who, on the fifth day of this interrogation,

tried to commit suicide bs plunging a broken bottle into his

chest. The police prevented his attempt and renewed their

efforts to break him.
While still in Rhodesia. Francis was burnt repeatedly

with a hot iron on the thigh and lighted matches held

against his body His pubic hair was singed off in this

manner. lb relieve the pain he was given two aspirins and

placed in solitary confinement.
On the 18th of Jarman; 1968. he was taken by car to

South Africa. I pleaded not to be sent to South Africa,'

stated Francis in a subsequent affidavit. `I was told I would

be a mental wreck by the time I reached Robben

For the next 13 months, he was held in solitary

confinement in Pretoria Central Prison where, he said: 'I

was beaten all oyer with fists and an inch-thick cane; one

blow broke my right cheek-bone. 1 was then handcuffed

and blindfolded with a wet cloth. I had to sit with a stick

under my knees and over my arms. Electric terminals were

applied to my ears and the current was turned on. This was

a terrible experience. My 1A-hole body shook and my head

seemed full of vibrations. My teeth chattered so that my

tongue was cut to ribbons.'

It took over two weeks to extract a statement from

Francis. The torture was kept up by rotating shifts of police

using every conceivable method. Eventually he signed a

statement — with a rough canvas tool bag over his head and

his nerves shattered by the fire-crackers the police were

throwing at him. A week later, Francis was finally granted

medical attention. He had been vomiting and excreting

blood almost without stop. The prison doctor's diagnosis

was bleeding piles.
He was released unexpectedly without a trial 475 days

after his arrest and granted an exit visa to Zambia. Speaking

of the others who remain in detention, he said: 'We are

confined to a silent concrete grave, a living death, painful

and complete.'

ASense ()floss. by Jean-Pierrt

'Sadism,' wrote Erich Fromm, 'is the passion tor gaining

absolute control over another being.' This passion to

'break' another being is the mainspring of the act ot torture:

the violation of a human will by the systematic infliction of

suffering.
Whether or not anyone can presume to judge all

torturers as sadists, the fact remains that the act itself of

deliberate and sustained cruelty is universally recognised as

a crime against humanity.
As such, it is not only held to be morally indefensible,

it is an indictable offence under international law.

This principle was first established in the definition of

Crimes against Humanity set down in the Nuremberg

Charter, 1950:
'Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation

and other inhumane acts done against any civilian

population or persecutions on political, racial or religious

grounds, when such acts are done or such persecutions arc

carried out in execution of or in connection with any crime

against peace or any war crime.'
It was the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

however, and the subsequent UN Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights that made explicit the international

iniunction against all acts of torture:
'No one shall be subjected to torture, or to cruel,

inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.'

Despite arguments advanced by strategists to justify

use of controlled third and fourth degree methods in urgent

intelligence operations, no government or international

body has since been able to openly sanction any form of

torture. In fact, a consistent and consolidated effort has

been made in recent years to bring torture under strict

international legal control.
Nowhere can this be seen more clearly than in the fact

that at no time in the history of international law in the years

since the Second World War has any provision been made

to admit the legality of torture even in wartime. The Geneva

Conventions Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War

and on the Protection of Civilians in Wartime arc specific

and unequivocal in prohibiting the cruel treatment and

torture of captives.
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This refusal to provide legal sanctions for torture

under any circumstances has not, of course, prohibited its

practice. Sartre's warning at the height of the Algerian War

is even more true today: 'Disavowed — sometimes very

quietly — but systematically practised behind a facade of

democratic legality, torture has now acquired the status of a

semi-clandestine institution.'

But the slowness of international law to halt the

spread of torture does not repudiate the fundamental moral

principles upon which that law is based.

Those principles are implicit in the idea of a

fundamental 'humanity', unique in each individual, yet

common to all.

Historically; the idea of this humanity has been

primarily rooted in the belief in a basic, inalienable

freedom; 'There can he nothing more dreadful: wrote the

philosopher Immanuel Kant, 'than that the actions of a man

should be subject to the will of another.'

Not surprisingly, it is the history of Black Emancipa-

tion that most clearfir documents the essential character of

human freedom. It has always been liberty which

distinguished the citizen from the slave, the man from the

sub-man. 'The slave is not a man,' wrote Angela Davis

shortly before her arrest in 1970, 'for if he were a man, he

should certainly be free.'

But of all forms of direct and indirect oppression, it is

the practice of torture which most relentlessly seeks to

disintegrate the fundamental freedom of human personal-

ity; firstly, by naked assault and degradation and secondly,

bv attempts to gain 'absolute control' over the victim's will.

'The purpose of torture,' argued Sartre 'is not only

the extortion of confessions, of betrayal: the victim must

disgrace himself, by his screams and his submission, like a

human animal. In the eves of everybody and in his own eyes.
f le who yields under torture is not only to he made to talk,

but is also to he marked as sub-human.'

Contrary to the belief that torture is only used to
prevent the spread of violent insurgence, current evidence

points alarmingly to its use as an instrument of social
intimidation similar to the interrogations unleashed by the

KGB [Committee of State Security] during the Stalinist

purges.

Whether it be Iran, GreeCe, Brazil, Turkey, Vietnam
or South Africa, the victim usually finds himself arrested

without a warrant, cut off from anyone he knows, denied

even minimal legal rights: 'The rules aren't made for the

Police,' reply his captors. He is simply seized on suspicion
and dragged out of his daily life.

Suddenly without protection he may be forced to strip
naked, compelled to urinate over his own body, strapped

onto a bench already sticky with the vomit of those who

went before. Ile insists there must be some mistake. He is

beaten until a punctured lung forces him to cough blood

through his nose and mouth. Through spells of dizziness

and nausea he hears himself sworn at and laughed at.

All this before the questioning begins. When Andreas
F7rangias, a civil engineer, was arrested two years ago in

Greece, he found himself surrounded by seven or eight

shouting men who heat him repeatedly an his head, chest,

stomach and belly In his testimony to the Appeal Court he

recalled the question put to him before he lost conscious-

ness:

'Their stereotype shouted question was, 'Tell us why

we have brought vou here!' and at the same time they

threatened me that, if I wanted to leave the place alive and

see my wife and daughter again, then I must reply at once to

this question.'

'But isn't this the only language people hke that

understancr asks an urbane man in the cafe.

People like what? People like I lenri Alleg — the

Algerian editor? People like Pyotr Grigorenko — the Soviet

Civil Rights advocate? People like Marcos de Arruda — the

Brazilian geologist? People like Immam Abdullah Haroun —

the South African Muslim leader?

'But, of course,' says the urbane gentleman, 'mistakes

occur. The police do their best to protect society from

violence and sometimes, in emergencies, they have to use

viidence.'

Unfortunately, this gentleman reads only the news-

papers where torture is printed in inverted commas. To

him, 'torture' is always an exaggeration unless, of course,

the circumstances are desperate; then it becomes a

necessary evil which the victim brings upon himself,

But torture once tolerated as a 'last resort' becomes

epidemic. When, in 1955, M Willaume, a Senior French

Civil Servant sent by the French government to investigate

allegations of torture in Algeria, did not unambiguously

condemn the use of torture, it should be noted that from

that time until the end of the Algerian war in I 962 the use of

torture by the authorities was not only endemic in Algeria

but spread to Metropolitan France itself.

In its studs of current torture practice and training,

Amnesty International this year received testimony from a

score of nations — in most cases, the torture was alleged to

be routine and appeared to be used solely for the systematic

silencing and intimidation of political opposition. The

evidence points to the establishment of torture as an

institution in itself — outside the constitutional political

process and completely outside the legal framework.

'Once all our army did was add a touch of colour to

national festivals; now it has turned into a corps of

executioners, holding 4,000 to 5,000 political prisoners at

its mercy. A body of fewer than 15,000 men is enforcing a

reign of terror over 21/2 million people.'

This statement emerges from testimony brought out

of Uruguay by the noted French religious leader, Georges

Casahs. Professor Casalis, of the French Protestant

Federation, was one of the four authors of the celebrated

document The Church and the Powers,published in 1972.

During a subsequent visit to eight Latin American nations,

he amassed first hand evidence of what he has termed an

'abyss of horror' — often from men and women who have

been torture victims themselves.

'In just a few years,' he wrote, 'a heavy yoke has
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descended; the streets are constantly patrolkd men

disappear without trace, families are divided against

themselves  People grow anxious if someone is half an

hour late.... If a father has a meeting he takes two of his

children along with him ...'
Casalis' report fits all too clearly into the cumulative

evidence that an identifiable pattern of repression may now

be emerging on a global scale. His findings are, unhappily,

merely exemplary.
'It is taken Mr granted that the first stage in all

interrogations is torture,' he wrote. 'A science of repressive

techniques is developing. Arrests are frequently carried out

on Friday: evenings so that prisoners are subjected to three

days of torture before being handed over to the police. In

several recent cases the prisoner never was handed oyer; he
died first.'

The accelerating violence is senseless: once de-

veloped into a method of operation it is used indiscrimi-

nately and the confessions extracted by it are usually

fabrications or lies.
Studies conducted in the post-Korean War period

proved that latent anxieties can be so intensified by

isolation, sensory deprivation, systematic exhaustion and

the administration of hallucinogenic chemicals that a

'subject' will begin to exhibit 'transient psychotic symp-

toms.' and become highly receptive to suggestions, threats

and enticements and submission can be achieved without

tell-tale burn marks.
This supposed refinement serves merely to expose

what has been described as the 'latent Satanism of torture':

the passion to possess a human soul.
In a memorandum submitted to the United Kingdom

government at the time of an official enquiry into alleged

sensory deprivation torture in Northern Ireland, Amnesty

international eloquently defined the fundamental character

of psychological torture:
'It is because we regard the deliberate destruction of a

man's ability to control his own mind with revulsion that we

reserve a special plate in our catalogue of moral crimes for

techniques of thought control and brainwashing. Any

interrogation procedure which has the purpose or effect of

causing a malfunction or breakdown of a man's mental

processes constitutes as grave an assault on the inherent

dignity of the human person as more traditional techniques

of physical torture.'

Whether a man 'goes out of his mind' from the pain of
needles under his finger-nails or from an electronically

induced delirium, the final effect remains that of an

unbearable sense of loss, not only of control hut ultimately.

of identity He becomes, in Sartre's words, 'detached from

his real self'. Perhaps nowhere has the suffering of this

collapse been more graphically conveyed outside of literan-

masterpieces such as Kafka's  The Med  or Shakespeare's
King Lear  than in Paulo Schilling's  ninny and Practice qf

Thrture in Brazil  In his deseripfion of the experience of

elecoical torture, he wrote:
'The torturer's abundant imagination determines

where the shocks will be applied to the victim's body The

simplest way is to stick the contacts between the fingers or

toes and then turn the crank. The electrical discharge

causes a sensation which is difficult to describe; a physical

and psychological commotion filled with electric sparks
which, together with convulsive shaking and loss of

muscular control, gives the victim a sense of loss, of

unavoidable attraction for that turbulating electric tritura-

tion.
'The shock causes a stimulation in the muscle

identical to the stimulation of the nerve fibres causing

disorderly, uncontrollable movements similar to epileptic

convulsions.
'The tortured victim shouts with all his might,

grasping for a footing, somewhere to stand in the midst of

that chaos of convulsions, shaking and sparks. He cannot

loose himself or turn his attention away from that desperate

sensation. For him in that moment any other form of

combined torture - paddling, for example - would be a

relief, for it would allow him to divert his attention, touch

ground and his Ow61 body which feels like it is escaping his

grasp. Pain saves him, beatings come to his rescue. He tries

to cause himself pain by heating his head repeatedly on the

ground. But generally he is tied, hanging on the 'parrot's

perch' and not even that resource is available to him.'

In a letter smuggled out of a Greek prison two years

ago, a victim of the Greek repression tried to account thr

torture such as this which he and his comrades suffered:

'The headhunters have locked us up in this narrow

place in order to make us shrink, like those hideous human

scalps which are their trophies.'
It is in this utter diminishment of humanitv that

torture reveals its final moral blasphemy - the secret

repudiation not only of human freedom, hut of humanity

itself

The victim. to George Man ga kis

'I have experienced the fate of a victim. I have seen the

torturer's face at close quarters. It was in a worse condition

than my own bleeding, livid face. Thc torturer's face was

distorted lw a kind of twitching that had nothing human

about it. He was in such a state of tension that he had an

expression very similar to those NVC see on Chinese masks: I

am not exaggerating. It is not an easy thing to torture

people. It requires inner participation. In this situation, I

turned out to be the lucky one. I was humiliated. I did not

humiliate others. I. was simply bearing a profoundly

unhappy humanity in my aching entrails. Whereas the men

who humiliate vou must first humiliate the notion of

humanity within themselves. Never mind if they strut

around in their uniforms, smolkn with the knowledge that

they can control the suffering, sleeplessness, hunger and

despair of their fellow human being, intoxicated with the
power in their hands. Their intoxication is nothing other

than the degradation of humanity The ultimate degrada-

tion. They have had to pay very dearly for my torments. I

wasn't the one in the worse position. I was simply a man
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who moaned because he was in great pain. I prefer that. At

this moment I am deprived of the joy of seeing children

going to school or playing in the parks. Whereas they have

to look their own children in the face.' (Letter to

Europeans, 1971)

Medical and psychological aspects

Pain is a signal that the body is being damaged or destroyed.

To stay alive is undoubtedly one of our basic drives although

death may eventually be counted as a merciful release. But

few people can view with equanimity the prospect of living
as a damaged body or mind. A 'mind' needs a complete

'body' for complete self expression. It needs intact genitalia

for fulfilment of social ambitions such as marriage, for

expression of sexual drives; intact hands for constructive

and aggressive instincts: vision, speech and hearing for

relating to other body, minds. A healthy body is seen as

'good', a disfigured one is 'bad' and therefore the victim
sees himself as becoming regarded as a 'bad' person, a

'mind' to be shunned and therefore condemned like the
wandering Jew to the continuous torture of eternal

loneliness.

The most senseless of all tortures is physical trauma

to the brain. If a man's skull is struck, the brain may he

shaken up (concussed), bruised (contused) or torn (lacer-
ated). Brain cells die, blood vessels  get  torn, cerebral

haemorrhage and further destruction of brain tissue occurs.

Some brain cells, if damaged, recover: but dead cells are

never replaced. To damage the organ of a healthy mind can

serve no purpose, further no cause. Like picking the wings

off a butterfly or the burning of the ancient library of

Alexandria it produces an irreparable loss. Death, coma or a

liOrnen inmates of Tan Hien national

prison. South lielnam undergoing

treatment for arid burns at Cho 11..
Hospital in Saigon. Thci alleged they

received these burns niten the prison

authorities foreihb suppressed a

prisoner demonsfrafion for heifer

emditions.

-•••

mindless 'vegetable' is a result with no suffering for the

victim; but to be left aware that one's mind is damaged or

distorted, deficient in its memory, its intellectual skills or its

control is a terrible sentence. A profound depression often

ensues; one may be subject to convulsions, or outbursts of

rage, unable to work or to adjust to society.

Interrogation methods employing sensory deprivation

techniques also have traumatic effects. Anxiety, hypochon-

dria and hysteria are the most frequent in clinical situations;

phobias, depressions, emotional fatigue and the obsessive-

compulsive reactions are rarer. In addition to its subjective

results, anxiety can lead to stomach, heart and genito-

urinary symptoms as well as tremors and sleep disturbance.

The induction of convulsions by passing an electric

shock through the brain is, like the use of sensory

deprivation, a perverted application of medical practice.

Therapy using electrical shock in this way (Electro-

convulsant therapy) is widely used for alleviating depressive

illnesses. Even in medical use when it is given twice a week,

it may induce mild confusion and memory impairment for a

short period. When repeated many times in a day it causes

such cerebral disturbance as to render men demented and

incontinent and is analogous to a severe head injury.

Psychiatric cases encountered after the use of

electrical torture in Algeria included instances of localised

or generalised cenesthopathies in which °the patients felt

'pins and needles' throughout their bodies; their hands

seemed to be torn off, their heads seemed to be bursting

and their tongues felt as if they were being swallowed%1

instances of apathy, aboulia and electricity phobia were also

evident, the former two in patients who were 'inert' and the

latter in patients who feared touching a switch, turning on

the radio or using the telephone.

Just as severe damage to our physical system max

leave a scar, so may mental stress have long term sequelae.

If during the process of torture, our psychological defences

are eroded and the mental systems with which we cope with

stress become so overloaded that they are destroyed, we

may find on return to our normal environment that we no

longer have an adequate system for coping with any life

problems. A survey of psychiatric casualties of World War I

revealed that almost all were unable to return to normal life

after discharge from the Army and were unable to work in

their former capacity-, if at all. Their minds became

preoccupied with grief or bitterness over their misfortunes,

or a permanent state of anxiety arose.

Distressing dreams and memories can occur many

Years after the severe stress, being re-awakened by another

severe stress, and similarly a pattern of behaviour (such as a

state of abject terror) acquired during torture, may

suddenly reappear.

Within this context of breakdown through manipu-

lated stress, physical abuse is also employed. The function

of beatings, burnings, gaggings, finger irons and needles is

clearly exhausting, demoralising and disorienting. In his

study of the results of tortures of this order Frantz Fanon

reported cases of agitated nervous depressions, patients
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Spreialbil help for torture IfrallP. IS pnoided in

noedieal teams around die world. Like the Danish
team pictured door they m ork io help palienOi
oremone die trauma &menial and ph,,iiral abuse.

who were sad and depressed, who shunned contact and

were liable to show signs of very violent agitation without

obvious cause. Perhaps the most serious problems were

encountered in patients who, after torture, exhibited a

phobia against all forms of physical contact with other

people. Nurses who came near the patient and tried to

touch him, to take his hand, for example, were at once

pushed stiffly away. It was not possible to carry out artificial

feeding or even to administer medicine! It is perhaps cases

such as this that best reveal the meaning of Jean Amery's

statement: elbrture is the most terrible event remaining in

man's memon:'

E Fanun,  Tin•  Ifeichedal  the bar!  Penguin, 1970, ( Ihiptcr

2. [hid.

hinged SAptendier I 6$3

EQUATORIAL GUINEA: 'AN IMMENSE TORTURE
CENTRE'
'A thick wall of silence, a silence of terror and of the grave,

surrounds eventhing that goes on there.' This is how two

escaped political prisoners from Equatorial Guinea de-

scribe their countn. in a detailed testimony recently

received by Amnesn. International. In retelling their prison

ordeal, the two men charge that Guinean President Nlacias

Nguema — during whose nine-year rule a quarter of the

countn.'s population has gone into exile — has made

Equatorial Guinea into 'an immense torture centre' where

'the way out is the wav to the cemetery'.

Amnesty International considers the report signi-

ficant in that, for the first time, it provides detailed

corroboration of the numerous allegations received over

nine years, of brutal murders, torture and inhuman prison

conditions in Equatorial Guinea.

The testimonv gives names and circumstances of

death of 12 prisoners who died after torture in Bata Prison.

Two allegedly died after having their eyes torn out by

Guinean National Guards. Others died after beatings and

bizarre humiliations were inflicted during forced labour

For example, two men were forced to re-enact the

crucifixion of Christ, participating in a savage 'way of the

Cross' accompanied by a group of other prisoners. After

their fellow-prisoners were crucified, the remaining group

was forced to celebrate a mock-mass over the dying men.

The present government of Equatorial Guinea is hostile to

the Roman Catholic faith of a minority of the population.

President Nguema himself is mentioned as figuring

in one murder, and as having knowledge of another. In the

first case President Nguema allegedly ordered a prisoner

brought to Bata's airport to hunt rats. When the man failed

to catch more than four, the rats and the prisoner were

burned alive. In the second case the President referred in a

public speech to a statistician whose fingers had been cut

off 'because he could not count'. The actual fate of the

statistician — according to witnesses quoted in the report —

was even more horrible. The man's fingers, hands, feet and

ears were cut off before he died.

In the testimony, general conditions for all inmates at

I3ata Prison, and especially for the political prisoners, are

said to be bad. Up to 18 prisoners can be kept in cells

measuring either one metre square, or 2 hy 3 metres. Under

the harsh regime of prison director Salvador Da and his

deputy Francisco Edu, male and female prisoners work for

long hours without any food or drink. Their only food is

provided In their families, and those without families can

starve to death.

The testimony goes on: 'The National Guard

invented the most incredible methods of torture, such as

the Injection method, where they beat a prisoner on the

ribs and testicles, while forcing him to swallow water.

Women had thorns and other objects thrust up their

vaginas, and then they were raped. If the guards got bored

with this, thei, might tie up a prisoner with wire, pour petrol

over him, and burn him alive in the prison courtyard, in

front of everyone...

'This method must have seemed too quick to them,

for they discovered another method: hanging a man from

his hands and feet by nylon cords from a pole parallel to the

gtound. After a while the weight of the prisoner's body

would make the cords cut to the bone. Others would be

beaten with clubs until their flesh swelled and wounds

appeared. Then the wounds would be sprayed with petrol.

The guards would not set the prisoners alight, but allowed

the petrol to dry out then- wounds in the heat of the sun,

splitting the flesh open. People would die, literally split

open. Antonio Ndo was one of many who died this way'. A

list of 490 names of civil servants who have died under the

regime tas published by the Guinean exile community at

the end of 1976, hut even this cannot he regarded as

complete.

Al Amine March 1971
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Human rights in Indonesia have been of
particular public interest in the

1Netherlands because of the count'''.
history as a Dutch colony. In 1973 the

Dutch Section of Amnesty International
published 'Indonesia Special in

collaboration with the movement's
International Secretariat. This presented
the situation of more than 55.000 on-tried

politind prisoners, mam of them
`prisoneN of accident or victims of

circumstance. arrested by mistake or •
military inefficiency, and subsequently

unable to challenge their detention.' The
report ako described the plight of their

families:

Indonesian society has always been known for its sense of

social cohesion, its ability to care for those stranded by

misffirtune or left without a breadwinner There is no social

security system, hut the traditional social cohesion has in

the past managed to deal with problems which, in a welfare

state, would become the responsibility of the State. Since

1965, this fine tradition has been shattered; large numbers

of people have found themselves without communal

sympathy and protection because of the pervading anti-

communist atmosphere. They are the families of political

prisoners, the wives and children of prisoners, and children

deprived of parents since 1965 through imprisonment or

death.
This is not simply a matter of coping with economic

problems and educating children; it extends to a kind of

social ostracism that has destroyed friendships, broken

fraternal blood relationships and made good-

neighbourliness a rare exception rather than an accepted

mode of- behaviour towards those related to political

prisoners. It is almost as though these families stiffer from a

contagious disease and no onc ho can possibly avoid it

wants to become contaminated.

1-low then do the wives and children of political

prisoners survive? Some wives have cut their relations with

their imprisoned husbands altogether. They have been

unahle to hear the strain of prolonged separation with no

prospects of reunion. 1.ife is not easy for a woman without

her husband in Indonesian society; and many prisoners'

wives have fallen prey to pressures exerted upon them by

military officers. Their fear for their children's security has

made them particularly vulnerable.

The vast marity of wives, however, have not

succumbed to this type ofpressure, and a very. large number

of them live on the brink of starvation. Few of them can find

regular jobs, not only because of a lack of skill or

qualifications, hut also because most employers demand a

'declaration of non-involvement in the 1965 coup' which

detainees' wives are not able to get, unless they have money

to bribe local officials. Some people have been able to

purchase these declarations for prices varying from two to

several hundred dollars, a thing that is not uncommon in a

society where corruption has become almost a way of life.

Neither is it an easy matter for the children of

detainees to continue their education. A major difficulty is

finance; school fees are high, even for primary schools, and

transportation to and from school may require even more

money than the fees. Moreover, children require Mon-

involy ument declarations' to take examinations or enter

university; this applies even to children who were little more

than infants at the time of the coup. In 1971, the press

reported that children entering secondary school at the age

of 14 had to produce one of these declarations, yet they

were onb eight years old at the time of the coup!

Many wives try to make a living from dressmaking or

baking cakes which they hawk on the streets. Mrs.

Pramudya Ananta 'liar, wife of Indonesia's foremost writer

who is now detained on &mu Island, sells cakes to try and

STRUGGLE OF:
PRISONERS

FAMILIES

INDONESIA
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make ends meet. She suffers from a pulmonaly ailment and

requires regular medical treatment. Another woman, who

once ran a prosperous building firm, is now herself living in

a bamboo shed in one of Jakarta's poorest districts; her

husband was arrested as a member of a left-wing trade

union, and she is now supported by her son who bought a

'non-involvement declaration' in order to get a job as a

barman in a Jakarta hotel. Her youngest son died two years

ago because she could not altbrd to pay for necessary

medical treatment. There are numerous other examples of

human tragedy that have occurred among these neglected

The difficulties they face are not only caused by an

absence of assistance from official sources. In many cases,

the families are actively harassed by local military units who

force them out of their homes and deprive them of their

belongings. They are defenceless against such harassment

and cannot even contemplate taking Legal action unless they

have financial aid for the lengthy court proceedings.

Another constant worry is that of finding out about

the whereabouts of a detained husband. Wives who have

lost trace of their husbands, either immediately after his

arrest or as a result of transfer from one place of detention

to another, are often treated in a very humiliating wav when

they make enquiries at any military unit.

The only source of succour for these families in

distress is a small number of private organisations, mainly

the Christian churches, w hich, in sonic places, have started

relief programmes for the families of political prisoners.

One diocese of the Roman Catholic Church took steps to

bring prisoners' wives together to share their problems and

to try and solve them through communal effort. A chaplain

took the initiative and worked out a plan of action; it

included fund-raising by selling hand-made products,

simultaneously providing the women with some lbrm of

employment. The money was intended to pay school-fees

for their children. But, inevitably, such endeavours run into

difficulties and this one fa as suspected of providing a coy er

for political activities. 11-hen the women participating in this

particular scheme met together at Christmas 1971 for a

small celebration, one of them rose to thank the organisers

on behalf of all the wives. A few days later, she was

summoned to a military office, held for a whole day and

questioned about the speech shc had made. She was later

released but the incident disturbed many women who had

found some comfort in the regular get-togethers and

common effort, and they decided to stay away in future.

Relief projects are in progress in several major towns

in Indonesia but they are still very hmited in scope and can

help only a yery small fraction of those in need.

Perhaps the best way to conclude the above account is

with the true story of one particular child who, for the

purposes of this story, we shall call Narto:

'Mrs. S. had been under detention for several Years

because of her associations with the left-wing V omen's

organisation, Cierwani. Her husband had been murdered in

an incident in Jakarta shortly after the coup attempt and, 


ironically for her, had been buried at the I leroes' cemeten,

in Jakarta because his death was thought to have been the

result of an attack by communist youths, When she was

arrested, she took one small child with her to prison and tell

her other children with relatives. The relatives never visited

her and she had no news of her children.

One day some years after her arrest, she, together

with several other women prisoners, was carrying garbage

out of the prison where she was being held in Jakarta when,

glancing towards the crowded streets, she suddenly began
to scream: 'Nano! Narto'. The prison commander who was

guarding the women prisoners on garbage duty asked her

why she was shouting.

That's my son,' she cried. 'Narto, mv son, over there,

picking up fag-ends.'

The commander saw the boy to whom she was

pointing, and began to run after him. The bo3. seeing a

soldier running after him, took to his heels and fled. Many

startled bystanders joined in the chase; the boy was soon

caught and the commander dragged him back to the prison.

Only: then did the child realise that his own mother had
been calling him.

He was dressed in rags and filthy from head to foot.

His mother embraced him and carried him into the prison.

By the time they entered the prison compound, everyone

had rushed out to see what was happening, political

prisoners and their military guards, criminal prisoners in

the nearby blocks and the civil administrators of that part of

the prison. It was a heart-rending scene, and everyone,

guards as well as prisoners, wept as they watched the

mother and child. The mother was torn between joy at

finding her child after years of separation and anger at

seeing him in such a wretched condition. Nothing could

more poignantly have depicted the tragedy of so many

families torn asunder by political events for which they are

not responsible.

After bathing and dressing Narto in her own clothes,

the mother discovered that he had been staying with an

uncle who had found the responsibility of looking after him

too burdensome and had made his life a misery. Narto could

not stand the life and ran away. He had been living on the

streets fin- weeks, begging, collecting fag ends and sleeping

under railway carriages in sidings.

For some months he remained in prison with his

mother, hut the prison commander realised that the child

must be Mond a home outside. With the help of the visiting

Catholic priest, a place was found for him with a Catholic

family and he was soon able to start going to school again

after having missed several years of schooling.'

Narto was saved from misery by a lucky coincidence.

I low main children live on as he once lived, with no escape

from the wretchedness oflife in a society that cares nothing

— or is too afraid to care — for the children of political

prisoners?

Published Marsh 1973
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POLITICAL
PRISONERS IN

SOUTH VIETNA
Despite the cease-fire in the war in Viet


Nam in January 1973. Amnesty

in  fernalional received dozens of reports


that civilians %sere still suffering in

detention in the south. The organization


continued to campaign for the release and

rehabilitation o• civilians detained in

Indo-China as a result of war until the


cessation orkosfilifies in April 1973.1n

1973 it published •olitical Prisonem in

South licinani focusing on the plight of


these detainees. explaining who they were.

why many who did not support either  of


the warring sides were still detained. the

conditions ollheir imprisonment and


allegations of torture.

"1

The inhinufru• South lietnamese *tiger rage pthon on
ion Pion Nand attracted public attention in 1970 ;fhb
the expomire Of crampnl uuderfloor eagr.. The

prison IraN used noodh to house political prisoonN.

mam of sb1d11 fifre  permanently eripphila, a re.olt

of their imprisonnwnt in the ears.

In November 1972 Amnesty International presented a drafi

Pnimeol to all the parties to the conflicts in Indochina. The

Protocol was concerned with the release and rehabilitation

in the event of a ceasefire of all the civilians detained in

Indochina as a result of war. At the time this was a massive

problem needing the most urgent attention, especially in

South Metnatn. Since then a Ceasefire in Vietnam has come

and gone; and the problem is just as urgent today
lake most wars, the conflict in I, iemam created two

sorts of prismier: prisoners of war — that is, military

personnel involved in the war — and detained civilians.

Contrary to what mam people think, the January 1973

Ceasefire and Peace Agreement only dealt properly with

prisoners of war it left the question of civilian prisoners

largek unanswered.

As a result of the Agreement, all captured and

detained military personnel (as w ell as foreign civilians)

were released by the end of March; the Americans among

them received most public attention. They were neatly 600

in all, less than the Pentagon may have hoped, but in an

ease only a fraction of the total number of civilian and

military detainees throughout Indochina. Most of them

were released bv the DRVN [Democratic Republic of

Vietnam], a few by the PRU IProvisional Revolutionary

(hnernment] and a handhal by the pro-Communist Pathet

Lao in Laos. At the same time, but with much less publicitx,

some 31,000 Vietnamese prisoners of war were exchanged

by the PRG and GRVN (Government of the Republic of
Metnam I in the South.

The Peace Agreement also stipulated that the tw)

South Metnamese parties should discuss the issue of

civilian detainees and try to torrIC to an agreement by

27 April 1973, ninety daNs after the Ceasefire. This

deadline is now long past and next to nothing has happened.

'Ibis means that upwards of 100,000 civilians remain in

detenti(Al throughout South Metnam, many of them in
appalling conditions, the vast majority of them held as a

result of the fourteen-year-old conflict.

One of the hatards of discussing South Vietnamese

civilian prisoners is the imbalance of information available.

Accounts of conditions in GRVN prisons, as well as some

visual material, regularly filter out; on the other hand

reliable information about the condition of prisoners held

by the PRG is hard to come by even though released

Americans have had their experiences to relate.

In spite of this disparity, Amnesty International feels
there can be no excuse for failing to describe the appalling

conditions, chaotic administration and widespread disre-

gard for basic legal and human rights which many GRVN
civilian prisoners have to endure. For this reason, while it

contains a section on PRG prisoners, the greater part of this

report is given to GRAN civilian detainees, with the proviso
That it cannot he exhaustive.

No consideration is given here to the DRVN. This is

not because Amnesty International is not concerned with

North Vietnam — on the contrary, it has North Vietnamese

Prisoners of Conscience in its files. However, the January
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Peace Agreement on Vietnam is concerned only with
civilians detained in South Vietnam, and in the present
instance we are confining ourselves to these terms of
reference.

The aim ot- this report is to publicise the plight of
South Vietnamese civilian prisoners, and to stress the fact
that no progress is being made towards their release,
Amnesty International wishes to draw this state of affairs to
the urgent attention of the International Commission for
Control and Supenision of the Ceasefire in South Vietnam;
to the participants of the Paris Conference on Vietnam last
February; and to all interested Governments and parties, in
the hope that they will prevail on the GRVN and the PRG to
take concerted action and set free South Vietnamese
civilian prisoners.

The peace agreement

The provisions made for civilian internees in 1954, when
the French and Ho Chi Minh's People's Army signed a
ceasefire, were much better than those made by the Peace
Agrecntent this year. According to the 1954 Settlement, 'All
civilian internees of Vietnamese, French and other
nationalities captured since the beginning of hostilities in
Vietnam during military operations or any other circumst-
ances of war ... shall be liberated within a period of thirty
days after the ceasefire'.

The Settlement went on to define the term 'civilian
internee' as meaning 'any persons who, having in any way
contributed to the political and armed struggle between the
two parties, have been arrested for that reason and have
been kept in detention by either partv during the period of

Nineteen years later, the provisions for a far more
complicated situation are far less comprehensive. The
January 1973 Peace Agreement should have provided for
the immediate release of all civilians detained as a result of
the war. Instead it just told the two South Vietnamese
parties to 'do their utmost' to resolve the problem within
ninety days of the Ceasefire. When this deadline was
reached at the end of April, the two parties had only
succeeded in agreeing to exchange a total of 1,387 civilian
detainees, a tiny percentage of the total number held. Since
then, negotiations on the civilian prisoner issue have
ground to a haltt .

The Peace Agreement also used the same definition
of 'civilian internee' as the French and Vietminh agreed on
in 1954. Even in 1954 this definition was not really
satisfactoni flow broadly was the phrase 'contributing in
any way to the political struggle' to be interpreted, for
example:

But at least there had been a fairly clearcut political
and military struggle between the French on one side and
the Vietminh on the other, In 1973, on the other hand, the
prisons of President Thieu are filled not just with members
of the NIT [National Liberation Frontl, but also with
thousands of non-Communist opponents of his Adminis-
tration. These people have 'contributed to the political and
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armed struggle between the two parties' — that is, the
GRVN and PRG — only insofar as they have supported
neither of them. They are in jail for opposing President
Thieu on their own, or for supporting movements other
than the NLE It is clear that the terms of the January Peace
Agreement are not broad enough to include this large
section of the GRVN's prison population, and that the
GRVN has no intention of setting them free on any other
grounds2.

Even if it eventually releases its NI ,F prisoners, there
are several reasons why the GRVN may find it expedient to
keep its non-Communist political opponents behind bars.
These people are 'neutralists', members of the political
third force, possible mediators between Communist and
non-Communist in South Vietnam. If they were released
and allowed to become politically active, they could well
jeopardise the staunchly anti-Communist position of the
GRVN. This position, which identifies neutralism with
pro-Communism, is perhaps the most effective raison oneire

of GRVN.
The pivotal role of the third force is reflected in the

proposed structure of the body known as the National
Council (Or National Reconciliation and Concord, at least
as it was originally conceiyed„According to the Peace
Agreement, this Council is designed to organise general
elections throughout South Vietnam, and a lot of negotia-
tions went on before the signing of the Agreement about the
Council's precise nature. Washington and Saigon
apparently wanted to reduce its potential as much as
possible, while Hanoi and the PRG conceived of it as an
'administrative structure' with considerable independent
power. The Council is to consist of three segments. In the
January Peace Agreement it was not specified how these
would be made up; hut earlier it had been clear that they
were to be one part GRVN, one part PRG and one part
third force.

Both before and after the January Ceasefire, however,
the GRVN has done all it can to discredit the idea of the
third force. In a letter to President Nixon last November, for
example, President Thieu denied its existence. The GRVN
has also taken steps to silence claims that it is holding a
large number of non-Communist political prisoners.

Asa Forst sten in the negigia dons on civilian detainees, the ( RI \ and PRG

changed lists ot civilian pri,oncr. the,- considered eligible for release under the

ernas of the Peace kgreennent The I iRVN's list consisted oi 5,081 'Communist

debine es', while the PR( num her 137_ Each side claimed lbw other's list

fell far ‘11, sri Ohe true number, and there 4,17s an impasse until three days before the

deadline no 27 April. Then, in a surprise move, the ( iR \ :agreed to exchange 750

prisoncn for 1,17 PRG prisoners_ Since then, there has c been petty disputo about

',miles, and about prolecdon tor the Control Gimmission teams who are supposed II)

be on hand to oh!..ene 12N:changes. • a result conh a few hundred ci  ikon dew ince%

ha, C :IL:math been exchanged.

2 The PRI.: ha% Oa imed their release under Artk le 11 nf the Peace

kgrecnnifit, which 11., inneerned with 'freedom ofbelief and other dent I C

liberties.

MIMS July 1973



After the fall of the government of South

Vietnam and the reunification of Viet Nam,


thousands of former members of the

armed forces and administration of South

Vietnam were detained without charge or


trial for 're-education'. Many of those

detained were soon released. but Amnesty


International became increasingly worried

in 1977 and 1973 about the long-term


detention without trial of the thousands

remaining in 're-education camps. This


extract comes from the report of an

Amnesty International mission to the


Socialist Republic of Viet Nam in December

1979.

The fact that large numbers of people remain in detention

without charge or trial nearly five years after the end of the
war has been the cause of growing concern to Amnesty

International. Article 9 of Policy Statement No. 02/CS/76

states that category  (c)  people 'must attend collective
re-education courses for three years starting from the day

they enter a camp'. The statement continues: 'those who

have committed many crimes against the people and
dangerous evil-doers who have incurred many blood debts

to their compatriots' (Article 9), 'those who were in the

ranks of the resistance and betrayed the country' (Article
10), and °those who have not submitted to the revolutionary

administration, who refuse to report to the administration

for re-education courses' will be brought to trial in due
course (Article 11). Policy Statement No, 02. C.S•76 is

therefore quite clear that 're-education' will last three years
and that those individuals who would be charged with

criminal acts will be tried.

In its discussions with the Vietnamese authorities and
legal representatives, the Amnesty International delegation

was therefore keen to establish why the Vietnamese
Government continues to detain large numbers of people 


without charge or trial for far in excess of the three-year

period. Amnesty International was informed that since the

unification of Vietnam on 2 July 1976, the law of what was

formerly the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North

Vietnam) now applies to the whole counny. Although

decrees of the Provisional Revolutionary Government were
still valid, the existing law of the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam was paramount. In particular, the Vietnamese

authorities referred the Amnesty International delegation

to Resolution 49-NQITVQH of the National Assembly of

1961. This resolution provides for 're-education' for two

categories of people: (a) 'obstinate counter-revolutionary

elements who threaten public security' and 0)) 'all

professional scoundrels'. There are no provisions in

Resolution 49 of 1961 that those individuals sent for

're-education' be brought before a court or sentenced.
Although the period of 're-education' mentioned is three

years, the resolution also allows for the period of detention

to be extended — something for which the Provisional
Revolutionmy Government Policy Statement of May 1976

did not provide. Amnesty International is concerned

therefore that the Vietnamese Government now states that

Resolution 49 of 1961 applies to those individuals held after
the cessation of hostilities in 1975.

The Amnesty International delegation was informed

that the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South
Vietnam faced in May 1975 the problem of disarming a

hostile armed force of 1,300,000 and that the policy of

're-education' in these circumstances was introduced in an

attempt to achieve national reconciliation instead of seeking
vengeance. Whatever the original intention behind the

policy, the continued detention of large numbers of people

in 're-education' camps in 1980, long beyond the

three-year period earlier set, has since become akin to

administrative detention without trial.

Although the system of detention in 're-education'

camps in •iet Nam may not have been conceived of as

administrative detention without trial, it appears that the

element of 're-education' has now receded considerably
The Amnesty International delegation was. told during its

visit that new and unexpected security considerations have

arisen during the past two years which have made it

impossible to release all detainees in 're-education' camps
within the time period first envisaged; in particular

reference was made to the situation in Kampuchea and to
Viet Nam's relations with the People's Republic of China.

Grounds for the continued detention of these people,

therefore, seems to have shifted from past misdeeds and

present behaviour to the external situation, namely national

security. These prisoners are therefore being held in what is

usually termed administrative detention without trial.

The effect of this new policy is that thousands of

people who had expected to he released after three years are

still kept in detention without charge or trial and without

knowing when they will be released, which results in severe

hardship for them and their families.

PoundJune MI

'RE-EDUCATION'
IN VIET NA
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CHILE: AFTER
THE COUP

The world was shocked bv the violence that

followed the overthrow of the civilian


government of Chile in Septemlwr 1973.

Here is a chronology orAmnesty


International's response to these events.

from 'Chile: an Amnesty international


report". published one year after the coup.

The report examined in detail the


detention of political prisoners, the

numerous executions. deaths and


'disappearances' since the coup. the

systematic use of torture and the flouting


or recognized legal procedures. The

second extract from the report


highlights one of the problems Amnesty

International frequently faces in its work.


that of reliably estinialing statistics.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AND CHILE — A
CHRONOLOGY
1973
11 September Chilean Armed Forces overthrow the

government of Dr Salvador Allende.

IS September Amnesty International and International

Commission of jurists issue statement calling for UN

intervention on threats to civilian lives and to refugees in

Chile.
16 September Al's International Council, meeting in

Vienna, calls on the new Chilean government to stop

executions, arrests and threatened deportations.

October At the UN in New lork„Al Secretary General

Martin Ennals is given assurances by the Chilean Foreign

Minister, Admiral Ismael Iluerta Diaz, that 'torture is

against the principles of the Chilean Government' and that

all prisoners will he given a fair trial and the right to appeal

against sentence. Admiral I luerta Diaz invites Amnesty

International to visit Chile and assures Mr Ennals that a

mission will he free to carry out investigations.

1-8 November Al mission visits Chile. The delegates are:

Professor Frank Newman, professor of law at the

University of California, Judge Bruce XV Sumner, presiding

judge of the Supreme Court of Orange County, Califbrnia,

and Roger Plant, Researcher in the Latin American

Department of Ars International Secretariat.

The mission's terms of reference are to:

0 make representations to the Chilean Gm ernment

regarding executions.
0 report upon procedures of interrogation, detention,

charge and trial.
0 inquire into allegations of torture.

0 meet with defence lawyers and to advise on financial and

other assistance to prisoners and their families.
7 December Professor Frank Newman gives testimony on

the findings of the mission to members of the Committee

on Foreign Affairs of the United States House of

Representatives.
11 December At Al's Conference for the Abolition of

Torture, Chairman Sean MacBride criticizes torture in

Chile. AI sends cable protesting against long prison

sentences and death sentences.
31 December Report of mission is sent to the Chilean

Government. In a letter to General Pinochet, Nlartin

Ennals urges that:

CD all executions cease and lists of those already executed he

published.
0 'immediate steps be taken and proclaimed to establish

tribunals of inquiry into allegations of torture and that

international observers he invited to participate'.

O lists of detainees he published to `assuage the fears of

people who do not know where relatives and friends arc

detained, or even whether they are detained'.

0 the decision to try limner members of the Allende

government he rescinded because legislation that creates a

crime retroactively 'is an affront to any system of justice'.
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o prisoners against whom charges arc not filed, prepara-

tory to trial, should be released immediately

0 the Chilean government 'renew its assurances to respect

the right of asylum'.

1974

19 January The Chilean government issues a public

statement rejecting the report in its entirety without

commenting on the substance of the report.

The President of the Supreme Court publicly attacks Al in

his opening annual address,

28 January Martin Ennals replies to the criticisms of the

report in a letter to General Pinochet.

February-March Professor Frank Newman gives testi-

mony to the LIN Human Rights Commission.

May Judge I lorst Wocsner of the West German Federal

Court represents AI in Chile. Its brief is to investigate

judicial procedures in Santiago and the provinces and to

obsene the air force and other trials in Santiago and the

provinces.

3 June Judge Woesner reports that defence procedures in

Santiago are wholly inadequate, that torture continues and

that death sentences have been passed on two men in

Valdivia. These sentences were subsequently commuted

after widespread expression of concem from both AI

sections and other organizations.

30 July Death sentences are passed on three members of

the Chilean armed forces and one civilian on charges of

treason. Martin Ennals, in a letter to General Pinochet,

appeals for the sentences to be commuted. As a result of

widespread international pressure, the tbur death sentences

were commuted to 30 years' imprisonment on 6 August.

Throughout 1974, Amnesty International has briefed
several missions to Chile, to observe trials, meet with

defence law-yers, investigate torture and make arrange-

ments for the channelling of aid to the families of political

prisoners.

Considerable aid has been given to refugees from

Chile and some fares haye been paid from Latin America to

European countries by Al national sections, especially by

the sections in Germany, Sweden, Holland, Mexico and

Frapee.

By August 1974,   individual Al mops are working for
the release of approximately 140 Chilean prisoners.

hblished Septuther 1974

MAJOR AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL REPORT
DOCUMENTS REPRESSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS BY
JUNTA IN CHILE
'The infringement and repression of human rights in Chile

have continued unabated' in the year since a military coup

overthrew the democratically-elected government of Presi-

dent Salvador Allende, according to a major Amnesty

International report published tomorrow (September 1 1 ),

the anniversary of the coup.

The 80-page illustrated publication, 'Chile: an
Amnesty International report', documents the unending

41,

.1 young Inn in Santiago. Chile. cries as a pollee

iehiele takes his father ants%

campaign waged against supporters of the Allende regime

and other elements by thc military junta that seized power

on September 11 1973.

'The death roll of victims is unprecedented in recent

Latin American history, and there is little indication that the

situation is improving or that a return to normality is

intended,' Amnesty International Secretary General

Martin Ennals says in his preface to the report.

'Twelve months after the coup, despite the Govern-

ment's apparent absolute control over the country, the junta

still deems Chile to be in a 'state of war and a state of

siege','Mr EnnaN says.

The report is based on information collected from

both Chileans and independent foreign observers, includ-

ing Amnesty International's own team of investigators

which visited Santiago last year. Much of the evidence was

submitted to Amnesty International in confidence by

ex-prisoners and their families.

After weighing the junta's stated justification for the

coup, the report examines in detail the detention of political

prisoners, the numerous executions, other deaths and

disappearances of people since the coup, the junta's

systematic use of torture, its flouting of all recognized legal

procedures, and the fate of the thousands of foreigners who

sought refuge under Allende. An appendix cites 19 typical

cases of individual repression.

'In publishing this report, Amnesty International

hopes that it will provide a factual basis for a continuing

program of assistance to the victims of the coup and, what is

equally urgent, for a renewed campaign of international

pressure upon the Chilean Government to restore human

rights in Chile,' Mr Ennals says.

Although the precise number of persons still detained

without trial in Chile for political reasons is unknown, the

report says estimates from reliable sources indicate that

there are probably between 6,000 and 10,000 held in the

many detention centres dotted throughout the country

They represent every sector of the population — from

former Allende ministers, other politicians, doctors,
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lawyers, journalists and trade unionists to actors,

academics, students, agricultural experts and even mem-

bers of the armed forces. Only a small percentage have ever

been brought to trial, although trials are pending for the

Allende ministers.

The report expresses alarm at the fact that although

most detainees are now held in public prisons and

improvised detention centres, many more are held by units

of the armed forces in military barracks where they have no

recourse to legal protection of any kind. A detailed

examination of prison conditions and interrogation pro-

cedures since the coup shows the brutality practised from

the outset by the military against detainees.

Although the Allende ministers have now been

transferred from the harsh climate of Dawson Island back

to Santiago, many other prisoners are still detained in

remote Chacalnico (over 1,000 kilometres from Santiago)

whose yen, distance, 'by cutting off all possibility for legal

protection, gives military intelligence  cane blanche  to study

the prisoners' dossiers at random: to release some, to bring

others to trial whensoever they wish, and to keep the

remainder in preventive detention',

Thousands of people in Chile have lost their lives

since the coup through summary or near summary

execution, being allegedly 'shot while trying to escape' or as

a consequence of torture received during interrogation, the

report sayS.

Although many of the deaths took place in the first

few months after the coup, the report cites a number of

cases of people who lost their lives this year. They include

former Interior Alinister Jose Toha, who died in mysterious

circumstances in a military hospital in Santiago in March.

The junta's official explanation of suicide is widely

discounted.

'While the military intelligence services continue

their random arrests, interrogations and assaults on private

citizens, there can be no real guarantees for the protection

of human life in Chile,' the report says.

In a long chapter entitled 'Chile and the rule of law',

the report examines the abuse of legal procedures and

international conventions by the junta.

'Since the declaration of the 'state of siege' as applied

in time of war, in September 1973, civil courts and lawyers

have been virtually powerless in Chile, while citizens and

lawyers alike have been deprived of their fundamental legal

rights. Citizens have been arrested without charges and

without recourse to a lawyer; lawyers have been unable to

demand access to prisoners, or even to know the charges

against them until shortly before the commencement of a

trial. The majoritv of trials have been held in secret, with

the defence lawyer often excluded from the court martial

proceedings. All trials have been conducted by militan'

courts in accordance with the Code of Military Justice in

Time of War ... Moreover, there is now ample evidence that

the military junta has failed to fulfil many of the legal

guarantees that have been published in the Chilean press or

made to foreign. observers.'

Defendants in the recent air fffice trials in Chile were

repeatedly tortured in an effort to extract confessions from

them. The courts however refuse to admit defence

aHegations of torture. Some well-known international

lawyers who obsen ed the air force trials were unanimous in

asserting that the prisoners had no chance of a fair trial.

The report says Amnesty International's own mission

saw marks of severe torture on the bodies of some men and

women whom they questioned. Other independent obser-

vers saw marks of torture inflicted by specially-imported

Brazilian interrogators during the early phase of the coup.

Although brutality appeared at first to be random,

'within a few weeks of the coup, torture appears to have

become an official policy of the Chilean Government'. The

report lists 16 major military centres and military schools

(in addition to the yi ell-known sites like the National

Stadium) where torture is known to have taken place. It says

Amnesty International is still receiving reports regularly of

the continuing use of beatings, electric shocks and

psychological torture.

The junta also violated Chile's own international

undertakings in its xenophobic persecution of the

thousands of foreign refugees caught up in the coup.

Although most refugees have now left Chile, the report

criticizes the manner in which the junta has continued to

flout international conventions by sealing off foreign

embassies in Santiago with armed guards and denying the

right of political asylum.

News Mani II Septewher1974

NUMBERS: THE PROBLEMS OF STATISTICS
Although it has always been impossible to know the true

number of political prisoners since the coup, it is certain

that the figure is far greater than the junta has admitted at

any given moment. In the first weeks after the coup, Church

sources in Chile estimated thc number of political prisoners

as between 45,000-50,000 (excluding those prisoners who

were detained for a period of 24 hours or less). The figure

given by the junta was less than a quarter of that amount. By

spring 1974, official figures were between 3,000 and 4,000,

while Church estimates were approximately 10,000.

In April 1974 the International Commission of jurists

reported that approximately 6,000 to 7,000 political

prisoners could he accounted for (the junta had raised the

official figure to approximately 6,000) while 'there may be

as many as a further 3,000 people under arrest at any one

time who are being held for questioning in military

barracks, police stations or other interrogation centres'.

The problem of obtaining accurate statistics was

made clear to the Amnesty International mission in

November 1973. We attempted to secure lists of prisoners

from several sources and several ministries. We were

informed by officials of the Ministry of the interior that lists

of detainees existed, but were 'secret'. According to

.Admiral Ismael Huerta Diaz, the Foreign Minister,

approximately 10,900 persons had been in custody up to the
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latter part of October, though 111.111v hail been released.

Atter repeated requests for slatiAcal lists, the Foreiim

Minister showed the 1mnesn International mission a

earefulh compiled book which accounted for these 1(1,900

persons, but marked the majority as 'released'.

The inadequan ol such statistics was amply revealed

by Our independent inyMries. International org-anizatimis

had reported that there were as man) as 7.000 political

prisoners in the National Stadium “1 Santiago alone at the

end of September. 13) the end of October the figure was

1,948 (20 ( lctober) Ana 1,800 (31 October).

The Anmesn- International delegation receiced

reliable inhumation shm-th before d lett that the numbers

of prisoners recorded at various times in October in onl) a

few places of detention were as follows:

Prbaar umber

Rancagua Pristm 4%

I ,a Serena Prison 449

San Antonio Prison 101

Puente -klto Regiment 334

Pudeto Regiment (in Punta Arenas) 129

Dawson Island (approximate) 10(3

Coneepeidn Stadium 389

Quiriquina Island 552

Lennie!) Prison 341

These few statistics account thr 9,990 prisoners

(including the initial figures in the National Stadium in

Santiago) in only  len  places of detention. Church sources

have accounted for no less than 30 places in the Province of

Santiago alone where political prisoners have been detained

since the coup.

We ghe these few scattered statistics only to illustrate

the immense problems in accurate reporting. In the last

eeks of October, thousands of fearful Chileans waited

outside the National Stadium, hoping for some indication

That their relatives were tithe. months later. Church

leaders issued a writ of  habeas tmpus  on behalf of 131

Chileans who had disappeared sillce their last date of

arrest. I lundreds of persons are still unaccounted for, while

the death of many others can now be presumed. Recent

intlirmation indicates that up to 2d100 Chileans may have

been executed after secret military trials (or have been

killed in detention without even the semblance of a trial) up

to the end oil keember 1973.

At the present moment, it is still impossible to secure

accurate statistics. "l'he National Executive Secretariat for

Prisoners (SENDF1), which is officially responsible IM

controlling statistical infortnation concerning political

prisoners, is itself unable to secure information concerning

all those detained in militan barracks. EN en now, statistics

hint' to be compiled from the oral reports of ex-prisoners

recent!) released from the many places of detention. L. ntil

the junta cooperates by publishing lists or all detainees,

there will be no reason To doubt that the number of poinical

prisoners remains as high as 7,00 or even more.

Published September 1P74
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INDIA
DETENTIONS

WITHOUT TRIAL
The large-scale detention without trial of


prisoners detained for 'extremist'


activities in India since the early 1970s


increasingly concerned Amnesty


International. Most of the prisoners. held


particularly in Mest Bengal and Andhra


Pradesh. were said to he Navalites —


members of the Communist Party of India


(Marxist-Leninist). The first extract here is


from a news release issued in September


1974 which announced the issuing of a


report. The second k taken from a report


of a mission to India in 1979 and describes


the ease ol)a woman apparently detained


Only because of police suspicions dud


some of her relatives were Naxalites.

Irrhana tnha  in

1.1hen Nhe

'pa.; parah•ied

(ram the naig

dann.
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Thousands of political prisoners in the Indian state of West

Bengal have been detained without trial in grossh

overcrowded conditions since 1971 and some have been

kept fettered day and night Mr up to two years, according to

an Amnest‘ International report issued today (Tuesday

September 17).

The nine-page report says serious allegations of

torture have been levelled against warders and police in

West Bengal by many of the estimated 15,000-20,000

so-called Naxalites detained there. Some prisoners who

have been tried and found not guilty have immediately been

re-arrested and detained on other charges without trial.

`Navalitei is the name given to the alleged members

and supporters of the Manist-Leninist Communist Palt

of India, whose ideology advocates armed struggle as a

means to bring about social and political change. Members

of the movement have, particularly during 1970-1971,

committed acts of violence. Amnesty International has not

adopted any of these as Prisoners of Conscience.

Most were arrested under preventive detention laws

introduced after a state of emergency was declared on

December 3 1971 at the time of the Bangladesh War, hut

are now held under clauses of the Indian Penal Code:

others have been held fbr nearly 5 years.

'Ile report was prepared by Amnestv International's

research department after 46 prisoners in West Bengal

went on hunger strike in support of demands for better

prison conditions — conditions which the report says violate

the United Nations' Standard Minimum Rules for the

'Bea tment of Prisoners.

In june, Atnnesty International Secretary General

Martin Ennals sent the report to India's Prime Minister,

Mrs. Indira Gandhi and to the Chief Minister of Bengal,

S.S. Raii, with a series of recommendations. Neither has

replied, nor has the Indian Government replied to several

previous approaches hy Amnesn International about the

conditions of detainees. Amnesty international, therefore,

has now decided to update and publish the report.

Some of the report's main conclusions:

'Prisoners tried and not found guilt\ on one charge

are otiten immediateh re-arrested on different charges',

and even if prisoners are cleared of all charges and released,

the,. must report regularly to the police and are restricted in

their movements and political whines.

— Prisoners are kept in unsanitary m ercrowded

conditions, w ith often onh one watertap Inti hundreds ot

them and poor medical facilities.

Bar fetters are used on prisoners regarded as

dangerous or as securitx risks and some in 1 lazarihagh Fail

(Bihar) have been chained dal, and night for up to two years.

— legal sources as well as prisoners themseh es report

the use of torture against both men and women who have

allegedly been beaten, hung upside down and had pins and

nails inserted into their nails and sensitive organs, and been

subjected to electric shocks and burning with cigarettes.

According En official figures 88 prisoners were

killed in 12 jail incidents during the period December 1970
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to June 1972 alone in West Bengal and Bihar.

— Prisoners have been denied legal rights guaranteed

by India's Constitution.

News release 17 September 1974

The ease rArchamt Cuba

Miss Archana Guha, 35 years old, is totally paralysed from

the waist down, as a result of treatment she received during

police interrogation. Az the time of her arrest, she was

headmistress of Kolorah Junior High School, in

Howrah, Calcutta, So far as Amnesn International is

aware, Miss Guha had no involvement in politics, hut was

presumably arrested because the police suspected some of

her relations to be involved in the Naxalite movement.

Archana Ciuha was arrested about 1.30 am on 18 July

1974, together with her sister-in-law, Mrs Lanka Guha,

and Miss Gouri Chatterjee, a friend. They were arrested by

police officers who had searched the house and they were

never shown a warrant of arrest. They  were  first taken to

Cossipore Police Station and then transferred to Lai Bazar

Police Station, Calcutta, where they were taken to the

special cell of the detective department, on the first floor

'The special cell' consisted of three rooms arranged like an

'12, the middle room being the office of N., and the hack
room being the one where, according to Miss Guha,

'tortures are being carried out', On 18 July at 10 am, Ciouri

Chatterjee was taken for interrogation and Archana Guha
was forced to witness the treatment given to Miss

Chatterjee. Afterwards, Archana Guha was brought in and

given similar treatment: her hands  and  feet were tied to a

pole placed behind her knees. The pole was rested on two

chairs and the prisoner hung with her head down. She was

hit on the soles of her feet by Inspector S. Inspector N.

extinguished burning cigarettes on the soles of her feet and

on her elbows, of which marks were still visible at the time
of the interview. She was kicked with boots and thc nails of

her toes and fingers were burned. She fell unconscious. At

2 pm the three women were taken back to Lal Bazar

lock-up and at 4 pm brought back Mr interrogation. She

was again hung from a pole as before and drops of water

were slowly dripped onto her forehead; she was burned on
her Feet and elbows and also again beaten on her feet and

kicked. The next day on 19 July 1974, the three women

were taken to the Sealdah magistrates' court, but never

brought before a magistrate. They were charged under

various sections of the West Bengal Maintenance of Order
Act and the Defence of India Rules. That same afternoon

the three w omen w ere brought to the special cell for further

interrogation, where Archana Guha was beaten on the head

('physical brainwashing') and fOrced to sign a printedpaper,

the contents of which she could nut read but which she

believed would implicate her in political actions. The same
day Police Officer A.B. beat her on the head and threatened

her with execution if she would not 'confess'. Inspector

K.X. during interrogation pulled her by the hair and several
times threw her against the wall. Her hair was pulled out 


from her forehead and she was pulled up from the floor by

her hair and, while she was hanging in this position, she was

kicked and burned. The same methods were applied the

following day 20 July, when Archana Guha was also

threatened with rape and hit on the head with a rope. She

was unable to walk to her cell. From 22 July to 1 August

1974, almost every day the women were brought to the

special cell. All three women prisoners remained in the

police lock-up from 18 July to 13 August 1974 and never

saw a lawyer.

On 13 August 1974, Archana Guha was taken to

Presidency Jail, Calcutta, as an 'under trial' prisoner and,

on 30 September, served with an order of detention under

the MISA [Maintenance of Internal Security Act]. IIer

physical condition deteriorated rapidly she often fell

unconscious, but was not given adequate medical treatment

and her legs became disabled. On the insistence of other

women prisoners, speciahst doctors were finally called in

and it was not until 22 December 1975 that Archana Guha,
by then completely paralysed from the waist down, was

taken to hospital for a minor operation on a gland. On 24

January 1976 shc was returned to prison on a stretcher and
only on 9 February did the jail authorities arrange for her

transfer to Medical College, Calcutta, as a 'life-saving

case'. She stayed in the hospital until 17 November 1976,

when she was released on parole. The detention order

against her was not revoked until 3 May 1977.

Published hammymin

'Nom lean

.Archana Guha, now 38 years old, was completely paralysed

from the waist down as a result of torture during police

interrogation in Calcutta, India, in 1974,

Archana Guha was suffering from a lesion of the

lower part of the spinal cord. After unsuccessful attempts to

treat her in Calcutta lasting more than a year, her case came

to the attention of an Amnesty International mission visiting

India. The mission interviewed her and described her

plight in its report.

Amnesn. International's Danish Medical Group

arranged for her to be taken to Copenhagen in January.

1980 for intensive diagnosis and treatment.

After two months of care she was able to rise from

bed, steady herself and walk short distances without

assistance,

On 1 May 1980 she wrote from Calcutta: My friends

and relatives arc simply astonished to see me walk again! ...

now I can walk and move! ... The secretary and colleagues

of my school are waiting eagerly (for the day) when I'll be

able to join the school. I have improved much in walking

and climbing the staircase ... lbu have given me a new life —

you have caused rebirth to me!'

Publisbed 1111
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POLITICAL
TRIALS IN THE

USSR
In 1975 tmnesh International published a
detailed 154-page report on the treatment

and conditions of prisoners orconsrience

held in Soviet prisons and labour camps.

There has never in Amnesty International's experience

been an acquittal of a political defendant in the USSR. No

Soviet court hying a person charged IfIT his political activity

has rejected the prosecution's case on grounds of
procedural violations committed during the investigation

period or on grounds ol insufficient evidence.

That such cases once begun always end in a

conviction indicates that criteria other than criminal

culpability- are decisive. The counter-argument might be

that  the  investigative organs do their job so thoroughly that

there is no chance of mistake. 1 lowner if the investig-ators

are always correct, then the courts' decisions are irrelevant

except in determination of sentence. Furthermore, the

'infallibilin' of investigative organs applies apparemb orily

to 'political' cases. There is a very significant incidence of

acquittal in criminal cases. IL is clear that in political cases

the procuran; officialb, the watchdog Mr obsers ance ut

legalin; steps aside on behalf of "higher' (political)

considerations.

ensure that the predetermined 'guilh' verdict is

arrived at in political cases, Soviet courts regularly make

rulings which directly contrav ene the procedural norms laid

down in Soviet law.

Article 11-1 of the Soviet Constitution states that the

examination of all cases in all courts shall he open insofar as

the law does not provide for exceptions. A lam political

trials, in Met, constitute the exceptions to this rule.

Proceedings are often held effectively  in rumen!,  and

sometimes close relatives and friends of the accused are not

admitted into the courtroom — on various pretexts such as

that 'the public benches are fialh occupied'. The trial oldie

Ukrainian historian Valentvn .\ loroi. was held formally  in

amera  without the presence of even a specially selected

audience and with no flormal justification.'
Quite often the place, date and time of a trial are

changed at the v en last minute, or ev en after proceedings

have begun. Relativ es of the accused have lodged protests

at what appears to be a deliberate failure to inform them.

Since the creation of the unofficial Aloscow I luman Rights

Cimmittee' I led by Academician Sakharov, there have

been attempts by its members — chiefly Academician

Sakharov — to attend political trials, but the authorities ha; e

rarely allowed thetn entry. Demonstrators outside court ;

buildings at trials of dissenters are frequently handled

roughly by court officials and KGB persimnel, or indeed !

detained for hours or even days.

Inside the courtroom, the 'general public', sometimes

in uniform and brought in In coach, have often interrupted

the proceedings with hostile comments and jeers, or, at

Jewish trials, with anti-semitic remarks, or with calls for a

harsher sentence. Transcripts of political trials Mien find

their way into Nu/ruttier', and show that on many occasions
numerous articles of the Code of Criminal Procedure have

been violated.'" Almnst invariably in such trials the

evidence accepted by the court has been incomplete and

unfairly weighted to the disach antage of the defendant. In

many cases defence witnesses have not been allowed to give

On trial in IlaNeou publi•thing •anti-Sm icr Dori.

in the Indrei.tilmai* )5eanlertand tali
Daniel. Theirflour-din trial. in PM& caught the

attention IiH Hier% and inieffectualh H orhht hfr.

Indrei eidY :entenced to WI en 'can'
impri  onment. lull Baniel at Me.
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et idence. Often defence witnesses who have been called
have been prevented from giving evidence other than that

elicited by the prosecution. Frequently contradictions and

patent falsehoods in eyidence gh en by prosecution
witnesses have been accepted hs courts w ithout challenge.

In cases where the prosecution has luought in an 'expert

psychiatric diagnosis recotumending confinement of

delendants to a mental institution, the courts have

invariabh accepted such reconmiendations in spite of their
unacceptability as objective evidence.'''

Officially authorized publicity of political trials is

extremely rare and, when it does occur, is so one-sided in
presentation of the matter that one must conclude that such

publicity is aimed at making propaganda rather than at

elucidation or fact. For example, the trial of Sinyavskv and
Daniel in 196n, the trial ot 6inzburg and Galanskol in

1968, and, [note recently, that of Nom "takir and ictor

Krasin in August 1973 were officially reported hy the Soviet
media in a tendentious fashion aimed al discrediting the

accused men in the ey es of puhlie opinion at home and
abroad by linking them with various anti-Soviet or emigre

organizations. After the trial of Aakir and krasin, a news

conference was even staged, partb for the benefit of Mreign
correspondents. The convicted men were olficialh pre-

sented, and the delivered prepared statements admitting

their guilt. The event occasioned an official propaganda

campaign against Western correspondents in Idoseow and

against the human rights rno‘ ement in the USSR.  ki:eshya.

fhr example, quoted A Ir Yakir as saving that w hat is often
called the 'democratic mmemenr in the USSR was only

executing a program and tactics brought into the countn bv
an 'anti-Soviet' emigre orpmization.'

There are no known instances of officially-published

S us iet newspapers or journals criticizing or challenging a

'guilty sentence in a political ease. This is in marked
contrast to the Soviet press record on non-political criminal

cases, about which Soyiet publications do occasionally. write
in defence aconvieted persons on various grounds.''' This

contrast again underlines the fact that in SMict legal

Practice political defendants are, to their disadvantage,
treated as a separate categon (Coltenders'.
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• A FAMILY REUNITED

Modelle Begnardi, his wife Nem and their son Emiliano were
finally reunited in Baltimore, USA, in 1983 after spending
eight years apart in Argentinian prisons. The couple were
arrested in November 1975 in Campana, Argentina, and
held in preventive detention without charge or trial. Nora, a
primary school teacher, was not connected with any
political or trade union activities. However, it is believed
she and her husband were arrested because of his work as
a trade union official.

Both were adopted as prisoners of conscience by Amnesty
International and their cases were allocated to a group in
Maryland, USA. The group corresponded rcularly with
Norak mother in Campana and with Emiliano who was being
looked after by his grandparents. In 1980 Nora was
released, reunited with her son and exiled to the United
States. She joined the Amnesty International group in
Baltimore and continued campaigning for Rodollo's release.

Finally, in May 1982, Rodolfo was released into 'restricted
liberb, and returned to Campana. Eight months later the
three were reunited in Baltimore where they now live.

Publislool November 1975
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TORTURE IN
SPAIN

After the death in November 1975 of

General Francisco Franco. who had ruled


Spain fOr 36 years. the new government

committed itself publicly to the restoration


of civil and political liberties. However.

Amnesty International continued to


receive reports that detainees were being

tortured. 'Torture in Spain 1976;


composed or extracts of documents from

Spain. contained previously unpublished


testimonies and statements and

photographs indleating the continuing use


of torture in Spain.

`Words and phrases, unfortunately, are overshadowed by

facts, the terrible facts corroborated by hundreds of

testimonies and even by formal denunciations which might

be consigned to oblivion in the legal bureaucracy.

'There is fear, panic. People hardly dare give their

names. Threats of retaliation if people speak out are a daily

matter. In spite of this, we can relate the cases of more than

100 victims of torture during the last months.'

On 27 June 1976, the Catholic Justice and Peace

National Commission of Spain published a dossier entitled

'No a la torturd. The above quotation is taken from the

dossier. The names of 11$ torture victims and descriptions

of tortures were listed following this statement.

'It is the  Guardia Civil  which has been responsible for

directing the majority of these operations. They have used

all means of unimaginable tortures and have even

introduced new ones. The most common ones are:

banera  (the bath: the victim is undressed, wrapped in a

blanket, tied and plunged into a tub of filthy water

containing the urine and vomit of other victims)

quirrycmo  (the operating table: the victim is stretched

and tied on a table for beatings with hammers and

truncheons.• pins are inserted under the nails and fingers

and testicles are beaten)

hanging by the wrists (the weight of the suspended

body causes great pain around the wrists)

electric shocks ...'

Extract from a document issued by a group of Basque

lawyers in May 1976 which cited allegations of more than

60 cases of torture during the months of April and May

1976.

'Our colleague arrived at the prison with his thorax

bandaged and complaining of acute pains in his chest and

spine. During the cross examination on 15 May by the

military judge assigned to his case, he stated that the reason

for his ph,. sical condition was a consequence of the

treatment he had received in the barracks of the District

Command of the Civil Guard. I le also said that he had been

forced to sign a statement prior to his transfer to the

Provincial Prison, affirming that his injuries had been

caused the dav before his arrest (8 May) while he was

playing pelota (a traditional Basque ball game). However

his Family say that he left his house at 9 o'clock on the

morning a Ithel 8th, two hours before his arrest, in perfect

health.'

Extract from the petition signed b) the members of

the Medical College of Guipnicoa, appealing for an inquiry

into the circtunstances of the arrest and detention of their

colleague, Dr Justo Aristain Gorosahel. I le was detained

while at work in the Provincial I Iospital of Guiptizcoa on

8 May and taken to the  Guardia Cinl  barracks in A\ da. de

Zamalaearregui (San Sebastian) where he was held

incommunicado until 14 lav 1976 when he was trans-

ferred to the Provincial Prison.

'The road which seemed to he opening towards a freer,
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more just and peaceful society, is once again obstructed by

violence, the violence which many hoped had been finally
Overcome Repression has been hardened to the point

where maltreatment and various forms of' torture are

considered a legitimate means to extract information or

farce confessions of criminal acts:

Extract from the pastoral letter dated 29 May 1976 hy

Mgrjacinto Argap, Bishop of San Sebastian and Mgr. Jose

Maria Setién, Auxiliary Bishop, published in the Catholic

weekly of Madrid,  Ecotesia, on 12 June 1976.

'The growing number of arrests, massive and indiscrimin-

ate, has brought home the fact (of torture) to the general

population ... We are in a situation where detentions do not
seem to pursue offences, but rather to create a climate ot

terror in an indiscriminate way.'

Statement by the Basque People's Commissions for

an amnesty for political prisoners  (Asociadones Pro-Amnisthe

de EuskudiA  presented to the King of Spain by the

Basque-Navarra Association of Architects on  5  June 1976.

'In short the impression created by the interrogators is ol
sheer terror. They arc fanatics, sadists, enemies of
everything Basque. Enemies of democracy, of all committed

religion, of the Basque clerp; of certain lawyers, of the

ikasiusalas  (Basque schools), that is to say, of the people ...'

Extract from the testimony of Father Jesus Lasa,
arrested in Thlosa on 10 May 1976. Ek was held at the

Guardia Ord  I IQ in San Sebastian for 10 days where he
Was tortured by the  halieru  and beaten over a period of six

days until the intervention of his bishop produced an

improvement in his treatment.

Elia Martinez-Cava, a 23-vear-old poultry farmer, preg-

nant, was arrested with seven other persons in Madrid on
lb April 1976:

'They beat me all over, on the shoulders, back, arms,

thighs ... strong continuous blows on the cars ... they

grasped my hair with fury and pushed mc around like a hall
... I was interrogated 12 times in five days, once for seven

hours.  I  told them I was pregnant, bur that did not stop
them. I saw my husband ... he was in a terrible state ... he

could not stand up ... They beat him in front arm; and told

him: 'We have made her abort, we are going to kill her, vou

know; then we will say it was an accident.'

A group of leading Madrid lawyers issued a denunciation
concerning the case ot all 8 people arrested at the same time

as Elia Martinez-Cala. In their statement before the court
they attested:

'‘).e have been able to see their injuries ... wounds in
the wrists and on the soles of the feet ... bald patches on the

scalp, swollen testicles and  legs,  torn nails...'

A petition about this case with 2,700 signatures as
sent to the Minister of Interior. It includes the following
statement;

'Ibday, w hen the whole of Spanish society and the
country's leading political figures are calling Mr an amnesty-

and democratic liberties, police maltreatment is an 


impudent affront to a society which wishes to live together

peacefully'

Father Lluis Maria Xirinachs is a Catholic priest who was

nominated for the 1975 Nobel Peace Prize. H.e has been

conducting a sit-in in front of  La AI (ado  prison (Barcelona)

since December 1975 to request the restoration of civil
liberties and the release of all political prisoners. On 1 May

1976 Father Xirinachs was arrested and taken to the Police

HQin the Via I .avetana where he was severely beaten and

abused:

Police Inspector: 'Why do you get into trouble?' Fr.

Xirinachs: 'It's a question of conscience.'

One of the police began to pull hair out of his beard,

another from his moustache; another seized his hair and

shook him, pulling hairs out. The armed policeman tells

them:

'Leave him, he's alcady been taken care of.'

'Pray to God for saivation.'

Another policeman says sarcastically:

'Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.'

A red flag was brought in and wrapped around Father
Xirinachs. A newspaper was placed on his knees (to look

like a surplice) to the accompaniment of laughter and
shouts: 'Red priest, you're alright now; you're in Your

element ...'

Mariano Plata 'Then the captain. the
sergeant on duh and three

plainclothes men started to beat him

with a baseball bat kicking him all
osier the both. The, did this for about

an hour. at short intenals. Then dins

lied him to a chair and hill members of

theBrigada  Politico - Social  beat him

with (bibs and even attempted to burn

bins with a lighter— lfyou denounce

maltreatment we'll kill you around

ant corner he WaS told.'

Extract' from a report  ()Max

Christi.  Barcelona. concerning the ease
of alsclory marker. Mariano Plata.

arrestedon 29 March 1976. near

Barcelona. .1 medical certificate
corroborates she injuries
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covireiNa or,
'

'I hay e observed a hematome on the righ.t ese extended Over

the entire periorbital region ... a hematome of the size of a

50 peseta coin in the area ot the lann set eral

hematomes in the rightsicie clay icular arca ... serious

contusions oyer the thorax, the abdomen ... The patient, as

a result of these injuries, remained for manv hours in a

traumatic stated:

— Estract from the medical certificate of Victoriano

Rodriguev. Casado, trade union official detained on 28

April 1976 in Aranjuez.

'... a large group of armed police were waiting at the

entrance (to the church) ... at that moment inspectors from

the  firigatia de dorestdIfa174n Social and the officer in charge of

the Mrees appeared ... 'Arc you Father Casasola1" 't es, 1

am.' Immediately three members of the HIS and a corporal

cornered him in thc left of the church against the

confessional, and w hile two of them held him In the arms

the tahers punched him with a glove cot ered with metal

rings and hit him with an iron bar in the stomach.'

Extract of the testimony pen bc Father José Antrinio

Casasola describing the raid on his church Ntra. Sra. del

Reposa, 1.a Corza, Set lila on 1 •April 1976. Report issued

by the Justice and l'eace National (aimmission, June 1976,

'We ask you to pray for the soul of the w tinker .Antdnio

Gonzalez Ramos, who died in Santa Cru/ de 'Tenerife after

having been beaten all oy er his body for 45 minutes by the

chief of the Beigada Poluica-Social (BPS). Receive him into

your kingdom and forgne him his sins in consideration ot

his sufferings.

'We ask you to illuminate the conscience of the

policeman, josd Mattae Fernandez, who is believed to he

responsible tnr the death tit' Anninio, in order that he may

merit your pardon.'

Extract from a pray er contained in a leaflet denounc-

ing tcoure and appealing for dbine help for the torturers

and birgiyeness for the victims. This leaflet was handed out

by Gonzalo Arias Bonet, a pacifist and conscientious

objector who had been adopted as a prisoner of conscience

Amnesn International. I le and three other conscien-

tious objectors were arrested on the streets on 27 June 1976

in San Sebastian while carrying out a peat:A:1W protest.

'W hile asking me questions to which I said I knew nothing,

they continued submerging ms head in that filthy liquid and

1 telt more and more asphyxiated. 'Eno others beat me tin

the back until I felt on stomach was going to burst, and

another tickled me on the soles of Flly !eel. VS hen they took

ms head out of the water all I did was tolt omit up even thing

I had swallowed. They continued submerging me in the

filth. 'We'll leave you as we did Amparito (Maria Amparo

krangoa), they told me.'

'It:minium of lt/iar litaguirre Goya, a I 6-Y ear-old girl

arrested on 9 MaY 1976 and tortured at the  Gnardm

barracks in San Sebastian, Guipuzeoa.
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• DECLARATION OF STOCKHOLM

11 December 1977

The Stockholm Conference on the Abolition of the Death
Penalty, composed of more than 200 delegates and
participants from Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East,
North and South America and the Caribbean region,
recalls that

The death penalty is the ultimata cruel, inhuman and
degrading punishment and violates the right to life.
considers that:

The death penalty is frequently used as an instrument of
repression against opposition, racial, ethnic, religious and
underprivileged groups,

Execution is an act of violence, and violence tends to
provoke violence,

The imposition and infliction of the death penalty is
brutalizing to all who are involved in the process,

The death penalty has never been shown to have a special
deterrent effect,

the death penalty is increasingly taking the farm of
unexplained disappearances, extra-judicial executions and
political murders,

Execution is irrevocable and can be inflicted on the
innocent.
affirms that

It is the duty of the state to protect the life of all persons
within its jurisdiction without exception,
—Executions for the purposes of political coercion, whether
by government agencies or others, are equally
unacceptable,

Abolition of the death penalty is imperative for the
achievement of declared international standards.
declares:

Its total and unconditional opposition to the death
penalty,

Its condemnation of all executions, in whatever form,
committed or condoned by governments,

Its commitment to work for the universal abolition of the
death penalty.
calls upon:

Non-governmental organizations, both national and
international, to work collectively and individually to
provide public information materials directed towards the
abolition of the death penalty,

All governments to bring about the immediate and total
abolition of the death penalty,

The United Nations unambiguously to declare that the
death penalty is contrary to international law.
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AGAINST THE
DEATH PENAITY

Since its earl% days tlw movement has

opposed all forms of cruel. inhuman and


degrading treatment inflicted on

prisoners. Several of the earliest Amnesty


International missions were sent to

countries where political prkoners faced


imminent execution. Today, total

opposition to torture and the death


penally is a central part of the

organization \ global human rights work.


In 1977 Amnesty International held a

conference on the abolition of Ihe death


penally from which emerged the

declaration Opposite. In September 1979 it

published a 206-page report on the UM' of


the death penally throughout the world —

reproduced here is a Newsletter article

presenting highlights from the report.

Every execution, whether it takes place on the gallows or in

the street. whether it results from a decision taken publich

by a court or clandestinely by conspirators, is an irreversible

and totally unacceptable abuse of pow en Each killing,

whether In the State or by its enemies, is shameful and

senseless.

As a means of promoting a political cause 111' as a

means of repressing political opposition, the use of the

death penalty is abhorrent. It degrades the entire political

process in the comnmnity of nations.

As a means of punishing individuals found guilts of

serious crimes, the use of the death penalty- constitutes an

act of irreversible and extreme revenge carried out In the

State. Decided upon according to Fallible processes of law

by fallible human beings, it can be — and actually has been —

inflicted upon people innocent of any offence.

As a means of deterring individuals from crime, the

use of the death penalty has nowhere been shown to have a

special deterrent effect.

As a judicial punishment the death penalty is

unequal, and unjust. Historically the principal victims have

almost even-where been the poor and members of

minorities and oppressed groups within the population.

The cruelty of the punishment is evident.

The methods by which executions are carried out can

involve physical torture. Hanging, electrocution, the gas

chamber and the firing squad may not kill instantaneously

lioth hanging and garouing, which are meant to cause

death at once by breaking the neck, may instead kill by

strangulation.

Electrocution has on occasion caused extensile burns

and needed more than one application of electric current to

kill the victim.
In many instances executions and killings take place

secretly or in countries closed to observers. •he full count

of victims — especially of those killed for political reasons —

is therefore likely to he higher than that presented in the

Amnesty International report.

Mass killings and 'disappearances' are alleged in the

report to hav e taken place in Argentina (up to 15,000

reported missing), Equatorial Guinea (an estimated one out

of every 500 citizens killed under the Macias Nguema

gm ernment, most without charge or trial), Ethiopia (up to

30,000 killings reported), Guatemala (up to 20,000 killings

reported), Kampuchea (at least 200,000 people reported

killed under the Poi Put gm ernment, possibly far more),

Uganda (between 50,000 and 300,000 reported killed

under the Idi Amin gm ernmeni).

'lbgether with such 'extrajudicial' killings, executions

carried out after court sentencing are now taking place

almost In cry day in countries around the world.

In those nations where the judicial death penalty is in

florce Mr political crimes, the offences for which it may be

imposed are frequently defined in such a way that virtually

anv activity inconsistent with government polio: becomes a

capital offence.

In a varieR of countries large numbers of executions
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have followed changes of government or acts of political
violence during the years covered by the Amnesty
International report.

All African countries now provide for the use of the
death penalty, although the frequency with which it is
imposed and inflicted varies considerably from country to
country-. It is used to punish a wide variety of offences. It is
commonly imposed for violent offences such as murder or
rape hut, according to the social and political circumstances
prevailing in a particular country, it may be introduced for
certain 'economic crimes', such as hoarding grain or
imnsumer goods, embezzlement, fraud, and illegalcurrency
dealings.

One of the most disturbing features of the use of the
death penalty in Africa is the frequency with which people
charged with political offences are tried and executed atter
the most summary of judicial hearings. In a number of
African countries, particularly those under military re-
gimes, summary executions have followed periods of
national crisis. Countries where such executions have taken
place include Nigeria, the Sudan and Ethiopia (and, in
1979.  Ghana).

Legal provision for the death penalty exists in every
Asian country, In sel. era I countries it has been used against
political dissenters who have been executed either for
explicit political offences or Mr criminal acts arising from
their political beliefs. In several cases known to Amnesty
International, political offenders have been executed in the
People's Republic of China immediately after sentencing.

Several Asian countries, including Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Burma, Taiwan, and the Philippines,
have passed laws providing the death penalty for a varier\ of
drug offences.

A few countries impose the death penalty for
economic offences; these include the People's Republic of
China and Indonesia (hoarding),

In each of the countries of Europe (with the possible
exception of Albania) which retains the death penalty; it may
be passed and carried out only on a person convicted of an
offence punishable in law by the death penalty Several
reports from Albania allege that summary executions are
still widespread hut it is difficult to verify these reports.

In recent years, states such as the USSR, Romania,
Bulgaria, Albania, Turkey and Greece, have passed death
sentences for offences not resulting in death —such as theft
or acts of political violence. Within the Council of Europe,
however, there have been significant trends towards
complete abolition of the death penalty

During the past 10 years the death penalty has been
completely abolished in Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Sweden and abolished for peace time
offences in Malta, Spain and Switzerland. To Amnesty
International's knowledge the death penalty has not been
re-introduced in any country of Western Europe except
Belgium where the number of offences punishable by death
has been increased. The practice of executions in Western
Europe shows a similar downward trend and is now limited 


to only three countries; France, Greece and Turkey.
Many I .atin American countries abolished the death

penalty in the 19th or early 20th century, Recently howeven
there has been a tendency towards re-introduction of the
death penalty in times of political upheaval, particularly
following a military coup.

Extrajudicial Ewenlions

The death penalty in Latin America cannot be seen only in

terms of sentences which are judicially imposed. Paramilit-




ary groups, the existence of which are condoned or actively

supported by the authorities, as well as units of official

security forces, cam out murders of petty criminals and

political activists in a number of I .atin American countries.


Large numbers of people — many of them active in

opposition political groups — are made to 'disappear' as a

result of illegal arrests and detentions conducted by

paramilitary groups or members of security forces acting

outside the framework of the law but with apparent consent

Evreution In lirinz-•nuad in tuatenpala.

- VP

• ln an ingenionY nu» r. No heath RIM inmate: in
Trox. IS  I.  phi) a pune choir,T', on a hoard manic
of earn' and held hi ,fring. The pthoncri (WI yn• the
hoard Inn  1101 each other.
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of the responsible authorities. Such victims are believed to
have been either kept thr years in secret camps or killed.

In North America, the death penalty thr acts of
murder, treason and piracy was abolished in Canada in July
1976. However, a number of capital offences remain under
the National Defence Act in time of wur

In the United States of America, there is a trend
towards re-introduction of the death penalty Thirty-tive of
the 50 US states had laws providing fbr the death penalty as
of 1 May 1979. The first involuntary execution in 12 years
in the USA took place on 25 May 1979 (July News/cuff).

All countries in the English-speaking Caribbean have
a mandatory death sentence for murder In addition, some
have a mandatory death sentence for treason, mutiny or Mr
assisting the enemy

None of the countries of the Middle East has
abolished the death penalty In almost all of them there is
legislation providing Mr the death penalty for certain
categories of murder and specific offences against the
internal and external security of the State, such as treason,

Three rondenined primmer.; in taArre4. reeehe
Ike las1 riles ()Him. their evennion.

espionage, plotting to overthrow the government and
political acts of sabotage. Executions of people convicted of
political offences are known to have taken place in Iran,
Iraq, I ibya, Syria and South Yemen. By the middle of 1979
more than 160 people had gone before firing squads in Iran
following the February revolution.

In some countries in the region, drug smuggling also
is a capital offence, while in others, offences are considered
to he crimes against the State and are punishable by death.

A 'special ease' is sometimes made for the retention
of the death penalty as a justifiable punishment for and
possible deterrent to acts of terrorism or political violence.

Amnesty International is aware of no evidence that
the use of the death penalty has deterred would-be
terrorists. Psychiatrists who have conducted studies on the
question of hijacking recommend strongly that the death
penalty not be exacted in such cases precisely because it
makes the crime appear more spectacular and draws greater
attention to the perpetrators.

Amnesty International deplores kidnapping, torture
and murder for political motives whether such acts are
committed by government or opposition groups. Similarly,
Amnesty International defends the right of all individuals to
stand trial according to internationally-recognized norms
and he protected from torture and execution. These human
rights standards apply to all people, including those accused
or convicted of politically-motivated crimes.

Politiral violence

The conflicts which have led to the eruption of political
violence, now and in the past, have not been and cannot be
resolved by the execution of individual prisoners. Nor, as a
matter of principle, should the horror of the crimes
committed be used to justify a resort to ill-treatment and
extreme punishment.

Amnesty International believes that humane stan-
dards for the treatment of prisoners must be respected by
all governments, political movements and citizens through-
out the world,

The historical record is clear: the value of human lift
is progressively lessened once a state, even in attempting to
defend itself and its citizens, resorts to cruel, inhuman or
degrading methods.

Amnesty International rejects the view that the cruel
treatment of prisoners, of which the death penalty is an
extreme case, can be justified as a fitting response to violent
and repugnant crimes. Even less is there justification for the
argument that there are special circumstances under which
prisoners may he subjected to cruel treatment, including
the taking of lifc, because of their beliefs or their
participation in political movements.

It is not only contradictory, but a threat to humane
values, for am society to proclaim that the taking of life is
the most intolerable of crimes and, at the same time, to
countenance anv form of execution carried out as an act of
retribution in the name of society itself

AlfrIewsletterOttober.1179
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GREEK
TORTURERS ON

TRIAL
"We are a poor but decent family said

his lather. a fanner. "and now I see him in

the dock as a torturer. I %sant to ask the
rt examine holy a Inn who e‘ervone

said was a diamond' became a torturer.
Who moralb- destroyed my family and my

homer
`tio spoke the lather of one of the soldiers
among the 32 breek officers and soldiers
WhO faced trial in August 1973 before (he

Athens Permanent Gond Martial on
charges of torture carried out during the

seven years ordictatorship under the Junta
of Colonels from 196710 1974.

'Amnesty International presents a detailed
analysis of this historic trial. one of ihe felt

contemporary examples of the possibility
of submitting accused tortlints to due

process of law.
*The trial was important not only as proof

that torture occurred in Greece on a
systematic basis under the Colonels' rule
but also, from the the point oh iew of all

those working towards the ultimate
abolition of torture in all confides, ii

offers a rare and dislurbing ilisight into
part of (he inner clockwork ora toriure

state.'
This is the back cover text argot-litre in

brevet.. The First Torturers Trial'. The
following exlracts explain die context of

the trial and describe the palled( of
torture thai emerged.

At the time of the April 1967 military coup in Greece, the
number of political prisoners in (ired. prisons was
relatively- small. Ses eral ol these people were long-term
prisoners from the days of the Ydvil N't ar (1946-491, and
early in 1%7 there was reason to believe that these and
other prisoners sentenced under long-standing emergencr.
legislation would be released before the expiry of their ,
sentences. The coup changed this situation drastically-, and
within a Few months there were about 6,000 people held in
deportation camps on the Greek islands. During the next
hart ear this figure dropped considerably, but in late
January 1 968 there w ere still 2,777 deportees held without•
trial in the island detention centres on Yams and 1.eros AS

well as an unknown number of detainees in police stations
and prisons throughout the cmintry

Among these deportees and prisoners were some who
were old and infirm, hasing been arrested On the basis of
security files prepared during the Civil\ \ ar 20 years earlier.
Alany deportees remained in the island detention camps
solely because they relnsed to sign a 'Declaration of

aln ' to the government. This declaration required the
renunciation of am connection with the Gommunist Party
of Greece (KKE) or 'its Aariously named organisations' and
the acknowledgement that, among other things, such
activities sought 'the mutilation and enslavement of the
Lountn to the Slay o-Communist camp and the removal of
the Greek people from I Ielleno-thristian ideaLs'.1

From the first day of the Junta's rule, torture was an
integral part of the state machinery for suppressing
opposition. It should be stressed, however. that during the
seven sears of dictatorship it st as used for different
puiposes at different periods. During the period 1967-71
the purposes of torture were to extract information about
resistance actiyities and to deter the population from
political activity Thrture was conducted by trained oilicers
of middle rank from the gendarmerie, the civilian sceurin
police (Asfaleia), the navy and the military police (ES.A).
The policy was to avoid leaving marks, or at least not to
allow detainees any contact with the outside until such
marks had disappeared. During the period 1971-74,
however, the purpose of torture increasingly became
intimidation and terrorisation, with the specific aim of
destroying the student movement. "In a large extent torture
was conducted by military police conscripts who ssetc
encouraged hi, their officers to leave marks on the victims.
During these t ears the military police would arrest and
detain people almost at random, subject them to dl-
treatment and torture and (Men release them after a
relatively short period of time, without es er haying brought
formal charges against them.

Although torture w as used Intm the beginning of the
itinta's rule in April 1967, it was not until Nos ember 1967
that reliable reports began to reach the world outside
Greece. In response \ mnesty International dispatched
American hnvver James Becket and British lawver Anthony
Alarreco to Greece in late December 1967 to investigate
the torture allegations as well as to determine the extent and
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implementation of a much publicised Christmas amnesty
Mr political prisoners. The beneficence of the amnesty
proved almost entirely illusory; and the situation regarding
torture confirmed Amnesty International's worst fears.
Necessarily restricting themselves to Athens alone, the
Amnesty International delegates interviewed 16 released
victims of torture and obtained evidence about 32 other
cases, ffienty-two methods of torture were documented,

including sexual abuse, psychological pressure, electric
shock and, most commonls  /Wang('  (beating on the soles of
the feet), which in almost eyen case was the initial form of
torture. Major Theodoros Theofilovannakos, a defendant
at the first ESA trial in 1975, which is the specific subject of
this report, was named as a torturer in the January 1968
Amnesty International report. The report of a second
Amnesty International mission, published in April 1968,
confirmed the findings of the first.

The tmo Amnesty International mission reports
affected the deliberations concerning the status of Greece
within the Council of Europe. The governments of
Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands had already filed
applications in September 1967 to the European Commis-
sion of Human Rights, charging the Greek regime with
violating eight articles of the European Human Rights
Convention. This application did not include Article 3, the
one prohibiting torture, hut after the 1968 Amnesty
International reports and other evidence, thc sponsors

amended their application to include Article 3. A
sub-commission then heard the evidence of witnesses, and
unlike the Amnesty International mission, the sub-

commission was able to gather evidence concerning the
police stations outside the capital. This process and the
writing of their well-documented, four-volume report
lasted until the middle of 1969. In December of that year,
after intense diplomatic negotiations and in the face of
certain expulsion from the Council of Europe, the Greek
government withdrew in order to as oid diplomatic defeat.
Subsequent publication of the Commission's report left no
doubt that torture and ill-treatment were regular and
'officially tolerated' activities inside the junta's police

stations in Athens and throughout the country,2 hut torture
continued as usual despite these limited diplomatic efforts.

The severity of Greek torture is further borne out in
the specific court-martial that is the subject of this report.

As the first of the so-called 'torture trials' in Greece, it
deserves attention. In addition, this trial conformed to high
legal standards, and after both the prosecution and the

defence had been given ample time to argue their cases, the !
tribunal was able to sort out individual responsibility and to

apportion blame for certain of the acts of torture during the
Junta years. Although the trial did not pursue some of the
broader questions concerning responsibility for torture,

Amnesty International welcomes the precedent of this trial
and commends the military court prosecutor for ordering
an investigation and prosecution of the accused torturers.

Unfortunately, the standards of this first trial were not
sustained in later trials. As a consequence, this first trial of 


some military police torturers stands as a better precedent
in itself than the whole of the procedure by which some and
not other torturers have been brought to trial. Therefore,
we have decided to trace the background, development and
findings of the first torture trial and to assess its significance
and value as a judicial precedent for bringing to justice the
violent excesses of oppressive regimes.

The trial began on 7 August 1975, when 14 officers
and 18 soldiers of non-commissioned rank were brought
before the Athens Permanent Court Martial on charges
arising from torture during interrogation. Although all
Greek Constitutions since the first in 1822 (including these
of 1968 and 1973 promulgated by the Junta) contain
general prohibitions against torture, there is no specific
prohibidon in the Greek Penal Code, which would have to
provide the precise implementing law. Therefore, only
indirect charges could be preferred against the 32 ESA
defendants. These charges were  repeated alnese author- 4,
violence against a superior officer, uniimsfitutional detention,
ordinary and serious physical injury, repeated insults to a
superior, and  recurrent moral responsibility for ordinary  or
serious physical injury..  The defendants faced various

permutations of these charges, but the only defendant to
plead guilty to all charges against him was Sergeant Michail
Petrou, a former jailor at the Athens headquarters of ESA

ho had returned from abroad to face the charges.

The court-martial was conducted according to
Military Penal Procedure, which is a combination of the
Penal Code and the Military Penal Code. Evidence called
on behalf of the prosecution fell into five distinct categories:
first, the evidence of retired officers as to their arrest and
treatment from 1969 onwards; second, the evidence of
students arrested after the Law School demonstrations in
early 1973; third, the evidence of naval officers arrested
after the unsuccessful naval mutiny in May 1973; fourth,
the evidence of students and others arrested after the

Athens Polytechnic events in November 1973; finally, the
evidence of former ESA soldiers who described the

processes of dehumanisation to which they had been
subjected.

Like subsequent torture trials, the prosecution of
these 32 ESA defendants was prompted by the cumulative
pressure of private civil suits brought by several former
prisoners against their torturers in the absence of public

prosecutions. The prosecutor of the military court ordered
a preliminary investigation which was facilitated by a
deposition from Sergeant Petrou. Statements were taken
before a militan examining magistrate, and several of the

accused were remanded in custody. Brigadier Digeno-
poulos was appointed chairman of the court-martial, with

the remainder of the tribunal consisting of three colonels

from the armv legal branch and two active service officers.
The prosecutor, Major Michail Zouvelos, was a member of

the armv legal service. The defendants were represented by
counsel; many of the defendants, however, carried out some
cross-examination themselves.

The defendants were all members of the Junta's
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military police (ESA, Elliniki Stratiotiki Aszynomia)who had
served in the Special Interrogation Section in Athens (EAT,
Eidikon Auukthikon Tpnima),' at its training centre (KESA,
Knuron Ekpaiderseris Strailatikis Astrnornias), at its Piraeus
section or at the military prison in lloyati. Toward the end of
1968 ESA was endowed with nearly absolute powers of
arrest, detention and interrogation. The object of its
attention was anyone suspected of being an opponent or
potential opponent of the regime — whether civilian or
military personnel — in short, anyone, whether communist
or conservative democrat, who did not completeb support
the dictatorship. 'Some of the defendants,' said the
prosecutor in his closing speech at the end of the trial,
'wanted to present EAT ESA not as a place of torture but
as a national reformatory. Modestly reserving to themselves
infallibilits of judgement, thev have tried to follow in the
footsteps of thc I hdy Inquisition.'

Many of the more senior intelligence officers were
described in the trial as being guided by a fanatical
anti-communism which they worked hard to instil in their
command. Indeed, it was to be the defence of almost all the
soldier defendants that thev were merely obeying orders
and were acting in a situation of compulsion and duress.

St d kis declaration ua!: analugma, en the threed recantations umber

torture that nen: estomd 30:, cars betore, during the near-ta,;ci.st dicmionhip

loanni, \taxa] '13n-41.Ii is important to note that althimgh torture xas used in


Greeka helnre thc jmita Ispeciticall‘ during thc \It sa,s di,:taR,Nhip, in the island

‘,iacnt ration camps during the Pl-14),-I't lila  And  within the a h- force in a


particular illeident in the early I LP50%), 11.IS newt- dn enclemic part

some arnilogists for the junra have argued.

Louncil of kurnpr. Furnroran( Ai/mission • if Human Rights,  The  Greek

Las,- Rapan  nfi the [ronrpris, inn,  1,71A

E lirera transLated is the 'Special Interrogation Scetinn'. I lowncr, in

inage F. kr meant the place  u  here the speciA unit ape ui ted,  namek. VsA's

Ulan, headquarter,.

The pattern tif torture

Arrests appear to have been carried out usually at night,
vdthout a warrant, by a car-load of ESA men under the
command of an officer from the Prosecution Section and
were often accompanied bv a beating. On arrival at
headquarters, the detainee would usuallY be taken to the
commanding officer and verbally threatened with imminent
and severe violence. In order to intimidate him, he might he
shut into a guardroom where there were clubs, whips and
canes hanging on the wall. He would soon he locked in a
cell and told to write a statement of confession which would
then be taken by the jailor to the interrogator who was
responsible and then finally passed on to the commanding
officer The precise interrogation technique would be
decided upon usualk in conference between the command-
ing officer and the interrogator The appropriate instruc-
tions were then issued to the duty officer, the jailor and the
guards.

Threats of violence would be repeated to the new
prisoner. He Would be told in detail how powerless was his
position and what was about to happen to both himself-and
his famik 'You're in our hands. 'This is ESA. You will vomit
blood ...', Theofilovannakos told the taxi driver Dimitrios
Kotsakis. 'You know', loannidis told 1.1 ing-Commander

Minis, 'it is possible that some parts of your body might be
destroyed."... Either you won't come out or you will leave a
cripple,' Nlichail Sabatakakis, a dentistry student, was
informed. 'Theofiloyannakos said he would arrest my wife
and the whole lot. He said he would draw my teeth one by
one...! said General Pantelis Kalamakis, the former head
of the National Security Service. 'I remained worried for a
fortnight,' he continued, 'that they had arrested my
brother-in-law who had no connection with the case. Then
Hajizisis promised to release him and play-acted in front of
me, pretending to telephone.... It wati a sad spectacle for a
Greek officer....'

According to the testimony, shortly after the initial
threats, guards — normally in a group — would enter the cell
and beat the prisoners with either clubs or their fists; this
type of beating was known as a 'tea-party'. There were four
large cells which were used for beatings. At EAT/ESA
there were two types of blows, Sergeant Petrou explained in
evidence:

' "General" blows were those administered when
prisoners were being taken to the punishment block.
"Special" blows were administered during the ordeal. At
this time there would always be two guards in the cell. The
blows were administered on the buttocks and the shanks so
that blood should start to collect in the lower extremities
and cause pain. The blows on the buttocks were with clubs,
alternatiyely vertical and horizontal. These caused a
particular type of swelling....'

At the outset of the ESA torture routine, prisoners
would he deprived of both food and drink. They would he
told to remain standing in thc corner of their cell,
sometimes on one foot hut usually at attention. This ordeal
would last several days. It would often be interspersed with
more beatings — standings and beatings together known as a
'tea parts with toast'. If the prisoner fell down, he would be
made to resume his standing position. Sometimes prisoners
would be taken to the training centre, KESA, where the
escorting guards would pass on to a non-commissioned
officer, Nikolaos Kainich, the orders from headquarters as
to who was to receive further beatings.

'They wanted to give us the sensation that we were
forgotten,' said Mrs Virginia Tsouderou, a member of the
present Greek Parliament who had been arrested in March
1973, 'and that there was no-one to care for us  

Antonopoulos hinted to me that .. all my friends had been
arrested ... the Security had taken nn children's identity
cards Idle same day] and in this way I would not know what
had happened to them.'

After standing upright for a few days and being

deprived of refreshment, the victim would normally begin

to experience hallucinations. loannis Koronaios, a United

States citizen who was arrested on 3 October 1970, said: 'I

began to see that I had two faces, one in front and one

behind. I was delirious. I began to insult the government

and everyone there.... 'Then I tried to separate my soul

from my body so that I could lease my body to be tortured.'


Michail Vardanis, a lawyer who was arrested in June
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1973, had the following experience:

'On the walls I saw sad family faces. I saw the wall

open and a gap for possible escape. I began to feel for the

gap, to find the right point. Then mv fingers touched the

wall and I was disappointed.... The same exening, I saw a
refrigerator on the walk I said to the guard, "Wht. don't vou

open it and give me a Coca Cola?" My mouth was

parehed....'

Evenrualls, the standing ordeal would end, and the

prisoner would receive some food and drink. Sometimes, it

was reported, the water might contain soap, or, to increase

the thirst, the food might he heavily laced with salt. Some

former prisoners suspect that they were fed hallucinatory

drugs.

At intenals, a prisoner might receive a 1, isit from the

former army doctor at ESA, Dr Dimitrins kofas, also a

defendant at the trial. He would advise when their

condition made it dangerous for the ordeal to continue. He
was said to have acted as the 'traffic controller' for torture,

although he disputed the degree of control that he was

alleged to have had. But Michail Vardanis gave an example

in evidence of such 'traffic control': '... a man arrived who

was introduced to me as I )r Kolas. I le took my pulse and

asked Petrou how many da‘s I had been there. When

Petrou told him it was the fourth day, he said: "All right".

Ile then left and I continued having to stand upright:

Many witnesses claimed that Dr Kotas promised to

return 'in a minute' or 'tomorrow' with medication, but in

fact did not re-appear for several days or even weeks. To

one prisoner who was experiencing symptoms of heart

failure, he sent aspirin alter four days. When Squadron-

1.eader Stapas began to suffer from blood in his urine, Dr

kofas recommended orange juice and rest. Because he

prescribed orange juice as though it were the panacea for

many serious ailments and injuries, he became known

among prisoners as 'the orange juice doctor'.

For about the first 20 days of the routine, prisoners

would not be permitted to wash, change clothes or smoke.

Some even had to relieve themselves in their cells during

the standing ordeal. In such an atmosphere, the smallest

kindess was remembered by the prisoners with dispro-

portionate gratitude. Foiyos Koutsikas, for example, a

lawyer who was arrested in November 1970, recalled the

following experience during his evidence:

'At 11 pm they took me back to the cell.... a soldier

came to the window, yen disturbed, almost in tears, and

asked me anxiously: 'Are you still holding out, Sir?' I was

overwrought. I told him I could hold out for once more but

that the third time I would succumb. I will always remember

the behaviour of this soldier. I told hint to come and see me

when we were both free.... The previous el, ening a soldier

tame, Yen scared, and gave me a piece of cake.... :Another

time, .,. a soldier brought me a packet of cigarettes and a

box of matches.'

'What have we come to?' the prosecutor subsequently

asked the court-martial. 'A light for a cigarette is regarded

as a benefaction.' If a guard attempted to help a prisoner, he 


too would he punished. One guard, Dionysios Charalam-

hopoulos, who was a prosecution witness, was locked in a

cell and beaten h Major Spanos with a club for helping

several arrested students; he was subsequently transferred

as a punitive measure to the 5I3th Infamn Battalion at

Komotini. Another guard, one Papandreopoulos, dis-
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appeared after allegedly helping a prisoner.

One effect of the torture routine on the victims,

according to a number of prosecution witnesses, was their

desire to Coltirrilt suicide. Admiral Konstantinos Engoltb-

poulos, a Cornier commander-M-chief of the Navy who was

in compulson- retirement at the time of his arrest in \lay

1973. said: 'I decided to commit suicide. I tried to find a

way. was desperate. I had seen an electric razor in a dirty

lavaton We used. I asked to go to the I:Raton-. I took the

razor but there was no blade. In that wav they Were Well

organised. Then I looked Mr a pin to tear my seins but I

tailed.' Commander lliimoulos, who was arrested in 71/4 la 
1973 and who was handed m er to ESA by Naval I IQ,

confessed that he was 'under- geat psychological strain. I

was an object and not a person. I thought of suicide but

could find nothing in my cell to do it with.' I ,ieurenant-

General Nikolaos Papanikolaou, arrested in June 1969, had

been even more desperate:

1 had hallucinations from thirst and standing upright. .

la one moment ms cell was Jell open. I tried to escape. I ran

in the direction of the US Embassy, but they caught up with

me. Then theY beat me tbr two hours.... I w oke up in a cell

and an feet were sw ollen. Blood and liquid were running

from ms wounds and I had a terrible pain in my chest. I

anted to kill myself__ SOMetilnes I drank Ely (ME

urine.... On 3 September 1 suttered a crisis and tried to kill

rm self.'

loanMs Sergopoulos. a law student who had been

arrested in :\ lay 1 973 and taken to KESA, made a similar

decision about suicide but changed his mind: 'Kainieh beat

me daih. Before heating me, he would sadistically show me

the size of his list and a monogrammed ring which he wore

anti w hell made his blows much more painthl. 1 began to

cough up blood__ Kainich also used me for training the

ESA men, w show them how to heat. I was the sandbag and

he was the boxer. ... One morning he threw me onto a pile

of bricks and began to hit me with them and kick me,

preferably in the genitals..fhat day I decided to kill myself.

1 could stand no more and I didn't kmny him much further

things might go.... rhe worst torture at KESA was waiting

to be tortured.... The beating began at 9 am and I knew

they would reach my cell at midday. As m 1. turn

approached. I wished I could have been in Me first cell to

have got it over This was a daily routine.... 1 was obsessed

with the idea ot suicide. But I suddenly came to En senses

and rejected the idea. 1 thieught im death yy tin Id onlY help

the dictatorship. I swore an oath: "1 am coming out ol here

alive. 1 shall lb c. It is my dutv Iii the."

Published April 1977

"1--- ••••   ••••
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• TOGETHER AGAIN

Much of the information Amnesty International receives
can he grim and depressing, but there are also heartening
moments when a life is saved or a prisoner of conscence is
released. Zheng Chaolin was 78 years of age when this
picture was taken. First imprisoned in the 19305 under the
Chinese nationalists, he wn later detained under Chairman
Mao in a series of arrests of Trotskyist leaders. He was
imprisoned in Shanghai in 1952 and ended up spending 27
years in prison. He was adopted by Amnesty International
as a prisoner of conscience.

Little was known about his fate until in May1979 when, not
knowing whether he was alive or dead, Amnesty
International launched a special campaign on his behalf.
Whetter it was by coincidence or not, he and his wife, Wu
.fingru, were released the nett month. This photo, taken in
China, shows the couple together again.
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AFRICAN
NATIONALISTS

INTERNED
Thousands ofAfrican nationalists were


interned under the illegal government of

Ian Smith before Rhodesia gained


independence in April 1980 and became

Zimbabwe. Amnesty Internationak


concerns were set out in a report issued in

1976 from which the following extracts are


taken.

Amnesty International is panicularly concerned by the
Following human rights problems in Rhodesia:

the use of prey entive detention, imposed without
charge or trial for periods of indefinite duration. Those
detained include nationalist leaders belonging to banned
political parties and rank and file members of political
organizations, like the African National Council, which
have not yet been proscribed;

the physical restriction of released prisoners and
political detainees;

the holding of trials and detention review
tribunals  in camera;

the use of the death penalty, in some cases on a
mandatory basis, for a wide range of offences, and the

execution, in secret, of condemned prisoners;
the torture of political prisoners;

the government's refusal to establish an indepen-
dent inquiry into allegations of atrocities committed by the
Rhodesian security Forces;

the forced settlement of large numbers of rural
Africans in so-called 'protected villages' as pan of the
gosernmcnt's counter-insurgency policy...

Since 1965 the United Kingdom has theoretically
retained sole power to legislate for Rhodesia and all

legislathe enactments, executive actions and judicial
procedures of the Rhodesian Front government have been
regarded internationally as of no effect. However, in
practice, the 13ritish government has been unable to

exercise its legitimate authority.

The constitutional legality of the Rhodesian regime
has also been tested in the courts. In 1968, the highest court
of appeal For Rhodesian questions, the judicial Committee

of the Privy Council in London, ruled that the detention
order served on Daniel Aladzimbamuto, a political
prisoner, in November 1965 was invalid since it had been

issued by a 'rebel' administration. The Privy Council
ordered Mr Madzimbamuto's immediate release.

This appeal was widely regarded outside Rhodesia as
a test case to determine the illegality of the. Rhodesian Front
government, hut despite initial hopes that the ruling would

have effect in Salisbury, it was rejected by both judiciary and
administration and Mr Madzimhamuto remained in

detention. The Rhodesian government's right to implement
the death penalty has been challenged internationally on
similar legal grounds, and similarly upheld in Rhodesia.

Since UDI 'Unilateral Deciarafion of Independ-
ence], the government has remained intransigent in the face

of increasing pressures. for African majority rule. Attempts
at a constitutional settlement were made in direct
negotiations between the British and Rhodesian govern-
ments in 1966, 1968 and 1971-72, and between the

Rhodesian goy ernment and Rhodesia's African nationalist
leaders on two occasions in 1974. These negotiations broke

down because of the regime's unwillingness to make major
concessions to African aspirations...

Almost without exception, Rhodesia's political prisoners
are Africans who actively support the nationalist struggle
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fbr majority rule on the basis of universal adult suffrage.

They may differ as to political affiliation or stratep, but they

are united by their desire to see an end to the social,

economic and political domination of Rhodesia by the white

minority population. Until recently, almost all African

nationalist leaders were in detention in Rhodesia or were

political exiles abroad. Roth Joshua Nkomo, the former

ZAPU [Zimbabwe African Peoples' Unionl leader, arid

Reverend Ndahaningi Sithole, the former ZANU [Zim-

babwe African National Union] leader, were detained

almost continuously from the time that their political parties

were banned in the early 1960s until December 1974.

Since the development of African nationalism as a

mass movement in the 1950s, successive governments have

used political imprisonment and detention as a means of

controlling African political opposition. When the various

African political organizations were proscribed in turn,

usually within a short time of their formation, their leaders

were restricted, detained or driven into exile...

Prison conditions

Under the discriminatory system operated by the Rho-

desian prison authorities, a prisoner is graded upon entry

into prison according to the authorities' estimation of his or

her standard of living. The grades stipulate the kind of

food, clothing and cell equipment to be supplied. In

practice Europeans are normally placed on scale I and

receive the best treatment, Asians and Coloureds (people of

mixed race) are put on scale II, and Africans on scale III,

although better educated or more prosperous Africans may

be placed on scale II.

Most political prisoners, including untried detainees,

are classified on scale III. As such, they receive a diet

consisting largely of sadza, a maize-meal porridge, but

without items like bread and sugar which form a normal

part of the diet of urban Africans. They wear shorts and

singlets, but are barefoot. They are only given sisal sleeping

mats and three or four blankets as bedding.

Although graded in the same way as convicted

prisoners, political detainees have certain privileges not

shared by other prisoners. They are allowed mare frequent

visits and mail, they do not have to work while in prison and

they may purchase additional foodstuffs to supplement

their prison diet with money sent to them from outside.

Detainees are normally kept separate from convicted

prisoners.

Despite these advantages, political detainees have

complained many times about the harsh treatment the,

receive. In August 1972, 34 detainees at Salisbury Remand

Prison smuggled out a letter to .Amnesty International and

the International Committee of the Red Cross detailing

instances of bad treatment. Similarly detainees complained

that the deaths in detention of Leopold Takawira in June

1970 and Kenneth Chisango in January 1974 were directly

attributable to poor conditions and inadequate medical

attention. The Rhodesian authorities deny these claims.

Torture allegations

There have been consistent allegations of torture since the

introduction of the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act in

1960, but recent reports indicate that it is now employed

almost as routine practice by both police and security

forces. It is particularly acute in northeast Rhodesia where

nationalist guerrillas are active, Many hundreds of Africans

in that area are reported to have been detained for short

periods by the security forces and subjected to interrogation

and torture on the assumption that they possess information

about guerrilla activities.

Various methods of torture are allegedly used. They

include beating on the body with fists and sticks, beating on

the soles of the feet with sticks, and the application of

electric shocks by means of electrodes or cattle goads. In

addition torture victims have been threatened with

castration or immersed head first in barrels of water until

unconscious.

Since 1974, church leaders and African parliamen-

tarians have called repeatedly for the establishment of an

independent inquin into allegations of torture and

atrocities committed by the security forces. All such calls

have been rejected by the Minister for Law and Order on

the grounds that any inquiry would undermine the morale

of the armed forces. The minister has also stated that

several allegations investigated by his department were

Inund to be false. Nevertheless, when several torture

victims brought actions for damages in the 1 ligh Court in

1975, the government introduced the Indemnity and

Compensation Act. This act effectively indemnifies mem-

bers of the security forces against prosecution for any

actions carried out since 1 December 1972 while on active

senice in the war zone. The act also gave the minister

authority to terminate actions for damages which were

before the High Court — an authority that the minister

exercised immediatel . to forestall several outstanding suits.

In effect, the Indemnity and Compensation Act gives the

security fortes absolute discretion as to the methods they

employ against suspected guerrillas even if such methods

include killings among the civilian population. Conse-

quently no inquiry has been held into reported civilian

killings at Kandeva Tribal Trust I .and in the Mount Danvin

arca on 12 June 1975.

Capital punishment

The death penalty is very widely used not only for criminal

offences such as murder or rape, hut also for those

convicted of certain political offences under the Law and

Order (Maintenance) Act. This act, which has been

amended many times since 1965 so as to provide for

increasingly severe sentences, created a number of offences

which may incur a capital sentence and also specified

offences which carry a  mandcdorr  death penalty Possession

of arms of war, commission of acts of terrorism or
harbouring of guerrillas fall within the former category, in
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which a judge may exercise discretion in deciding whether
to impose the death penahx. The latter category includes
offences involving arson, the use of explosives or the

recruitment of guerrillas. In these cases the judges ham e no
discretion M sentencing and must impose the death penalty
whatever the particular circumstances. Only pregnant
women and children under 16 ears of age are excluded
from execution while youths aged between In and 19 may

either be executed or sentenced to life imprisonment.

Since 1965 more than 60 people are believed to have
been hanged. "Ric first executions were carried out in 1968
amidst a storm or international protest, and immediately led
the L nited Nations lo impose comprehensne and manda-
ton economic sanctions against Rhodesia. Before any
executions took place the British government had reiterated
the view that the Rhiidesian Frimt regime could not lawtnlh
earn out executions. Queen Lbaheth II. whose position as
Rhodesian head of state had not at that rime been
challenged, exercised the royal prerogative of mercy to

commute the sentences of the first three men due to he
executed. Nevertheless, the three men were hanged on
6 March 1968 after the Rhodesian Chief Justice ruled that
the Rhodesian l'ront regime had  dcfactii  authority to carry
out executions,

Publitied Mirth 19M
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LONG-TERM
PRISONERS IN

CUBA
In March 1978 a memorandum was sent to

the Cuban Government following a visit by


Hir111hers of Amnesty International. The

memorandum outlined issues of


continuing concern. which included the

long-term detention of politiral prisoners


as illustrated lw the following extract.

We  appreciate that the number of political prisoners has

decreased very substantially in the course of the 1970s. We

nevertheless remain concerned at the number of people

who remain in prison, on political charges or Mr politically

motisated offences. It was explained to us in I lavana that

these persons Wen: detained and sentenced for such

offences as sabotage, arson or armed uprising. Rut it also

appears that many  were  sentenced not for specific acts, but

for membership of the numerous political organisathms

which opposed the Revcdutionarv Government in the earls

I%Os. From the information available to us, we understand

that members of these political movements did regularly

resort to violence and armed sabotage. We do not therefore

claim that these people can necessarily be considered

Prisoners of Conscience. We arc nesertheless concerned by

the following issues:

(I) From the inibrmation currently available to us, it

does seem that certain indis iduals may have been arrested
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and sentenced to long terms of imprisonment mnre because
of their ideological opposition to the Revolutionary
Government than on account of any specific offence. If the
Cuban government does not accept this viewpoint, we
believe that it should explain the precise charges against
these persons, together with the evidence to substantiate
these charges.

(2) In the early years of the Revolution, procedures
before the Reyolutionan Tribunals have been criticised as
summary with certain restrictions on the rights of legal

consultation and defence: sentences passed by these
tribunals were in many cases extremely severe, and were
arguably out of proportion to the alleged offence.

We are acutely aware that a substantial number of
Cuban prisoners are now among the longest term political
prisoners to be found anywhere in the world of todav. Vie
were infOrmed by Cuban officials of the reasons against a
general amnesty at this time. These included the continua-
tion of externally based acts of terrorism, with particular

reference to the sabotage of the Ctehethaairline in Barbados
in October 1976. We deplore these acts of terrorism. Vet we
very strongly doubt that there could be any causal

connection between an amnest• ;and the continuation of
such terrorist acts.

Leaving aside the question of a general amnesty, we
were informed on several occasions In both governmental
and judicial officials that in accordance with Law 993 of
1961, and in accordance with the overall principles of the

'Progressive Plan', those prisoners who obey the existing
prison regulations and whose conduct is deemed satisfac-
tory may he granted conditional freedom after sening at

least one quarter of their sentences. While noting the
release of several hundred political prisoners from both
within and outside the 'Progressive Plan' over the course of

the past year, we were concerned to see that there are still
3,000 in prison within the Progressive Plan', many of them
long term prisoners 'Or ho have served very much more than
One quarter of their sentences. We would therefore like to
know more of the exact procedures by which conditional
release is given or denied to people in this category.

We are also concerned that precise statistics of the
number of political prisoners or 'counter-revolutionary
offenders' should be readily available. It was stated by

numerous officials that numbers have been grossly
exaggerated outside Cuba. It was suggested by more than
one official that these exaggerations should be rectified, and

the true picture presented. But the Cuban government has
not, as far as we know, given out precise statistical
information concerning the number of prisoners, their

sentences and places of detention. The several public
references over the past year have only given very general
information. In Havana we were informed that the number
of 'counter-revolutionary offenders' was slightly in excess

of 3000._ Vie would appreciate it if on our next visit we
could be provided with precise statistics on those still in
prison.

Publithd November MS

• 'SINCE I AM FREE NOW EVERYTHING CAN
BE FACED'

'At last I can write to you from home. I am
now a free me, wrote Sidgi Awad
after his release from prison in the Sudan.
He had been arrested as a suspected
Communist in July 1919 under the National
Security Law and was detained without
trial in Kober Prison, Khartoam, until he
was released in December 1983.

While in prison, he was divorced from his
wife. Despite the fact that he faced other
personal difficulties, his sense of optimism
as he set about rebuilding his life was
undiminished this is shown cleady in the
letter he wrote to a member of the
Amnesty International group which had
campaigned for his release: 'I am now a
free man ... and will continue my work on
the thesis I began four years ego.. . All
my problems will not make me lose hope. I
look hopefully to the Mere. Since I am free
now, everything can he faced. Life ia a
country like ours needs fighting and
struggle on different fronts: political and
personal...

'I cannot find words to express my thanks
to you in Amnesty International, for your
solidarity, your sympathy end your
struggle for my release. Without your help,
without the feeling that other people ia the
world are defending our freedom and
helping us and our people, life would have
been so hard and difficult. Please convey
my thanks and best wishes to your
friends.. .'
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HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS IN

UGANDA
While Uganda was ruled by President Idi


Amin. from 197110 1979.  tens a thousands

of people were killed and Amnesty


International received frequent reports of

atrocities being carried out by the security

forces. In 1977 it submitted its concerns to

the UN Commission on Human Rights and

urged that they be studied. The following


year it released a report 'Human Rights in

Uganda" from which this extract collies.

Amnesty International is extremely concerned about the
human rights situation in Uganda. Since the military
government of President !di Amin came to power by coup
d'etat in 1971, there has developed a consistent pattern of
gross human rights violations which is still continuing.
Amnesty International's main concerns are as MIlows:

the overthrow of the rule of law;
The extensive practice of murder by government

security officers, which often reaches massacre propor-
tions;

the institutionalized use of torture;
the denial of fundamental human rights guaran-

teed in the Universal Declaration ofIfni-flan Rights;
the regime's constant disregard thr the extreme

concern expressed by internatinnal opinion and interna-
tional organizations such as the United Nations, which
results in the impression that gross human rights violations
may be committed with impunity.

These aspects of repression in Uganda are
documented here in outline. This statement centres on the
human rights issues within the mandate of Amnesty
International's statutory concerns, and details of other
political, economic and historical events and trends arc
mentioned only where they are relevant to this purpose.
The focus is on events during 1977 and the first part of
1978. Events up to 1977 have been well documented by the
International Commission of jurists and are not generally
included here, though some earlier events are briefly
mentioned in order to show clearly the structure of human
rights violations.

The aim of this report is not simply to deliver another
condemnation of one man at the centre of this terrible
structure, who has been instrumental in creating and
perpetuating it: what Amnesty International considers more
important is to describe the whole structure, which involves
many other individuals and which penetrates all areas of
Ugandan society from the severely diminished urban elite
to the poorest rural peasant. The effect of this structure of
repression can be said without fear of exaggeration to have
transformed the whole society in a short period of time into
a ruthless rnilitary dictatorship marked bv arbitrary arrest,
torture, murder, the removal of virtually all fundamental
human rights, the terrorization of the population, and the
turning of tens of thousands of Ugandans into refugees.

International concern about human rights violations
in Uganda has been voiced on many occasions from manv
different sources. The International Commission of jurists
made important submissions on Uganda to the United
Nations Commission on 1 human Rights in 1974 and 1976.
The Commission took no action in 1975 and President
Amin announced that he had been exonerated from what he
called a 'smear campaign'. 1 le falsely claimed that 'the
accusations, inspired In an imperialist conspiran, were
Mund baseless'i On 25 August 1976 the Sub-Commission
on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities recommended that the Commission should
undertake a thorough study of human rights violations in
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Uganda. Hy 1977 Liganda had secured a scat tin this

Gimmission. When the Cominksfim met again in lilehruan
and \ larch 1977, the ( iornmksion decided again to take no

action but merely to keep the situation milder irtwitim„
open statement on human rights violations in Uganda was

made lin iitmnety International at the commencement of

the Commission's session, and there were strong interna-

tional protests at the atrocities and massacres which were

Perpetrated hs Ugandan securth officers at the yen time

the Commissiim was in session. ln lin 1977 Amnesia

Imernational made a lengthy nfinmunication to the

Commission, wader its confidential procedures, lin human
rights in Cganda. In March I 97S the Commission took On

undisclosed decision on Uganda, announced hy the

(Mailman, NIL keba la Italie, after conshlering the case tin
confidential session.
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UGANDA:
EVIDENCE OF

TORTURE
Having overthrown Milton Obote to lake


pmser.ldi Amin was himselfovedhrown in


1979 and after elections the following year


Milton Obote became president once


again. Hillman rights abuses continued.


however. and Amnesty International


continue41 its appeals to the President to


lake action to end them. In 1935 a Iiirther


reporttganda: Ridencc of Torture'. from


which this extract comes. received with'


international publicity and drew a public


response from the tgandan boyeminent.


Shortly aliens ards. Milton ()bole's


government was apin overthrown.
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From the testimonies of many fbrmer detainees 1.mnesn.c

International has been able tO compile a detailed picture ot

conditions and the use of torture within military barracks.

Many reports refer to Nlakindve barracks in Kampala as the

most notorious of these, hut conditions in other places of

nOlitary detention are reported to be similar.

On arrival at Makindye it is reported that detainees

are normally taken to a section just inside the main gate

known as the 'quarter ",mard'. One former detainee

describes how there were a large number of prisoners in the

four cells of the 'quarter guard' and that they had to sleep in

squatting positions one behind the other. In or outside the

'quarter guard' new prisoners are usually beaten with iron

hors, cable, pieces of wood into which nails have been

driven, rifle buns,  punkas  (machetes) or hammers, In some

cases prisoners are alleged to have died as a result.
Alter the 'quarter guard', prisoners are taken to other

sections on, lakindyc. The largest section, which figures in

many former detainees' accounts, is known as the

'go-down', This is a long concrete building with a

esirrugated imn roof, a former store. It has an iron door and

no windows, but a few ventilation holes. The numbers held

there reportedly vary but are Sometimes more than UM.

According to all accounts the turnover of prisoners is rapid.

Prisoners held in the 'go-down' at \iakind c barracks

are reported to he fed infrequentb; perhaps twice a week,

and also rarely' given water. According to one former

prisoner: 'People often begged for your urine because they

had gone so long without water.' This claim is repeated by a

number ol former prisoners. Food, Ns hen it is available,

consists of poorly cooked  posho  (maize meal porridge), often

with maggots in it. Some prisoners are apparently able to

bribe guards to let them have Food provided by their

One woman described to A11111e5EVInternational how

she was sened with food in NIuhoti barracks in Fort Portal,

She said that prisoners were often given a hot, w Hen- bean

stew which was poured into their cupped hands. h was

often too b for them to hold. At the same time  posh')  was

thrown into the cell. It was impossible to catch both before

they landed on the floor, which was covered with dirt and

excreta.
hilet facilities in the 'go-down at Makindye and in

most places of military detention consist of an oil drum or
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bucket in the room where prisoners are held, which the
prisoners can only empty infrequently, often as rarely as
once a month. Some former detainees report that the floor
of the 'go-down' was covered with water. No bedding is
provided.

It is reported that many prisoners die in the
`go-down', either From starvation or as a result of their
beatings. Their bodies may not be removed for up to two
weeks. Similarly, a detainee who was held for two months in
Kireka barracks in 1984 alleges that approximately live
people died there each day as a result of starvation or
torture.

When dead bodies are removed, this is done by
prisoners. One former prisoner has described being told to
remove the 'meat and bones'. Prisoners were beaten as they
moved corpses.

Other fmmer prisoners report having regularly been
taken out at night to load bodies onto lorries or Land
Rovers. The bodies are reportedly driven out of the
barracks and dumped in mass graves. in 1984 an Australian
television crew filmed an open mass grave within a few
hundred yards of an army barracks. Interviewed by the
television reporter, a Ugandan Government representative
said that he did not know who was responsible.

Amnesty International has received reports of mass
graves in the Luwero area to the north-west of Kampala.
Former Ugandan security personnel, as well as former
detainees, allege that they drove lorryloads of bodies from
military barracks in Kampala to dump on the edge of forests
near the city.

Beatings

For manv prisoners, the frequent beatings continue
throughout their time in Makindve or tither military
barracks. In a few instances it is reported that prisoners are
not beaten after being transferred from the 'quarter guard',
possibly because they are from wealthy families and the
soldiers guarding them hope tn receive a ransom. There is a
section in Makindve referred to by some former detainees
as the 'paying wing'. Among those former detainees
interviewed by Amnesty International, by far the largest
number had bribed their wav out of prison.

The victims of beatings appear to be selected at
random, for example when fitod is brought. One former
prisoner describes being regularly beaten at the same time
each morning and this being described as 'breakfast'.
Another gives a similar account, except that in his case it
was described as 'coffee'. Sometimes prisoners are
reportedly taken out of the cell for interrogation and beaten.
It does not appear, however, that the main purpose of this
ill-treatment is to gather information since most accounts
indicate that the questioning which takes place is cursory:
Those interrogated in Nile Mansions or in 'safe houses' are
more likely to be thoroughly interrogated, though the
methods of torture reportedly differ little.

On a number of occasions, prisoners are known to
have been taken from their cells and apparently deliberately 


beaten to death. One former prisoner described how an
inmate was beaten with an axe on his head and another had
his arm cut ofT. Both died. Ile himself was beaten with an
iron bar and left for dead outside the barracks.

Another former Makindve prisoner described one
man being killed by having his head hit against a wall while
another was killed by being hit hard on top of his head with
a rifle butt.

HMIS

Although beating is the most common form of torture,
other methods arc reported. One which is described in a
number of accounts consists of tying the victim down, with a
car tyre suspended over him or her. This is then set alight
and the molten rubber drips onto the victim, causing
serious burns. This is reportedly done for many hours,
Mien until the victim is dead.

One prisoner who suffered such torture was detained
in Makindve in 1982. She described what happened to
Amnesty International:

'They tied my legs and hands and tied me onto a
metal chair Then they started asking me where the
guerrillas were and which government I was supporting.
They told me that we wanted to bring back the Kabaka [the
former king of Buganda] and Lule as president. They
accused me of being DP [Democratic Party) and Catholic
and .Muganda and therefore very dangerous.

'After questioning me the soldiers came and tied an
old tyre over my head, lit it and then left me there. There
were so many people there, men and women prisoners. The
practice was that they started beating them and tied them up
and then lit the tyre_

'The hot rubber droplets were made to fall on my
head, my face, my right hand and on the right side of mv
chest. The hot rubber droplets fell and spread all over my
upper body causing untold suffering to me. All along they
were asking me to tell them where my sons were and
insisting that my sons had joined the guerrillas in the bush
and that I must know where they were operating from. I told
them that my sons were not guerrillas and that I did not
know whether they were engaged in guerrilla activities or
not. Apart from my sons, the soldiers were asking me to tell
them where ldi Amin's soldiers were operating from and
who were the people supporting Nrusufu Lule.

'The melting hot rubber burned the skin off my face,
chest and arms and the pain is just indescribable. I spent the
whole day from about 8.30 am in this position and at about
midnight I prayed to the Virgin Mary with my rosary around
my chest.'

She was helped to escape. She received some medical
treatment inside Uganda and then fled the country. She
later had a number of operations to graft skin from her
thighs onto her face and right arm. She still feels
considerable pain in her head, breasts, hip, back, legs and
arms, as well as suffering from headaches and high blood
pressure.

Published 1N5
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DECLARATION OF
CONSCIENCE

ksoed hv :inmesly International for
Human Rights Day 1978.

Three decades after the proclamation of the Universal

Declaration of I luman Rights, countless men and women

arc in prison for their beliefs.

'Ehey are being held as prisoners of conscience in

scores dcountdes throughout the world, in crowded jails,

in labour camps, and in remote prisons.

Thousand• are held under administrative orders,

often hv military rulers, and are denied any possibility of

trial or appeal. Others are in hospitals for the insane or

hidden in secret detention camps. Many are forced to

endure relentless, systematic torture.

Increasingly, political leaders and ordinary citizens

are becoming the victims of abductions, disappearances

and killings carried out both by government and opposition.

These acts are an affront to human society. They

degrade the entire political process within the community

of nations.

II

Nowhere in the principles which govern the conduct of

nations is there justification for arbitrary arrest, detention,

torture and murder.

The Charter of the United Nations has established

the individual and collective commitment of its members to

the rights and fundamental freedoms of all people.

The violation of those rights and freedoms is an insult

to all people and a threat to international peace and stability.

There has been progress. The International Bill of

I Inman Rights has finally entered into force and 52

governments have ratified the covenants which form part of

it. All governments within the United Nations have

unanimously declared that under no circumstances is there

justification for torture. They have adopted the Standard

Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners.

The United Nations, the International Labour

Organisation and UNESCO have established mechanisms

to hear complaints of human rights violations.

Proposals are now before the United Nations tbr an

international code of conduct tor law enforcement officials

and Mr principles to protect the human rights of all persons

subjected to am form of detention or imprisonment.

The American Convention on Duman Rights has

now entered into force, the Council of Europe has dealt

with numerous eases before its human rights commission

and the creation of regional mechanisms for the protection

of human rights elsewhere has been endorsed by govern-




ments in the United Nations.

This progress is of vital importance. The setting of

international human rights standards and the creation of

possibilities for the protection of those rights reinforce the

vision of the Universal Declaration of I Inman Rights.

Thirty years ago, it was that declaration which

elevated respect for the inalienable rights of all people

above the distinctions of race, nation and belief It

proclaimed respect for the dignity of the human person as

the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world.

ill

That commitment to human dignity has not been

honoured: freedom, justice and peace have become the

broken promises of our time.

The victims of economic, social and political

injustices have been denied even the right to defend their

rights. Prisoners of conscience are known to be in detention

in at least 71 countries. In at least 50 countries detention

without trial is permitted or is taking place. Numbers of

political prisoners are being kept in prolonged detention

awaiting trial. From more than a quarter of the countries

whose governments have voted fix the protection of human

rights, torture has been reported. Almost all retain the

death penalty and in a score of nations, disappearances and

summary killings have become commonplace.

The 30th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of

luman Rights is not an occasion for celebration.

This Anniversary should be a commemoration of all

those who have met their deaths and who have been

silenced in the streets and in the prisons, death cells, camps

and torture chambers. Each killing has been senseless and

shamefial. Each act of torture has disfigured our common

humanity. Every voice which has been silenced has

diminished us all,

11

We, the members of Amnesty International, arc determined

that this commemoration of the victims who have suffered

and who continue to suffer despite the Universal Declara-

tion of 1 luman Rights shall be a signal for change:

We call for the immediate and unconditional release

of all prisoners of conscience wherever they are held.

\Se call for the cessation of all acts of torture and .

cruelty inflicted upon prisoners.

We demand that all political prisoners held without

charge and without trial be given a fair and public hearing

by a competent, independent and impartial court with full

rights of defence.

We reaffirm our total opposition to the imposition and

infliction of the death penalty

We are determined that these principles be respected

by all goyernments, political movements and citizens.

It is only the strength of informed, popular opinion

which will finally put an end to the international hypocrisy

about human rights.

To this end we are totally committed.
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PRISONERS OF
CONSCIENCE IN

CHINA
Concern about political imprisonment in


the People's Republic of China led Amnesty

International to publish a report in 1978.


'Political Imprisonment in the People's

Republic ofChina' described the major


aspects of imprisonment for political

reasons — the laws, the judicial process


and prison conditions. The Constitution

and the law provided that people of a


certain class origin or political

background could be deprived of their


political rights. as illustrated by the ease of

Deng Qingshan in this extract.

Class background becomes particularly important during
the mass 'mobilization' campaigns which are launched
periodically in China. Such campaigns are used for many
purposes: to deter crime, corruption, waste and black
marketeering; for the political and economic mobilization
of the population; and for political purification. During a
campaign, increased emphasis is given to the class struggle
and the search for 'class enemies' is more intense than
usual. Whatever the purpose of the campaign, people who
have a 'had' class status or origin are generally the first to be
scrutinized in the process.

A Chinese language review published in I long Kong,
Huang He,  recently gave the example of one case where
class status was an impin-tant factor in arrest during the
1970 'one-strike three-anti'  ()Ida simian)  campaign. This
purification campaign was carried out while Lin Biao (Lin
Piao) was still in power as Vice-Chairman of the Partv. It
had both a political and an economic purpose: 'one-strike'
meant to strike against 'counter-revolutionaries according
to present activities', 'three-anti' meant to struggle against
corruption, waste and the black market. According to the
review  Huang He,  a 26-year-o/d man named Deng
Qngshan was arrested in a rural production brigade during
this campaign and falsely accused of slandering Chairman
Mao.

Deng Qingshan had lost his mother while he was still
very young and his father had died after the Land Reform.
Deng's father had 'poor peasant' status and had been an
active 'red element' during the Land Reform. After his
death, the head of the familv was Deng's older brother, who
had fought in the Korean War and through this had gained
the prestige of the 'revolutionary fighters'. Because of this
good background, Deng's childhood was protected. He was
ahle to attend middle-school classes and in 1963 he was
preparing to enter university. I lowever, an important event
affected his brother at that time. Aftur his return from the
Korean iNar, Deng's brother had differences of opinion
with the cadres of the production brigade and his
relationship with them soon became very tense. In 1963,
during a campaign to 'afforest the country', the cadres
seized the pretext that the brother had gone to chop wood to
accuse him of 'undermining' this campaign and labelled
him a 'bad element'. Deng's life was immediately affected
by his brother's fate. He was not admitted to university and
returned to work as a primary school teacher in his original
production brigade (village). Because of his brother's 'bad'
status, Deng was dismissed from this post after a few
months and was assigned to labour as an ordinarv peasant in
the production brigade...

In 1970, shortly after the 'one-strike, three-anti'
campaign began in his production brigade, Deng Qingshan
was made the 'target of the campaign because of his 'bad'
background. This decision was taken by the brigade's
cadres and was not made public. It was the outcome of three
days of meetings between the following people:

the brigade's Pam members
members of the 'Security Protection Committee'
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the production teams' leaders (rural brigades are

subdivided into production teams)

members of the Youth Teague (the youth organiza-

tion of the Communist Party)

the brigade's political propagandist (Maacidong

fadaquan).
After these meetings, an investigation team was

Formed in the brigade, comprising the Parw Secretao; the

head of the Security Protection Committee, the head of the

militia, some members of the 'team in charge of carrying

out the class struggle' (douchatha) and some people

responsible for taking notes.

They all settled in Deng's production team for a few

days. Members of the team first talked to indiddual 'poor

peasants' and 'activists' about the class struggle and the

need to tind class enemies. Soon their actions and speeches

created a tense atmosphere in the production team. People

did not know exactly who was going to be the 'victim' but

understood clearly that it was a serious affair. The team

then displayed several slogans: 'We should drag out the

class enemies' ... 'You had better confess now'

'Confession deserves clemency, resistance deserves sever-

ity' ... and 'mobilization' continued in various ways. Two or

three days later, a big meeting was organized for all

members of the production team. They were told that there

was a 'counter-revolutionary' among them whom everyone

should denounce, but the name of the counter-

revolutionary was not disclosed. People were frightened

and started thinking ofwhat they could report ahout others.

They were asked to write down whatever they knew which

seemed wrong to them. Those who could not write well

were given help. The meeting lasted a long time because

many people who presented their papers to the Party

Secretary were told that they were not 'good enough' and

had to be rewritten.

Finally, 81 denunciation papers were collected; most

of them unimportant. 1 iowever, some of them concerned

several young people in the village who, in one of the

papers, were accused of having once stolen a fish and were

said to be often in Deng's company

These young men were taken to the brigade's

headquarters by the investigation team and a `study class'

was organized for them. They were urged to confess their

'illicit relationship' with a 'counter-revolutionan'. As they

were unable to say anything, Deng's name was then

mentioned and they were asked to say what they knew of

him.

Meanwhile, some members of the investigation team

went back to the production team to ask the peasants to

denounce these young men. The previous process was

repeated and in the new denunciations the investigators

found accusations against two of the young men. One was

denounced for haying had an 'illicit sexual relationship'

with a woman and the other for telling a story to some

peasants about the Emperor of the Zhou dynasty and his

concubine, from which it was deduced that he compared

Mao Tsetung with the tyrannical Emperor and Mao's wife 


with the cruel concubine.

Once this information was brought back to the

brigade, these two young men were taken aside by the

investigators. The first was threatened with being labelled a

'bad element' unless he made up for his crime by 'exposing'

f)eng. Frightened, he testified that Deng had once told him

that Mao had been transformed from a snake into a man,

and, every Year, had to go swimming at the time when the

skin changed. TO a Chinese mind, this would sound molt

like a peasant's story than one told by an educated youth and

it seems unlikely that l)eng was its author Nevertheless the

statement was written down, signed and finger-printed by

the young man. The other young man was in his turn

threatened with being branded a 'counter-revolutionary' for

slandering Chairman Mao with the story of the Zhou

Emperor. He then accused Deng of haying told the story

and he, too, signed and finger-printed a statement. The MI)

of them were then allowed to go home. The other young

men who had been taken with them to the hrigade were

then asked to confirm the charges, which they did, for fear

of being kept longer in the 'study class'. Their testimony

was also written down and their finger-prints taken.

This completed the first part of the preliminary

investigation; the evidence of two 'crimes' committed by

Deng plus witnesses had been found. The second part

began with the return of the investigation team to Deng's

production team, where the 'masses' were again mobilized.

Twelve 'poor peasants' were Found to confirm the charges

against Deng and to give additional details. They also made

statements which they signed and finger-printed and a first

dossier (shumian zulxing railluo, was written, including the

follmving information:

Deng's background and class origin

his two 'crimes'

the places and times at which the 'crimes' were

committed

the witnesses to each of the 'crimes'

Deng's acceptance or rejection of the above facts.

Deng was thcn arrested by the militia, taken to the

brigade for interrogation and told to confess. He did not vet

know precisely what he was accused of The cadres gave

him the dossier to read. Under point 5, he could write

either 'conforms with the facts' (thusth) and 'I admit my

crimes' (renzw) or 'does not conform with the facts' Om

shush). Deng was urged to write something. lie had„ in

fact, little choice, because refuting evidence given by 12

'poor peasants' was an impossible challenge and the only

other alternative — admitting the crimes — would make him a

'counter-revolutionary'. At first, therefore, he refused to say

or write anything.

A 'struggle meeting' was then called — the whole

brigade stopped working for an entire day to attend it. I Jena

was confronted with the young men and the 12 'poor

peasants' who had denounced him and who, more than

anybody else, were adamant that he should admit the

crimes. In this situation nobody would dare to speak in his

defence. Deng was pushed, insulted, even beaten and yet
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did not confess. Finally, the brigade's Party Secretary
threatened to write on the dossier that Deng had 'resisted to
the very end' — a powerful threat in China as the official
policy of 'leniency to those who confess, severitv to those
who resist' is well know n to everyone. At that point, Deng
had no choice but to sign the statement and he wrote
'renzui ('I  admit my crimes').

A 'recommendation for arrest' was then written by
the brigade cadres and sent with the dossier to the
commune's 'Security Defence Group'. At the same time
Deng was sent to the commune and his case was no longer
the responsibility of the brigade cadres.

This was the starting-point of a process of reinves-
tigation which was carried out in three stages. Investigators
from the commune were sent to Deng's production team to
interrogate the witnesses, especially about factual inconsist-
encies in the dossier. The commune's investigators,
however, began their investigation by assuring the peasants
repeatedly that they were 'confident in the masses and in
the Pam's grass-roots' — a guarantee of protection for the
witnesses who confirmed their statements. The dossier on
Deng which was finally compiled bn. the commune
contained fewer inconsistencies than the brigade's dossier.

The commune in turn sent its own dossier of
recommendations to the county Public Security authorities
who, after again investigating the case along the same lines,
issued an 'arrest warrant', Deng meanwhile had been
transferred to the county's detention centre and was now
formally 'arrested'. As the case was considered important,
the county authorities handed the dossier to the higher
authorities in the district  (zhiumo).

The third reinvestigation was therefore made by
officials from the district Public Security Bureau. This time
a more detailed investigation was made. However, in order
not to intimidate the witnesses, the district investigators
explained again to the peasants that 'they were confident in
the masses, in the Partv's grass-roots and were standing at
their side'. New details about the crimes were therefore
discovered which made the final dossier better and fuller. It
was sent by the district to Deng's production brigade for
approval. The brigade's Part): Secretan and the member
responsible for Public Security signed it. The district's
dossier did not include the original dossiers prepared by the
brigade, commune and count), which were never seen
again.

Several months later, preparations were made for
passing judgment on Deng. Some officials from the district
came to the production brigade for 'consultations with the
masses', and copies of Deng's dossier were distributed to
the production teams. In addition to inthrmation about the
case, some space was reserved in the dossier for the
'opinions of the masses' and for the 'opinion of the Party's
grass-roots'. A meeting was organized for this purpose, but
people did not quite know what to say and proposed all sorts
of things; some shouted 'execution'. The brigade's Pam'
Secretary, on the other hand, seemed to feel some remorse
and wrote on the dossier: `Peng] admitted his crimes,

A Round priioneri are publith dkiplap'd in Wuhan.
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cooperative attitude, he] deserves clemency'.
The district officials left the brigade after having

collected the 'opinions of the masses' and judgment was
decided upon outside the brigade. In November 1970, a
district Public Security Bureau public notice announced
sentences passed on a number of offenders. Deng was on
the list. I ie had been sentenced to 15 years' imprisonment
with three years' deprivation of civil rights after release, for
slandering Chairman Mao on several occasions ben% een
1967 and 1969. I ft: is reported to have been sent to a labour
camp. I lk present fate is unknown.

Published November ISM
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Al: NOT A DO-
GOODER FOR ALL

CAUSES
By 1978 Amnesty International had grown

to 2173 adoption grows in 33 countries.

with more than 200.000 indbidnal
!members and supporters around the

workl. The prelare Ito the 'Amnesty
International Report 197W reflects upon

thk grom th and st'ls down some of the
guiding principles of the moventent

approach.

Amnesty International is a dynamic mmement. Within less

than two decades it has grown into a worldwide organiz-

ation with members in more than a hundred countries.

During the last two to three years especially there has been

considerable growth, both in membership and actiitities.

The-movement meets with great sympathy from the public

in many countries; it has been honoured In, awards and

prizes ofhigh reputation.

This fame has created problems. There is a tendency

to weave a myth around Amnesty International. The

organization is expected to act in almost all countries on

almost all violations. We arc sometimes treated with a

respect which we do not deserve and are faced with

expectations which we cannot fulfil. It is now more

important than ever for us to explain w ho we are and what

we do: not because we want to defend ourselves, but to

ensure results in our fixture work.

Amnesty International is not a do-gooder br all

possible causes; it has a restricted mandate. It works for the

release of prisoners of conscience and against torture and

executions, but is not involved in work against unemploy-

ment, starvation or other social diseases. Our platform is

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted thirty

'tears ago by the nations of the world. Within that frame

.Amnesty international concentrates its resources on

particular basic civil and political rights.

We do not cover a broader spectrum. This is not

because we ignore the importance of all the other rights, hut

because we recognize that we can only achieve concrete

results within set litnits.

In fact, we belies e that there is a close relation

between different rights. When exploited people cannot

make their voices heard, both political and socio-economic

rights are violated. len. often there is an inter-relationship

between the two — the most obvious example being when

trade unitmists are imprisoned. Amnesty International

neither understands nor accepts the attempts sometimes

made to create a conflict or a contradiction between these

two sets of rights.

Nnr do we accept a contradiction between the rights

of peoples or nations on the one hand and the human rights

of individuals on the other. I Ronan rights have many times

been violated in the name of so-called higher interests, such

as the 'nation', the 'party' or the 'struggle'. I3ut experience

show s that these causes undermine themselves if they need

the support of terror Basic human rights must stand hove

all other political ambitions and should he respected under

all circumstances and in all situations. And again, in the

long run, civil and political rights are the basis of the other

rights, and also of those of a collective nature.

This is how Amnesty International understands its

role in the field of human rights: a limited mandate but an

appreciation of the close relationship between the rights it

defends and all other human rights.

Another or our characteristics is impartiality. Amnesp-

International dues not take a stand for or against any

religion, political party, ideology or economic Ss Stem. I [ere

dermanqralion called In .ininetqj International lo

draw atilenlion lo Whoppranores..
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again, we restrict ourselves to the narrow scope of political
life which deals with specific basic rights. Of course we
realize that there is a link between general politics and the
rights we try to defend, changes or government often result
in arrests or releases. But this fact does not make us change
our approach. W. simpb take facts into account, without
hiding sonic of them or emphasizing others, according to
regime or ideology

Our impartiality is not always appreciated or even
understood hy governments. This is not surprising: the
questions Amnesty International deals with are highly
sensitive 'political dynamite' in several countries. The very
rights we defend are often one of the main issues in national
political battles. Therefore, our reports are sometimes seen
as support Mr the opposition. 'We are criticized for
'interference', branded as 'agents' for particular nefarious
interests. Our purpose, of course, is not to help any side in
political power struggles, but we cannot be silent about
grave violations just because the facts we know could
influence the reputation of certain politicians, for better or
worSe. Our impartiality could never mean neutrality on
human rights, not even in the most politically tense
moments.

Our basic approach to governments is always the
same: we seek a dialogue. We arc willing to talk as long as
this might help our aims. We are not negotiating — we have
nothing to `sell' — but we want discussions within our
mandate and opportunities to present our facts and
recommendations. This means that we do not fight
governments as such. Neither do we propose boycotts or
cuts in aid, That kind of economic pressure is not within
our mandate and is not our way of working.

Even non-governmental organizations and indi-
viduals sometimes have difficulty in understanding our
efforts to safeguard impartiality and independence. We are
restricted when it comes to cooperation with other
Organizations and we scrutinize each proposed donation
according to rigid rules before accepting it. This, again, is
for the sake of maintaining independence and being seen to
do so.

"lb he impartial it is important to be correct, Amnesty
International spends much of its limited resources on
checking facts, to make sure that its reports do not contain
distortions, false information or misunderstandings. Mis-
takes have been made — Iiirtunately very seldom — hut they
have been corrected. Amnesty International is always
willing to put right errors of fact.

In fact, Amnesty International is less often attacked
for what it publishes than for what it does not report. We are
sometimes criticized for being unbalanced, fm reporting
too little or too much on a certain country or group ot
countries.

Balance for the sake of balance would he artificial. We
work with realities if there were gross violations of human
rights in one group of countries and only minor infringe-
Ments in another, we would not spend fifty per cent of our
resources on each. But as the world is today, a human rights

organization with an impartial and serious approach must
work on all continents and in countries with the most
differing pohtical systems. This, too, is a reality and has
created a need for work that is geographically 'balanced'.

That balance is not easy to establish. There are still
some few countries where the authorities refUse to have any
communication with Amnesty international: they will not
admit observers or representatives and our letters and
cables receive no reply These same regimes have a
restrictive approach to the international media and little, if
any, detailed information on the human rights situation in
their countries therefore exists, Our movement has made
great efforts to break through such situations; the result for
the past year can be seen in this Report.

During the past year human rights have been a major
issue in international politics within United Nations bodies
and regional organizations such as the European Confer-
ence for Security and Cooperation and the Organization of
American States as well as in bilateral relations between
governments.

This increasing interest in human rights is welcome,
even if the declarations from some quarters have not always
sounded genuine. It is important that so many governments
now accept that human rights are an international concern.
Formally, this has been so ever since the Universal
Declaration was adopted. Still, mam governments have for
years talked about 'interference' when human rights
violations have been observed. The new awareness should
give bodies such as the UN Commission un }Inman Rights
more room for forceful action.
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KILLINGS: THE
YOUNGEST

VICTIMS
Revelations of the killing and merciless


ill-treatment of school children in the


Central African Empire in 1979 provoked a


world outcry against Emperor Jean-Bedel


Bokassa. First reports of the deaths were


verified by Amnesty International and


published in early May 1979. The thllowing


account comes from 'Children'. a report on


human rights violations perpetrated

against children.

The Central African Empire briefly became the Incus of

world attention during 1979 after Amnesty International

condemned the killing and merciless treatment of hundreds

of school children who were arrested in April.

The children, aged between 8 and 16, had oriOnally

protested in January against new regulations compelling

them to purchase and wear government uniforms. At the

time the students had not been paid their study grants and

many of the school children's fathers who were employed by

the government had not received their wages for several

months.

ihe protest about the uniforms therefore grew into a

broader protest against the government's management of

the country's economy Students and school children also

began demanding the restoration of the Republic (the

Central African Empire was the Central African Republic

until Jean-Bedel Bokassa made himself Emperor in

December 1976).

The January demonstrations in the capital city,

13angui, were followed by protests in the provinces, and by

numerous arrests. The arrest of four students in early April

resulted in a students' and school childen's strike on

9 April.

By mid-April young people began stoning govern-

ment cars, including that of the Emperor On 18,19 and 20

April the Imperial Guard, which functions under the

personal command of the Emperor, searched homes for

children involved in the protests and took large numbers

into custody.

More than a hundred children are known to have

been taken on 18 April to 13angui's central Ngaragha Prison

where they were held in such crowded conditions that in

one cell alone between 12 and 28 of them were reported to

have suffocated to death.

Other children were reported to have been stoned by

members of the Imperial Guard to punish them tbr

throwing stones at the Emperor's car Some were

bayonetted or beaten to death with sharpened sticks and

whips. One bov was reported by a survivor to have been

killed with the pocket knife he was carrying in his pocket

when he was seized by the Imperial Guard.

Amnesty International has received reliable reports

that between 50 and 100 children were killed in prison. One

witness said he had counted the bodies ot-62 dead children.

Several days later Emperor Bokassa described

himself at a puhlic function in Bangui as 'the father and

protector of children' and said that the remaining children

in prison would he released. As international protests grew

over the reports of the killings, he denied that any such

deaths had occurred but later admitted that some

'grown-up youths' had been killed,

1 ligh-level confirmation of the killings came from an

unexpected source. General Sylvestre Bangui, Ambassador

in France and the United Kingdom for the Central African

Empire, called a news conference at his embassy in Paris nn

22 May to announce his resignation as ambassador and to

reveal eye-witness descriptions of the killings.
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Students and children in Ethiopia have, for several
years, been victims of political arrest, torture and killing
under the country's Provisional Military Government, the
berg, which came to power in 1974. Students in Ethiopia
have a tradition of radical political protest, developed in
opposition to the government of Emperor Haile Selassie
under which they were frequently subjected to arbitrary
arrest and torture. Many have also opposed the policies of
the Provisional Military Government, and have met a
similar fate.

One of the worst incidents known to Amnesty
International took place on 29 April 1977 when soldiers and
Paramilitary guards in Addis Ahaha attacked gatherings of
students and other young people at night on suspicion that
they were preparing a May Day demonstration against the
berg. It is estimated that about 500 young people were
killed that night. The Secretary General of the Swedish
Save the Children Fund, 1 likan 1.andelius, reported: 'One
thousand children have been massacred in Addis Ababa
and their bodies, lying in the streets, are ravaged by roving
hYenas ... The bodies of murdered children, mostly aged
from 11 to 13 years, can be seen heaped on the roadside
when one leaves Addis Ababa'.

In November 1977 Lieutenant Colonel Mengistu
Haile Mariam, the chairman of the berg, ordered that 'Red
Terror' should be inflicted on 'counter-revolutionaries' in
response to assassinations which the berg claimed had
taken the lives of many government officials since October
1976. The 'Red Terror campaign lasted From November
1977 to June 1978. It involved mass arrests of students and
Young people as well as the systematic use of torture and the
summary execution of large numbers or these young
People. Summary executions frequently took place in
Public places at night, with the victims' bodies being
dlsplaved with placards warning, 'This was a counter-
revoludonarv°, 'The Red Terror will flourish'. Victims' 


relatives were ordered, at times, to join in public
condemnation or those killed. At other times they were
permitted to purchase the bodies for burial — 'paying for the
bullet', as it was called.

It has been estimated that about 5,000 young people
aged between 12 and 25 years were killed in .Addis Ababa
during the 'Red Terror', particularly between December
1977 and February 1978, when killings and imprisonment
reached a peak, and when about 100 or more were reported
killed each night. In early 1978 the campaign spread to
other towns and rural areas too, although by May bodies
were rarely seen exposed in the streets of the capital and
many of those arrested had been released. In June 1478 the
government ended its reference to 'Red Terror', but similar
practices have been reported in Ethiopia since then.

Just prior to the January 1979 Conference of Latin
American 13ishops San Salvador's Archbishop Oscar
Romero issued a decree in which he suspended all religious
services in his countn following the killing of young
catechists tw security forces.

On the weekend of 20 January a Roman Catholic
priest, Father Octayiano Ortiz Luna, had gathered together
some 40 young people between the ages of 12 and 19 for a
Christian study program, Security forces broke into their
meeting house at dawn and carried out arrests and killings.
Father Octaviano and David Alberto Caballero, Jorge
Alherto Gdmez, Roberto Orellana and Angel Morales — all
boys — were shot dead.

The government-controlled press published photo-
graphs of the dead, announcing the liquidation of a nest of
guerrillas.

The remaining young people were charged with
preparing subv ersive material and with opposing authority.
Following widespread protests, they were released from
custody
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Children are subject to arrest and detention, not only

because they may have been taken to prison with their

parents, but also because they have been imprisoned For

their own beliefs— or what the authorities believe to be their

beliefs.

Some are put into prison for no reason at all.

A child of 11, keneque Duclairon, was among the

peasants of Plaine de Cul-de-Sac. Haiti, who were arrested

in 1969 following protests against deteriorating economic

conditions. All were imprisoned without charge or trial.

Under the conditions which have applied to detainees

in Irani, the child found himself completely isolated from

the outside world and without any chance of obtaining the

assistance of a lawyer. If he is still alive today, he is 21 years

okl, Rut those who have tried desperately to obtain

information about him now fear that he may have died in

prison.

A former Ilaitian political prisoner has reported that

Veneque Duclairon died in 1973 in the national peniten-

tiary. This information cannot he confirmed; however, he

was not among the group of 104 Haitian political prisoners

released hy a presidential decree in September 1977.

On the other side of the world, a 14-vear-old

schoolgirl, Sumilah, was arrested in October 1%5 at the

time of the attempted coup in Indonesia. Amnesty

International has no reason to believe that she was im olved

in the attempted coup, Or in the violence which billowed.

She was detained in various camps but was never

taken helbre a court or given the right to contact a lawyer.

After 14 years in detention she was released in April 1979.

Arming Indonesia's thousands of political prisoners

are many who, like Sumilah, are now in their 20s. Among

them are youths who were arrested in 1965 at a government

paramilitary training centre for young people at I lahm

airport, lust outside Jakarta, which sened as a military

airbase. During the events surrounding the attempted coup

in 1965, all those at the young people's training centre at

lalim airport were arrested, regardless of whether they

were airforce personnel or trainees. Most of those arrested

have never been charged or tried. As a consequence young

CHILDREN
Every October Amnesty International


organizes a week-long publicity campaign

highlighting prisoners Of conscience. The


theme of the campaign in 1979 was

Children. This extract From the report


'Children shows that the treatnwnt meted


Out to children was often little different

from that imposed on adults.

This photograph. milieu seereth in Ilexantlerplafr

Eaq thrlin. sum,  the arlyst in 197 of the Gerdes

nho had. minutes !whore. unfurled a

homemade banner in support of their request to be

Ahmed to frau. 11u German Benmeralie Republic.

Prior to demonstrating in public they bad submitted

Ill unsuccessful application w for venni...atm M leave

Me comilly. In Febrnan 1078. the parents it en.

sentenced to 18 months' imprisonment. Their

effildren. Claudia and Ralf were aged 12 and 13at the

time of the arrest. They is ere held in a ehildn'n's borne

until their parent, here released and allemed to (noel

lo Ilest
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people whose sole offence was that on 30 September 1965
they were at the 1 lalim centre haNe spent the past 1-1 years
(in many eases this is more than half their lives thus far) in
prisom

In South Africa in recent 1-ears children have been
detained without trial under the Mrrorism Act and other
security laws. They do not appear to be given different
treatment to adults detained under the same laws: they are
subject to interrogation and brutal treatment by security
police and are frequently kept incommunicado and in
solitary confinement.

Although the South African authorities have admit-
ted that a large number of children arc in detention, they
have refused to give details about their ages. On 21
February 1979 the Minister of Justice stated in Parliament
that 252 Young people under the age of 18 had been
detained under the Terrorism or Internal Security Acts
during 1978. Invents-five of these were girls.

The South African authorities are not obliged to give
information to the parents of children detained incom-
municado under the Terrorism Act. The parents arc not
allowed to visit the children and cannot demand herbals
anplds or any form of effective legal protection for the
children.

Children arc also suMect to prosecution and impris-
onment for political offences on the same basis as adults. In
answer to a question in Parliament in June 1978 the
Minister ofjustice admitted that six children, one of 14 and
five tas 15 scars of age, were imprisoned on Rohben Island,
the prison island off the Cape "Ihwn coast — the maximum
security prison for black prisoners.

Carlos Patrieio Carina Ovaree

Carlos Patricio was 13 years of age when he was detained
on 13 October 1973 in his home in Santiago, Chile.

A few days heihre his arrest, he had been taken by his
mother to a juvenile court after an accident in w hich
another child playing with Carlos Patricio w as wounded hs
a pistol shot

The judge sent him to a relbrmatorv from which he

escaped, claiming he had been threatened and sexually

assaulted by older boys. Ills mother wanted to return him to

the court but the bov was ill with a fexer. I le remained in

hed until the morning of 13 October when a group MI

soldiers and policemen surrounded the house. Two

policemen, four soldiers and two civilians broke into the

house and demanded that his mother hand over the boy

Without accepting the mother's explanations, the two

policemen pulled the child out of bed. One of them hit him

in the chest with the butt of his rifle, knocking him to the

ground. The boy w as then taken to the Santiago National

Football Stadium where he was placed with the political

prisoners who had already been taken there after the coup.


His mother's pleas were in vain. Carlos Patricio was

last seen in the prison camp of the Mounted Infantry

Regiment No. 3 of Sen Filipe. But a search otI the camp

proved useless, as did inquiries about the bm at police

stations and military regiments. No trace of the boy's

whereabouts could be obtained despite repeated appeak by

his mother to the authorities from 13 October 1973 to

September 1976. On that day the Chilean Government
informed the United Nations I luman Rights Commission
that the person in question 'had no legal existence'.

Senora th arce died of cancer on 22 Nm ember 1977
without further news of her son.
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This is Carla Rut& bleu:
&mil Both ia. Her

mother. Graeiela.

Irgentinian but has Med

in Militia since she was

nine  ears ofage.

002 ipril 1976

both mother and

danglner  herr  arrested

In the Bulb tan Puller.

taken to the capital SI,

La Paz. and separated.
The mother was held in

the Minisni tithe

ltnerhir where it it.

alleged that Acte ha.

subjected 10 torture. Her

daughter Carla was sent

lo an orphanage whew

she 1141ISregistered under

a lithe name.

On 26 lugust I rti
Cada was; tennoull from

the orphanage and three

dais later both mother

and child were handed

mer to .lrgenlinian

authorities a( the border

of the two

emintries. There

had been no

formal

extradition order.

Relaih es of

the (omit; oate

Oust the mother

had 110 known

pohijeal
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sole motile for

the arrest  Is ould

appear to be her
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reprewmatil I' of

a students'

organization, for

the Bahian tin

miners strike.
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arrested She had

been Ming as his

adopted daughltr
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her and changed
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was returned Po
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maternal
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a BET a federal

judge was
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PRISONER
TESTIMONY

FROM NORTH
KOREA

Ali Lameda. a lenezuelan poet. worked as

a translator for the North Korean


Government He had contacted the North

Koreans in 1965 when they were recruiting

translators and editors and was invited to

work in the capital. Pyonprang. where he


arrived in mid-1966. Two years later. after

being accused of sabotage and spying. he


was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment:

he was released in 1974. Ali Lameda was


adopted as a prisoner of conscience. Here

is the account he wrote of his arrest, trial


and imprisonment.

veilitaas..a
.

To understand fully my experiences in detention in North
Korea, it is necessary first to explain a little why I was in

Korea and the prevailing atmosphere in the country from

the point of view (if a foreigner. This will perhaps explain

some of the limitations of my experience and knowledge.
During the time I was working in Korea, at the

invitation of the North Korean government, I was almost

totally isolated from Korean people generalh. I dealt only
with certain individuals, who were responsible for my work
and worked directly with me. No other personal contact was

possible. Apart from the Koreans who worked in the
Department of Foreign Publications in Pyongyang w ho

supervised my work, I did not have regular communication

with functionaries of the governing North Korean Com-
munist Party, ..

However much my sympathy lay with the great work
of national construction of the Korean people, I could never
communicate directly with them and learn more about the

workings of Korean society; but constantly felt the barrier

which had been erected around me.
Briefly, my work in North Korea involved translation

into the Spanish language of certain materials, such as the
collected works of Kim II Sung and the promotion of these

texts throughout the Spanish-speaking world. I worked at
the Government 1)epartment of Foreign Publications, with
other foreigners engaged on similar projects also at the

invitation of the North Korean government...

First arrest and dein lion in an internal security prison

My arrest came as a complete surprise. Only three days
earlier, I had been present at a big dinner given by the

Director of the Department of Foreign Publications (who
was, I believe, later arrested and imprisoned in connection
with the charges against me), and I was not aware of any

undue tension. Not long previously I had expressed some
uncertainty about my- work, as did my colleague Sedillot; we
hoth felt that the exaggerated claims that were being made

by the North Korean authorities regarding the progress
nude in their country would be considered too blatant

propaganda in the societies wc were trying to reach through

our translations, but such reservations had been voiced only
privately in the Department.

Nine people came to my apartment to arrest me. Two

of them were in the uniform of the police, the others were
agents of what is called Public Security. I was told 1 was

being arrested as an enemy of the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea, haying violated Korean law. Nothing

more specific was said to me, and they were not willing to

discuss the laws or charges related to my arrest.
I was taken to a prison cell and interrogated by the

authorities. It was demanded that I 'confess'. I was denied

food, on occasions taken out of my cell at 12 noon and not
allowed to return until midnight, during which time I was
continuously interrogated. There were many ways in which

they would apply pressure. The usual pattern of the
interview would be that I was ordered to "cord-essi. To this 1
would reply 'To what do I have to confess?' I would then be

Lanwda. a leneznelau poet

imprisoned in 4arth Korea Hbile

Rork* as a translator.
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fold: 'You know what there is to confess. Talk'. I would
insist: 'Hut if it is you who are accusing me, you tell me'. So
It went on, always. They sit a man down and try to convince

him he has committed crimes, they insult him and demand
a 'confession'.

I Linger was used as a control. No more than 300
grams of Mod per dav was given to each prisoner. The
conditions of the prison were appalling. No change of
clothes in years, nor of food plates. 'Ile place lacked proper
sanitary facilities. And then there was the isolation of
prisoners. Young prison guards newly assigned to the camp
often expressed their amazement at such conditions.

The food provided in the prison was tit only for
animals. For months a prisoner is deprived of adequate
food. In my opinion, it is preferable to be beaten, as it is
possiNe to grit one's teeth and withstand physical beating.

fo be continually starving is worse. They didn't beat or
torture me like thev did the others. However, once the

guard gave me a beating and kicked me with his boots, also
hitting me on my bare feet which were badly swollen. He
kicked and punched me just for not having saluted him or
something like that. No, I was not tortured, if by this one
means the systematic infliction of pain but, if terrible
hunger and continual nastiness come under this definition,
then I was.

In fact, beating was also used as a means of
persuasion during interrogation. Whilst in my cell, I could
hear the cries of other prisoners. You can soon learn to
distinguish whether a man is crying from fear, or pain or
from madness in such a place. I could not change my
clothing at all, and a prisoner is soon covered in dirt, living

In those filthy cells. The cells are also damp, and I should
say that for eight months during my first period in detention

I was sick with fever. I believe at times I lost consciousness.
It is impossible for me to sav how many people were at

that prison. It could certainly have been more than a
thousand. The cells are extremely small, perhaps two
metres long by one metre wide, and three metres high.
There are no rights for the prisoner, no visits, parcels of
Cigarettes or food or opportunity to read a book or
newspaper, or write. The process of 'rehabilitation', as they
call it, must start straightawas the 'self-examination' of the
crimes that the prisoner has reportedly committed, to purify
the self

Apart from the noise of people crying out and
screaming which could he heard at times, I also knew of

People who coughed blood. There was very little medical
attention; if the doctor did visit it was only to prescribe
something for the fever from which all prisoners suffered. I
once spoke to such a doctor, who did in fact tell me that he
was unhappy with the work he was detailed to do by the
Ministry of Security; since his medical practice consisted of
dispensing palliatives for fever and diarrhoea. As far as I
know, the only medicines used to treat the prisoners were
l'erramvein and edible oil.

Prison regimen was always the same: the prisoner sat
for 16 hours a day looking at the warders and the prison 


bars. The cell had bars from the ceiling to the floor, and in
the middle was a passage where the guards patrolled.
Prisoners must stay awake throughout the day, the official
explanation went, since how could a prisoner continually
ponder his guilt if he slept?

We were given Mod rations three times a day: at seven
o'clock, one o'clock and then again at seven o'clock. The
meal consisted of a piece of dirn bread, weighing about 250
grams, and a bowl of soup, which was water with a few
pieces of vegetable in it. The metal dishes the food was
served from were always filthy, the same ones the prisoners
had been using for years.

Release and second arrest

I was held prisoner by the Ministry of the Interior for a year.
In the meantime, my companion had remained living in our
apartment. When I was released a year later, I was in a
terrible physical condition due to the treatment I had
received in prison. I was led to believe that, after going
through a period of house arrest of two months, I was to be
released unconditionally, that I could not leave the country
with my- companion, but let her set off first. I was allowed to
accompany her to the airport, and I returned to the
apartment to pack my hags.

Then, at about five or six o'clock in the evening, the
police returned. They seized all my belongings in the
apartment and told me to make a note of everything I had
there, my books and so on. The behaviour of the arresting
officers was much more brutal and abrupt than it had been
at the time of my first arrest. I asked why I was being
arrested a second time, and was given the answer: 'You
know why'. They told me that I had failed to keep my word.,
and had made certain denunciations, again resorted to
propaganda against Korea, resuming my role as an
imperialist spy Presumably they had installed a micro-
phone in our apartment and recorded my conversation with
my companion. What did they expect me to say to her, when
I returned from a year's detention in such a bad physical
condition, having lost 22 kilograms in weight, my body
covered in sores and suffering haemorrhages. I was a very
sick man, and it was obvious to my companion what
treatment I had suffered in detention without my having to
spell out what I had undergone. My literary work had been
confiscated on the orders of the Party Central Committee;
it was described as 'bourgeois filth', and the authorities
wanted me to tell my companion that on my own orders it
was to be burnt. It was unbelievable that I should tell her
any such thing about my work, my life's work. Certainly, this
period when I was re-arrested, after beheving I was at last to
be released, was one of the worst moments I was forced to
endure.

Trial

Again I was interrogated, and this time the conditions, the
food ration, were even worse. However, I was brought to
trial before a tribunal, if it is possible to call what happened
a trial. The tribunal was under the direction of the Ministry
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of Internal Security and, apart from members of the

tribunal, there was a representative from what they call the

I Ugh Court who acted as the judge and a prosecutor; I was

provided with a sn-called defence counsel. The only people

present apart from members of the tribunal were two

uniformed policemen and a young man who acted as

interpreter. The trial lasted for one day, from nine o'clock in

the morning till frve o'clock in the afternoon. I was suffering

from fever and did not eat all day. It was stressed throughout

the trial that I had committed a political offence, which was

considered far worse than offences by common criminals.

The pattern of my trial followed the interrogations I

had undergone. It was demanded that I confess my guilt.

The tribunal did not make any specific accusations — there

w ere no fbrmal charges — but the accused has to accuse

himself before the tribunal. Thus there was no necessity for

the tribunal to produce any eN idence. I had no right to

defend myself, I could only admit guilt. The basis for the

tribunal's condemnations.is the confession of the prisoner

and the prosecutor told me that I should speak out and

confess everything, to rid myself of my crimes. I insisted

that I had committed no crimes, that I had only come to

Korea as a servant of the government. During the trial, I

asked for a laWyer of my choice and that the tribunal should

be made open, but such demands were dismissed as

bourgeois. When I tried to ask questions, I was abruptly

interrupted and told that I had no rights in defending

myself The prosecutor eventually informed me that I had

been in Korea to sabotage, spy and introduce infiltrators.

'lb this I could only reply that I had been invited to Korea hy

the government and that allegations that I was under the

control of the CIA were absurd. The prosecutor read a

small extract from the Penal Code, which emphasized the

gravity of my crime. As a political offender. I had committed

a crime against the basis of the Korean state. In summing

up, the prosecutor demanded the maximum penalty for the

crimes I had committed. The so-called defence counsel,

whom I had seen for just half an hour, made a lengthy.

eulogy of Kim II Sung, and in lodging my plea, asked for 20

years' imprisonment. The tribunal retired for just five

minutes and then returned to sentence me, to 20 years'

imprisonment with forced labour.

mprisonmeni

Ten minutes after I had been sentenced, I was brought a

bowl of soup, since I had been before the tribunal all day

without even drinking a glass of water, I was told that I

would be sent to a prison camp, for rehabilitation, where I

was to learn an occupation, thus rehabilitating myself

through work. At the end of FM trial, I asked if I would be

allowed to receive letters from my family and friends whilst

in detention at the camp, and I was assured that this would

be so by members of the tribunal. However, I received

absolutely nothing during my terms of imprisonment, in

spite of the numerous parcels and letters that were

apparently sent by my family and friends in Europe. I

appealed to the camp authorities several times during the

4
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Hot guard. .‘orth Aorm

early period of my detention, that I should be allowed to

write to mv family to ask for a small amount of money with

which to buy some sugar, for example, but tm requests were

continually refused. They never gave me the chance to

learn a trade as they had claimed. They may have decided

not to let a foreigner such as myself mix with hundreds of

Koreans in the camp or in the workshop.

I was transferred to the concentration camp by van,

handcuffed to the bars of the van. The temperature outside

was very much below freezing point. Qpposite me in the

van, sitting on a chair, was the guard, who throughout the

journey spent his time loading and unloading his gun in a

threatening manner. The roads along which we travelled

were dir tracks. Outside, the howls of wolves could he

heard. The journey lasted about three hours, and by the

time I arrived at the camp, I was ia such a poor condition

that the captain who initially received me immediately sent

for medicines. I was then pushed into a filthy hole, where I

slept on the bare floor, with no blanket or mattress, in

freezing temperatures. This was, however, only a temporary

cell, where I remained constantly handcuffed for the three

weeks that I was there, so that I felt no vvrists would break

with the strain.

Following this, I was transferred to the main camp,

only a couple of kilometres away This Ns as done at about ten

o'clock at night, still in the middle of winter. The cell I was

then taken to again had no heating, except for a pipe

running through it which became warm for approximately

five minutes each night. The windows were iced up and nn

feet froze. My feet remained in this condition for a month

and a half, my toes were swollen with frostbite. I can still

feel the effects of this to the present day. Some doctors did

eventuallv come to see me, but by then my toenails had all

dropped off and my feet were covered in sores.

I later learned that the name of the camp was

Suriwon, after the nearby town, and that I had been put in a

punishment cell, which should not really have happened,

but since I was a foreigner, and it was the first time a

foreigner had ever been held at the camp, there was no

isolated cell in which to hold me. As a foreigner, I was not to

he allowed to come into contact with the other prisoners

who had not been sentenced or with those who had

disobeyed camp regulations, wilfully damaging a machine

during work or some such offence. The periods these

prisoners spent in the punishment cells, however, were
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comparatively short, since every pristmer in isolation there
was not available for work, and no prisoner is permitted to

remain idle during detention in this camp.

"I'here mere sorne 6,000 or more maple held at the

camp, according to information gleaned from the guards or

orderlies. Some of the guards and orderlies would

communicate with the prisoners. Apparends, the camp was

a huge circular place. with an enormcms courtyard. One

doctor told me that there were about 1,200 people sick in

the camp, w ho were kept in a special part, so with that large

number sick. I calculated, using all the information 1 could

gather, that the total number of prisoners would be no lower

than 6,000 to 8,000 people. The prisoners were filmed to
work Mr 12 hours a day, mechanical work, making jeeps Mr

example, which V aS, of course, unpaid. There was no

agricultural work done at this camp. Ilm outside the camp

there were so eral farms worked by political prisoners, and

potatoes, M(11 egetables, pumpkins and 'ahm amf \Sere

grown there...

Women were also held at the camp. One day, when I

had been in the punishment cell, in isolation, I observed by

chance a group of about 200 iammen arriving at the camp.

Tater, I discovered that some of them w ere imprisoned for

theft, for example, and one of them, 1 was told, was

imprisoned because or her habit of smoking cigarettes.

Apparently she was the wile ol an emplmee of the Alinistry

of Commerce, about 33 years old or so, and had two

daughters. The woman had had to keep the tact that she

smoked secret even from her husband, and would smoke

only in the toilet of their apartment. It was whilst at the

office where she worked that she was accused, by a

colleague, of smoking, since the colleague could smell stale

cigarette smoke about her person. The woman was

summoned by the party cell to which she belonged and was

what they call 'sent down to production', which meant being

sent to work in either the iron or mining industry. She spent

two years doing this harsh labour, separated from her

hushand and family.
Sometimes conditions in the camp were made even

worse. During my third year of imprisonment, the Mod

ration, meagre as it was, was suddenly decreased and in

addition the work targets set for the prisoners were raised.
This sort of treatment reduced grown men to weeping over

the food they were gh en...

A periodical was produced at the camp, which was

aimed at assisting the prisoners in rehabilitation. It was

entitled  .11aroliing lonpard and gave news of the great deeds

being performed by Kim Il Sung, to spur on the prisoners to

greater efforts. In fact, it was possible for a prisoner to have

his sentence reduced through maintaining good work

performance. Thus a prisoner might serve only 12 years out

of a 15-year sentence. 13ut Mc experience, of serving orth

seven years out of 20 would not happen to a Korean

prisoner. In this I was privileged.

MIAS Februiry 1979

WITHOUT YOUR HELP...

After two and a half years' detention in El Salvador, this
mother and her son are finally back together again. In
prison she received letters from all over the world bringing
her emotional and moral encouragement. Without the help
of Amnesty International, she says, "our conditions would
have teen disastrous".

Ida Cuadra Hernandez was working as a journalist in El
Salvador when she and her colleagues were arrested in
January 1981. Their office was ransacked by uniformed
members of the National Police and ihda and seven others
were taken to the Central Headquarters. For a month they
were continuously interrogated, given rotting food and held
in atrocious conditions. In February 1981 Ma was
transferred to !Mango's women's prison where there was
no medical care and the women were forced to look after
emergencies themselves.

The prisoners eventually staged a series of hunger-strikes
as a result of which they managed to win about 70 per cent
of their demands. The food improved and they were allowed
to cook it themselves. There were also improvements in the
medical conditions of prisoners and family visits were
permitted. Throughout her imprisonment, lAda's son.
Alfonso, aged five, was looked after by his grandparents.
But they wouldn't let him go out of doors for two and a half
years because of the risk from the death squads. Alfonso is
so happy to be free he now says he wants to kiss everybody
he meets.

1
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ILL-TREATMENT
BY ISRAELI

AUTHORITIES
Persistent allegations of ill-treatment of


prisoners in Israel and the territories


occupied by it after the 1967 war prompted


a mission to discuss Amnesty


International's concerns with the


government. The following extracts came


from the 'Report and Recommendations of


an Amnesty International Mission to Ihe


Government of the State of Israel. 3-7 June


1979. including the Gowrnment's response


and Amnesty International's comments'.

The following is a recent testimony of ill-treatment which is

representative of allegations made in recent years as regards

the type of ill-treatment and the circumstances surrounding

arrest and detention. Dates and places have been changed

at the requests of the individual involved. The words

themselves constitute a paraphrase of the testimonies as

thev were received by Amnesty International.

'I was arrested in early 1978, at my home, while

asleep. There were soldiers with guns all around, my-

mother was crying and my younger brothers were in terror. I

was told to get dressed and then was put into a jeep and

made to lie on the floor of the jeep. My shirt was taken off

me and used to blindfold me. While I was lying on the floor

of the jeep, the soldiers beat me on the head with their iron

helmets, and kicked me.

'I was taken to the Moskobiya (a detention centre in

Jerusalem) and here I was beaten by about five people, in

the stomach, in the back of the head, and on the genitals. I

lost consciousness.

'After breakfast the next day; I was taken to the

interrogation room which had one table and two chairs.

The interrogator asked me to speak and 1 answered, 'I did

nothing.' He said, 'Now I will three you to speak.'

'I was sitting on the chair in front of the desk and now

he came and sat on the front of the desk, near me. I ie

placed one of his feet on my genitals and pressed down on

them whenever he felt like it. With the other foot he

periodically kicked me in the face. The pressure on my

genitals increased — it became very painful. At the same

time he began to threaten me that my brother would be

dismissed from his job. This treatment lasted fbr about two

hours.

'Then my dossier arrived, and now the interrogator

saw that I had been under interrogation several times

hefore. I think the job of the first interrogator was just to

throw fear into me. Now hyo other people were brought in

to interrogate me. My hands were tied behind aw back, to

the chair. 'They began to heat me on the head and arms.

One of them was heating me with a rope. This lasted about

five hours. When I was sent back to my cell, my nose was

bleeding, there was blood all over the inside of my mouth,

and my genitals were blue.

'On the second day, I was again tied to the chair and a

thick cloth sack was put over my head. But now I was not

beaten. After some time, they took me into the courtyard

and tied me to a pipe there so that I couldn't sit down, only

stand. They left me this wav for 48 hours, standing, with no

food, no cigarettes, no sleeping, no going to the toilet.

urinated in nw clothes at least twice. After this, 1 was sent

back to my cell, where I rested for about two hours.

'Then I was taken for interrogation again. Now they

began to throw information at me, that I had been a member

of the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine.

They weren't beating me at all. Some of this information

was correct and some of it was wrong. I admitted nothing,

and they sent me back to the cell. I slept like a dead man.

When I woke up, I did some exercises, since you have to he
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Pthinnts in VakW:fait Israel.

strong to withstand this kind of treatment.
'The next day, they brought before me a man who said

that I had recruited him to the Democratic Front for thc
Liberation of Palestine. This man, whom I knew, looked
like he had lost 15 kilos in weight. I admitted I had done
this. Then they asked me how I got my orders. I told them
nothing. Now a new torture began. 1 was again tied to the
chair, but he had tied a rope to my penis and began to pull
on the rope in time to the music on the radio he had turned
on. The interrogator was laughing, dancing, and pulling on
the rope. I le was not even asking me questions. This lasted
for several hours.

'And after this, 1 was again brought into the
courtyard, tied to a pipe, and left standing for 48 hours.

'This kind of treatment continued for 29 days.
'It was only after 20 days that I first saw tm lawyer. I

was never seen by the Red Cross since my idendty card is
from East Jerusalem and the ICRC only visits prisoners
from the West Bank.

'Atter this treatment, I was moved to another prison
for about a month, where I was not interrogated. Then I was
tried — I had confessed to membership and recruiting —and
I was sentenced to eight months. After two months of this
sentence, I was again brought to the Aloskobiya for the
same kind of treatment again. Nmv the treatment was even
worse, because some other people had confessed and
named me in their confession. Here I was under
interrogation for 17 days but I said nothing since I knew I
would he free in several months. But I saw the others who
had named me, and they were in very had shape.

'It is hard to avoid talking, but being prepared for the
experience is the most important thing. Then you know that
it is better not to talk at all — if you tell them something they
will always want more, and the will hurt you any way to get
it. You can never give them enough to satisfy them.".... 


ollelUs ions

Amnesty International reaffirms its view stated on
several occasions since 1970 that there is sufficient prima

facie evidence of ill-treatment of security suspects in the
Occupied Territories by interrogators and detaining
officials to warrant the establishment of a public inquiry
into this matter.

Amnesty International is concerned that the
present administrative procedures do not enable the Israeli
authnrines to bring forward conclusive evidence to refute
allegations of ill-treatment.

The lack of such conclusive evidence is directly
related, in Amnesty International's view, to the extended
period of incommunicado detention permitted and often
practised under the procedures now in effect in the
Occupied Territories. During this period the arrested
person is in the company only of interrogators and prison
officials, may he denied visits from family, lawyer or
personal doctor, and may not be brought speedily before the
Courts.

It is Amnesty international's view that certain legal
provisions and practices enhance the possibility of ill-
treatment of security suspects. These legal provisions and
practices include:

(a) restrictions on the role of defence counsel in
preparing the defence;

(h) security trials In mihtary courts which are
commonly composed of judges sometimes all of whom are
career army officers and most of whom do not have formal
legal training. Amnesty International questions whether
sufficient weight is being given to that provision of Article
66 of the Fourth Geneva Convention which specifies that
military courts are to he 'non-political';

(c) the frequent reliance in security cases on
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uncorroborated confessions given to police officers as the

effective basis for conviction;

(d) the absence of eketive opportunities for judicial

appeal Mr those convicted of security offences.

5. The evidence available to Amnesty International

suggests that the machinery for investigating complaints of

ill-treatment by interrogating and detaining officials is

inadequate.

Amnesty Internathmal, therefore, recommends that:

I. For reasons relating to the protection of suspects

and security officials alike, a public and impartial committee

of inquiry should bc established to investigate the

allegations of ill-treatment in their totality and the

administrative and legal procedures and practices relevant

to the arrest, confinement, interrogation and trial of

security suspects. The committee's findings, conclusions

and recommendations should be made public.

2. The terms of reference of this inquiry should

include consideration of the interrogation process and the

procedures permitting incommunicado detention. This

committee of inquiry should examine:

the rules relating to notification of arrest;

the procedures governing visits to detainees

family and lawyer;

methods both to improve the medical document-

ation available fin assessing the treatment of arrested

suspects and to facilitate the examination of suspects by

private medical doctors;

guidelines governing proper interrogation

methods.

3. The terms of reference of this inquin should also

include examination of the legal rules and practices which

may encourage ill-treatment. The committee should

therefore consider:

the composition of the military courts;

ways to expand the role of defence counsel in

preparing the accused's defence;

providing legal rules whereby a conviction cannot

he based effectively on an uncorroborated confession made

in the presence only of police officers or other securib

personnel;

the establishment of the right oljudicial appeal firr

convicted securitv offenders.

Jr. The terms of reference of this inquiry should also

include an investigation into the effectiveness of existing

machinery for investigating complaints of ill-treatment.

5. Pending the establishment and reporting of such

an inquiry, Amnesty International recommends that im-

mediate steps be taken to ensure that security suspects

under interrogation are protected against possible ill-

treatment. Measures to this end should include access to

family; lawyer and independent medical doctor promptly

after arrest and at regular, brief intervals thereafter

Pauhes  Septembernao 


AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
IN THE EIGHTIES
Amnesty International in the Eighties by


Martin Ennals, Secretary General, from the


'Amnesty International Report 1980'.
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In 1970 the international budget of Amnesty International
was L28,741, The International Secretariat employed 19
people. There were 27 national seethms and 850 groups.
The idea of releasing prisoners of conscience by writing
letters to governments seemed a little pretentious, but
reflected proof of determination and concern, In 1980 the
budget is 41,666,280; the International Secretariat has a
staff of ISO; there are 39 national sections and 2,200
groups. In 1970 the idea of the growth of Amnesty
international into the type •f structure or institution which
exists in 1980 was unthinkable, or at least unthought.

-The development of Amnesty International in the
seventies was based on membership, research and action.
The growth of membership enabled the recruitment of
more researchers and then more support staff The action
program grew with experience and with increasing
demands being placed on the International Secretariat by a
membership hungry for work and eager to respond to ideas
and facts. The novelty of the Amnesty International idea
was replaced in the mind of the press and the public by an
awareness of the accuracy of Amnesty International
information. In the seventies Amnesty International be-
came the first organization in the field of human rights to
collect, systematically and impartially, information about
the violation of a very limited number of human rights.

The Amnesty. International mandate has been
frequently debated but there is little doubt that it is largely

because of its strict limitations that Amnesty International
was able to develop effectively both its membership and its
action program. Opposition to imprisonment of prisoners

of conscience, to torture and to the death penalty is 3

program which unites people of all political and geo-
graphical backgrounds. Every society is capable of provid-
ing and does provide examples of violations of the rights
which its constitution guarantees.

All nations have contradictions within their systems
which create thu tensions which lead to human rights
abuses. Amnesty International has made no attempt to offer
solutions to economic or political problems — solutions
which are hard to find and which would divide the
membership. On the other hand it has tried as an
organization to establish through its work within the United
Nations and in other governmental and non-governmental
arenas, standards of conduct and laws which would make
the violation of human rights more difficult in any political
system and would make the exposure of human rights
violations more simple.

Above all, however, Amnesty International in the
seventies built up a reputation based on careful use of
factual information collected and applied with the same
impartiality Governments still use the allegations of human
rights violations as a weapon against their supposed

enemies and governments still defend their supposed
friends, despite their apparent violations of human rights.
International trading, arming and aiding between nations
has been little influenced in the internal repression which
remained rampant throughout the decade.

On the other hand there were clear indications
throughout the seventies that governments and, more
especially peoples were beginning to accept that human
rights and their defence is a matter of international
responsibility The confirmation of the international
standards of human rights spelled out first in the Universal
Declaration oir Human Rights and later in the conventions
and international covenants which came into effect in the
latter half of the decade confirmed Amnesty International's
absolute belief that despite differences of environment,
human rights are universal. In the definition of human
rights there cannot be enemies and friends, rich or poor:
only people.

As Amnesty International enters the eighties, there-
fore, it is a different organization in its capacities. But it is
the same organization in its purposes. The challenge in
1970 was to develop the organization into a recognized
instrument for the protection of human rights in a definite
field. Amnesty International had to still the doubts of those
who saw it as a tool of right or left; as an emanation of a
western liberal ethic, or as a well meaning body of amateurs
playing at international do-goodism. The critics of Amnesty
International will always use such arguments; but the
pattern of the criticism and of the movement's program is
today so well recognized that Amnesty International no
longer has to defend its existence: only its standards of
accuracy and impartiality.

The challenge of the eighties is more complex and
more daunting. To create and grow on an incoming tide of
enthusiasm and recognition is delicate but exciting. 'lb
stabilize, structure and build with patience in a world where
governments often seem inured against, if not immune to,
criticism is probably more difficult but equally exciting.
The stabilization has tu start at the centre. The central
component of personnel at the International Secretariat
cannot and should not increase as in the past. The balance
between the centre and the membership requires a
strengthening in national structures and an expansion of the
membership into new areas both of geography and
participation. New techniques have to be developed which
will enable better and more rapid use of information
received and evaluated at the centre. The growth at the
centre must bc as a result of increased efficiency not
achieved by a substantial increase in staff 'The growth,
however, must be maintained: stagnation would lead to
decline in capacities and use of resources.

New and better techniques must he evolved to
harness the skills of the membership without losing the
common language and style of the movement. It is indeed
this very complexity of relating languages, styles and
political and economic circumstances which is the chal-
lenge. Discipline within a voluntary and universal organiza-
tion is difficult to apply and maintain. Finance is essential
hut the financial resources within the membership van-
considerably. It is not the present complexity which is the
problem. The problem we face comprises: the need to
increase the complexities by adding new membership in
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areas hitherto unapproached; the need for new financial

methods which will permit, without irritation, the coexist-

ence within a democratic decision-making organization of

those who pay and those who cannot; the need to develop

new techniques which will enable a much wider use of

Amnesty International knowledge and research, without

the almost familial links which have until now existed within

the membership.
In the seventies the centre struggled to keep up with

the growth of members. But the organization remained yell'

much rooted in the wealthy countries of the North with only

tentacles slowly reaching the South.
The North:South dilemma is as much one for

Amnesty International as for the rest of the world. The

solutions may be as far reaching and, within the tiny context

of Amnesty International, as revolutionan;
The first need within Amnesty International is to

grow in areas where no AmnestY International movement

yet exists. In the last decade Amnesty International has paid

attention to development outside the capitalist and largely

European countries where it first was born and later grew.

Insufficient attention, however, was probably paid to the

real dimensions of development. Amnesty International

could not be identified and harnessed in Third World

I countries in the sante fashion and with the same methods as

in the highly developed economics of the West. It was a

point of principle to have sections in Asia, Latin America

and Africa, but the differences of culture, finance, attitude

towards non-governmental organizations and means of

expression were not always appreciated in either practical

or conceptual terms. At the same time it became accepted

that there were countries where Amnesty International

could develop and countries where it would be impractical

or ill-advised fin political or human rights reasons. This

dimension and limitation on development will need to be

examined and probably challenged in the eighties.
The fundamental and central aspects of Amnesty

International which need to be protected in anv scheme of

widespread development into new areas and therefore new

styles can be summarized as:
the impartiality of the work for the release of

prisoners of conscience everywhere;
the total opposition to the use of torture or the death

penalty;
the right to fair trial for political prisoners without

undue delay in accordance with international standards;

the collection and use of accurate information

within the areas of Amnestv International's mandate;
the fact that members do not work for prisoners in

their own countries;
the fact that research is the responsibility of the

central bodies of the organization;
the control of the movement by its participating

membership;
the protection of sources of information;
the legal and overt nature of Amnesty. Internation-

al's activities.

— the significance attached by Amnesty International

to the application by governments of international agree-

ments, conventions, standards and commitments;

— the independent and self-generated financing of the

movement as a whole.

The question to be answered is how, with these

essential features preserved, can Amnesty International

establish contact with, become recoginzed and active in,

countries where there is little tradition of non-

governmental activity, countries where the political bias of

human rights activists is mistrusted, where tension and

deprivation result from the low level of economic and social

rights, where a one-party state prevails or where the regime

is run by a dictator. In all communities there are people

deeply committed to the protection of human rights. Too

often, indeed, the first stage in repression of a population is

a governmental attack on the fundamental rights of freedom

of speech and religion. In such circumstances Amnesty

International has the problem of explaining to governments

and to potential members of Amnesty International that

participation in the movement is related to the protection of

human rights elsewhere and that it is the role of the

members in other countries to exercise and express concern

about violations in the country in question. This is a

difficult educational task.
In itself, however, the task is important because it

carries with it the idea that the first line of defence o f human

rights is the knowledge that those rights exist, yet

everywhere people are deprived of them. Amnesty Interna-

tional has vet to establish its priority in the field of human

rights education. Its role has been seen as a catalyst to the

role of others but there is no other organization which has

the information on violations of human rights, the

committed membership and the mandate to work in this

field. Always education is low on the list of priorities and the

importance of education in active protection of human

rights is often overlooked.
The United Nations and Specialized Agencies have

failed to promote serious teaching programs about existing

international mechanisms for the protection of human

rights. Governments and national organizations have failed

to include human rights teaching programs as part of their

support activities for the international organizations to

which they belong. BY supporting the dev elopment of

international human rights education policies, Amnesty

International can further protect those human rights with

which it is concerned and encourage an interest in the work

of the organization itself Such support may also serve to

reassure governments that Amnesty International's pro-

gram coincides with policies already endorsed by the

governments themselves. A major program of explanation

to governments about the true nature of Amnesty

International's activities and mandate is thus imperative if

this target of universality of Amnesty International mem-

bership and activity is to he achieved.
It is not only governments, however, that arc
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concerned. Efforts are needed to work with national
organizations in countries where no Amnesty International
membership is vet assured. National organizations in many
Parts of the world are close to governments in personnel
and policies. To involve and collaborate with trade unions
and professional bodies is to go a long way towards
explaining to governments that Amnesty International's
activities are impartial, motivated only by internationally
accepted objectives and totally independent of any outside
control other than its membership, which is open to all who
accept the Statute.

The active participation in Amnesty International
activities In' interested organizations and individuals in
Eastern Europe, China, USSR, Vietnam and Cuba is long
overdue. There is a danger that unless Amnesty Interna-
tional makes a conscious effort to avoid it, the support for
Amnesty International will come in some countries only
from movements sometimes called 'dissident'.. There are,
however, many within the government framework who are
concerned about human rights issues and who would
willingly work internationally to help forward the objectives
or Amnesty International if this distinction could he
conveyed: that Amnesty International members are not
responsible for Amnesty International activities in their own
countries and that the organization applies the same
impartial standards of information gathering and evaluation
everywhere.

The same principles must he applied when exploring
growth in areas where the need to develop in accordance
with economic and social rights is used as a justification for
the suppression of civil and political rights. The member
states of the United Nations have repeatedly passed
resolutions stating that all human rights are interrelated and
id% equal importance. There is sometimes a tendency in the
West to excuse violations in some areas because of the

' economic deprivation which creates thc contrasts and
apparent conflicts in priorities between civil and political
rights and economic and social rights. Amnesty interna-
tional in trying to strengthen human rights activities, human
rights awareness and the protection of human rights, must
be ready to confront these arguments and extend its
membership in the process.

Amnesty International has already acquired some
experience in this field but is probably still too rigid, seeking
a style and structure which may pose difficulties in
countries of Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Latin
America. Membership possibilities in the Middle East have
so far been little explored by Amnesty International, apart
from early contacts in Beirut and a committee not yet
formalized in Egypt. Like 1.atin America there is an
immense population with a common language but Amnesty
International has not Yet faced the challenge of large-scale
membership action from countries with educational and
economic development problems. In Latin America there
are sections of Amnesty International in Mexico, Peru,
Venezuela, Ecuador and Costa Rica. Yet much remains to
be achieved in seeking and finding the type of Amnesty

International activities to help prisoners which can best bc
carried out from these areas. Africa has no common
language; ex-colonial languages are spread widely but to a
limited proportion of the population. Similarly, in parts of
Asia, the use of a common language results not in unity, but
in a division of the population into those who can and those
who cannot speak the second language of national and
international communication.

The third category of countries where Amnesrv
International has vet to develop satisfactorily is those with
consistently poor records of human rights violations. The
risk of members in such countries becoming hostages to
government has to be appreciated, but the challenge of the
eighties includes finding the means of safely and effectively
recruiting Amnesty International activists in countries
whose governments by and large until now have been
responsible for the violations of human rights which
Amnesty International has tried to combat.

The purpose of extending activity in this way is to
extend the protection of the rights which fall within the
Amnesty International mandate. This is not an attempt to
extend growth for the sake of size or wider representation.
The purpose must be to extend respect for human rights
and to involve more and more people in that objective. It
does not matter if Amnesty International information is
used by others, as long as it is used to help prisoners of
conscience. It does not matter if others arc selective in the
use to which the information is put. What matters is that the
information which Amnesty International gathers is well
used and well understood. What also matters is that the
reputation and standing of Amnesty International with
regard to the impartiality and accuracy of its information
should be maintained and respected. Growth in the eighties
will come from greater efficiency in information techniques
at the centre and widely differing action techniques in these
new areas into which Amnesty International develops.

The problems of such an extension are considerable.
There may be a need to look yet again at the movement's
structure in order to regulate the separation of functions
between and within research and membership activities, or
to protect sources. It may he necessary to look at other
international bodies with similar problems — the Red Cross
(with its tripartite structure) and other bodies which cross
the boundaries of ideologies, cultures and continents. More
investment is needed to communicate the meaning of
Amnesn, International activities in many languages. Mas-
sive efforts must be made to comince even the most
repressive of regimes that Amnesty International is what it
claims to be and that Amnesty International membership is
acceptable and not subversive, supportive of human rights
and not hostile to governments, independent and yet
disciplined in its attitudes and in its program. Most of all, it
must be shown that Amnesty International members are not
involved in or responsible for Amnesty International
activities in response to human rights violations in their own
countries. As with education, this process of convincing
governments can in itself increase protection of human
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rights. The more governments accept that Amnesty

International is impartial, independent and universal, the

easier it will be for them to accept Amnestv International

standards and respond to Amnesty International criticisms.

Amnesty International is and must remain activist,

effective and restricted in its mandate but not its

membership. '11) achieve this will be difficult. It is a

daunting prospect to try to convince governments that their

critics are not only sincere but right. The finances of

Amnesty International will require new examination and

inventiveness to find the means of involving more people to

meet the new thresholds of expenditure to finance research

and travel.
The  Amnesty International Report 1980  concentrates

on the work of Amnesty International for its objectives

through central research and the actions undertaken by the

International Executiye Committee and the membership.

The report is intended tor unrestricted circulation and is

addressed as much to the international public as to the

Amnesty International membership. It should, however, be

read with a Y.iew to analysing where more and better things

could he done: not only by Amnesty international but also

by others acting individually or collectively, as organizations

or as governments.

To summarize the challenge:

Amnesty International must:

improve at ail levels the gathering and using of

information about prisoners whose cases fall within

Amnesty International's mandate;

find the ways whereby Amnesty International

members, associates and supporters, individually or collec-

tively from all parts of the world, of all political persuasions

and regardless of economic resources can work on behalf of

those prisoners;
find ways to convince governments and peoples that

human rights arc universal and that their protection

demands a universally shared responsibility;

find ways to raise the les el of awareness of the very

etstenee of human rights to the point where knowledge is

positive and mobile hemeen agencies and peoples.

When Amnesty International meets the nineties it

should be universally active both in working tbr prisoners

and identifying prisoners to be assisted. The sophistication

of impartiality- must be accepted and appreciated bY

governments and opposition movements. Amnesty Interna-

tional is not and should not be a movement of dissidents or

opposition elements in national internal affairs. Instead it

should be working for the recognition that dissidents have

rights and gmernments and peoples have the dutv to

protect their societies against abuses that result or may

result in imprisonment, torture or death. TO convince

go% ailments of this fact, which in principle they accept and

to which they have in public committed themselves, is an

amazing ambition. Rut so was Peter Renenson's contention

that prisoners of conscience could be released by writing

letters to government&

Published Me
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protests such as this one. •nmesh

international members around the
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denied ln the authorities. Many are

never seen again..
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PSYCHIATRIC
DETENTION

The revised and updated report Prisoners

of Conscience in the USSR: (heir Treatment


and Conditions said that since its first

report in 1973, Amnesty International had


documented 400 new eases of people

imprisoned in the USSR for exercising


fundamental human rights. The

organization believed there were many


more such cases. Many prisoners of

conscience were forcibly confined in


psychiatric hospitals.

Amnesty International knows of more than 100 people who
were forcibly confined to psychiatric hospitals for exercising
their human rights rather than for authentic medical
reasons between 1 June 1975 and 31 May 1979. This figure
does not include the many known prisoners of conscience
who were put into psychiatric hospitals prior to 1 June 1975
and who in many cases remained confined after that date.
Nor does this figure include cases on which Amnesty
International regards the available information as inad-
equate for categorizing the confined person as a prisoner of
conscience.

A great deal of new evidence on political abuse of
psychiatry in the USSR has become available since 1975.  A
number of victims have emigrated, been met by foreign
psychiatrists and other individuals and given detailed
accounts of their treatment. Other victims have been
released from psychiatric hospitals and their accounts of
their treatment have circulated in sarnizdat. Several
psychiatrists have emigrated from the USSR and been able
to add information about their professional experience to
what is known of the abuses.

Most important, the work of human rights activists
inside the country in chronicling cases and practices of
political abuse of psychiatry has become more efficient and
better informed...

formal procedures for compulsor) coniimment

There are three formal procedures for forcibly confining
people to psychiatric hospitals: (1) the civil procedure,
applicable to those not accused of a criminal offence prior
to being confined to a psychiatric hospital; (2) the criminal
procedure, applicable to those accused of a criminal
offence; (3) the procedure whereby individuals convicted of
a criminal offence are transferred from their place of
imprisonment to a psychiatric hospital.

Both the civil and the criminal procedures provide
inadequate protection against wrongful confinement to a
psychiatric hospital. In particular, they facilitate the
arbitrary subjection of dissenters to psychiatric measures
and make difficult the defence of such people through legal
means.

However, in one important respect the established
procedures offer a protection which, if respected by the
authorities, would at least make wrongful confinement of
political and religious dissenters and others rare. Under
both the civil procedure and the criminal procedure even if
individuals arc diagnosed as mentally ill they may be
confined to a psychiatric hospital only if they are shown to
he dangerous to themselves or others.

In hundreds of cases of forcible confinement of
dissenters to psychiatric hospitals there has been no
suggestion, even by the authorities, that the subjects were
physically violent or dangerous to themselves or others. In
their persistent denials of political abuses of psychiatry'
Soviet officials, propagandists and spokesmen for the
psychiatric profession have not addressed themselves to
this most elementary principle of psychiatric practice,
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insisting invariably that well-known dissenters who had

been confined were mentally ill, but rarely attempting to

show that they were in any way 'violent or 'dangerous'.

'Ihe following is a sampling of the types of actions

which the authorities have used as grounds for confining

people to psychiatric hospitals: giving song recitals in one's

own flat (Pvotr Starchik, 1976); criticizing the government

in the presence of workmates and other private citizens

(Vladimir Rozhdestvov, 1978); trying to cross the border to

another country without official permission (the brothers

Alexander and Mikhail Shatrayka, in the mid- I970s);

persistently making religious craft articles (Valeriya

Makeyesa, 1978); bringing personal complaints to high

government offices in Moscow (Nadezhda Gaidar, 1976);

publicizing one's demand to emigrate by carrying a placard

in front of the Bolshui Ballet (Valentin Ivanov, 1977) or a

foreign embassy (Anatoly livaniy, 1976); hanging up

pictures of dissenters over one's sleeping place in a hostel

(Mikhail Kukobaka, 1977); persistently seeking official

permission to emigrate (Anatoly Glukhoy in 1978 as well as

twice previousb ); surreptitiously taking down Soviet flags in

Lithuania on the anniversary of the October Revolution

(Egidius lonaitis, 1977); distributing leaflets containing

'anti-Soviet slander' (Vyacheslay Zaitsev, 1978); writing

complaints to government authorities (Anatoly Ponomary-

ov, 1977), trying to meet with a foreign correspondent

(Vasily Zhigalkin, 1976).
The fact that the authorities have systematically

confined non-violent individuals to psy chiatric hospitals

against their will is itself clear evidence that psvehiatn has

been abused for political purposes.

Criminal procedure for tom pul sop. psychiairic runlinemenl

Under the criminal procedure, the accused loses

virtually all of his or her procedural rights, and is left only

with the passb e right to an honest psychiatric examination

and a thir court hearing, a right which in practice is

unenforceable.
It is the investigator who decides whether the accused

should be subjected to a psychiatric examination. When the

investigator comes to such a decision, the accused is

examined by a forensic psychiatric commission, usually in a

psychiatric hospital or institution but sometimes also or

instead in the investigation prison.

The investigator need not even int;orm the accused

that such an examination is to be carried out 'if his mental

state makes this impossible'. The accused also has no right

to be told the results of the psychiatric examination or the

recommendations made by the psychiatrists. Furthermore,

the accused loses the right to be informed of any fresh

charges against him or her, to be told of the results of the

criminal imestigation of the case or to he shown the

materials compiled in the inyestigation. The law does not

grant any special right to such people to have visits from

their families. Normally dissenters subjected to psychiatric

examination have no  visits  from their families until alter

their cases have been heard in court. Hearings usually
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Occu r between six and 12 months after the arrest.

In one or the very few procedural guarantees for
accused whose mental health is called in question,. the law
states that participation of defence counsel is 'mandatory' at
court hearings in such cases.

However, this provision of the law is as grossly
violated in such cases as in other cases involving prisoners
of conscience.

Commonly prisoners of conscience subjected to
Psychiatric diagnosis, and their families, have not been
Permitted to meet their lawyers or have any say in their
selection

If the psychiatric commission conducting the forensic
expert examination finds that for reasons of mental illness
the suspect is 'not accountable' (a term sometimes
translated as 'non-responsible') for his or her offence, this
finding is submitted to a court together with a recom-
mendation as to what medical measures should bc applied

to the subject. Instead of a trial there is a court hearing on
the case in which the court decides• a) whether the accused

committed a socially dangerous action (i.e. committed an
act defined as criminal by the criminal code), h) whether to

accept the expert psychiatric commission's findings as to the
subject's accountability and c) what measures to apply to
him or her ...

According to Article 407 of the RSTSR Criminal
Code, it is left to the court to decide whether to permit the
accused to attend the hearing of his or her case. In yery few

cases have prisoners of conscience been permitted to attend
the court hearings which ruled on whether or not they were

accountable. Furthermore, the accused does not have any

legal right to send a written statement to the court ...
Earlier in this report it was pointed out that Soviet

courts invariably convict dissenters brought to trial for

Political or religious reasons. Dissenters diagnosed as
Mentally ill fare little better. The courts have heard such
cases without taking remedial action against flagrant
violations of legality by the investigation organs and

Psychiatrists. The Ukrainian evhernetieist Leonid
PlYushch, Mr example, was held in detention for one year
before his case came to court, in direct violation  of  Article

34 of the USSR Fundamentals of Criminal Procedure.
During the whole of this period, and for six months
thereafter, he was not allowed to meet his wife or a lawyer.

Furthermore, the courts themselves have frequently
added their own procedural violations to those committed

bY the investigating officials. Often such court hearings are
held  iu camera.  In Plyushch's case, Judge Dyshel classified

as a state secret the court hearing on Plvushch's state of
Mind and ordered that the hearing be held  in camera.
although the case did not fall into the categories where this

night be lawful,

Judge I Xshel also refused to allow court witnesses to
give evidence in favour of the defendant. Moans., the judge
did not allow Plyushch's legal representative (his wife) to
Participate in the hearing. Consequently:

The courtroom was enipty; neither the accused, nor

his legal representative, nor  a  psychiatric expert, nor the
accused's relatives were present. So great was the isolation
of the hearing from the outside world that the police
detachment guarding the empty hall refused (with threats of
arrest) to allow on to the steps of the court building the
citizens wishing to attend the hearing. It was only after
many requests that the accused's wife and sister were
allowed (on account of the severe cold) to await the end of
the hearing in the vestibule.

When in June 1978 the Donetsk regional court
ordered that the coal miner and labour rights activist,
Vladimir Klehanov, be confined to a special psychiatric
hospital, neither he nor his relatives were informed in
advance of the court hearing.

The most important criticism that can be made of
court hearings of such cases is their uncritical attitude
towards the psychiatric diagnoses submitted. 'the psychiat-
ric diagnoses cited below, and others, arc at the very least
questionable as recommendations for court action. One
course of action which is available to courts presented with
unclear, incomplete or contested diagnoses is to call for a
second psychiatric opinion. This is rarely done, and when
courts do ask for a second opinion it is always from
officially-appointed psychiatrists, never psychiatrists
nominated by the accused or their families. Soviet courts in
political eases almost invariably accept not only the findings
of forensic psychiatric commissions, but also their recom-
mendations as to what should he done with the accused.

If, as normally happens, the court accepts the
psychiatric commission's diagnosis and recommendations,
it must then release the accused from criminal responsibil-
ity or punishment and order measures that are both
conducive to the individual's medical recovery and
protective or societv.

The court has three options: it mav order that the
accused be placed in the care or relatives or a guardian:
confined for an indefinite period to an ordinary psychiatric
hospital; or confined indefinitely to a special psychiatric
hospital.

Putting the accused in the care of relatives or a
guardian does not entail incarceration. in no known
political case has a court exercised this option.

If the court, advised bY a forensic psychiatric
commission, decides that the accused requires compulsory
in-patient medical treatment, it orders that he or she be
confined either to an ordinary or a special psychiatric
hospital for an indefinite period. According to the RSFSR
Criminal Code, ordinary psychiatric hospitals are intended
for those who have not committed especially serious crimes;
the special institutions are designed for people who
'represent a special danger to societc...

It has been common for courts to order that
dissenters be confined to special psychiatric hospitals in the
absence of any record of violence on their part, let alone any
effort on the part of psychiatrists or the courts to show that
the represented a 'special danger' to othcr people or to
society
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In some cases courts have ordered that dissenters be

sent for forensic psychiatric examination even though

Mrensic psychiatrists had already examined the subject and

concluded that he or she was 'accountable'. Pm example,

this happened in March 1979 to Vladislav Bebko, who was

charged with 'malicious hooliganism' for tearing down an

official poster celebrating the anniversary of the October

Revolution and 'anti-Soviet slander' for making 'oral

propaganda' and distributing documents of the Czechoslo-

vak human rights group Charter 77. Behko was subse-

quently ruled 'accountable' again and sentenced to 3 years'

imprisonment for 'anti-Soviet slander'.

C bit procedures for forcible commitment

Under the  civil commitment procedure  (sometimes referred to

as the 'administrative' procedure) people who have not

committed criminal offences hut who are diagnosed as

mentally ill and likely to commit socially dangerous acts may-

be forcibly confined for treatment on the authoritY of a

psychiatrist and with the subsequent agreement of a

commission of three psychiatrists. Those committed under

this civil procedure are normally confined in ordinary

psychiatric hospitals.

The civil commitment procedure is laid down in a

directive (On Emergency Confinement of Mentally III

Persons Who Represent a Social Danger') issued on 26

August 1971 by the Ministry of Health in agreement with

the Procurator General and the MV1.) [Ministry of Internal

Affairs]. The text of this directive is not published in any

easily available Soviet publication and it is virtually a secret

document.

The directive states that mentally ill people may be

confined to a psychiatric hospital without their permission

or that of the family: if they are an 'evident danger' to

themselves or those around them. To guide psychiatric

practitioners and law enforcement agencies, the directive

lists a number of symptoms which are to serve as criteria for

application of this measure. The list has been criticized by

human rights activists and foreign psychiatrists because of

the obscurity and lack of medical precision of the symptoms

listed. The terms used are so broad as to cover almost any

dissident or nonconformist behaviour: for example, among

the symptoms listed are 'a hypochondriac delusion, causing

an abnormal aggressive attitude in the ill person towards

individuals, organizations and institutions' and 'a system-

atic syndrome of delusions with chronic deterioration if it

results in behaviour dangerous to society'. The directive

does not give even a rough explanation of what is meant by

'social danger'.

As if deliberately to invite the forcible confinement of

peaceful citizens, the directive states that any of the

enumerated conditions of 'mental illness' ... 'may be

accompanied by externally correct behaviour and dis-

simulation'.

The directive states that emergency confinement may

be effected by medical personnel, and that the police must

render assistance if there is a 'possibility' that the subject 


will resist or if he or she shows aggressive behaviour or

hides, or if the subject's family refuses or resists his or her

being taken away

The doctor who first orders the person's confinement

must submit to the psychiatric hospital a report justifying

this, and within one day of being confined the subject must

be examined by a commission of three psychiatrists who are

to decide whether the forcible confinement was justified

and if there is a need for further confinement. The subject

must be re-examined by a commission of three psychiatrists

at least once a month. The commission must order the

subject's release 'upon improvement of the patient's mental

condition or such change of the picture of the illness that he

is no longer a danger to society'. In discharging a person

from confinement, the psychiatric hospital must inform the

local psychiatric dispensary at his or her place of residence,

and the released person must be placed on a 'special list'

and receive 'systematic preventive treatment'.

The directive does not provide for any involvement of

a court or other judicial agencies. The regulations do not

indicate any right of the confined person to have access to a

lawyer; Amnesty International knows of no case where a

dissenter confined in this way has been permitted to see a

lawyer. The only agency outside the psychiatric service

which is given a formal role under these procedures is the

police, which is administered bv the MAD (Ministry of

Internal Affairs]. In practice, the KGB (Committee of State

Security] has in many cases played a major part at various

stages between confinement and release.

Dissenters have been forcibly confined to psychiatric

hospitals in a great variety of circumstances, a common

feature being the direct link between the dissenters'

exercise of their human rights and the official decision to

have them confined to a psychiatric hospital. It is quite

common for dissenters to be forcibly confined without

having been seen first by a psychiatrist.

Dissenters have been picked up and taken directly to

psychiatric hospiuls from work, school, home, or off the

streets. The abruptness of the procedure is illustrated by

the case of Aaleria Novodvorskava, a linguist, who was

detained at her place of work in a Moscow library on 24

November 1978, less than a month after she was publicly

invoked in the formation of an independent trade union

group. According to asamizdat  account of her detention:

At 5.45 pm on the dav of her hospitalization a man

came into the room where she was working and asked her to

help him take away some hooks. She took a package of

hooks, went out and did not return. A colleague who was

working with her in the same room waited for a long time

and then became apprehensive and raised the alarm.After

lengthy searching her friends found her in Psychiatric

Hospital Number 15 (telephone number 114-53-89).

In a number of instances dissenters have keen

summoned on some pretext to a hospital, militia head-

quarters or other public building, where, to their surprise,

they were taken to a psychiatrist who had them committed

to a psychiatric hospital. For example, in July 1976
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Alexander Argentin; a participant in a religious seminar in
Moscow which had been labelled 'anti-Soviet' hy state
security officials, was unexpectedly summoned to a local
Military Commission, a body which deals with military

conscription. TN: Military Gimmksion told him that he
must report to a district psychiatric clinic to obtain a
medical certificate. Although Argentoy had never been
under psychiatric treatment or observation, the clinic
already had a file card about him. Two doctors there
questioned hint (mainly about his religious views) and had
him immediately committed to Moscow Psychiatric Hos-
pital Number 14.

1, number of people have been detained and forcibly
confined to psychiatric hospitals when they brought
personal complaints to the highest organs of government. A
stattling indication of the extent to which this happens came
in October 1976, when the Moscow Helsinki monitoring

group reported:

Even- day the police sends to the duty psychiatrists
approximately 12 people from the reception room of the
USSR Supreme Soviet alone; besides these, another two or
three of those people who in to get into an embassv; still
others who are picked up from other places, including
directly otT the streets, Of these about half are subsequenth
hospitalized...

People who are forcibly confined for submitting
complaints are commonly diagnosed as suffering from a
mania for litigation'.

Violations of the regulations laid down in the 1971
directive governing civil confinement have been common.

requently the relatives of the confined person have not
been informed within 24 hours of what has happened, as is
required by the directive. Often the suMeets have been
examined hy a psychiatrist only after they were forcibly
confined to a psYchiatric hospital. In many cases dissenters
have not been examined hy a psychiatric commission within
one day or being detained, as is required by the directive,
hut only days or weeks later; and in a number of cases
confined dissenters have not had anv psychiatric examina-
tion at all ...

Diagnitsis

Under both the criminal and civil procedure the psychiatric
diagnosis is invariably carried out by officially-appointed
Psychiatrists. Dissenters have never been able to obtain the
appointment of psychiatrists of their own choice to the
Psychiatric commissions that decide whether or not they
should be hospitalized. In a number of cases officially-
appointed psychiatrists are known to hase concealed their
flames from the people they were diagnosing.

Under both procedures diagnoses are generally
Perfunctory and even in formal terms are based on
Inadequate examination of the subject. Dissenters who
have been sent under the criminal procedure to the Serbsky
Mstitute of l'orensic Psychiatry in Moscow, officially
regarded as the country's leading centre for forensic
Psychiatric diagnosis, have reported that their diagnosis has
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consisted of several conversations with a psychiatrist

assigned to their case and then a few minutes (as a rule '10

or 15 minutes', according to Alexander Podrabinek) in

front of the psychiatric commission whose task it is to

establish whether the subjects are accountable and to

recommend on the measures to he applied to them. Both in

the Serbskv Institute and elsewhere, psychiatrists base their

diagnoses almost exclusively on 'subiective' observations

(from conversations with the subjects, from visual Observa-

tion of their behaviour, and from their record) and make

little use of objective testing methods. As mentioned above,

sometimes dissenters have been confined to psychiatric

hospitals under the civil procedure without any psychiatric

diagnosis at all.

The following features are common to those cases of

confinement of dissenters to psychiatric hospitals men-

tioned in this report:

In each case the subject had exercised his or her

human rights in a manner which was not approved of by the

authorities and which has often been punished in other

cases by imprisonment under criminal law. The most

common thrms of behaviour which have been punished by

forcible psychiatric confinement have been: expressing

views critical ofgovernment practices, whether in written or

in oral form; submitting to government authorities com-

plaints against government officials; engaging in public

demonstrations for purposes disapproved of by the

authorities; belonging to unofficial groups informally

labelled 'anti-Soviet or 'illegal' by state security or other

government officials; participating in religious activities;

making persistent efforts to gain official permission to

emigrate from the country; trying to leave the country

without official permission. In many cases the forcible

psychiatric confinement of the subject took place only after

the authorities had tried by other means to deter him or her

from engaging in such activities. In many eases it was

exactly such exercise of human rights which officially-

appointed psychiatrists labelled as symptomatic of mental

illness.

Neither the subject nor his or her relatives, friends

and sympathizers believed the subject to he in need of

forcible in-patient psychiatric treatment. Many prisoners of

conscience have been permitted to emigrate after being

released from psychiatric hospitals, and have been seen In

psychiatrists and other individuals abroad who formed the

view that their psychiatric confinement was not justified on

medical grounds. Foreign psychiatrists have reached

similar conclusions after examining former victims during

visits tu the USSR. During the period from 1977 to 1979

Dr Alexander Voloshanovith, a Moscow psychiatrist who

lent his expert services to the unofficial Working Commis-

sion for the Investigation of the Use of Psychiatry for

Political Purposes, gave in-depth psychiatric examinations

to 36 dissenters who feared they might be forcibly confined

to psychiatric hospitals. Most of the 36 h.ad previously been

forcibly confined to psychiatric hospitals. Dr Voloshanovich

concluded that none of them required fiocible hospitaliza-




tion on any grounds nor had they required this in the past.

The subjects were not known to have am record

of violence nor did the authorities or the psychiatrists

invoked demonstrate how they were dangerous to them-

selves or others.

Yet betm een mid-1975 and mid-1979 in more than

100 known such cases officially-appointed psychiatrists

ruled that dissenters were mentally ill to such a degree that

compulsory in-patient psychiatric treatment was necessary.

A simple indication of how psychiatric diagnoses have

been used for political persecution is that often when Soviet

citizens have associated together in activities, which, though

not illegal, were not approved of by the authorities, several

of the participants have been officially diagnosed as

mentally ill and forcibly confined to psychiatric hospitals —

as though the group's participants were mentally ill  en masse.

The following are cases in point.

In 1971 seven members of an unofficial group

advocating Marxist-Leninist views different from those

enforced by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union were

arrested in Leningrad and charged with 'anti-Soviet

agitation and propaganda'. Four of them were ruled

mentally ill and confined to psychiatric hospitals: Vvaches-

lay Dzibalov, Sergei Purtov Andrei Koziol; and Mariya

Musivenko...
During the mid-1970s two brothers, Alexander and

Mikhail Shatravka, were arrested while trying to cross the

border into Finland without permission from the Soviet

authorities. Both were subsequently ruled mentally ill and

ordered confined to special psychiatric hospitals.

In 1976 an entire family of religious believers (both

parents and two daughters) were confined to a psychiatric

hospital in Byelorussia on account of their religious faith,

according to a prisoner of conscience who was himself held

there at the time,

In 1974 a group of Russian Orthodox believers in

Moscmv organized a seminar to discuss religious and

philosophical matters. Officials subsequently told partici-

pants that the seminar was `anti-Soviet'. Of at least eight

people who have been arrested since 1976 in connection

with the seminar, four (Alexander Argentov Edward

Fedotoy, Alexander Kuzkin and Alexander Pushkin) were

confined to psychiatric hospitals under the civil procedure

and another (Sergei Yermolayey) was confined to the

Serhsky Institute for diagnosis under the criminal pro-

cedure, hut subsequently ruled accountable.

A number of workers grouped together in Moscow in

1976 to protest collectively at violations of their labour

rights. By early 1978 no less than five of the group's leading

members had been confined to psychiatric hospitals:

Vladimir Klebanov, Yeygeny Nikolayev; Gavriil Yankov.

Gennady TsYyrko and Vareara Kucherenko....

Since the early 1970s enough has been known about

the nature of diagnoses by officially-appointed psychiatrists

in eases of political and religious dissenters to identify  a

number ()Common features.

First, such diagnoses usuallv give only a vague,
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generalized explanation of the mental illness from which
the subject is purportedly suffering and the nature of the
symptoms. Professor Andrei Snezhnevsky, Director of the
Institute of Psychiatry of the USSR Academy of Medical
Sciences and, through him, the Serbsky Institute of
Forensic Psychiatry M Nloscow have provided a strong lead
for the country's psychiatrists in making such diagnoses.
Snezhnevsky's most distinctive contribution to Soviet
Psychiatry has been his extremely broad detinition of
schizophrenia, an illness which in his interpretation need
not be accompanied by external symptoms even when it is
serious enough to justify forcible hospitalization. Schizo-
phrenia, often in its 'sluggish' form, has been the diagnosis
most commonly made of dissenters...

The following are examples ot how officially-
appointed psychiatrists have characterized the mental
illness of dissenters: 'nervous exhaustion brought on by her
search for justice' (Nadezhda Gaidar in 1976); 'psycho-
pathic paranoia with overvalued ideas and tendencies to
litigation' (Mikhail Zhikharey in 1974); 'schizophrenia with
religious delirium' (Alexander Voloshchuk in 1977);
'reformist delusions' or 'reffirmist ideas' (Yeygeny Niko-
layev in 1978); 'psychopathy with tendency to litigation'
(Alexander Komarov in 1978); 'delusional ideas of
reformism and struggle with the existing social political

system in the USSR' (Vladimir Rozhdestvm, 1978); a
'mania for reconstructing society (Mikhail Kukobaka,
1976),

Another common characteristic of official diagnoses
of dissenters is that 'seemingly normal' people have often
been labelled 'dangerously mentally ill'. The broad
rejection of 'apparent normality' as an obstacle to forcible
hospitalization derives authority both from the theories of
Professor Snezhnevsky and the Serbsky Institute and from
the 1971 directive governing civil commitment to psychiat-
ric hospitals (summarized above)._

Another feature of official psychiatric diagnoses of

dissenters is that they have commonly focused precisely on

the subjects' exercise of their human rights as symptomatic

of mental illness. When suNects have refused to accept that

their behaviour was brought on by mental illness,

Psychiatrists have often described this as 'lack of criticism'.

Typical of this was the case of Pyotr Starchik, who was

diagnosed in 1973 as suffering from 'creeping schizophre-




nia' and confined to a special psychiatric hospital. The

symptoms identified by an officially-appointed forensic

Psychiatric commission included his religious belief and his

rudeness' to the investigators of his case. After his release

in 1975 Starchik, an amateur composer, held concerts of his

songs in his Moscow flat which were attended by large

audiences. In the summer of 1976 state security officials

warned hint that if he continued to hold these concerts he

would he confined to a psychiatric hospital again. In

September 1976 he was forcibly committed to an ordinary

Psychiatric hospital in Moscow. Reportedly the hospital's

admittance journal explained his forcible commitment thus:


S.D. [socially dangerous]. Was an in-patient in the

psychiatric hospital in .Kazan for compulsory treatment
under Article 70. Recently he has been composing songs of
anti-Soviet content and has been holding gatherings of 40
or 50 people in his flat. On examination he was
well-orientated. There were no major disturbances of his
consciousness. I lis contact was formal. I ie was suspicious.
Ile answered questions monosyllabically. He does not deny
haying composed the songs, and said 'I have my own world
views'. Lacks critical faculty._

Another characteristic of the diagnosis of dissenters
by officially-appointed psychiatrists is that yerv often the
state security authorities haye played a direct role in the
decision-making of the psychiatrists, often to the extent of
deciding themselves what the diagnosis should be.

One of the many documented illustrations of this
comes from the case of Anatoly Ponomaryov, a Leningrad
engineer who has been repeatedly confined to psychiatric
hospitals throughout the 1970s for his samizdat writings and
his open protests to the authorities. When in October 1975
he was forcibly confined for the fourth time, another
well-known dissenter, the historian Mikhail Bernstam,
accidentally learned of it at once and went to see Dr I -1)
Fedoseyeva, the deputy chief doctor of the psychiatric clinic
where Ponomanoy had been diagnosed and ordered
committed. The psychiatrist told Bernstam that the reason
for Ponomanov's hospitalization was his protest letters,
which 'hindered the work of public bodies'. She added that
the fact that Ponomaryov's behaviour was 'otherwise
normal' did not indicate that he was mentally healthy. Their
conversation then took the following turn:

Bernstam: 'What sort of letters were they?'
Dr Fed osevey 'Neither I nor the doctor treating him

has read the letters but we know their contents. 'Hwy are
the letters of an ill man. They aren't anti-Soviet but in them
he expresses a low opinion of the Soviet government and in
general writes cynically about our leaders.'

Bernstam: 'If you haven't read the letters how do you
justify Ponomarvoy's hospitalization?'

Dr Fedoseyeva: 'We possess the information and an
evaluation from the competent authorities.'

Bernstam: 'Which authorities do you mean?'
Dr Fedoseveva: 'Surely You understand
Bernstam: 'Nonetheless?'
Dr Fedoseyeva: 'Well, officials of the 1:013.'
Bernstam: 'You said the letters were a symptom of an

aggravation of the patient's illness. But are KGB officials
really competent to make such judgments?'

Dr Fedoseyeva: 'They make a political judgment and
phone us, advising us ta intern Ponomarym. For us to make
a medical diagnosis it's enough simply to know of the
existence of anti-government letters. There's no need to
read them.'

Soviet psychiatrists have frequently told the subjects
of their diagnoses: 'Nothing depends on us.'

Milked April MI
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DIFFERENT
FACES OF

IMPRISONMENT
The theme of Prisoners of Conscience


'neck in 1980 was 'Different Fates of

Imprisonment'.
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An estimated 15,000 people 'disappear' in one country and,

in another, 25,000 people are seized, 'disappear' ot are

killed ...

In a third country, the wife of an imprisoned

nationalist leader litres out another 24 hours of a 'banning'

order, the latest of a series that has ruled every day nfherlit.e,

for the past 16 years...

In a fourth, a trade unionist is detained by the police

for the 24th time in two years...

The vast majority of these people, political prisoners

— the cases of thousands of them documented in detail hy

Al — have been subjected to some kind of imprisonment

that falls outside the usual sense of the word — that is,

confinement in some official place of detention for a

specified period.

They are victims of different 'faces' of imprisonment;

in these cases: 'disappearance'; 'hanning'; house arrest;

internal exile; repressive short-term detention.

'Ihese are three of the methods used by governments

to stifle dissent without resorting to 'classic' imprisonment.

'Disappearance' has become a major tool of- govern-

ments in several parts of the world — the practice is best

documented in a number of Latin American countries, but

Al has information about 'disappearances' in other parts as

well, tbr instance in East Timor, in the Philippines and in

Ethiopia.

This repressive tool is used not only against declared

political opponents but also against ordinary men and

women considered to be a threat of some kind.

In a typical case, the victim is seized, often at home, bY

armed men and dragged off to an unknown destination.

When family or friends make inquiries, the police dent that

there has been an arrest. If an attempt is made tu have the

victim produced heihre a court, the authorities will assure

the judge that the person concerned is not in their custo4

They will refuse to acknowledge that the victim has been

seized officially — even though the abduction may have been

carried out by uniformed nnlitary personnel..

(In cases where abductions are the work of unofficial

agents acting in collusion with the authorities the police will

refuse to investigate, or else they may fail to inform the

family of the results of any inquiries.)

Al has gathered massive evidence on the fate of

'disappeared' people, indicating that the victims are usually

tortured and often killed. For instance, it estimates that

about 15,000 people have 'disappeared' in Argentina since

1975 (it has documented more than 4,000 cases), The

figures thr Guatemala are even more shocking: 25,000

people seized, killed or 'disappeared' since 1966 — more

than 1,000 of them in the first six months of 1980.

Under 'banning' and house arrest orders, prisoners

tit-conscience are confined to their own house or town for

specified periods. In some countries a form of internal exile_

is operated, with people being sent to live in -a certain part of

their country.

Such restrictions are accompanied hy other re-

straints, such as haying to report regularly to the authorities ,
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and surveillance, searches and interrogations by the police.

In South Africa more than 150 people are now
restricted by 'banning' orders under legislation empower-
ing the Nlinister ofjustice to impose a variety of restrictions

on people said to he engaged in 'activities which endanger
or are calculated to endanger the security of the State or the
maintenance of public order'. No specific reasons are gh en
frythe Minister; the orders are usually imposed for terms of
from two to five years and are often reimposed on expiry.

'Banned' people may not, among other restrictions,
he quoted in public or private; they may not prepare
material for publication or anend any political or social
gathering' —defined as any meeting of more than two
People for a common purpose; their movements are
restricted, usually to the magisterial district in which they
reside.

Many banned people have also been subjected to
Partial house arrest — usually from 6.00pm to 6.00am
during the week, and from noon an Saturday to 6.00am the
following Monday.

In recent years it has also been common fOr 'banned'
people to be banished to remote areas: Winnie Mandela's
Present live-year 'banning' order was amended short!) after
its imposition in 1976 to provide for her banishment to a

small town more than 350 kilometres from her home in
Soweto.

In Chile, a decree promulgated in February 1980
gave the Minister of the Interior powers to order people to
be sent to live in remote areas of the country for terms of
internal exile (reiegaciOn) of up to three months for
disturbing or attempting to disturb public order.

In South Korea the police and the Korean Central
Intelligence Agency use house arrest to restrict people who,

the government belies es, may take part in political activities
aimed at expressing their political opinions.

Members of church groups are often house arrested
kr short periods and the measure is also applied against
Politicians and the relatives of political prisoners: Lee

wite of the opposition leader Kim Dae-jung —
sentenced to death in September (see October 1980

Nems/cmi) — has been under house arrest since 27 May
, 1980.

Some governments apply executive powers or special
• legislation to detain opponents for short periods and thus


avoid the need to instil\ their actions before the courts.

The authorities may use such short-term detention to
keep dissenters out of circulation at certain 'sensitive'
times, hut it can also provide the opportunity to extract
information under torture, or as part of a general policy of
harassment. The victims may be arrested, freed for a short

spell then rearrested, a process which can he repeated over
, a number of years, a continual shuttling in and out of

prison.

in Colombia short-term detention has Mien been
Widely used during periods of social unrest. Normal judicial
Controls against artiitram arrest are dispensed with and
Prisoners are often held in militan centres of detention. 


lbere have been numerous allegations of torture by such
short-term prisoners.

Under Polish law, a person may he held in custody
without formal charges for up to 48 hours. In recent years
such short-term detention has been the most common
method of intimidation in official attempts to silence human
rights activists.

In Pakistan, detaining alleged political prisoners for
periods of several weeks or months has been a recurrent
practice; since 5 July 1Q77, it has been carried out under
martial law provisions, for 'activities prejudicial to public
order' — detainees can be held for an initial period of three
months, followed hy further three-month periods.

Al Newsletter November 11111
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POLITICAL
KILLINGS IN
GUATEMALA

In the years between 1973 and 1981 nearly

5.000 Guatemalans were seized without


warrant and killed. SO eral hundred

others were assassinated after being


denounced as `subversives'. Over 600 who

had reportedly been seized hy the security


services 'disappeared'. The Guatemalan

Govermuent laid 11w blame for these


murders and 'disappearances" 011


independent anii-conummist 'death

squads'. The 1931 Amnesty International


report *Guatemala: A GtIvernment Program

of Political Murder' added new evidence


that these abuses were in fact carried out

by units of the army and the police.


Reproduced here are the introduction and

the transcript of an interview with a


conscript soldier who had served as a

member of a plainclothes army unit in


Guatemala City.

The human rights issue that dominates all others hi the

Republic of Guatemala is that people who oppose or are

imagined to oppose the government are systematically

seized without warrant, tortured and murdered, and that

these tortures and murders arc part of a deliberate and

long-standing program of the Guatemalan Government.

This report contains information, published for the

first time, which shows how the selection of targets for

detention and murder and the deployment of official forces

Mr extra-legal operations, can be pin-pointed to secret

offices in an annex of Guatemala's National Palace, under

the direct control of the President of the Republic.

The report also includes transcripts oE rwo unique

interviews; the first is with a peasant who, as far as Amnesty

International knows, is the sole survivor of political !

imprisonment in Guatemala in 1980; the second is with a

former conscript soldier who served as a member of a

plainclothes army unit and who described the abduction ot

civilians who were later tortured and murdered.

Between January and MNember in 1980 alone some

3,000 people described by government representatives as

'subversives' and 'criminals' were either shot on the spot in

political assassinations or seized and murdered later; at

least 364 others seized in this period have not vet been

accounted for.

Government of Guatemala denies haying made a

single political arrest or holding a single political prisoner

since President Romeo Lucas Garcia took office in July

1978. All abuses are attributed to 'independent' paramilit-

ary groups beyond official control. This report adds to

previously available ey idence that these actions are carried

out lw units of the regular security services. No convincing

evidence has been produced that the groups described by

the authorities du in fact exist.

in the final section of the report, Anmesfi Interna-

tional reproduces the interviews, transcribed from tape

recordings, with two Guatemalans who have had personal

experience with the torture and murder of political suspects

hy the Guatemalan artm

The former prisoner was abducted on 15 February

1980 by a plainclothes army squad in a village in northern

Guatemala. I le escaped from 1 luehuetenango arms base in

western Guatemala after being held for 11 days.

I le gives details of his place of detention —in the base

slaughterhouse — and of how he was interrogated under

torture by Guatemalan army officers.

I le describes the execution of three other prisoners in

his presence, strangled with a garrotte — a technique cited

as the cause of death in hundreds of killings in 1980,

including those of 37 people found in a mass grave in San

Juan Comalapa, near Guatemala Cili in Nlarch 1980.

'Fhe former conscript soldier, of Kekchi Indian

origin, gives an account of his second Year of militan

service, when he served as a member of a plainclothes arin  ,:
unit in Guatemala Gin.. Ile describes the suryeillance of

civilians under political suspicion, and the abduction of

civilians for interrogation under torture, and then murder,
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tit Le:

el BUZ.

....... ...-

Guatemalan police arre...telemungeMors. tualemata
March IWO.

at the Guatemalan arms base of the thiguda .Ujlihii Ilarisml
/.'eaulti on the outskirts of (Maternala CAP,

lis testimony is of partindar significance as a
document of record. Political killings and 'disappearances'
inyolying governnvent ibrces arc not new in Guatemala: in
1976 Amnesty International estimated that about 20,000

People had been aictims of these abuses since 1966, when

theY first began to occur regularly. Ilia although in the past

other members ot the security services have told of their

Participation in abductions and killings — fur instance,

Tauro Alvarado y Alvarado, a National Police officer, who

was later killed in 1975 (see Gameinala: A 11111eSl)' Interna-
tiorial Bricfing. 1976, page 15) — this former conscript's
testimony is the most estensiye and detalded if its kind and

the first hit a conscript soldier describing the routine

extralegal sceurio. IlleatillieS a regular army units.

Although the two interviews transcribed in part here

were not conducted directly by Amnesty International, they

arc published as illustrations of the nature ot political

Imprisimment and murder in Guatemala.

Ihe interviews were conducted in Fehruan 1980.

The transcripts hat c been edited for length and the names

of those involved removed. Their publication was decided

only atter their atithentieit and accurac had been

determined 16 eshaustive analysis of the two tapes and

odensise cross-checking of information. Only indirect

cornmunic.'ation was possible with the interviewer of the

escaped prisoner but the former soldier was interview ed by

a journalist from Europe rmy in close contact with Amnesty

International.

The inteniew ers agreed to the tape transcripts being

published by Amnesty International prodded that they

w ere edited so that no one could he endangered by their

release. Although the escaped prisoner, whose identity is

known to the (Ioyernment of Guatemala, and the former

soldier are now reported to be sale outside Guatemala,

there is still fear of reprisals by the Government of

Guatemala if their identities are publietied.

0 A number of anti-guy ernment guerilla groups have

been operating in Guatemala since 1966 and Amnestt

International is aw-are that there continue lo be armed

confrontations benyeen goy ernment and guerrilla forces,

with lives lost on both sides. I low. ever, Amnesty Interna-

tional does not accept government assertions that all or

most killings of the sort described in this report are the
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result of armed conflict or are the work of agents operating

independently and out of the government's control.

Amnestv International opposes the torture and

execution of prisoners in all cases, whether by government

forces or opposition groups. It believes that confrontation

between government and violent opposition groups cannot

be held to justify these human rights violations.

TrslimoTi ii f a eonseripl

lions long did you serve in the army?
Well, when I joined, well they didn't tell us anything

but, when they seized us, they just seized us without letting

us, well, talk to our families — what did it matter to them?

That's what they told us then, but when they got us there

they said that it was three years, because that's the service

that you have to do.
So you have been in the (Inn th ree  years?

Only two years; I was in the army two years.

it  is the military conmissioners (comisionados mili-

tates), isn't it, men in plain clothes but armed, who hunt donm

the men fOr the arnty?

Yes, well, here the commissioners are like that,

civilians, they don't carry weapons, just their machetes, but

actually clubs too — big ones.
Does this military commissioner do his frOek alone, or

helped hy other soldiers or civilians?

Yes, well before they used to seize people, well more

peacefully. They didn't beat them, not a lot that is, but now

they do.
0 kr nom?
Because now, now they aren't the only ones who seize

the young men for the barracks; the military police do too.

They go around with a truck, and anyone they land ... they

don't tell them even where they are being taken, if you are

carrying some of your things, something like a pack or

something, they don't care, if there is room in the truck then

they take it in. If they don't like you, they throw it in the.

street...
So, now it isn't jaw the military amtmisshmers hut also the

mill/an, itself?

Yes. What happens now is that the military commis-

sioners are afraid because really the peasants now know

what's going on and what they do now is ger together in

crowds and if the commissioner dares to seize one of their

group, what they do is beat them up, so now this means the

commissioners are afraid.
The hits attack the military alannissioncn?

Yes, this is happening, because as they already know —

just as we do who have already lefi — sce tell them that the

army isn't any good because, because, well, because l'Ye

finally discovered the arms is nothing, nothing but a school

of murderers, so that's what you are dragged into, nothing

better than that.
... [a long section concerning recruitment procedures

and basic training methods has been eliminated from this

transcript tor reasons of space.I

... then after we'd gone through all this we, as

soldiers, then we became regular soldiers and we did our

service, then they gave us arms, because we could use them,

and we went to the firing range to shoot, and so on. By then

they were sure that we wouldn't run away ... They sent us to

watch banks, plantations, different zones in the capital, at

night. Even if it was raining, we went out in the back of a

pick-up truck with our machine-guns, we went out to keep

an eye on everything, at midnight.
tf/ten't pm afraid that one day an officer nught have

 ordered you to someone?

I wasn't afraid. At that time I was full of the ideas they

filled me with. I wasn't afraid they might tell me to kill

someone. I used to do it because my mentality by then had

changed completely — that's what had happened to me.

	

to people without any problems?

Yes, without problems. Once they saw that I was really

keen and understood the things they had taught me, they

took me out of my unit with two others. Afterwards, we

didn't stay in the same unit but were instructed separately,

They didn't discipline us much then; we had already

suffered enough, so they didn't discipline us so much,

although the men in the unit did get disciplined.

Then thcy gave us a little black 'gain' that had only

just arrived,
Ic  that a weapon?

Yes, "galii.
It :c very sophisticated un 't it?

Yes, it's very new. They said Israel sent them to

Guatemala, because it owed Guatemala something and

other arms arrived. This one can fat a maximum of 350

se.
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shots a minute.

So they gave us this weapon and we were happier
because e were better equipped. When these weapons
arrived they gave us one each, then stopped giving us the

rifles. They collected these and stored them. When
they gave us this weapon, they took me out of Me unit but
the others staved on.

Then they sent the three of us to the office of the S4,
where we met officers. 'Thor stopped cropping our hair,
Instead they let us look really good. They told us: 'Now vou
have been selected; you were chosen; you aren't just simple
soldiers any more, like those in the unit. If you've got guts

01-1 might even become officers', they told us.
They told you that you were better than the others?
Yes, better than the others.
Ant, they hod alnwely hrtWuwashed you?

liss,  that's what I'm saving, the', had already.
brainwashed rne; they had already filled my head with their
own ideology; so f felt superior tu my kllow soldiers ...
What I thought then was that I was superior to everyone
because I had managed to reach this position. They gave us
separate training and each of us was given a .45 and left full
of enthusiasm.

.45,  what's that?
WS a weapon only officers use, with eight shots. 'They

gave us one and we went out in civilian clothes. They told
us: 'Ibu are going to get orders. You arc going out now.'
rho, sent us OW on the street in an army car

That's how we used to go out, as civilians, hut to keep
an eye on things, especially to control the students, because 


there lin S-2] we went to different classes where they told
us that the students could be guerrillas and that they were
the people who cause the disorder on the streets, and that
according to the law in the army'S constitution, you've got to
kill all of these people.

That's what they told us, then we went out in twos and
threes to drive around the capital and control things.

Did Iwu  have permission to kill 101)tine?

Only suspicious characters. And they gave us orders
of the day And we also had classes — we were students just
like the suspects! And we could kill them.

And they gave us special identity cards so that if there
were any police around, even if there were more of them
than us and we did certain things we could just show them
these, so they wouldn't seize us and we could get away.
That's what they told us. They gave us cards, so that if we
made some great mistake — we could kill someone, just like
that, and then escape, and the police wouldn't have the
power to seize us; we could just show them the cards.

.4nd the police don't do avhing?
They don't do anything, nothing. So I realized that

the army is a school for murderers, it's as simple as that.
They said to me, if you discover your father is in subversive
movements — I didn't understand the word — 'subversive',
they said, is whatever is against the government and is what
causes disorder in Guatemala — if your father is involved in
groups like that, kill him, because if you don't he'll trv and
kill us...

Could ,you kill your flutter or your mother or l'our sister?
Anyone who turned up, if we were ordered to. I could
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have done it then, that's how I used to feel. I'd do anything

the army told me to. I remember how, when I was in it and

we set off to bring in two students — I say they were students

—I didn't think of lighting, or anything; there was nothing in

my mind. So we went to get these students, and we went to

get another man who was also a student, at about two in the

morning.

And there were others as well as us; there were others

who got the job of seeing what time they left school, what

time they got back, where they ate, how they dressed and so

on. That's what other people did.

But aren't there officers mtho tell you to investigate what

these people do? Do you get the names from officers?

Yes, the officers give us this information — the names

and the places.

.4nd you have to check them ont?

Yes, that was my job. We went out to find things out;

we even talked to a lot of people.

lb leant more?

Actually, to watch them; see who they were, and

where they were. That was thc job we had to do in the

streets. We would stay there, and there were always officers

travelling around in private cars too, with radios. There

might be one in the central park in zone 1, another could be

in zone 6, or in zone 7, who were in contact — they could talk

directly to each other.

And they more the unifOrms of judicial police? C-2? —all

these people?

Well, they were in plain clothes; in civilian clothes or

in actual army uniform. When they set out to attack that

man I was telling you about, he said he was just out haying a

lemonade. I asked the boy about it; he was very young; they

brought him in all tied up, they had him well and truly tied

up and blindfolded. Only his mouth was uncovered so he

could talk. I lis arms were tied. We were going to move him,

they had him ...

Tibu bad to transfer — did you hare to capture this /my?

We had our job to do, but there were other people

who had to actually do that job. We just set out to move him

from where they had him.

And where did you hare to go to see these people?

We took him to the  Brzgada Mariseal Zavala  to hand

him over.
An army base fun euartelP

Yes, the base. But not actually the barracks; hut in

Guatemala City in the base there are cells; let's see, there's

one cell they call `the powder magazine'  ['el polvorin

there's another cell they cail `the olive'  ['la aceituna],  that is

where we put him in a locked room. We arrived about two in

the morning. They had him all tied up then; his mouth was

gagged, and he had a bullet wound here — he couldn't talk.

Then they did whatever they wanted to with him, and later,

when we arrived, we just picked him up as if he was an

animal, then threw him into the car and that was that. We

took him there, sat him down, untied his feet, sat him up

again, and next day an officer arrived. He brought a

tape-recorder and began to ask: 'What is your profession?' 


'What work do you do:"Where do you work?"Where do

you study?' and so on, questioning him.

ifere you there all the time?

Yes, because it was my job to be. I was there and so I

knew what they did.

Had they tortured this boy?

Well, yes,

Beaten him?

Yes, sure.

1:11is electrical apparatus also used?

Yes, it was.

1-iio saw it?

Yes,  I have seen it — some things the Model Platoon

[Pelouin Modelo]  carry about with them which they call

`canes'  Phastonesl,  with electric batteries — no, they're

called 'batons'  Patonesl,  If they touch you with these

things, you fall down, you're electrocuted, they, that's what

they have.

I mean, I knew this man didn't want to sav whether he

belonged to a secret organization, or was 'subversive' as

they put it, and they began to beat him savagely

How did yim feel then?

When I was there, I felt sorry when I watched them

hitting him.

Did you think that boy was a guerrilla?

Yes, yes I did. But 1 felt sorry for him when they beat

him, and he didn't want to say he was one. He said he was

accused of being a guerrilla — but no, what he said was:

'They have accused me of being a guerrilla, but why should

they? — if I was a guerrilla I wouldn't he here'. '1111V, they

said, and began to beat him.

Where did yon hare to beat this boy?

No, it wasn't me ...

Thu just watched?

Yes, 1 watched. They were from G-2; they were the

people who heat him, plainclothes army agents.

Are they from the secret service of the army?

Yes, they were. I stood back when they were heating

him, because I didn't want to be drawn into it —I didn't want

to join in beating him up. I kept out of the way when I saw

they were beating him. Three more men arrived, all trussed

up. They tape-recorded even:thing these men said and as

there were a lot of names on that list — there were countless

names on the 'black list', that's what we call it. The people

on the list are — that's the order they gave us — wherever we

find them we just ask their names and if it's them, we kill

them.

Did they kill that  boy  too?

Yes ,  what they said to him was, if you don't talk, we'll

kill you.

But was he killed?

No, I didn't kill him.

No, hut did the when kill this boy?

Oh yes, definitely; he confessed: 'I confess every

thing, everything' — that he wasn't a guerrilla or anything,

hut, in any case, they began to heat him, that is to torture

him, and they even tried to knock out one of his teeth like
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this, with a hammer. They hit him with a hammer like this.
He screamed. They even smashed his finger. They put it on

a Piece of iron and hit it with the hammer to make him talk;
hut he didn't say anything; and so the next day, at about 12
o'clock at night — though I'm not sure of this — if it was the

Judicial police, or the 6-2 who turned up — there is such a
hunch of them, so you couldn't figure out who was who —
who am I for example? If I'm from 0-2, you wouldn't tell
me anything and I wouldn't tell you anything because this is
a security precaution to stop enemies getting control of us.
They tell us not to identify ourselves but we have the same
idea, the same work. Then at midnight they took those men
who were there; they just went and grabbed them by the
hair and feet and threw them into a car and took them away

— took them who knows where,

They went offiro kill them and then leave them somewhere?
Must have, That's how it's done. Because at that time

of the night ... if they were going to set them free they
would have done it in the daytime. Why drag them out at
that hour of night? So they would have killed them on the
road and left them just thrown down anywhere.

they always take the people /hi capture out at
night-time?

Yes, they go out ...

Always at ntght?

les.

Never in &alight?

No, only at night, at the quietest time of night.
In official or prirate caw?
Private ... what theY use mostly are those cars—vans —

like station-wagons, with darkened windows — cars you'd
never imagine had killers in them — though they can he in
any car.

Rw nthere do ilia capture and kill the people? In the
countryside? In the towns?

In the towns. Like the students that 'disappear'. It's
definitely them that do it and they come and take them away

at night, they seize them at night and kill them just like that;
then they turn up just dumped anywhere.

But what have you done in the little towns and in the
countryside? Have you gone out in trucks?And did you hare to do
house-to-house searches,or what?

Yes, when we were there, it was pretty much like that.
We'd go off in a truck; we'd get to the place we had to
search, ves, search and so forth; I mean if there were any

People there who were, well, suspicious characters. What
We kept an eye on was mostly the organizations where a lot
of People get together — and there are guerrillas there too.
So that's what we would go off to deal with. They'd take us
In a truck. In the villages which cars can't get to, we'd walk
and then search the houses just like that. Simple.

Thu searched from house to house?
In ... where they killed ... where we went, about 20 of

us went through all the houses to see if we couldn't find any
Papers, the ones they'd told us about.

When we found a paper in a house, we took the family
Out, and if there was just one person we killed him. And 


that's what happened. We arrived in a car, left it far away
then walked on. And they told us not to be afraid and if we
found the papers to kill those people, and that's the way it
was — but we didn't find any papers, so we didn't do
anything...

Inu could have killed anyone?
Anyone who was a suspicious character
And has your roUt killed too?

Well, yes — the others did.
Yes, the people you find when you search like that you

kill. And if they are not killed then, you just leave them and
note things down. You get to know them really well, and in
order not to commit these crimes at that moment, you jot
down the name of the house and such like, so that they can
secretly order another commission to 'bring them to
justice',  Iajusticiarh'Ihars  what you do, that's what we all do
— I mean, get the name of the young man, the father and so
on; find out what work he does, where he works etc. The
reports these commissions make are sent into the offices,
such and such an office, circulated in such and such a way.
The people there are in charge of finding a commission and
secretly giving it its orders. Only they know where it's gone
and what it's going to do. This is all done by Army 0-2 —
that's the way thes work.

And the reason I'm telling you this is because I was
there. These killers come from the actual army. They told
us I wasn't guilty of anything, because they told us: 'You
yourselves are going out to kill and because you've got your
cards, you can kill the people on your list. If a policeman
turns up, show him your gun like this and your card in this
hand, then they won't seize you' — that's what they said.

So what I mean is, you kill, then you return; you get
dressed. You've maybe committed these crimes in army
uniform; if so, they tell you to get out of those clothes fast
and put on civihao clothes or police clothes then go out and
look for whoever killed the person.

But how are we supposed to find them if it was us that
did it in the first place? I low can  we  go out and find them?
They have this fantastic idea  Velcro magical  and — this is
what's going on right now today in Guatemala.

They say 'unknown persons' killed the student and
that today they arc being sought by the police; but how can
they find them if the people who did it are the people going
out to do the searching? This is what the army is up to.

The soldiers can kill people when they have orders to, but
con they kill people without orders, just because someone is a
suspieiolu character?

Yes, certainly, any of us can he ordered to kill any man
like that, who is a suspicious character. Yes, we have got the
right to kill him, and even more so if we have been given
strict orders to. Yes, we have the right to commit these
offences.

It  hat did the officen sny?
Well, they say that if we don't carry out all the orders

that they give us, if we disobes instead of them dying, they
will kill us, so you have to be very careful about all this.

FOISheiFebrun 11111
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DOCTORS URGED
TO SHUN

EXECUTIONS
The professions. trade unions and other


groups in the community with special

interests. skills or influence are frequently


approached by Amnesty International for

support in its work. One such special


sector is organized into medical groups. In

some countries medical groups help


organize campaigns on behalf of prisoners

in poor health and examine and treat


victims of torture and ex-prisoners in need

of medical care. Their voice may carry


particular weight in appeals directed at

other medical personnel, as this news


release urging United States doctors not to

take part in execution by lethal injection


shows.

Prominent doctors in several countries have appealed to
Oklahoma doctors to refuse to take part in the proposed
first-ever execution by lethal injection in the US, Amnesty
International said today (Wednesday 23 September 1981).

Thomas 'Sonny' Hays, convicted of murder in 1977,
has been condemned to die lw the new method. I le was
granted a 30-day postponement on 9 September while legal
argument on his case continues.

TWo telegrams were sent to the Oklahoma Medical
Association — one from 11 internationally renowned
doctors in France, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom, and the other from the Medical Advisory
Board of Amnesty International, the worldwide human
rights movement. Both declared that participation by
doctors in executions would be a violation of medical ethics.

Of some 850 people under sentence of death in the
US, nearly 180 face execution bv lethal injection under new
laws in Mut states: Oklahoma, Texas, Idaho and New
Mexico.

Among the internationally known figures who signed
one of the appeals were two Nobel Prize winners from
France, Dr André Lwoffand Professor Francois Jacob; the
former chairman of the British Medical Association's
Ethics Committee, Dr R.E.W Fisher; and the former
president of the World Medical Association, Dr Justus
lmfeld of Switzerland.

Their message emphasized that medical ethics
'enjoin doctors to practise for the good of their patients and
never to do harm'.

The other appeal, from the Medical Advisory Board
of Amnesty International, pointed out that the regulations
laid out in Oklahoma for the new method require a doctor
to determine that poison flows into the prisoner's veins and
to decide when death has occurred so that the execution can
stop. These tasks should not be undertaken by any doctor,
the appeal said. The Board also noted that the American
Medical Association had declared that doctors should not
participate in executions. The Advisory Board is made up of
doctors from Canada, Denmark, Sweden and France.

Amnesty International opposes the death penalty
under all circumstances. A representative of the movement
said today that there was a danger that execution by
injection might be wrongly presented as 'humane',
diverting attention from the agony suffered by prisoner and
family

Amnesty International, which has proposed that the
US set up a commission to examine the effects of the death
penaltt; has repeatedly pointed out that the penalty has
never been shown to have any special value as a deterrent to
crime.

Nen toe 23 September 1311
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THE WRITER
AND HUMAN

RIGHTS
'The writer and human rights' was the


theme of a four-day international writers'

congress in Toronto. Canada. in October


1981. Two of its aims were to reaffirm the

principle of universal respect for human


rights and to draw attention to the plight of

imprisoned writers — many of them


adopted as prisoners of consd CHIT — and

campaign for their release..imnesty


International's Secretary General

addressed writers who had gathered from


all over the world.

A

S

lariat Hal et a fiechoshnaA
Mali, right "uncured to four and a half
"ears' imprisonment in lleto.ber 1979.
hle is as- one of a group of people
'whinging/0 the Committer for Mc
Ikhint oIlJw I ninsth Prnietlik'd -
Junin n as tO VS- arrnted hi tim 1979
for preparing and circulating
information about people thes
con,idenyi ha he unnpah perktruled.
Metall Thiel is a.. releawd from prison
iii lebruan 1983 on health grounds.
In months. before the evin. of bib;
sentence.

Writers have a specific role in the defence of human rights
and the fact that so many of them are prisoners of
conscience in countries around the world shows that they
are willing to accept their responsibility to speak on behalf
of those who cannot.

One of their tasks is to counter the systematic
propaganda warfare waged by governments concerned
about their image and disturbed by reports of torture in
their countries that are flashed around the world.

The propaganda campaigns by such governments
take many forms. For instance, the measures adopted by the
South African Government have included taking over
newspapers at home and abroad, bribing politicians and

publishing a 'smear' book called Amnesly.fin-Mrrorism— this
was after Al had published a report on political imprison-
ment in South Africa,

We know also that other governments are investing
money to 'correct' their international reputation and there
are international 'markets' where governments can trade
principles for nuclear power plants, arms, wheat or oil.

'Ihe more such cynicism pervades the world the more
important becomes the role of writers and journalists. It is
not by chance that so marw of the prisoners of conscience
for whom Al works arc writers and journalists: one single
poem, one article or book can open eyes closed by millions
of dollars' worth of propaganda.

Some of them are imprisoned because they tried to
publish their works independently, defying state cen-
sorship. Some are in jail for their unpublished manuscripts,
which have been confiscated or destroyed. Some have
become victims because they tried to tell others of their
prison experiences. Other writers have joined the struggle
fiir human rights in their country and been arrested for that.
There are those who have written about the fundamental
social and political problems faced by their nations — and
been convicted of conducting 'propaganda against the
state'. Some have joined opposition political parties or
banned organizations. Some have been in the forefront of
thc resistance to repression, continuing their struggle under
successive regimes, and finally paying for their convictions
with their lives.

The purpose of shackling the writer is to create
silence. But words can he stronger than chains. When the
Indonesian novelist Pramoedya Ananta Tur was sent to the
isolated island of Buru in the late 1960s he was at first
denied pen and paper. By the time he was eventually
released some 12 years later in 1979 he had begun
compiling the stories he had composed and related to his
fellow prisoners in the evenings. TWo volumes of these
stories have now been published, but in May this year
Indonesia's Attorney-General banned their further circula-
tion.

When the Venezuelan poet Ali Lameda was released
in 1974 after six years' imprisonment in North Korea, he
told a journalist: 'They killed everything except my
memory'. By this, he meant the more than 300 sonnets and
400 other poems he had composed mentally — without
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benefit of either pen or paper. It was an extraordinary feat,
described by a Latin American critic as 'a gigantic creative
effort in a world of horror and misery'.

These images of the poet in prison call to mind the
words of the Russian imagist poet Akhmatova describing
the 17 months she spent in the prison lines in Leningrad
under Stalin: 'Once someone, somehow recognized me.
Then a woman standing behind me, her lips blue with cold
... woke from the stupor that enveloped us and asked me,
whispering in my ear (thr we spoke only in whispers):
'Could you describe this?' I said, 'I can.' Then something
like a smile glided over what had once been her face.'

We deal with that world of whispers and desperate
messages, where names and snatches of verse are scratched
on prison walls, where lives are risked to pass on news to the
outside world.

Out of I .ibertad Prison in Uruguay some time ago
came a tiny collection of poems smuggled out on cigarette
papers, Among them, this one:

thoulel see
the contradictions

in the artnr.

lau should hat-e heard

the awn ill enK between

the snb-lkutenant and the captain

white they were torturing tne.

There were no names, no signatures on the poems. In
a real sense, they were pthon poems.

When Al was asked by the organizers of this
conference if it could supply a list of ail writers in prison
throughout the world, the answer was that it couid not.
Secrecy and censorship make any complete tally impos-
sible. Al did compile a small selection of cases that could
stand as symbols for all others, both the known and the
unknown. The range, even in this handful of examples,
illustrates the fact that we are dealing with an issue that
crosses the demarcations of ideology and government.

0 Ahmed Fu'ad Negm, of Egypt, well known
throughout the Arab world thr his colloquial poetry, is
currently serving a sentence of one year's imprisonment in
Cairo. His poems frequently describe social or political
injustice and many are set to music and sung by the blind
musician Sheikh Imam. Roth have been imprisoned several
times for their songs.

0 Jorge Mario Soza Egaña, a 55-vear-old Chilean
poet and short story writer, was sentenced in August 1980
to four years' internal exile in Freirina, a small town in the
semi-desert region of northern Chile. He is unable to find
work there and has had to build himself a small shack to live
in. He is reported to have been tortured after his arrest in
May 1980 and was charged under a law prohibiting
Marxist' organizations.

0 Yang Ching-Chu, a writer from the Republic of
China (Taiwan), is serving a prison sentence of four Years
and two months, imposed after he had taken part in a
demonstration in December 1979 to mark the anniversary 


of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. At the time
he was on the editorial committee of the opposition
magazine Fotmosa.

o flaroldo Conti, the Argentinian novelist and short
story writer, was dragged out of his home by a group of
armed men on 5 May 1976 and then 'disappeared'.
Although his detention was never officially acknowledged, a
released prisoner has testified to seeing him in a secret
detention centre in Argentina.

0 Don Mattera, the South African poet, is currently
restricted under a second hve-year banning order. Ebenez-
er Maqina, author of The Trial, is also banned and
prevented from writing for publication.

0 Armando Valladares, the Cuban poet who has been
paralysed in his legs for several years, is still sening a
30-year prison sentence. Earlier this year he is reported to
have been attacked by guards and security officers in the
prison hospital and beaten unconscious.

These imprisonments violate agreed international
standards. The Universal Declaration of I luman Rights
states: 'Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression. This right includes the freedom to hold
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers.' The same right is spelled out in
Article 19:2 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.

•Ehis means that the right of freedom of expression is
part of international law. But this has not prevented
governments from arresting writers who have done no more
than to speak up, or even from introducing laws which by
themselves make a mocken of the right of expression.
Criticism is branded as 'subversion' or 'anti-state propa-
ganda', sympathy for a minority group as an 'attempt to
divide the nation'.

Several prisoners of conscience have been incarcer-
ated just for their attempts to discuss such hypocrisy, thr
their work for real human rights. In many cases they are not
recognized as authors or journalists by the 'establishment'
in their home countries.

The forces that threaten to stifle creativity and
freedom of expression are real and arc continually claiming
their victims. We must have the courage to work through
our differences and manifest our solidarity with those who
are being silenced. There is a great deal we can do,
confident Mat, in the words of the writer Georgi Aladimoy,
'All attempts to control literature will inevitably he as
unsuccessful as projects for perpetual motion machines'.

ill Newsletter 1981
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• amnesty•

• international
Intarnations1 Secretariat, 10 Southampton Street, London WC2E 714F, England

Amnesty International opposes by all appropriate means the Imposition
and Infliction of death penalties and torture or other onset, Inhuman ornrannent or punish:twat of prironen or orher detained dorEXTERNAL
Index: AFR 62/31/81general is rfgdtion)

(Amnesty International' Statute, Article IfrhiD1str .  LA

!now whether or not they have used or advocated violence. ,

UA 248/81 Fear of Torture/Legal Concern 13 October /98/

ZAIRE: Citizen KAFOKELASango

Kapokela Sango, probably aged 20-25, was resident in Abumbevillage in Zaire's eastern Kivu region (cottectivite de Tanganyika,zone de  Fizi, 60u25-kg9ion de  Sud-Kivu). He was arrested in Abumbe bythe security police (Centha natiena de uchexche4 et d'inoutiga-teons - CNRI)  on 23 September 1981 and was taken to a detention centrein Uvira. His uncle and aunt tried to visit him there but were alsoarrested.

After being transferred to a cell in Mulimbi mdlitary camp inUvira, Kapokela Sango is reported to have been transferred to anunknown destination. After being arrested and transferred in similarcircumstances last March, two young men were subsequently found deadwith bullets through their heads. Sud-Kivu sub-region is an"operational zone", so it is possible that Kapokela may be heldwithout charge or trial for an indefinite period. There is aserious likelihood that he is being tortured and a possibility thathe may be killed. He was apparently arrested because he was known tobe critical of the government and was consequently suspected of linkswith armed rebels active in Sud-Kivu.

AI has been concerned about human rights violations in Zaire formany years. The security forces in the country in general and insud - Kivii sub- region in particular have extensive powers to arrestsuspects and to hold them incordounicado without charge. In thesecircumstances detainees are frequently ill-treated and have inseveral instances this year been killed while in detention.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Telegrams/express letters in Fkten poos -La c, crthelciiiseEng.tish bok Dutch) asking for an urgent assurance that CitoyenKapokela Sarrgo is being treated in accordance with internationaliyrecognized standards and that he has not been subjected to ill-treatment. Also inquire why he was arrested, whether he has beencharged and where he is held. In all letters explain that he wasarrested on 23 September at Abumbe village in Fizi zone in Kivuregion  (dan4 Ka zone de FLzr, Aigioh du Kivu].

LAINERS ate ntged to eati,te 2,1 theLt plc) c6 sionat capacity toCitoyen Vohcz Letagono, woo  LUZ until Aecentty RteAident oi theK-cn4ha6a  &It 4,5 .6 Ciatth .
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THE MISSING
CHILDREN OF
ARGENTINA

In December 1981 Amnesty International

launched a worldwide campaign to expose


and halt the use by governments of

'disappearances" as a means of


eliminating suspected Opponents. Many of

the victims were feared dead, but the


special mark of 'disappearance' as a tool

of repression is that people remain


unaccounted for, missing without trace.

and that government officials claim to


have no knowledge of them. Families are

left in permanent uncertainty As part of


the campaign Amnesty International

fiwussed on 67 missing children in


Argentina — some 'disappeared' with their

parents after raids by security forces,

others borne hy women in detention


pregnant at the time of their abduction.

After searching for her two little granddaughters for two
and a half years, Maria Laura Iribar de Jotar finally traced
them during a visit to a juvenile court in the province M.
Buenos Aires — just as adoption formalities were being
completed with the family who had been looking after them.

That was in March 1980. The grandmother had last
seen the children — Tatiana, then aged four %ears, and
1.aura, then two months — together with their parents on 17
October 1977, the day they had 'disappeared', victims of
the Argentine armed Mrces' policy of secret kidnappings.

A week after their parents"disappearance' Tatiana
and Laura had apparently been found crying in the street.
A/though Tatiana was able to give her name, she and her
sister were registered in separate orphanages as 'NY' —
name unknown. No attempt was made to locate the family.

In 1978 the pair went to live with the married couple
that eventually adopted them — but it was not until 19
March 1980 that their grandmother could be certain they
were still alive.

Now she is allowed to visit her grandchildren. Their
parents, Mina Graciela Brims and Alberto Javier Jotan are
still on the lists of the 'disappeared'.

For other grandmothers in Argentina the search
continues — for grandchildren whom they too last saw
before the parents were abducted by the security forces,
and for others they have never seen ... because the children
were born in secret detention centres during their mothers'
captivity

At least 53 pregnant women are known to have been
detained since the militan coup of 1976 in Argentina — and
at least 14 small children were seized with their parents.

According mAirs information, only one of the parents
detained with their children has ever been seen again: Sara
Mendez, an Uruguayan citizen, whose 20-day-old baby
Simon, was snatched from her soon after she was arrested
at her fiat in Buenos Aires on 13 July 1976. Transferred to
Uruguay with over 60 other Uruguayans arrested that year
in Argentina, she reappeared in the women's prison of
Punta Rieles. When the then British Ambassador visited
the prison in 1977, she appealed to him to find her baby
But, like other children, Simon had 'disappeared'. (41
learned in mid-October that Sara Mendez had been
released in March 1981.)

Grandparents believe that most of these missing
children have been placed for adoption, often with military
families. In desperation, some relatives have placed
newspaper advertisements appealing for news of missing
babies.

The mothers of a yOung married couple, Roberti) and
Patricia Toranzo, placed this advertisement in the daily La
Nacion:

'It is over a year since our children failed to return
home. Our denunciations have been shelved. Our court
appeals refused. Our children are hardworking and
studious. She is a teacher, he is a technician and
engineering student.... Patricia was expecting a child ...

'We want to know where it is. What has been done
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. kirk/ PatIna  uirairlle was three

14hen site and her mother Gabriella

here abdoeted in Cordoba in bid/

1976. She  is  hteated in Januarv 1984.

and is WM in touch  is ills  her real

famib.

• hniana Rifarie Brims  ha.%- four often

she anti her too-months-old half sister

taura  hens  Aunt! erslug in the skint

after being abducted  n  his their

parents in October 1977 Their

grandmother; long search for then;

ended in !larch 1980 —just as the)

o ere being adopted. Tatiana and ban

are still oith their adopth e parents hut

are in rontrirl uilh their real tuniii.
V  Mariana ZalTaroui Has o as 18

months aid o hen she 'disappeared'

aftersecurity forces raided the Buenos

Com home of her parents. 1 rapists an

niles. in September 1976..1(4111d

fitting Mariana; description oas

located in 1984 lining0th a member

of the Male intelligence Sun itt SIhis

had wgistered her as his 01WDehdd. In
September 1984 a court order na,

issued prohibiting the famili from

lea; ing 1rgentina. 


forgelina Planaso as three and a

hallo hen her mother thristina Has

abdueted in nal 1977. She  ka..  handed

tner to  the  children; mud in Lomas de

Zamora. Buento. tires prm Mee. hut

later taken  ;Nay In an air  Three officer

Und alh.ged(1 glint to a fantili fiat
adoption. I girl lining Jorgelina;

deseriPtion has been located Ming

;IA a menther of the lir Font.

00

SollaMontesama  was  sewn


months 'pregna m o hen she and her

husband 14ere ahducted from their
home in la Plam in Oelober 19.'6. She

reportedb gm r birth in detention.

11.4,44111

Clara inahi Ilariani  }fa.  three

months old when she 'disappeared'

after seeurio Threes raided her

parents home in Li Plata in Yownther

1976. Ber mother  sib  killed.  A  rhild

lilting her description  ha,  located. and
aludge has ordered blood test.i.
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Matta Irma Noss de Rossetti was the months'

pregnant when she was abducted in the eih of La

Plata on 10 December 1976. Her famib has

established that she Ras taken ta (llmos Prison

Hospital (for ordinary erimimd prisoners). phew she

gme birth to I* ins in lpril 10:7. On rm..)she Has

remmed front Dimas in any ear and the loins were

taken amp in another. The Dinah does not know

where any of them are. Thin bms fitting the Rossetti

brothers' deseription were located in 1985 thing as

the natural sons ofa federal policy officer. Bbtod tests

mere ordered fir a judge but the police officer failed to

appear and the fantifi has pine into hiding.

"Alk.• r-
t` v

with it? 1 low is it being brought up? What future is reserved
Mr it?'

'The fact that a woman prisoner was pregnant never
led to her getting any sort of consideration under torture.
Those who did not lose their babies on the torture tables,
having survived the interrogation stage, were thrown into
the cells under the same conditions as the rest ... When

their pregnancy was very advanced, they were admitted to
the infirmary and were given a little more food. They were

given a layette for the baby, stolen in other operations.
When there were only a few days left bethre the delivery,
they said that they were taking them away to the Military
lIospital; From testimony on secret detention camps given

to  A/  by two former prisoners.
'One day while I was washing plates, they took me to

wash diapers and rubber pants 1 reali7ed that there were
children on the other side from where we were. At that time
1 heard the voices of children of about four years of age,
asking why their parents had those things !hoods] on their
heads. I asked the guard how it was possible for children to
be there. I le said ... they had been brought with their
parents because there was no place to leave them. I lowever,
they were going to be taken away the next claC From

testimony of Estela Cornalea de Falicoff to the Inter-
American Commission on I Inman Rights, published April
1980.

But the appeals, the pilgrimages to children's homes,
to hospitals, to the courts, to government offices, to the
military authorities, to the police stations, to the Church,
have all failed to find the lost children.

The Jotar-Britos children are among the exceptions.
Another case occurred in June 1979, when a Chilean social
worker visiting Venezuela recognized a magazine photo-
graph of a missing Uruguayan brother and sister

Nearly three years earlier, the boy, then aged four, and
his 18-month-old sister had been found abandoned in

Valparaiso, Chile, and taken into care. They were later
adopted by a dentist and his wife.

The childen are Anatole and Victoria Julien, who
'disappeared' with their parents when security forces
invaded their home in Buenos Aires on 26 September
1976. They had been taken across the border and left in
Chile. They have now been reunited with their grand-
parents.

The great majority of grandparents, uncles, aunts,
brothers and sisters, have searched in vain. They must
endure the agony of knowing that perhaps not far away, cut
off not only from their parents but from all their family
links, these children are being brought up with new
identities. Some may have been left in orphanages, either
official or clandestine. Others may have been adopted by
families who do not know their background, and manv may

e been taken by military families who know very well
who their parents were.

PdWald* Nove•ber 1911

The Escu•la de Alevaniea de la Armada (Pill the
principal naval training eallege in Buenos .tires.

uhieh has been lased as a detention centre for

abducted prisoners.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS IN

PAKISTAN
In July 1977 the militan administration of


General Zia ul-llaq look power in Pakistan

and imposed martial law. suspend*


manv fundamental human rights

iftrifinteed in the Constitution. The former


Prime Minister. Zulfikar iii Bhutto. was

executed in 1979 after a controversial trial


and appeals process. Amnesty

International noted a steady deterioration

in the human rights situation and in early


1982 it published Pakistan: Human rights

violations and the decline or the rule of


law' from which this extract is taken.

Nearb all political prisoners are held under martial law
pros isions.

Delenlion Idlhopai

The government has wide powers of preventive detention
both under Martial Law Order 78 of 26 May 1980, and
under the Maintenance of Public Order Ordinance.
Martial Law Order 27 limits the period of detention to 12
months. The martial law orders allow detention without
trial on vaguely defined grounds: 'for the purpose of
preventing him from acting in a manner prejudicial to the
purpose for which martial law has been proclaimed or to the
security of Pakistan, or any part thereof, the maintenance of
peaceful conditions in any part of Pakistan or the efficient
conduct of martial law.'

Martial I ,aw Order 78 incorporated Martial Law
Order 12 of 1977, but removed the obligation to inform the
detainee of the grounds ffir detention. Under Martial Law
Order 78 the grounds for detention 'shall not he
communicated to the detainee'. The civilian courts had
previously set aside many political detention orders: for
example on 11 December 1979 the Lahore High Court
declared the detention of 13 people under Martial Law
Order 12 'unlawful' and ordered their immediate release.
The court found 'the material pertaining to the detention
... insufficient% (Dawn, 12 December 1979). However such
scrutiny of executive action is no longer allowed under the
PCO [Provisional Constitution Order 1981.]

Amnesty International believes the pnwisions of
Martial Law Order 78 are used arbitrarily and on a large
scale to detain non-violent critics of the government.
Detention orders are usually renewed every three months,
but Amnesty International knows of several people detained
for far longer than the maximum of 12 months allowed by
the legislation.

Many hundreds of political party members have been
detained without trial in recent years for long periods.
Among them are Begum Nusrat Bhutto, the wife of the late
Prime Minister, who succeeded him as leader of the PPP
[Pakistan People's Party]. By July 1981 she had spent 26 of
the preceding 41 months in detention under martial law
provisions; her daughter Benazir had been detained for 24
months during the same period. The leader of the
7bhrik-i-bliglal, Air Marshal (Retired) Asghar khan, has
been detained a number of times under both the present
and previous administrations. I [is period of detention since
29 May 1980 greatly exceeds the maximum 12 months
officially allow ed under Martial Law Order 27. All three are
among the prisoners of conscience adopted by Amnesty
International.

Polificaladisilies harmed

Political prisoners are often tried by military courts,
particularly under regulations banning ordthary political
activity and criticism of the artned forces:

0 Martial Law Regulation 13 states: 'No person
shall, by word, either spoken or written, or M. signs or by
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visible representation or otherwise, bring or attempt to
bring into hatred nr contempt or excite or attempt to excite
disaffection towards the Armed Forces or any members
thereof ' (Maximum punishment: five years' imprisonment
and 10 lashes.)

0 Martial I .aw Regulation 33 states: `No person shall
in any manner whatsoever directly or indirectly indulge or
participate in political activity', the definition of which
includes: 'A. Organizing any political partv, canvassing or
campaigning in public or in private, or propagating the
cause of any political party or any politicians by words,
either spoken or written, or by sign or hy visible
representation or in any other manner or at any place
whatsoever.'

'D. Arranging, attending or joining any procession of
a political nature.'

(e) making, printing, producing, publishing or
distributing directly or indirectly any matter connected
with furthering the cause of any political party, politician
or candidate ... or is likely to cause sensation or
misunderstanding amongst the people or which is preMdi-
cial to the precepts of Islam or the Ideology or integrity or
security of Pakistan or public peace or the national interest
or which tends or is likely to cause disaffection towards the
Martial Law Administration ...° (Maximum punishment:
seven years' imprisonment, 20 lashes and a fine.)

Political prisoners are often tried for printing political
literature, taking part in political processions or undertak-
ing other peaceful political activity, under Martial Law
Regulations 4, 5 and 18.

0 Martial Law Regulation 4 states:
'1. No person shall publish, print, circulate, or cause

to be published, printed, or circulated or otherwise be in
possession of anv pamphlet, poster or publication or any
type of literature calculated to promote or attempt to
promote feeling or enmity or hatred between different
provinces, classes, sects, or religious orders.' (Maximum
punishment: 10 years' imprisonment and 30 lashes.)

0 Martial Law Regulation 5 states:
'1. No person shall organize or convene or attend any

meeting, not being a religious congregation, in an open
public place, or organize or take out a procession, not being
a religious Funeral or marriage procession, without the prior
written permission of the Martial Law Administrator
concerned.' (Maximum punishment: seven years' impris-
onment, fine and 10 lashes.)

0 Martial I a Regulation 18 prohibits a wide
spectrum of political activities. Article 3 reads:

No political party or person shall, by words, either
spoken or written, or by signs or by visible representation or
otherwise, propagate any opinion, or act in a manner
prejudicial to the ideology or the integrity or the security of
Pakistan, or prejudicial to the purpose for which Martial
Law has been proclaimed.' Maximum punishment: seven
years' imprisonment, tine and 10 lashes.)

Although Martial I ,aw Regulation 23 of 19 Septem-
ber 1977 states that trade union activity is allowed, the 


regulation bans all 'strikes and lock-outs'. Martial Law
Regulation 51 of 14 June 1981 forbids 'agitational activity'
by people 'in government service' and 'in corporation
service' in widely defined terms: anyone engaging in activity
'which is intended or is likely to impair the normal
functioning or efficiency of any department or office of the
government' including 'causing or inciting of strikes or slow
movements' may he dealt with 'in a summary way or his case
may be referred to a military court for trial'. (Maximum
punishment: five years' imprisonment and five lashes.) On
16 August 1981 the government banned all trade union
activity in Pakistan International Airlines (PIA), and the
penalty for disobeying was put at a maximum of five years'
imprisonment and five lashes under Martial Law Regula-
tion 52.

The terms of these martial law regulations are so wide
that any form of political activity or criticism of the
government can be punished by imprisonment and flogging
after a summary trial. Most political prisoners are
sentenced to imprisonment of up to 12 months, and some
arc also flogged. Longer terms of imprisonment have been
imposed. For example, Aslam Saghir, the driver of Dr Zafar
Niazi, (a prominent PPP member and former dentist to
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto), was sentenced to three years'
imprisonment on 29 January 1981 for helping deliver
political pamphlets. 1 le was sentenced under Martial Law
Regulations 13 and 33 and has been adopted as a prisoner
of conscience.

Milli:sr?courts

With yen few exceptions, political prisoners are tried by
military MUM. These courts are not only empowered to ny
military personnel, they may also try civilians for many
martial law offences, including those banning political
activity.

Since the promulgation of the Constitution (Second
Amendment) Order 1979 they can also try offences under
the Pakistan Penal Code, previously the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the civil courts. Martial law authorities decide
whether a case is to he heard by a military tribunal or a
civilian court. Onb military courts try cases of treason,
sedition, 'prejudicial activity' and 'seducing members of the
Armed Forces', (Martial Law Order 77).

Summon. %Mary Courts

Summary military courts consist of one member who need
not be a member of the 13ar. The accused can address the
court and cross-examine witnesses, but only a summary of
the evidence need be taken down. The defendant has no
right to be represented by a lawyer, and although the
accused may be assisted, this person cannot address the
court directly. These courts can impose up to one year's
imprisonment and 15 lashes. In most cases the maximum
period of imprisonment is imposed. No appeal is allowed,
but there is provision for review by the Zonal Martial Law
Administrator.
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Special Mil i tan Courts

Special military courts consist of three people, one a
magistrate, the other two career army officers of the rank of
Major or Lieutenant-Colonel. Amnesty International
understands that the army officers do not need to have any
legal training. The courts may tly all martial law and penal
code offences and impose all punishments, including the
death penalty and amputation of a hand; executions or
amputations have to be confirmed by the Chief Martial Law
Administrator. Only a summary of the evidence need be
recorded and, if necessaty, 'may be dispensed with in a case
and in lieu thereof an abstract of evidence may bc
recorded', (Martial Law Order 5, 11 July 1977). Cross-
examination of witnesses is allowed. Amnesty International
has been told that decisions are recorded on printed forms
under the heading 'guilty or not guilty', and that this is
sufficient to constitute a judgment. There is no require-
ment to give a reasoned judgment in writing, even in cases
involving the death penalty.

Any question relating to the jurisdiction of the
military courts or the legality of their actions must be
referred to the Chief Martial Law Administrator, whose
decision is final. Under martial law there is no provision for
judicial review of the legality of decisions taken by the
martial law authorities by any court of law in Pakistan.

During a mission to Pakistan in Jarman. 1978
Amnesty International delegates were able to attend a
hearing before a summary military court. In July 1980  the
secretary of the Centre for the Independence ofJudges and
I 2wyers, a unit of the International Commission of Jurists,
requested permission to attend such a trial. Permission was
refused by the provincial authorities even though proceed-
ings are in principle open to the public (C77L Bulletin, No.
6, October 1980).

Amnesty International has received disturbing
accounts of the way these military tribunals try political
prisoners. The Baluchistan Iligh Court in a judgment of
2 Jub 1980 quoted the case of a student who was accused of
having participated in an illegal procession, a case referred
to it by Mrrner Attorney General Arahya Bakhtiar. At his trial
no witness named the student, nor did any identify him..
'But the Presiding Officer was helpless. He told the
accused student that although the evidence did not indicate
his guilt he could not do anything as the higher authorities
sent down direction that he was to be sentenced to one
year's rigorous imprisonment' (imprisonment with hard
labour). The Baluchistan High Court observed: 'This
quality ofjustice is being tried to be provided in preference
to the existing courts, and with such sanctity that the
judgment of military courts and tribunals are being sought
to he kept above the judicial scrutiny of the superior courts.
Such a step is not likdy to promote the good of the people.'
(N11..R 1980 Civil Quetta, page 889).

This case illustrates the miscarriages ofjustice which
are likely to occur when basic legal safeguards are
suspended. Of particular concern are

0 the summary recording of evidence,
O the denial of the right to be represented by a lawyer,
0 the absence of the right to appeal to a court of law,
0 the fact that judges are career army officers who

are part of the Executive,
0 the removal of the requirement to give a reasoned

judgment in writing.
Trials before military courts therefore fall far short of

international standards to ensure a fair and open trial. This
is particularly disturbing as the military courts are widely
used to punish peaceful dissent, and often hand down
severe punishments, including the death penalty.

Published Fehms111182
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MARTIAL LAW
IN POLAND

Martial lah was declared in Poland on

13 December 1981. The independent trade


union Solidarity was suspended. as were

other independent trade union and


student organizations, and thousands of

Solidarity activists and others were


interned. The following extracts come

from the 'Amnesty international Report


1983' (which eaeh year includes a country-




bv-country survey of human rights abuses

of concern to Anmestv international) and


from a paper entitled internment in

Poland' issued in 1982.

Internment, introduced with martial law, was most widely

applied during the first month, when sorn.e 6,800 people

were officially acknowledged to haye been interned.
Although some internees were released in December 1981

and there were releases throughout 1982, new internnlents
continued to take place as late as November. According to
official statements, internees were not suspected or accused
of any crime; they were interned because their past conduct
gave rise to 'justified suspicion that if they remained at
liberry they would not observe legal order or would engage

in activities endangering the interests of the security or
defence of the State'. Internment was enforced by the

militia with no court supervision. There was no fixed term

for internment, which could, and in some cases did, last for
the duration of martial law. Those interned included most

members of the National Commission of the independent
trade union Solidarky, Solidarity advisers, regional officials,
members and supporters, members of independent far-

mers' and students' unions, members of civil and human
rights groups and other people officially regarded as
opponents of the government. I ,ech Walesa, Solidarity's
leader, was placed under house arrest.

Internees were held in 'isolation centres' in prisons,
reformatories and in worker and army holiday accommoda-
tion. With the exception of women detainees and
well-known intellectuals held in holiday centres, most

internees experienced conditions described as cold, un-
hygienic and overcrowded. Internees frequently reported
that they were interrogated by the state security police and

pressed to collaborate with police, to emigrate or to sign a
statement that they would not engage in anti-state acthity,
as a condition for release. A number of internees

complained that they had been denied medical treatment or
that this had been delayed. There were also allegations that

internees had been beaten by guards; such incidents, for
instance, were reported to have taken place on 13 February

at Wierzehowo Pomorskie, on 25 March at llawa and on 14

August at Kwidzyn. In the last case six internees were said
to have been badh injured and hospitalized. Priests and
delegates from the International Committee of the Red
Cross were allowed to visit internees throughout the year.

The majority of people imprisoned for political

offences during 1982 had expressed opposition to martial
law by strikes, demonstrations, leaflets or clandestine trade
union activity. Most were convicted of 'martial law

offences', that is, of violating Articles 46-48 of the Martial
Law Decree of 12 December 1981. This penalized

participating in a suspended trade union or association,
organizing strikes or protest actions and printing or
disseminating 'false infimmation liable to arouse public

anxien. or riots'. Most such cases reported to Amnesty
International were tried by special summary proceedings
introduced under martial law. In these proceedings

pre-trial detention was compulsory and most detainees did
not have access to a lawyer during investigation; various

procedural time limits were reduced and heavier penalties
imposed: a minimum of three years' imprisonment and loss
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of civil rights for up to 10 years. The accused had no right of
appeal. In some cases, however, sentences were increased
after an 'extraordinary appeal' by the Procurator General.
Certain martial law offences were tried by military courts,
involving further restrictions, for example on public access
to the court and on the accused's choice of lawyer. The
majority of sentences imposed under summary proceedings
for martial law offences in cases known to Amnesty
International were for three to four years' imprisonment.
Sonic lower sentences were imposed under normal
proceedings, and there were also acquittals.

Amnesty International was also concerned about
allegations that political prisoners had been severely beaten
by prison guards. Prisoners in Gdansk prison, including
some 15 prisoners of conscience, were reported to have
been attacked and beaten by guards on 23 July after
rumours had circulated within the prison that inmates were
about to start a hunger-strike. Some 20 younger prisoners
were forced to take a very hot shower and beaten again.
Police dogs were alleged to have been set on certain
prisoners.

Published 1114

Conditions of internment

Initial reports received by Amnesty International stated that
many internees were held in harsh, cold and overcrowded
conditions in internment centres located in evacuated
prisons, investigation centres, barracks, reformatories
(social rehabilitation centres) and worker and army holiday
accommodation.

Several reports indicate that some of the worst
hardships initially sutThred by internees were due to the fact
that local authorities had not made preparations thr their
reception. On 9 January, the army newspaper Zolnierz
Ilidnoseiquoted an interview with the regional prison chief
of Wroclaw who (referring to some 920 people locally
interned) confirmed reports of internees being kept in a
prison courtyard poorly clothed in sub-zero temperatures.
'Unfortunately such facts did take place ... we were simply
not prepared for quickly receiving and accommodating
such a number of people. We, too, were surprised by the
proclamation of martial law. We did ... everything in our
pow ers to alleviate the hardships of waiting.'

On 21 December an official government spokesman
insisted that internees were held in 'bearable conditions
and have the right to visits by close relatives, may receive
fbod parcels, have access to religious practices, are
receiving books and periodicals and are provided with
means of personal hygiene and have medical care. Those
who want to can work. Some of the internees are staying at
holiday homes. All have the right to contact one another.'

While other reports indicate that by this date
conditions in certain internment centres had somewhat
improved, most reports agreed that conditions varied
considerably from one centre to another and that prominent
intellectuals generally had much better conditions than
workers. This is also indicated by the experience of Teresa

Bogucka, head of Solidarity's Cultural Committee in
Warsaw, who was interned following the imposition of
martial law but was released on New Year's Eye. Her
account was published in the Guardian (London) on 20
January 1982:

What happened the night you were informed?
A: It was late at night. The hell of the door rang very

loudly. (Police) explained the situation was 'special', and
they would show me a paper in a moment. It was an order
for internment in Bialoleka (camp) in connection with
martial law ... They played an easy trick on my intelligence.
They said 'You know, it is probably a misunderstanding. So
after two hours you will come back' ... As a result I took
almost nothing with me. At 12.30 I was at the police
headquarters in Wilcza street. There was an incredible
crowd ... At around 3 am we reached a prison. The staff
were upset. They asked us what had happened. They let us
into a cell where there were only mattresses. They said the
store was closed so they couldn't get us anything. The cell
was not heated. It had broken windows through which snow
blew in ... In the morning a guard came, took pity, on us and
gave us blankets. It became clear that there was no water.
During the whole time I was there — three days — not once
was I brave enough to take off my coat or to undress, We
asked to be ahle to wash our hands and faces at least. So
they brought us snow, explaining that the water was cut
off. ...'

After three days, she was transferred by helicopter to
an army holiday house at Jaworzno, together with a group of
other internees, mostly university professors and writers.

'As a vacation house it was poor, as a prison it was
luxurious. We found ourselves in a camp, undoubtedly fir
the chosen few, where we could move between rooms ...
Complete freedom in the rooms, ... excellent food, ...
walks. It was served by the normal militia, I think, with
police badges, and they treated us politely and even with
embarrassment that such amazing people like scientists
were here. And that's how it generally looked. We
immediately became aware that the intelligentsia was
separated from the workers who were left in Bialoleka and
Olszynka;

By contrast, a declaration by internees in Bialoleka,
printed in an underground publication of Solidarity in early
January, stated:

'We hereby declare that, despite the assurances
issued by the so-called Military Council of National
Salvation, our detention is not designed to keep us isolated
from society; but most of all is an act of repression and
revenge. There are among us gravely ill people. Our
repeated demands that they be freed, or at least assured
proper medical care, have been ignored.... The conditions
in which we are being held do not differ significantly from
the conditions existing in the majority of Polish prisons.
Our group, of almost 300 people, has been placed in
twelve-person cells of 18 square metres each, in unsanitary
conditions. 'There is no hot water or laundry detergents,
except soap, which helps disease to spread. There is a flu
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epidemic in the camp. The prison rules read to us are more
severe than those in the Nazi POW camps. We are deprived
of the right to move freely within the camp, to maintain
contact with prisoners in other cells, and to take part in
educational and cultural activities or recreation. Daily
collective prayer is also forbidden. The rules are set up so
that the camp commandant has unlimited powers. Despite
repeated requests, we have not been allowed to study the
texts of the international conventions — especialfi the
I lague and Geneva conventions, ratified by Poland, which
regulate the procedures concerned with interned persons —
in order to compare these texts with the prison rules. We
have demanded contact with representatives of the
authorities and of the International Red Cross — also to no

'We were granted the opportunity to have our families
visit us between Christmas and the New Year. Presently the
camp commandant limited the number of family isits to
one per month, and only on a weekda‘ during normal
working hours. Our families are being misinformed about
the dates and possibility of visits. I .etters sent tis us do not
reach their addresses. Letters mailed from outside do not
come to us.

'Despite the lact that no criminal proceedings are
pending against any of us, we are subject to infbrmal
interrogations by secret police. They threaten us with the
prolongation of detention if we do not sign ihe lovaltv oath.'

On 8 January the foreign press reported that
prisoners in Bialideka were taking turns to  go  on hunger
strike in support of this protest. Nonetheless, according to
some unofficial accounts, conditions in Hialoleka are good
in comparison with certain other centres; those at a centre

peninsula are described as particularly harsh.
There have been isolated reports of internees haying

been beaten on arrest or alter their internment, but the
limited information available at present to Amnesty
International suggests that this has not been widespread or
systematic.

Published February 192

'THE WORD "FRIEND" GIVES US THE STRENGTH TO GO ON'

Bathe Oxandabarat Scarrone often took part in the marches
of the sugarcane cutters from tbe north of &mpg to the
capital, Montevideo, to claim better working conditions and
wages. During a long and distinguished history of trade
union activity he became President of the regional branch
of the main trade union confederation in the country, the
Confedernitn National le MN/adores [um.As such, he
was affested on 211 June 1972, charged with 'Attack on the
Constitution' and sentenced to 13 years' imprisonment. As
part of a general clanip-ilown on left-wing organizations,
the government banned the CNT itself in June 1973. He was
left alone following the death of his brother in 1971— his
sister having fled into exile in Barcelona.
An Amnesty International group in the Federal Republic of
Germany took up his case. Apart from the campaigning
work they undertook to call for his release, they also
offered their moral support to Battle and his family,
continuing to write to him regularly during the years he
was incarcerated. When he was released, the group paid
for his [tidies ticket from Montivideo to Barcelona so that
they could he reunited.

following his reline on 10 March 1985, Bathe wrote to the
group: 'To begin this letter ... it has been shown that there
is no distance, nor place or race which can stop human
relationships being established and developed through the
means of communication which are within our reach. All we
have to do is to think and be aware that there are millions
of others and that one can be ol use to a fellow human
being from a distance. Through the means of a letter. ... to
receive the word "friend" and "brother" comforts us and
gives us strength to go oit with our principles — to construct
a more just and humane world. Today, happily, in freedom
and in Spain with my family, censorship cannot prevent me
from communicating my gratitude for everything you have
done for me."
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PRISONERS OF
CONSCIENCE IN

EGYPT
Between 1971 and 1982 Amnesty


Internatiimal adopted as prisoners of

conscience people of differing political


persuasions and religious beliefs in Egypt.

Many were accused of belonging to illegal


communist organizations or of

participating in their activities. In the


following case. published in 'Egypt

Violations of human rights'. 176 people

were charged in connection with 'food

riots' that had taken place in January


1977.
On 18 and 19 January 1977 riots and demonstrations took
place in Cairo and other major towns throughout Egypt in
reaction to a government announcement that, contrary to
earlier statements, subsidies on basic foodstuffs and
commodities were to be cut in compliance with the terms
laid down for a loan from the International Monetary Fund.

Many acts of violence took place during the two days
and public and private buildings, as well as vehicles, were
set on fire. Thousands of people were arrested and there
were numerous trials for offences relating to the violence.
Among those arrested and detained were several hundred
who had not been involved in any violence and were
detained solely because of their political beliefs. They were
held for several months and it was later announced that 176
of them were to be formally charged and brought to trial.

Fifty-three of the 176 defendants were charged with
'instigation' of the events of 18 and 19 Jarman (usually bv
means of written material — newspaper articles or messages
on student notice-hoards — produced in the previous years
and months), (Articles 102 (his) and i 74 of the penal code).
Another 86 were accused of membership of the banned
Egyptian Workers Communist Part% — principally under
provisions of Article 98 of the penal code and, in several
cases where individuals were arrested during Eubrualy
1977, under Law 2 of 1977. The remaining 37 w ere
accused of membership of the banned Egyptian Commun-
ist Party (principally under Article 98A of the penal code).

One hundred and thirty-one defendants were present
when the trial began before the Supreme State Security
Court in Cairo on 16 April 1978; all but six of them were
granted prmisional liberty This session of the trial was 


attended by an Amnesty International observer
The defence protested that onls 15 copies of the case

dossier existed and that the price was £500 (Egyptian) a
copy. They called for an adequate number of copies to be
prepared and made available to lawyers for the defence free
of charge. They further requested a postponement of the
trial to allow the defence adequate time in which to study
the dossier, which then consisted of 11,000 pages. They
ako asked for the six defendants remaining in custody to he
granted provisional liberty.

The court decided that the price of the dossier should
be reduced to £200 (Egyptian) and that two free copies
should be given to the Egyptian Bar Association. It decided
also that the six defendants in question should remain in
detention, and it adjourned proceedings for a month.

In response to defence requests, a second postpone-
ment of a month was declared on 16 May so that students
among the defendants could study and sit for examinations
and to allow further time for the defence to study the case
dossier, of which 22 copies now existed.

Seven further sessions and postponements took place
on 20 June, 18 October, 20 November, 18 and 26
December 1978, I January 1979 and I February 1979.

On 11 Februan 1979 the defence protested that
another 1,100 pages had been added to the case dossier and
that only three complete copies existed. The defence also
submitted that the case should be tried in an ordinary court
and not an exceptional court.

When the court announced that the trial should
proceed, all defence lawyers withdrew in protest and were
tined L50 (Egyptian) because of their conduct. The court
ordered that these lawyers be replaced and adjourned
proceedings to 1 March. Afterwards, the Chairman of the
Bar Association intervened, assuring the court that the
defence lawyers' sole objective had been to secure all
standard defence rights for their clients. The fines were
subsequently withdrawn and additional copies of the
dossier were made available to all lawyers for the defence.
The trial continued without incident for another year
Amnesty International sent delegates to observe part of the
proceedings in November 1979.

The verdicts were announced by the Supreme State
Security Court on 19 April 1980. Of the 176 defendants ,
156 were acquitted; 11 were sentenced to three v ears'
imprisonment and a fine of £100 (Epptian); and nine
received sentences of one year's imprisonment and a tine of
£50 (Epptian). Those convicted did not serve their
sentences, however, as the coures deeision was not
considered final until it had been reviewed by the President
of the Republic.

In 1981 the President vetoed the verdicts and ordered
a retrial befiwe a different court of the same standing. This
began before the State Security Court on 17 April 1982.
Further proceedings were adjourned to 23 October 1982,
on which date they were postponed to 15 January 1983 — six
3rears after the alleged offences took place.

Published 1983
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POLITICAL
KILLINGS BY

GOVERNMENTS
Political killings hy governments were


documented in a special report puhlkhed

in 1983 which detailed evidtner in over 20


countries and spearheaded a l'alnpaign

launched to expose these killings and


1110biliur !WWII opinion. These extracts

are taken from the report and tlw April


1983 Newsletter.

MASS KILLINGS IN INDONESIA (1965 TO 1966) AND
KAMPUCHEA (1975 TO 1979)
'In 1975 ...we were made to change polio: the victon of
the revoluticin had been too qUick. If the populati011 was not
wiped out immediately-, the revolution would he in danger
because the republican threes, the forces of Sihanouk, the
capitalist forces would unite against it. It was therefore
necessari to eliminate all these forces and to spare Only
those of the Communist Party of Kampuchea.  It  was
necessary to eliminate not onls the officers but also the
common soldiers as well as their wives and children. This
was also based on revolutieman experience. In the past,
Sihanouk had killed revolutionaries, hut their wives,
children and relath es had united against him and had
finned us. That must not he repeated against us now. In the
beginning, however, onlv officers himilies were killed. At
the beginning il 1976,  howo er, the families of common
soldiers were also killed. One das at Choeung Pro, I cried
tbr a whole day on seeing w ()men and children killed. I
could no longer raise nu arms. Comrade S— said to me:
'Get on with it.' T said: 'Ilow can I: Who can kill women and
childreni.' Three din s later I was arrested, in June 1976.'
inA,P11011f Ora hnuiT Khmer Rouge [Min' lo ilif hatTlIalionair

COMMiSSion quu Pit Is.

The government-instigated killings in Indonesia in 1965
. and 1966 and in Kampuchea in 1975 to 1979 rank among

the most massive violations lid human rights since the
Second World War A conservative estimate of the number
of people killed in Indonesia is 500,000. In Kampuchea the
nunTher of victims was at least 300,000.

Both in Indonesia in 1 965 and 1966 and in
Kampuchea in 1975 to 1979 the gosernments decided to
transform the political map within their countries through
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the physical liquidation of the political opposition. Ele-
ments of such a policy may exist elsewhere, for example in
the killing of political leaders or selected members of
pohfieal groups. The scale of the Indonesian and
Kampuchean tragedies resulted from the governments
concerned being intent on the permanent physical eradica-
tion of all opposition in the case of Kampuchea, and of
left-wing opposition in the case of Indonesia.

In Indonesia the principal targets were members of
the Indonesian Communist Party and its affiliated orga-
nizations — the trade unions, the women's organization
(GERHAVO and the peasants' association (RarisanThni
Indonesui).Their families were killed too. In Kampuchea,
the victims came from several categories including
personnel of the former government, members of the
bourgeoisie and intelligentsia and from currents multi?,the
revolutionary movement that were out of line with the
leadership. In addition, many members of ethnic minorities
were killed in both countries.

In both Indonesia and Kampuchea the killings were
not committed in a period of armed conflict. Resistance was
minimal in both cases.

The gm ernmetn-insligaied hang.: of tOunnunisi
parn nwmhers and supporters in Indonesia in 106.7

and 1966 rank among the 11104 maio.helialations of
human rights Ninn" the Second liorld a

consenathe estimate put the number ofkillings at

5010100. This photo Atm i•••people about to he
f id,

a.

4

All
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Indones ia (1965 to 1966)

At the beginning of 1965 the Indonesian Communist Party
(PKI) was the largest political party in the country. It
operated legally and had declared its commitment to
peaceful social change.

On 30 September 1965 a group of nationalist army
officers led by Lieutenant-Colonel lintung attempted to
stage a coup against the government of President Sukarno.
Six army generals were killed. The coup attempt was
crushed by General Suharto in 24 hours..

During the next few weeks the army leadership under
Generals Suharto and Nasution consolidated their control
over the government. At the same time they linked the
leadership of the PKI vvith the coup attempt and blamed the
PKI for the killing of the six generals. As a result of these
accusations PK I members were attacked by mobs and
several thousand members were arrested in Jakarta. But it
was in Central Java, a long-time PIC stronghold, that the
killings of PK I members began.

The arrival in Central Java of two battalions of the
Indonesian 'Red Berets', or Army Paracommandos
(RPKAD), signalled an army decision to crush the PK1 in
Central Java before annihilating the party throughout the
country The RPKAD began killing PKI members in
Central Java in mid-October 1965, when the PKI was
already in disarray and was not offering armed resistance.
An Indonesian Government White Paper later argued that
the RPKAD had arrived in Central Java to prevent a
large-scale insurgence, but there is little evidence that there
was in fact a threat of insurrection.

There was no set pattern to the killings that then
began and that claimed the lives of an estimated 500,000
Indonesians in the following nine months. However, certain
features recurred. Everywhere local officials of the P1(1 and
its affiliated organizations were rounded up and shot. In
many cases whole families were killed; it was often said by
the perpetrators that the liquidation of entire families would
serve to eliminate the communist menace for all time.

The first killings in nearly even, province were
initiated by the army. In some areas the army was assisted
by gangs of youths belonging to Ansor,an affiliate of the
Nahdatul (lama, a fundamentalist Muslim party. In Java,
Bali and Sumatra, night after night for months, local army
commanders loaded lorries with captured PKI members —
their names checked off against hastily prepared lists — and
drove them to isolated spots nearby fbr execution, usually
by bullet or knife. In some eases the bodies were
grotesquely mutilated before being buried in hurriedly dug
mass graves.

In the town of Kediri in Central Java, a PKI
stronghold, some 7,000 PICI supporters are estimated to
have been killed. In Banjuwangi in East Java, 4,000 people
were killed in a few days. In East Java most people were
executed with long sugar-cane knives and sickles; the
slaughter often assumed a ritualistic and ceremonial
character. In several places the killers held feasts with their
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hound victims present. After the meal each guest was
invited to decapitate a prisoner — apparently to involve as
many as possible in the killings.

As the purge accelerated in November 1965 headless
bodies covered with red flags were floated down rivers
aboard rafts and heads placed upon bridges. Every day for
several months riverside residents in Surabaya in East lava
had to disentangle bodies that were caught on. jetties. At one
point so many bodies from Kediri filled the Brantas river
that the downstream town of Jombang lodged a formal
protest complaining that plague might break out. In the
small mill town of Batu so many were executed within the
narrow confines of a small police courtyard that it was
decided that it would be simpler to cover the piles of bodies
with lavers of cement rather than bury the victims.

The killings in Bali began sporadically in the west of
the island during November 1965. The arrival of RPKAD
troops on the island soon ensured that the killings assumed
a systematic character. Armed with machine-guns, com-
mandos scoured villages in groups of 25, in some cases
executing the entire male population. Hundreds of houses
belonging to known communists, their relatives and friends
were burned down within a week of the purge heing
launched. The occupants were slaughtered as they ran out
of their dwellings.

A commonly accepted estimate of deaths resulting
from the operation in Bali is 50,000, with women and
children among the victims. All Chinese retail shops in
Denpasar and Singatadja were destroyed and their owners
executed after summary judgments were issued convicting
them of financing thu PKI. The killings of Chinese on Bali
were soon followed by persecution elsewhere in Indonesia,
claiming thousands of Chinese lives and leading to the
exodus of many other Chinese from the country.

By early 1966 the killings had reached virtually all of
Indonesia. From Java to Bali they had spread to Sumatra,
Kalimantan (Borneo), Sulawesi, Lombok, Flores and
Timor In one incident alone in the city of Medan, North
Sumatra, some 10,500 prisoners were reportedly killed in
the space of a few days. On the island of Belitung,
birthplace of D.N. Aidit, the PKI chairman, hundreds of
victims were thrown down disused mineshafts and others
towed out to open sea where their hoats were sunk.

The responsibility for the killings in Indonesia rested
unquestionably syith the Indonesian Armv which by then
effectively cuntrolled the government. Before the killings
General Nasution had called for the extirpation of the PKI,
and he was reported to have told an army staff conference as
the RPKAD arrived in Central Java that 'all of their [P1(11
followers and sympathizers should be eliminated'. During a
visit to Surabaya he called for the PKI's extinction 'down to
its very roots'. In mid-November, as the killings gathered
momentum, General Suharto signed an order authorizing
an 'absolutely essential clearing out' of the P1(1 and its
sympathizers from the government This directive, No.
22/K011/1965, set up 'special teams' to carry out the
order and authorized the teams to request military 


assistance 'if necessary'.

During the first few months of the killings, President
Sukarno and some of his ministers tried to bring them to a
halt, but without success. On 11 March 1966 President
Sukarno's government was tbrmally replaced by the military
government of General Suharto, still in power in 1982.

The precise number of people killed will probably
never be known. An inquiry team set up by President

Sukarno at the end of 1965 estimated that there had been
87,000 deaths. However, this figure referred only to th.e
island ofJava, and the inquiry took place at a time when the
killings were just starting in many other places. In late 1966
an investigation commissioned by the army and conducted
by the University of Indonesia estimated that one million
people had perished since the start of the killings. There are
some indications that this estimate may be too high.
Admiral Sudomo, the head of the chief government
security agency (KOPKAMT1B), later scaled the fipme
down to 500,000. In addition, some 750,000 people were
arrested and detained without charge or trial. Several
hundred were still in detention in 1982. In a period of less
than a year all the leading figures of the PKI, Indonesia's
largest political party, together with countless thousands of
its members and supporters, had been killed.

Ka nip uellea (1973 to 1979)

On 17 April 1975 forces of the revolutionary communist
movement known as the  Khnut Rouge  entered the capital of
Cambodia, Phnom Penh, overthrowing the government of
Lon Nol. This was the outcome of several years' civil war
between the  Khmer Rouge  and the I.on Nol government,
which was supported by the United States of America.
Upon taking power the new government immediately set
out to evacuate all cities and towns and to execute the
leadership of the former government.

By 1975 the population of Phnom Penh had swollen
to more than two million, roughly one third of the total
population, as a result of the civil war and the US bombing
and destruction of agriculture. On the morning of / 7 April
1975  Khmer Rouge  troops toured the city ordering the
population to evacuate the city within three days on pain of

death. In practice many residents were given less than an
hour in which to leave. Those who refUsed, procrastinated
or showed some opposition were beaten or shot dead. Old
people, disabled, children, pregnant women and hospital
patients were all forced to leave the city without distinction.

During the evacuation. many people are known to
have died. Some were killed by  Khowr Rouge  troops in order
to keep the marchers moving or to maintain discipline.

• Refugees from Phnom Penh have spoken of people,
particularly the young, dying on the roadside. One of the
city's leading physicians, Dr Vann 11ay, said that on his
march from Phnom Penh he saw the body of a child about
every 200 metres.

In the following days other cities and towns were
evacuated including Battambang (200,000 inhabitants),
Syay Rieng (130,000), Kompong Chhnang (60,000),
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Kompong Speu (60,000) and Siem Reap (50,000). The
loss of life from this gigantic shift of population is
incalculable.

The population of the evacuated cities and towns,

known as the 'new people' as distinct from the 'base people'
(the peasantry), were moved to agricultural sites where they

were forced to work long hours on irrigation works and the
cultivation of rice under strict discipline. Slight infringe-
ments of discipline were frequently punished by execution.

The evacuation of Cambodia's cities was accompa-
nied by the first of several purges — that of the officer corps
and senior officials of the former Lon Nol government.

Nearly all high-ranking officers, senior officials, police
officers, customs officials and members of the military

police appear to have been executed during the days
immediately after 17 April 1975. Detailed and independent
accounts have been obtained from the towns of Phnom

Penh, Battambang, Siem Reap, Pailin and Kornpong Speu.

In some places all officers from lieutenant upwards were
executed. Even this distinction of rank was often lost, and in

the first few months after the revolution some local

authorities were apparently given a free hand in deciding
whom to execute. On the forced marches from Phnom

Pcnh  Khmer Rouge  forces were permitted to pull out of the
marching columns anyone they suspected of being

associated with the former administration and kill them on
the spot.

Many accounts of these killings are now available. For

example: 'The chairman of Tuk Phok district, named Mice
Vay, summoned 50 guerrillas from various villages of his
district and gave them this oral order: "The former Lon

Nol soldiers are our enemies. We must kill all enemies to

celebrate the day of victory. This is the order of our leader
Pol Pot. Anyone who refuses to kill is disobeying orders and
must inflict on himself due punishment." We ubeved the

district chairman's order and the 50 of us killed 2,005 Lon
Nol soldiers.' (From evidence before a revolutionary

tribunal in Phnom Penh in August 1979.)
It appears from such testimonies that the killings were

not simply an act of revenge conducted in the heat of victory
hut were carried out in fulfilment of a central government

Non-commissioned officers, army privates, minor

officials and village headmen were treated differently from
region to region. Some were executed in the days following
the  Khmer Rouge victory, others were sent to hard labour
camps while others were allowed to return home. In late
1975, however, the policy towards lesser officials changed;

systematic executions of this group then began and
continued into 1976.

The killings of former I.on Nol officers and officials

extended to their families. Wives and children were
executed to prevent them becoming opponents of the new
government.

The killings of former government personnel were
soon followed by executions of members of the bourgeoisie

and intelligentsia. The rationale behind this practice was 


reflected in a document issued by the Executive Bureau of

the Eastern Region Party Committee:
'We must heighten our revolutionary vigilance as

regards those elements who have served in the administra-
tive machinery of the thrmer regime, such as technicians,
professors, doctors, engineers and other technical person-
nel. The policy of our Party is not to employ them in any
capacity. If we run after this technology, we will feel that

they submit to us and we will use them, but this will create
the opportunity Mr enemies to infiltrate our ranks more

deeply with even: passing year and this will he a dangerous
process.

In line with this policy intellectuals — often crudely
identified aS those who wore spectacles — were singled out

for particularly harsh treatment and in many regions of the
country were summarily executed. Many refugees report

that from early 1976 intellectuals, teachers and students,

often described by the  Khmer Rouge as 'the worthless ones',
disappeared from their places of work and were presumed
to have been killed. A former  Khmer Rouge cadre recalled
that in Kompong Cham province it was decided 'to arrest

the worthless ones', in other words, intellectuals, teachers,
pupils beyond the seventh grade. The country had to be rid
of them. That was the decision of the Central Committee,

just as it had been its decision to wipe out the soldiers in
1975-1976.'

Besides the killing of political and social groups

designated enemies of the revolution, many thousands of

individuals were executed on such grounds as minor
infringements of work discipline. Offences such as illicit

sexual relationships, criticizing or challenging official
instructions, resistance to the introduction of communal

eating (after 1977), and even laziness were often punished
by death.

From 1975 to 1977 there were regional variations in

the pattern of repression. In the Eastern Zone, although
former Eon Nol officers had been killed in 1975, conditions

do not seem to have been as harsh as elsewhere. This
resulted from political differences between regional au-
thorities and the central government in Phnom Penh.

These differences came to a head in 1978 when the

central government leadership under Pol Pot launched

what was, in effect, an invasion of the Eastern Zone (which
bordered on Viet Nam). The long-simmering conflict
between the centre and the more moderate eastern
communists exploded into open warfare in May 1978, and

the following months saw one of the most massive purges of
the entire  Khmer kmge  period. Tens of thousands of people

including officers and soldiers, together with their fathers,
mothers, wives and children were executed. The victims

included all Eastern Zone cadres who could be traced,
people evacuated from the cities in 1975, and anyone with
Metnamese relatives and connections. It has been estimated
that 100,000 people were killed in this purge because the

party centre in Phnom Penh had decided that the Eastern
Zone was led by  'Khmer  bodies with Vietnamese minds'. A
former rubber plantation worker, one of many refugees
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interviewed, said:

'They killed all the Eastern Zone cadres, and
ordinary people who committed the most minor offences,
such as talking about one's thmily problems at night. Even
day they would take away three to th e families Mr
execution. We would hear them screaming for help ...'.
(Kiernan, Khmer Bathes oath I  iemainese Mbols: Komputhtw's
Fasten, ,Zone, 1975-1978, Monash University, 1980.)

The local party leader So Phim and almost the entire
Zone Committee, the local military hierarchy and all but
two members of the regional committees were executed.
Executions of cadres are reported to have occurred in
almost all districts, sub-districts and villages. A number of
villages, including So Phim's home village, are reported to
have been entirely wiped out.

Members of ethnic minorities also were the victims of
repeated massacres with thousands of Chinese, Met-
namese, Lao and Thai being killed. The Cham, a Muslim
people, were singled out Mr especially harsh treatment.
From the early days of the Democratic Kampuchean
Government (Khmer Rouge) all religious activity was
rigorously repressed and religious leaders executed. In the
case of the Cham this was followed in early 1 976 by a ban
on the use of their native language, the suppression of their
religious beliefs and forcing them to raise pigs and eat pork.
Cham villages were dispersed and the Cham people told
that they were a weak link in the nation. Cadres arc reported
to have told Cham leaders in 1977 in the south-west region:
'... the Chams are hopeless. They abandoned their country
to others. They just shouldered their fishing nets and
walked ofE letting the Vietnamese take over this country.'

Executions of Cham leaders and dignitaries and the
populations of entire villages soon followed. In Stung
"Jiang, lorries loaded with Chams were reportedly pushed 


down steep ravines. The district of Kompong :Mem, in the
province of Kompong Cham, with five hamlets and a total
population of 20,000, was reported to have been razed to
the ground and all its inhabitants killed. In the district of
Koong Neas, in the same province, out of an estimated
20,000 inhabitants there were reportedly only four
sunivors. It is now conservatively estimated that more than
half of the total 1975 Cham population of 400,000 was
killed between 1975 and 1978.

Of all the mass killings carried out during the Khmer
Rougerule of Kampuchea, the most clearly documented are
those that took place at Tuol Sleng, also known as S21. Thol
Sleng was a former school in Phnom Penh used by the
Khmer Rouge ,ma centre for torture and execution. Careful
records were kept of prisoners and the prison archives,
which have survived virtually intact, show that nearly
15,000 people were liquidated there. Some of the victims of
'lhol Sleng were Khmer Rouge soldiers from the Eastern
Zone; others were members of the government or other
Kamptichean communists suspected of opposing the
government.

At any one time the prison held an average of 1,000 to
1,500 prisoners. Most were held for a short time, tortured
and forced into writing confessions before being killed. The
names of alleged co-conspirators elicited through confes-
sions were recorded and elaborate charts drawn up showing
lines of 'contacts' in coloured inks.

The rate of executions increased after October 1977.
On 15 October 1977 the prison record books show 418
killed; on 18 October, 179 were killed; on 20 October, 88
and on 23 October, 148. The highest single figure was 582
recorded executions on 27 May 1978. In many cases, as
with the veteran communist Hu Nim, the cause of death
was recorded as 'crushed to bits'.
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In January 1979 the Government of Democratic
Kampuchea was overthrown by the forces of the Kam-
puchean United Front for National Salvation, after an
invasion by Vietnamese troops in December 1978. The
countn. was renamed the People's Republic of Kampuchea.
The new government established a special tribunal which
in August 1979 tried in ahsewtiaPol Pot and leng San, the
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister in the Democratic
Kampuchea Government. They were charged with geno-
cide and both were sentenced to death. During the trial,
witnesses testified to having participated in torture and
killings committed on the orders of the authorities. Maims
of imprisonment and torture also testified against the
accused Khmer Rougeleaders. Documents on prisons and
mass graves were presented to the court.

In August 1981 Democratic Kampuchea's Foreign
.Nlinister leng Sary, attending a United Nations conference
on Kampuchea in New York, was confronted with some of
the evidence of killings during a press inteniew. leng San

admitted that the documents were genuine and confirmed
the killing of Hu Nim and the existence of liaol Sleng. I le
also acknowledged what no other Khmer Rougeleader had

admitted before — that it was official pohcv to liquidate
people accused of opposing the regime. He justified the
policy by saving that 'the circumstance was proletarian
dictatorship. We were in the middle of class struggle.'

Despite the magnitude of the killings in Indonesia

and Kampuchea, the international community did tittle to
try to stop them. The United Nations first took official note
of the human rights situation in Kampuchea in March 1978
when there was considerable discussion at the UN Human
Rights Commission. It asked the Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities
to consider the matter in 1979.. Several governments and
non-governmental organizations submitted information
and the sub-commission decided to investigate further. 'I'he
Government of Kampuchea responded by calling it

'impudent interferences in internal affairs'. In Januar 1979
the commission received a report about human rights
violations in Kampuchea, but hy that time the Khmer Rouge
government had been overthrown.

'lb some extent this inaction MIN' have been caused by
lack of infbrmation at an early date. The killings in

Indonesia and Kampuchea took place in conditions of
considerable secrecy and in some cases it was weeks and
even months befiwe any details became available outside

the countn-. When information did emerge, there were
accusations that it was exaggerated for political reasons.
Prompt research by impartial external investigative bodies,

using such techniques as interviews with refugees, might
have led to earlier and more effectise measures to
counteract the killings.

In Indonesia the killings subsided only when the
principal target, the communist party, had been destroyed.
In Kampuchea they ended only when the government was
overthrown.

Pot listed Monk 1883 


AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL SUPPLEMENT

Political killings by governments take place in different
parts of the world and in countries of widely differing
ideologies. They range from individual assassinations to the
wholesale slaughter of mass opposition movements or
entire ethnic groups. The scale of the crime is sometimes
not known to the international community before it has

reached proportions that will damage a whole society for
generations to come.

Hundreds of thousands of people in the past 10 years
have been killed by the political authorities in their
countries. The killings continue. Day after day Al receives
reports of deliberate political killings by the army and the

police, by other regular security forces, by special units
created to function outside normal supervision, by 'death
squads' sanctioned by the authorities, by government
assassins.

The killings take place outside any legal or judicial
process; the victims are denied any protection from the law.
Many are abducted, illegally detained, or tortured before
they are killed.

Sometimes the killings are ordered at the highest
level of government: in other cases the government
deliberately does not investigate killings or take measures to

prevent further deaths.
Governments often try to cover up the fact that they

have committed political kilhngs. They deny that the
killings have taken place, they attribute them to opposition
forces, or they try to pass them off as the result of armed
encounters with government forces or of attempts by the
victims to escape from custo4

The pattern of killings is often accompanied by the
suspension of constitutional rights, intimidation of witnes-
ses and relatives of victims, suppression of evidence and a
weakening of the independence of the judiciary.

These political killings are crimes for which govern-
ments and their agents are responsible under national and
international law. Their accountability is not diminished
because opposition groups commit similar abhorrent acts.
Nor does the difficulty of proving who is ultimately
answerable for them lessen the government's responsibility
to investigate unlawful killings and take steps to prevent
them.

Official cover-up

The facts about political killings by governments are often
hidden or distorted by those responsible. The official
cover-up may take many forms: concealing the fact of the
killing, for example by making prisoners 'disappear%
blaming killings on opposition forces or independent armed
groups; or passing off unlawful killings of defenceless
individuals as the result of armed encounters or escape
attempts.

One means of covering up political killings by
governments is to conceal the identity of the perpetrators,
claiming that the killings were the work of clandestine
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groups over whom the government has no control.
In the Philippines, the authorities have commonly

responded to allegations of human rights violations by
claiming that they are the result of armed conflict,
particularly with the New People's Army (NPA), the armed
wing of the Communist Pam of the Philippines. People
reported to have 'disappeared' are described as having
'gone underground'. Those killed by military personnel are
said to have been killed in combat.

In India, in December 1980 the Minister of State for
I lome Affairs informed the lower house of the Indian
parliament that 216 'Naxalites' — members of the
Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) — had been
shot dead by police in Andhra Pradesh state since 1968.11e
added that the shootings were 'a sequel to armed attacks
launched by Naxalites on police'.

Eye-witness accounts obtained by ._,1/ and other
investigating bodies indicate that a number of the victims
had heen arrested and, in some cases, tortured before being
shot.

Creating a cover-up can involve fabrication of
evidence. For example, in Colombia, there have been a
number of unexplained killings by official forces in rural
`militarized' zones, where the army has for some sears had
violent clashes with guerrillas.

On the morning of 26 April 1981 an army patrol
entered the ranch of RamOn Cardona in Albania, Caqueta,
dragged him and two others from thc house and took them
into the nearby hills. Screams were heard. 'Pie next day the
three men were found dead, their bodies bearing signs of
seN ere torture. According to reports of the incident,
neighbours were ordered to transfer the bodies to a
clearing, where soldiers placed a small quantity of food, an
empty army knapsack and a camouflage shirt by the bodies.
The soldiers then told local people and armv officers who
arrived to view the bodies that the supplies were evidence
that the men had been guerrillas. An army press bulletin
subsequently declared that the men had ambushed an armv
patrol and been killed in an exchange of fire.

IN  appeared. ielirn

Many political killings hy governments have been concealed
because the victims have 'disappeared' after being taken
into custody: the authorities have tried to hide hoth the fact
of the killing and their own responsibility Sometimes the
victims of 'disappearance' are later discovered in prison, or
released; sometimes it is learned that they have been killed.

Since thc March 1976 military coup the Argentine
armed forces have killed manv real or imagined opponents
of the military government as part of a 'war' against
subversion. It is impossible to know the precise number of
victims. This is partly because of the secrecy surrounding
the 'war' against subversion and partly because most of
these killings have been linked to the practice of
'disappearances' carried out by the armed forces after the
coup. Most of these 'disappearances' occurred between
1976 and 1978.
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Libyan assassinabyl in London ... police aelii ift

around the body of Ilahmoud Thdul Snlam shot


dead in the doonvayofthe Irab legal Centre on15

April 1980. The isle Lilnan gunmen Rho shot him

here raptured. tried for murder. convicted and

sentenced to life imprisonment .1i their alai thct said

that their yietim had been sentenced in death hi a

revolutionan committee and they had mien ii upon

themselves lo eseente the sentences. .11 least 14

Libyans have been Lined or hounded in assassination

attempts outside their ronntrY since February 1980

shell the Third Congress of the tilnan Resolutionary

Committees issued a declaration calling for the

'physical liquidation of enemies orthe 1969

revolution thing abroad.

The Lihyan leader. Colonel Gaddalt has


explkitly sanctioned the international assassination

eampaign against his opponents in a number of

ofrieial statements and pre.ss inteniens. On 17
Februart 1983 the General People's Congress (Me

body assigned to ratifi. official porky in Libya).

adopted a resolution calling for the reneual of the

assassination eanlpaign against Libyans abroad. Ftha

were classified a hostilrl The resolution stated that

'every eititen is responsible for the liquidation of the

enemies of the people and revolution'.

"Bpically, the victims were taken from their houses at

night by men who identified themselves as agents of the

police or armed forces. A few were subsequently released

m acknowledged as official detainees. Usually the victims
were taken to secret camps run by the armed forces or

police, where almost all are believed to have been tortured.

The majority of these 'disappeared' people have never been

seen again.

Hundreds of people — including a number Dr
'disappeared' individuals — are believed to have been buried

in unmarked graves discovered recently in at least nine

cemeteries in the Buenos Aires area. Investigations carried

out since October 1982 have revealed that up to four

hundred bodies may have been buried in unmarked graves

in the Gran Bourg cemetery alone.

In Guatemala, many victims of 'disappearances' have

been killed — only extremely rarely has a 'disappeared'

person later been found in custody or reappeared alive.

It has, however often been difficult to verify the fact
that an individual who has 'disappeared' has diect Bodies

have been recovered from secret graveyards in such a state

of decomposition that identification was impossible.

Comses have been found at roadsides far from where
abductions took place, mutilated beyond recognition.

In Guinea, President Sekou Thuré's government has
failed to account for approximately 2,900 prisoners who

'disappeared' after being arrested for political reasons

between 1969 and 1976. Many are believed to have died as

a result of torture, execution, deliberate starvation or

inhuman prison conditions.

In Afghanistan, thousands of people 'disappeared'

after the People's Democratic Party (PDP) government

came to power following a militan coup in April 1978. The

precise number of 'disappearances' and killings is not

known.

In December 1979 the new government of President

Babrak Katmai took power and declared a general amnesty.

During an  Al  mission to Kabul in February 1980 delegates

met relatis es of some of the thousands of prisoners who

were  known to have been arrested hut who had not been

released under the general amnesty. The Karmal govern-

ment has said that all those not released in December 1979

had been killed before it came to power. Government

officials told A/ that they had a list of 4,584 people who had

been killed, but that they believed the number of killings

and 'disappearances' was actually higher.

Since December 1979  41  has received reports of

killings of civilians in areas of armed conflict in Afghani-

stan. The reports have alleged killings by both government

forces and insurgents. Detailed and precise accounts have

been difficult to obtain.

The killings

Political killings by governments have been committed in

most, if not all, of the regions of the world. The cases in this

report show that they are not confined to any one political

system or ideology. Further examples are given here of
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political killings since 1980 believed to have been carried
out by official forces or others linked to the government.
The circumstances of the killings and the nature of
government involvement vary from country to country.
Some governments have been shown to be responsible by
their wilful failure to investigate adequately or to prevent
further killings.

The victims — individuals and entire families — have
Come from all walks of life and from many political
persuasions and religious faiths. Politicians, government
officials, judges, lawyers, military officers, trade unionists,
journalists, teachers, students and schoolchildren, religious
workers and peasants: all have lost their lives. In some cases
well-known political figures have been publicly assassi-
nated; in others whole villages have been wiped out, and the
news has not reached the outside world for weeks or
months. Often, the victims belonged to the political
opposition — often they were simply members of a particular
ethnic group or lived in an area targeted for security
operations.

In El Salvador, thousands of people have been killed
by the security forces since the military coup of October
1979. The victims have included not only people suspected
of opposition to the authorities, but thousands of unarmed
peasant farmers living in areas targeted for military
operations in the government's counter-guerrilla campaign.
People monitoring government abuses, such as journalists
and human rights workers, as well as church activists,.
community workers, political militants and trade unionists,
have been arrested and killed. Patients have been abducted
from hospital beds by securliN fbrces and killed.

Testimonies received daily by 41 implicate all
branches of the Salvadorian security services in the killings.
In addition to the regular armed forces El Salvador also
relies on special security forces such as the National Guard,
which combines police and military functions, the National
Police and the Treasury Police. All these units have
repeatedly been named in reports of political killings. So
has a nominally civilian paramilitary unit called ORDEN
(now renamed FrenteDenwcratiro Nacionalisla,Democratic
Nationalist Front), established in 1967 to carry out a
clandestine `counter-terror' campaign against government
opponents. New 'civil defence brigades' set up under
military control are also reported to have carried out killings
in rural areas. Recently the Atlactl Brigade, one of the
special new units trained by US military advisers, has been
blamed repeatedly for killings of unarmed peasants.

The Salvadorian authorities continue to maintain that
any abuses were perpetrated by security or armed forces
personnel exceeding their authority. They have also on
several occasions stated that officers or troops implicated in
these abuses have been removed from duty, or assigned to
non-combatant positions.

The authorities have also claimed that atrocities in
rural areas were perpetrated by independent extremist
groups or 'death squads' out of government control. Other
reports, however, have indicated that the so-called 'death 


squads' are made up of members of ORDEN or other
off-duty or plain-clothes security personnel acting in
cooperation with the regular armed forces.

In Libya, the Third Congress of the Libyan
Revolutionary Committees issued a declaration in February
1980 calling For the 'physical liquidation' of enemies of the
1969 revolution living abroad. Since then at least 14 Libyan
citizens have been killed or wounded in assassination
attempts outside Libya.

In Uganda, the widespread unlawful killings of the
eight-year military government of President Idi Amin
ended only with the overthrow of the regime in 1979.

In the aftermath of the armed conflict, a high level of
criminal violence continued, with many unexplained but
possibly politically motivated murders.

Opponents and supporters of the government and
members of the security forces were killed under the
successive governments of "fusuf Lule, Godfrey Binaisa,
and the Military Commission.

Former President Milton Mote returned to power
after elections in 1980. Instability continued, and early
1981 saw a series of guerrilla attacks. Many civilians —
particularly alleged political opponents — were arrested by
the army and there were reports of torture and killings in
militan custody. Unarmed civilians are also reported to
have been killed by security forces operating against
guerrillas in the countryside.

In Iran, in addition to the large number of officially
announced executions which have taken place since the
revolution of February 1979 (more than 4,500 by the end of
March 1983), Al has received many reports of executions
which have not been announced and may not have been
preceded by a trial. In other cases it is clear from the
circumstances of the killings that no legal proceedings took
place.

Some months after the 1979 revolution, hghting
broke out between government forces and members of the
Turkoman ethnic group. Four Turkoman leaders were
arrested and imprisoned in Evin Prison, Tehran, from
where they were kidnapped and killed. The then President
of Iran, Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, sent two missions to
discover how the Turkoman leaders had died and the
findings of both missions were that they had been
kidnapped and killed by the Revolutionary Guards.

Members of the Baha'i religion have been killed in
circumstances suggesting official involvement. A/ knows of
no case in which anyone has been prosecuted in connection
with such a killing.

Kurds have also been killed in circumstances which
suggest strongly that extrajudicial executions have taken
place. One report described the killing of I 8 workers on 14
September 1981 at a bricklaying factory near the village of
Saroughamish. According to the report Revolutionary
Guards arrested the workers, put them against a wall and
machine-gunned them.

Filhi-one villagers are reported to have been killed by
Revolutionary Guards in the village of Dehgaz in the
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Caspian region between June and September 1981. Those
killed were allegedly sympathizers of the opposition
People's Mujahideen Organization of Iran.

In Chad, there have been reports of killings of
civilians and soldiers no longer in combat by Mrees loyal to
Hissein I labré (who was sworn in as President on 21
October 1982) after they occupied the capital, N'Djamena,
in June 1982 and moved on to consolidate Hahre's control
of the country. Eye-witness accounts have described
defeated soldiers of the opposing  Forces dinners tchadiennes,
Chadian Armed Forces, and some of their civilian
collaborators, being killed hy the pro-Habre forces, the
Forces arroSes do nord,  Armed Forces of thc North.

In Namibia, South African military fiirces arc in
conflict with nationalist guerrillas belonging to the South
West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO). Church
leaders and others have reported that civilians have been
killed by South African soldiers because they were thought
to support Or sympathize with SWAPO.

In Bolivia, following the July 1980 military coup„41
received reports that security forces were involved in
numerous 'disappearances' and political killings.

In the mining areas of Huanuni, Catavi and Siglo
Veinte, where strikes against the coup had been organized,
troops used tanks and heavy weapons to put down
resistance to the military take-over.

In Chile, during the first few months after the 1973
military coup thousands of people were reported to have
been summarily executed; between 1973 and 1977
hundreds — mainly political activists, trade unionists and
peasants — 'disappeared' after being arrested by the security
forces. The 'disappearances' and killings which took place
between 1973 and 1977 remain officially unexplained.

Since 1977, a number of alleged members of banned
political parties and organizations, such as the  .ihninnenlo
Jr kquierda Recoludonada  (MIR), Movement of the
Res olutionarv left, have died in the custody of the Chilean
secret police, the  Ceniral Nadonal de InfOrmaciones (CM), in
circumstances which indicate that they may have died after
torture, or may have been deliberately killed by other
methods. A number of other killings have been described
officially as the result of 'confrontations with members of
the security forces, such as the CNI.

In some instances of alleged 'confrontations' and
deaths in custody, official investigations have been started,
but reports indicate that once the CM or other security
forces have been implicated the investigation has been
passed from the civilian courts to the military courts.
Military courts have consistently tailed to bring those
responsible to justice.

In Niexico, there have been reports of a numher of
killings in which regular army units have been involved or
some other official link is known or suspected. On 25 July
1982, for example, a military detachment entered
Coacoyult in the municipality of Ahichitlan, Guerrero, and
took 13 peasants away with them. Of the 13, five were later
found dead.

In East Timor, which has been occupied by Indonesia
since December 1975, there have been numerous reports
of people being executed after surrendering to, or being
captured by, Indonesian armed forces.

In the Republic of Korea (South Korea), at least 40
people were killed when army paratroopers dispersed a
peaceful student demonstration in Kwangju on 18 May
1980.  A1  has received reports and eve-witness accounts
alleging that paratroopers clubbed people on the head
indiscriminately and bayoneted them; that many of the dead
were shot in the face, and that others were stabbed to death.

At least 1,200 civilians are reported to have died in
disturbances in the following nine days; the South Korean
authorities said that 144 civilians, 22 soldiers and four
police officers died.

lens of thousands of Guatemalans have been killed
for political reasons under successive governments since
1966. They have been killed by regular military and police
units, both on and off duty, in uniform and in plain clothes;
by official security guards assigned to government func-
tionaries; by private security guards often led by former
police or military personnel; and by 'death squads' — armed
groups, often made up of off-duty military and security
personnel, which  Al  believes are linked to the government.

The victims have come from all sectors of Guatema-
lan society: peasants and Indians, trade unionists, church
activists, political leaders, journalists and members of the
legal profession.

Peasants have been massacred in areas where
guerrillas were believed to be active, apparently to prevent
the guerrillas gaining supplies and support, and to
intimidate the population.

In Syria, since 1980 there have been several reported
incidents of killings by the security forces. On 27 July 1980
hundreds of prisoners — most of them believed to have been
members of the outlawed Muslim Brotherhood — were
reported to have been killed in Palmyra (Tadmur) desert
prison by the  Sarny al Dila',  Special Defence Units, a
special military force under the command of President
Assad's brother, Rifa'at Assad. On the night of 23 April
1981 Svrian security forces reportedly sealed off parts of
the town of Hama, carried out house-to-house searches,
dragged people from their homes, lined them up in the
streets and shot them..4.1 received the names of over I 00 of
those reported killed.

On 2 February 1982 violent clashes between security
forces and Muslim Brotherhood fighters, following the
discovery of a hidden cache of arms, developed into a
near-insurrection in the town of Hama.

Syrian troops and security forces encircled the town
and bombarded it from the air and the ground. A news
blackout was imposed by the authorities but in early March,
after the fighting had ended, reports of massacres and
atrocities began to reach the outside world. Most reports
indicated that at the start ot the fighting government
officials and their famihes in Hama werc systematically
sought out and killed by the rebels. 1.ater, however,
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massacres were reported to have been committed by
government forces, partly through aerial bombardment but

also bv troops on the ground as they regained control of the
town.

In the aftermath of the Israeli invasion into the

.ebanon, hundreds of Palestinian and Lebanese civilians in
the refugee camps of Chatilla and Sabra in West Beirut
were massacred between 16 and 18 September 1982, by

armed Lebanese militia members. The Israeli armed forces
were in military control of the area at the time.

An Israeli judicial commission was later established

to determine whether the Israeli authorities had any
responsibility for the killings. I leaded by the Chief justice
of the Israeli Supreme Court, the commission met M open

and dosed sessions and took evidence from front-flue
commanders and high-ranking military officers and cabinet
officials, including the Army Chief of Staff, the N1Mister of

Defence and the Prime Minister.

The commission reported in February 1983. It

concluded that Israeli forces had 'absolutely no direct
responsibility' for the massacres but that Israeli officials,
'because of things that were well known to all', should have

foreseen that the danger of a massacre odsted if the militia
members entered the Lamps without preventive measures
being taken. The commission concluded also that Israeli

officials did not take 'energetic and immediate' actions to
restrain the Lebanese militiamen or to put a stop to their

actions. The commission recommended that measures be
taken against certain named officials, including the Israeli

Minister of Defence.

In Iraq, several political suspects in custody were
allegedly poisoned in 1980 shortly before they were
released. `Ii.vo of the cases involved Iraqis who were

ekamined by doctors in the United Kingdom after they had
left Iraq. Both were found to he suffering from thallium

poisoning. (Thallium is a heavy metal used commercially in
rat poison.) One of the two died; the other was said to have
recovered.

\Nell over 20 Yugoslav political emigres have been
assassinated since the early 1970s, including two in 1980,
and emigre circles have frequently alleged that Yugoslav

state securitY service (SDS) agents were responsible. The
findings of courts outside Yugoslavia have in several cases
supported such allegations.

In Ethiopia, thousands of people 'WM unlaw fully and
deliberately killed by the security forces after the Provision-
al Military Government assumed power in 1974 —

particularly during the government's 'Red Terror' cam-
paign in 1977 and 1978. Between November 1977 and
about February 1978, an estimated 5,000 political oppo-

nents of the government were killed in Addis .Abraba alone.

In Burundi, at least 80,000 people are believed to
have been killed in May and June 1972 after a rebellion

inspired by the numerically larger I lutu ethnic group

against the dominant Tutsi group.
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The Chilean artist Hugo hluardo &term Gómez. 29.
found dead on the fluitiiirts of Santiago on 8Mk 1981
- his- hands had been tied behind his back and he had
been stabbed three th»es. .1piece of eardboard had
been left on his chest: written in blood on it Was the
letterIC -a spnbol intended lo represent the
Resistance'. a name used M lef 1-n Mg opponents Of
the governnwnt. The dav befon.. three men had
blindfolded him and dragged him out of his home. He
had been under sunrillanee by men in plain clothes
for several days beforehand. He had recognized one of
the men as a seeret pollee agent who had reportedly
tortured hint in October 1980. when he had been
detained incommunicado for more than a fortnight.
..lfter that spell ofdetention he was charged. on 5
Inlet:thee 1980. with belonging to a banned
organization. In March 1981 he was released on bail
It the end offline the prosecution recommended that
he be sentenced to 541 davs' relegation, internal
exile. He was murdered about a week later. His wife's
request for an investigating fudge to be appointed to
inquire into the killing was refused hy theSantiago
•ppeals Court in Jolv 1981. Proceedings mere in fact
initiated by the 18th Criminal Court-hut it closed the
ease without having found aptone responsible for
Hugo Micros' death. Anmesti International believes
that the `Resistance' "mho/ left on his body 14a s put
there to mislead investigations and that there are
grounds to believe that the seeurity Threes were
implied in Hugo Riveros' death: for example. the fart
that he had been under sun eillanee and the nay he
saS abducted are consistent with methods used by the
secret police.
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Amnesty International has received a detailed first-hand

description olliving conditions in a special labour camp for

political prisoners singled out b). the Soviet authorities for

particularly severe treatment. Thu document confirms

previous information of harsh conditions in the camp.

The description by a prisoner of conscience held at

the 'special regime' camp near Perm, snme 1,200km east of

Moscow, tells of men being confined to tiny, stinking cells in

which flickering electric light burns night and day; living on

poor rations and brackish water; having to fulfil excessive

work norms; receiving inadequate medical treatment; and

being denied many ols the rights of most 'non-political'

labour camp inmates.

'Special regime' camps are designated by the Soviet

penal system for 'especialk dangerous' prisoners. At least

15 of the men held in special camps VS 389-36.1, however,

are known to he there after having been prosecuted

repeatedly for non-violent attempts to express their beliefs.

All 15 were convicted of 'anti-Soviet agitation and

propaganda' and sentenced to at least 10 years' imprison-

ment.

The camp, set up in 1980 and attached to a larger

'strict regime' carrective labour colony in the •ral

Mountains, held over 30 prisoners at last report. The

description, which reached .11in October 1983, was written
in April 1982..1/ was not able to corroborate the details, but

they are consistent with other information received by the

Organization...41 has decided to make the account public in

the belief that it is authentic.

The material published below comes from the

prisoner's description, which w as sent abroad through

unofficial channels. His account, about 1,000 words long,

includes descriptions of the different types of cell in which

the inmates are confined during the years of their

imprisonment: living cells, work cells and exercise cells —

the last being known as 'barrels', concrete rectangles half a

dozen paces long and covered with a barbed wire grid;

medical treatment, food, letters and infrequent visits are

also dealt with. The following are excerpts translated from

the original Russian.

'They take away from every prisoner the legal

documents relating to his case. In other words, they remove

the possibility of protesting about the case — a prisoner does

not have the material he needs in order to struggle for his

rights.

'Since our cases are shams — unsubstantiated

fabricated claims made by the KGB — they do not want such
material to find its way abroad.

'rlb all our complaints regarding our eases the

authorities giye a standard answer: the case has been

examined thoroughly and the sentence of the court is

correct: 10 years' [imprisonmenti plus five years linternall

exile. "lb other complaints thu Procuracy usually answers:

the facts have not been proved. Often complaints are sent

for investigation to the A. enr person about whom eou are

complaining.

'The regime in the camp is like that in a KGB

LIFE IN A SOVIET
LABOUR CAMP

A detailed description ()Hiving conditions

in a Soviet labour camp for political

prisoners Was published by Amnesty


international in 1984.

cayanskat, a Lithuanian.
pictured 4 ith liii u He is me. of ut

leaq 15 prisoner: of emseiener in
specialregime camp IS 389-36/1. in
Perm nylon!. Simt 1948 he ha,'
sentenerd ton falai  or 40 xram.

huprisonmelli on nd.:.
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investigation and isolation cell. In particular they try to

isolate us from society .and from each other. Between two
and live prisoners share a cell. Each is allotted two square

metres of space in the cell, which is crammed with ... bunks
and a table.

'We do not meet prisoners from other cells: we work

in separate cells and only with those with whom we live.
The exercise cells are arranged so that it is impossible to
pass on notes — and to prevent us exchanging a tew words a

guard walks along a catwalk above. If we begin to talk we are
taken away from the exercise cell.

'The living and work cells are equipped with toilets.

Last year they put up a partition about 1.5m high in the
living cells ... hut all the same the toilet is not screened off
from the rest of the cell. •here is no ventilation and so it

stinks. In the work cells there is not even this formal
partition....

'The work cells are dark: electric light is necessary by
day. „. The light burns at night too.... In autumn and
winter the electric light is very weak and flickers. It is very

difficult to read; it ruins your eyes ... many prisoners have
weak and aching eyes. 'Ile work is light hut the work norms
are high and few fulfil them; some are punished as a result.

The privileges provided for by the labour code for the sick
and disabled are not applied here. They must work to
death.

'After lunch a few rays of sunlight fall into the
exercise cells. But vou are not allowed to take off your jacket
— this must be buttoned right up. Some guards do not even

let vou take off your headgear.
'In all there are five exercise cells — known as  'hochki'

('barrels'). Three of them are approximately 3m by 5m and

2.5m high. 'Ikvo of these are made of concrete and are
enclosed above by a barbed wire grid. The exercise period

lasts one hour. The two other cells are 2rn by 2m and 2.5m
high. The sun never reaches them. This is where prisoners
in solitary confinement may exercise — their exercise lasts
half an hour.

'The food is had Ciroats, meat (a piece of gristle,
bone) which is often rotten. We hardly ever get vegetables —

and when we do they are never fresh. In the [camp] shop

you can spend up to four roubles a month on margarine,
vegetable oil, sweets.... Sometimes there is tinned fish,

occasionally processed cheese, and biscuits. The water is

yen bad. Sometimes they bring drinking water into the
kitchen, but most frequently there is none — and then thet
boil stagnant water, which is very dim it stinks, hut you
have to drink it.

`For two camps there is one doctor, who does not visit

even day. The dentist and other specialists come very
rarely. The medical treatment is merely first aid. There are
not enough medicines. The hospital is at camp 35. People

who have been there say it is better in the camp lock-up

here than in the hospital. The hospital cells are like those in

the lock-up: small and dark, and cold in winter. The

medical treatment is a formality: There is nowhere
[separate] to wash. The bath is in the toilet I section]. In 


winter it is very cold and it is better not to wash as you risk
catching a chill. The exercise cells in the hospital are the

same as our small one: "barrels". Prisoners on special
regime in the hospital arc kept in maximum isolation.

'Letters not written in Russian take six to eight weeks

to reach us. [The home language of prisoners may be
Ukrainian. Lithuanian or any one of the USSR's national

languages.] We receive letters only from close relatives:
those from other people do not in practice arrive.
Apparently they are forbidden. Very often the authorities

even confiscate letters from our wives, mothers and

children — and even our own letters [to them]. Greetings on
religious holidays are forbidden. All postcards are con-
fiscated. They explain this by saying that they are

ideologically and politically harmful, or that they contain
conspiracies.

`If you begin to inquire why they are not handed over,
or write to the Procurator about it, they answer that the
letter has been rightfully confiscated and destroyed. They

maintain that they have the right to destroy correspond-
ence. The Procuracy always justifies the administration in
advance. We do not receive any letters from abroad.

'Prisoners convicted of "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda" are often deprived of meetings with visitors.
And when anyone does receive a visit then it is usually for

one or two days linstead of the three days allowed for by
law]. Short visits take place here or else you are taken to
camp 36. These visits are conducted through a double

window and last for an hour or two. Since it is very long
way for friends and relatives to travel for a meeting, many
prisoners refuse them.

'We are not allowed to keep anything we write down

.... They take it away. Their explanation is: you have the
right to write, but you do not have the right to keep what you

have written. Therefore, as soon as you have written a
sentence, the guard has the right to take it away. Recently

they took away our books, journals and exercise books.
They left us with only five books or journals each. It is
therefore very difficult to study anything.

'Our conditions differ from those in other camps.
They are considerably harsher than the conditions of
special regime camps for criminal prisoners. The rules laid

down by the code on the maintenance of prisoners are not
applied to us. In many cases we are at the mercy of the local
administration.'

'UM! disobedience' by inmates now punishable b,y up lo

fite years' lurther imprisonmenl

A new law providing for up to five years' further
imprisonment for 'wilful disobedience' by inmates of
corrective labour institutions has been introduced into the

Russian Penal Code.
It was introduced under an  ukaz  (decree) issued on

13 September 1983 by the Supreme Soviet of the Russian
Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR). It came into
effect on 1 October Article 188-3 reads as follows:

'Wilful disobedience to the legitimate demands of the
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administration of a corrective labour institution, or any
other form of resistance to the administration in the
earning out of its duties bv a person sening a term of
imprisonment — if in the course of one year this person has
been subjected to punishment for violating the require-
ments of the regime, bs w ay of transfer to prennses of the
cell-tvpe (solitary confinement) or by transfer to a prison ...
is punishable by imprisonment olup to three years,

'The same actions committed 11!.. an especially
dangerous recidivist or a person convicted of a grave crime
... is punishable by imprisonment for a period of one to live
years.'

Thc terms of the new law are extremely vague. They
do not specift what is meant by 'legitimate demands' on the
part at the administration, nor what constitutes 'wilful
disobedience' or 'any other form ol7resistance' on the part
of the prisoner. 'ITe grounds Mr pressing charges against a
prisoner under this article depend on the subkcihe
assessment of the administration of the corrective labour
institution.

lost Soviet prisoners of conscience known to AI are
serving terms or imprisonment in corrective labour
institutions. In the 10 months leading up to the introduction
dthe new law.-1/ learned of 12 prisoners of conscience who
had been sentenced to further imprisonment on fresh
charges while they were completing their lirst term. In each
case  investigation has shown that the prisoner was
re-imprisoned for continued peaceful exercise of his or her
human rights.

Most of these prisoners were serving their tirst
sentence alone in corrective labour institutions designated
for criminal prisoners, and there are grounds Mr believing
they may have been victimized.

Many of them were tried within the corrective labour
institution itself, or with only criminal prisoners and
members ot the administration acting as witnesses..41 is
concerned that internationalls agreed standards of fair trial
may not have been observed in their cases.

..1/fears that the introduction of Article 188-3 into the
1451'SR Criminal Code makes prisoners of conscience in
corrective labour institutions in the Russian Republic
increasingly vulnerable to lengthy reimprisonment on vague
and arhitrary grounds.
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• FREE AT LAST

Le Thi Sam Mai, a Inetnamese prisoner of conscience, was
finally released from prison in early 1983 and is now bath
home with her brothers and sisters. Le Thi Som Mai, aged
21, was arrested in December 1981 with a group of other
young people atter trying to escape illegally from lhot Nam.
She was adopted as a prisoner of conscience by Amnesty
International in July 1982. It campaigned for her immediate
release on the grounds that her detention violated the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Amnesty
International had also been concerned that her health was
deteriorating as a result of lack of food and medicine and
having to undertake hard physical labour. In the camp
where she was held, the duties consisted ef clearing virgin
land for cultivation. Several young people are reported to
have died there of malaria and dysentery.

Le Thi Sam Mai and her six brothers and sisters had been
the targets of official harassment on a number of occasions
because of their parents' prominence as non-Commenist
writers under the pre-1975 South Sletnamese Government.
Her father, Tran Da Tu, was a well-known poet, broadcaster
and journalist and her mother, Nha Ca, a distinguished
novelist. Both were arrested in April 1976 during a
government campaign against 'decadent' literature. Her
mother was released in December 1976 but her father is
still detained without charge or trial This case is under
investigation by Amnesty International].
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CAMPAIGN FOR
THE ABOLITION

OF TORTURE
In 1984 a fresh drive to end torture was


launched: the Campaign for the Abolition

of Torture. 'Torture in the Eighties'


chronicled reports from 98 countries and

contained a 12-Point Program for the


Prevention of Torture which formed the

basis for the campaign.

While government representatives universally and collec-
tively condemn torture, more than a third of the world's
governments have used or tolerated torture or ill-treatment
of prisoners in the 1980s. Political suspects and other
prisoners face torture in police stations, secret detention
centres, camps and military barracks.

In a major new report, 'Torture in the Eighties',
Amnesty International cites allegations of torture and
ill-treatment in some 98 countries — documenting com-
plaints by victims in every region of the world, from security
headquarters in Spain to prison cells in Iran, from secret
police centres in Chile to special psychiatric hospitals in the
Soviet Union.

The report cites cases involving systematic torture
during interrogation — electric shocks, severe beatings and
mock executions; harsh prison conditions; the participation
of doctors in the process of torture; and punishments such
as flogging and amputation.

The report is part of Amnesty International's
continuing campaign against torture and it spells out a
global program for the abolition of this abuse.

Thousands upon thousands of Amnesty International
volunteers around the world are working together to
eradicate torture and prevent cruel treatment of prisoners.
In the next two years they V.ill be taking part in a special
drive to try to rid the world of these violations of human
rights.

Torture as an institution

Torture does not occur simply because individual torturers
are sadistic, even if testimonies verify that they often are.
Torture is frequently part of the state-controlled machinery
for suppressing dissent. Concentrated in the torturer's
electrode or syringe is the power and responsibility of the
state. However perverse the actions of individual torturers,
torture itself has a rationale: isolation, humiliation,
psychological pressure and physical pain are means of
obtaining information, of breaking down the prisoner and
of intimidating those close to him or het

It is very often used as an integral part of a
government's security strategy. If threatened by guerrillas, a
government may condone torture as a means of extracting
vital logistical information from captured insurgents. If the
government broadens its definition of security, the number
of people who appear to threaten it become larger,

The implication of others in banned activities or the
intimidation of targeted social sectors like students, trade
unionists or lawyers may become the rationale for torture in
the new circumstances.

Emergency legislation may facilitate torture by giving
extensive powers of detention to the security forces. This
process. may be accelerated if the military take over
governmental, police and judicial functions.

The Uruguayan Government's fight against the
urban guerrilla movement Movirnienio de Libcracion Nation-
cd (or Thpamams),Movement of National Liberation, is an
example.
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Thrture began as a police method of interrogation in
the 1960s. After the army entered the conflict in 1971,
torture continued to he used mainly for the interrogation of
suspected guerrillas, though on a much larger scale. The
Law of State Security and Internal Order, granting broad
powers to the security forces, came into effect in 1972, and
a year later the military took effective control of government
behind a civilian facade.

The result of these changes is that the emergency
legislation introduced in 1972 has been the formal basis for
the detention of hundreds of people suspected of
non-violent political or trade union activities. Many have
been tortured — long after the  iiepamaros were defeated — by
one of several security units of the armed forces and
convicted by military courts to long-term sentences.

The illegal methods first applied to suspected
Tioamaros became, by 1975, routine treatment for virtually
anv peaceful opponent of the Uruguayan Government who
fell into the hands of military units.

A specific motiye for using torture is often to
intimidate the victim and other potential dissidents from
further political activity. Students detained for demonstrat-
ing or leafleting in the Republic of Korea have been
tortured and beaten routinely at police stations, then
released without charge.

The intimidation of rural populations by means of
torture and killings has been part of government strategies
to bring the population or particular parts of the country
under government control. Guatemalan counter-
insurgency operations in the early lYSUs, for example,
included the terrorization of targeted rural populations in
an etTort to ensure that they did not provide support for
guerrillas. Tortured, dying villagers were displayed to
relatives and neighbours, who were prevented from helping
them. Newspapers in urban areas during this period were
allowed to publish photographs of mutilated bodies,
ostensibly as an aid to families seeking their missing
rdatives, but also as a warning to all citizens not to oppose
the government.

In specific instances the torturers raay want to keep
their practices hidden from the local populace. According
to a secret Indonesian army manual used in East Timor and
obtained by Amnesty International in July 1983, 'if the use
of force is required [for interrogation], there should not he a
member of the local population present ... to witness it so
that the antipathy of the people is not aroused'.

Armed conflict in Afghanistan has led to the
involvement of the militant and the state security police in
torture to obtain intelligence infinmation about guerrillas,
to intimidate the population from supporting them, and to
discourage strikes and demonstrations in the towns.

If detainees are charged and eventually tried, a
confession may be the primary evidence against them. The
increased number of assaults during interrogation during
and after 1976 in Northern Ireland was partly a result of a
governmental security strategy to obtain confessions that
could be used in court. In Spain, torture and ill-treatment 


are still used in some police stations to obtain confessions
fromsuspects charged under the anti-terrorist law.

Torture and ill-treatment are also used as punish-
ments, sometimes in addition to prison sentences. In
Pakistan since 1977 and Mozambique since 1983, prison-
ers have been flogged, sometimes in public, while serving
sentences for political or criminal offences. Caning,
flogging and, in a few countries, amputation are inflicted as
judicially prescribed punishments.

Prisoners often face further ill-treatment atter
interrogation, sentencing or confinement. Prisoners on
hunger-strike against harsh prison conditions or against
their own torture have been severely beaten in the Republic
of Korea. One is known to have died in 1982 following such
a protest; others have needed hospital treatment. At least 15
military prisoners in Morocco are reported to have died in
custody during the 1980s, in part as a result of diseases
caused by appalling conditions and of a complete lack of
medical care. In the USSR in the 1980s, medical
personnel, in collaboration with the secret police, con-
tinued the practice of administering powerful pain-causing
and disorienting drugs to prisoners of conscience who are
forcibly confined to psychiatric hospitals for political rather
than authentic medical reasons.

Isolated incidents of torture do occur without
governmental approval — but it remains the government's
duty to investigate them and discipline the offenders;
failure to do so may well be taken as a signal that such
abuses are officially tolerated.

Methods

The methods vary: for example, the long-used  fidanga
(beating on the soles of the feet, also called  falaka); the

Syrians"black slave', an electrical apparatus that inserts a
heated metal skewer into the bound victim's anus; the
cachots noirs in Rwanda, black cells totally devoid of light in
which prisoners have been held for as long as. a year or
more, Some methods can make the verification of torture
and ill-tr_atment especially difficult — pain-causing drugs
administered forcibly to prisoners of conscience in Soviet
psychiatric hospitals, the forcible use of techniques of
sensory deprivation, and the electrodes that have become
an almost universal tool of the torturer's trade.

Sielinm

Victims include people of all social classes, age groups,
trades, professions and political or religious views. Criminal
suspects as well as political detainees are subject to torture
in many countries, although the information available to
Amnesty International deals mostly with political cases.

In El Salvador, children have reportedly been
tortured, and in Iran under the government at the time of
writing, children held with their mothers in the women's
block of Eljn Prison have been forced to witness the torture
of their mothers. Women often face special degradation at
the hands of their male torturers. Relatives of wanted
people in Syria, including adolescents, have reportedly.
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been held as hostages and tortured to force suspects to give

themselves up. Foreign nationals seeking asylum in the

Congo have allege& been tortured to force them to

confess to espionage. Victims in Ethiopia have allegedly

included members of several ethnic and religious minorities

suspected either of supporting armed groups lighting thr

territorial independence or of obstructing the resolution.

Agents

The agencies invoked in torture give an indication of the

degree of governmental responsibility for it. Frequently

several military and police intelligence units as well as

police forces and prison employees are implicated, thus

demonstrating the widespread institutionalization of the

practice.

The general picture that emerges of torture agencies

is often one of groups specially trained to torture, who have

an elevated view of their role in protecting state security

against 'subversives'. State propaganda reinforces this view,

as does any real violence perpetrated against the state or

their colleagues by opposition groups. If they are aware that

their acts are criminal, they also know that their superiors

will protect them in the unlikely event that the state

attempts to prosecute them.

Preconditions

"Ihrture most often occurs during a detainee's first few days

in custody These critical hours are usually spent incom-

municado, whun thc security filmes maintain total control

Oyer the fate of the detainee, and deny access to relatives,

lawyers or independent doctors. Some detainees are held in

secret, and the authorities may deny that certain detainees

are held, making it easier to torture or kill them or to make

them 'disappear'.

The suspension of habeas corpus and other legal

remedies, trials of political detainees in military courts and

the lack or any independent means of examiMng and

recording a prisoner's medical condition allow the security

forces to conceal evidence of torture from lawyers, civilian

magistrates, independent doctors and others who would be

capable of taking action against their illegal activities.

Further incentives are trial procedures that do not

exclude from evidence statements extracted under torture

or during long periods of incommunicado detention, a

government's refusal to investigate allegations of torture, its

peremptory denial that torture occurs in the face of

mounting evidence such as deaths in custodt; its obstruc-

tion of independent domestic or international investiga-

tions, the censorship of published information about

torture, and the immunity from criminal and civil

prosecution given to alleged torturers.

ralculated assault um human dignity

Apologists for torture generally concentrate on the classical


argument of expediency, which purports to justify undesir-
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for the purpose of protecting the greater good of the greater
number

This apology ignores the fact that the majority. of
torture victims, even in countries beset by widespread civil
conflict, have no security information about violent
opposition groups to give away.

They are tortured either to force confessions from
them or as a savage message not to oppose the government.

Even if torture could be shown to be efficient in some
cases, it is never permissible.

Torture is a calculated assault on human dignity and
for that reason alone is to be condemned absolutely.
Nothing denies our common humanity more than the
purposeful infliction of unjustified and unjustifiable pain
and humiliation on a helpless captive.

Once justified and allowed thr the narrower purpose
of combating political dolence, torture will almost inevit-
Arts be used Mr a wider range of purposes against an
increasing proportion of the population.

Those who torture once will go on using it,
encouraged by its 'efficiency' in some cases in obtaining the
confession or information they seek, whatever the quality of
the material thus obtained. They will argue within the
security apparatus for the extension of torture to other
detention centres; they may form elite groups of interroga-
tors to refine its practice; they may develop methods that
hide its more obvious effects; they will find further reasons
and needs for it if particular segments of society become
restive.... What was to be done 'just once' will become an
institutionalized practice.

The woress of torture
No experience of torture is typical, but there are discernible
patterns in the thousands of personal testimonies, affidavits
and statements that have reached Amnesty International in
the 1980s.

For the individual victim torture can mean being
seized at night, yiolenth; while family and neighbours are
terrorized into helplessness; being blindfolded and beaten
in the police van or the unmarked car; the vague reasons, if
any, given for the detention; the threats of execution, of
rape, of family members being killed in 'aceidents'; the
preliminary questions at the police station or army barracks
about present health, medicines, past illnesses, so as not to
go too far in the procedures that follow; the sometimes
senseless questions ('Why were you born in Tianceli?') for
which there are no answers — and throughout, the
anticipation and the fact of brute three, without limit,
without end, the feeling of being totally at the mercy of
those whose job is to have no mercy

lthrture usually means isolation: abduction, secret
detention, incommunicado detention beyond the reach of
famib; friends and legal assistance. Blindfolding during
days of interrogation and torture serves to increase the
sense of being alone and defenceless. Iranian political
prisoners released in 1982 tell of how it is used at Evin
Prison, the Revolutionary Court headquarters in "lehran:

'The worst thing in Eyin is being held blindfolded for

days on end waiting for someone to tell you why you are
there. Some people are left blindlidd thr days, weeks or
months. One man has spent 27 months like this. None of
the prisoners appear to know what he is being held for Alter
27 months, he sits, largely in total silence, wagging his head
from one side to the other. Sometimes he just sits knocking
his head on the wall.'

Essential to torture is the sense that the interrogator
controls everything, even life itself.

'This is nothing hut the introductory exercise,' a
South Korean security agent told a prisoner in 1979 after
beating and stamping on him and burning his hack with
cigarettes. 'You can test the limit of your spiritual and
physical patience when vou are taken to the basement,
where there are all kinds of torture instruments from
ancient times to the modern  age.'

Torture means degradation: insults, sexual threats or
assaults, forcible eating of one's excrement, humiliation of
one's family.

Torture often means breaking down under extreme
pressure and severe pain, whether the confession signed or
information given is true or false.

'Eventually, I was forced to answer in the wav they
wanted me to since the pain became intolerable,' said
Fernando Benjamin Reveco Soto, who was tortured in
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1982 by the Central National de Infininationer (CNI), the
Chilean secret police.

'They applied intense electric current to my hands ...
For 21 days I was held in the CNI's hidden premises ... On
each of the first 14 days which followed my arrest I was
subjected to both physical and psychological torture ... I
was seen by the doctor after nearly all the torture sessions
... I was given a document to sign which stated that I had
been well treated. It also contained statements which I had
made under pressure, and included others which I had
never made at all. When I refused to sign I was threatened
with further torture. Under such circumstances, I had to
sign.'

In the USSR psychiatrists administer drugs as a form
of punishment to prisoners of conscience detained in
psychiatric hospitals. The drugs may serve to compel the
prisoner to renounce his or her religious or political beliefs,
or they may be given as 'treatment' for a prisoner's
continuing 'delusions'. In the summer of 1980, for
example, Vladimir Tsurikov, a 35-year-old worker from
Krasnoyarsk, was interned for the third time in the USSR
in connection with his peaceful attempts to emigrate. TIe
describes the effect of drugs forcibly given to him:

'The triftazin Istelazinel made me writhe, and my legs
began to twist about in a ridiculous way. I lost the ability to

" s •
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walk, while simultaneously feeling very restive and also
feeling sharp pains in my buttocks at any movement — a
result of the sulfazin [a one per cent solution of elemental •
sulphur in oil]. Fainting fits began, recurring very often: I
fell and hit my head on the floor and on the brick walls. The
pain prevented me sleeping or eating. The sulfazin made
my temperature rise, and it then stayed around 40 degrees
centigrade. Sometimes I experienced slight shivering and
my tongue hung Kn..:

Like at least nine other known dissenters who were
forcibly confined to psychiatric hospitals shortly before
foreign visitors arrived in MOSCOW to attend the Olympic
Games in July 1980, Vladimir Tsurikov was released shortly
after the Games ended.

•any victims remain in prison, their situation
uncertain and vulnerable. International support for them
remains vital. After an Amnesty International mission in
1981 to Morocco, where delegates visited Kenitra Central
Prison, Amnesty International received this message from a
prisoner currently held there who had previously been
tortured and had campaigned together with other prisoners
of conscience for improved conditions:

'It is incontestable that our situation has improved in
prison, hut our situation is very precarious, since it is based
on no judicial text (the government does not recognize
having political detainees, and we are officially considered
common criminals). In other words, the 'privileges' we have
obtained thanks to the struggles we have waged in prison
and the support given to us at the international leyel by
many organizations, above all Amnesty International, all
these 'privileges' are constantly threatened.'

The presenthin oftoriore

Amnesty International believes that any government that
wishes to stop torture has the means to du so. It is a question
of political ia ill. In adopting the Universal Declaration of
I luman Rights, the United Nations Declaration against
Thrture and other instruments of international law and
human rights, gmernments have accepted the illegality of
torture and agreed to abolish it.

Two instruments currently being elaborated by UN
bodies would give additional protection.

The first is the draft Convention Against Torture and
other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punish-
ment which could give legally binding force to the standards
included in the Declaration against Torture for states which
ratified the Conyention. It would establish 'universal
jurisdiction', meaning that an alleged torturer could be
brought to justice where% er he or she might be and
whatever the nationality of the perpetrators or victims. It
would provide that no one should be forcibly returned to a
country where they risked being tortured.

The second is the draft Body of Principles for the
Protection of all Persons Under any Form of Detention or
Imprisonment which could establish additional safeguards.
It could provide, for example, that relatives should be
promptly informed of the whereabouts of prisoners; that
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prisoners should be promptly informed of their rights.; and
that there should he inquests into deaths in custody.

These two instruments should be adopted as soon as
possible, in a form which provides the strongest possible
measures of protection against torture.

Also currently under discussion, both regionally and
in connection with the draft Convention and the draft Body
of Principles, are proposals thr national and international

systems of independent visits of inspection to places of
detention, which would help to provide additional protec-
tion against torture.

Without waiting for these new international instru-
ments to be adopted, however, governments should review
the safeguards against torture available in their own
countries in the light of the provisions of the Declaration
against Thrture. Among other measures to be taken, they

should make the text of the UN Code of Conduct for I .aw
Enforcement Officials available to all law enforcement
officials in their own languages.

Amnesty International has compiled a list of some of
the principal measures which governments should take to

prevent torture. The following 12-point Program for the
Prevention of Torture has been compiled from existing
international standards and from the recommendations
which Amnesty International itself has made over the years
to governments of countries where torture is inflicted. The
organization believes that the program and the standards on
which it is based should be publicized widely The various
points in the program can be used as a test of a

government's willingness to prevent torture.
Governments must act to fulfil their responsibility for

the pres ention of torture but efforts can also be made by
non-governmental groups in combating torture by dissemi-
nating practical information to victims and potential victims
on prisoners rights, procedures to be followed in lodging
complaints of torture, or on what medical, financial or legal
aid is available,

Bar associations and individual lawyers and judges
can press for the adoption of legal safeguards against
torture; members of parliament can send appeals through
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international channels and seek to prevent torture through
investigafive missions and special reports or hearings;
journalists can expose torture by locating torture centres,
identifying individual torturers and obtaining testimonies
and photographic evidence.

Once reports of torture are published, the news
media should follow up the story to see whether the
government conducts an impartial and effective investiga-
tion of the allegations and brings those responsible to
justice.

Among other individuals and groups which can help
to prevent torture are religious leaders, who can denounce
torture as incompatible with religious teachings and
encourage action against it; trade unionists, who can
mobilize support for their colleagues and others who have
been tortured at home or abroad; women's organizations,
which can take action concerning the special degradation

faced by women at the hands of male torturers; and
teachers' organizations, which can ensure that the issue of
torture is raised within schools and universities in the
context of human rights education.

Medical organizations can investigate allegations that
members of their profession had participated in the
infliction of torture and can impose appropriate disciplinary
sanctions where involvement is proved.

Organizations of military, police and prison officials
can press for training programs which instil a personal
conviction that torture must not be inflicted,

Elsewhere, individuals should raise their voices to
appeal for an end to the illegal and shameful use of torture,
either working on their own or through the various
non-governmental organizations engaged in programs of
education and action, of which Amnesty International is
one.

The torturer has lwrome ... an client!. of all mankind'

In a case of international significance, the father and sister
of Joelito Filartiga, a 17-year-old Paraguayan youth who
died under torture in 1976, tiled a civil action for damages
in a US court against their compatriot Americo Pena Irala,
who was Inspector General of Police of .Asuncidn at the
time of the alleged torture.

Although th.e initial ruling in the federal district court
found that the US courts did not have jurisdiction to hear
the case, in June 1980 the US Federal Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit ruled that torture, when officially
condoned, is a violation of international law under the Alien
Tbrt Statute (Title 28 of the  United States Code,  Section
13510).

This was a landmark decision that opened a new
domestic remedy in international human rights law, and an
important precedent in a world where the enforcement of
human rights law remains principally at the national level.

In the words of the US Court of Appeal's judgment,
'the torturer has become, like the pirate and slave trader
before him ... an enemy Mall mankind'.

Al  Newshrtly bill ne4
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
TWELVE-POINT PROGRAM FOR THE
PREVENTION OF TORTURE
Torture is a fundamental violation of human rights,
condemned by the General Assembly of the United
Nations as an offence to human dignity and prohibited
under national and international law

Yet torture persists, daily and across the globe. In
Amnesty International's experience, legislative prohibition
is not enough. Immediate steps are needed to confront
torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment wherever they occur and to eradicate them
totally.

Amnesty International calls on all governments to
implement the following 12-Point Program for the
Prevention of Torture. It invites concerned individuals and
organizations to join in promoting the program. Amnesty
International believes that the implementation of these
measures is a positive indication a a government's
commitment to abolish torture and to work for its abolition
worldwide.

I. Official condemnation of torture: The highest
authorities of every country should demonstrate their total
opposition to torture. They should make clear to all law
enforcement personnel that torture will not be tolerated
under any circumstances.

Limits on incommunicado detention: Ihrture
often takes place while the victims are held incommunicado
— unable to contact people outside who could help them or
find out what is happening to them. Governments should
adopt safeguards to ensure that incommunicado detention
does not become an opportunity for torture. It is vital that all
prisoners he brought before a judicial authority promptly
after being taken into custody and that relatives, lawyers
and doctors have prompt and regular access to them.

No secret detention: In some countries torture
takes place in secret centres, often after the victims are
made to 'disappear'. Governments should ensure that
prisoners are held in publicly recognized places, and that
accurate information :tout their whereabouts is made
available to relatives and lawyers.

Safeguards during interrogation and custody:
Governments should keep procedures for detention and
interrogation under regular review. All prisoners should be
promptly told of their rights, including the right to lodge
complaints about their treatment. There should be regular
independent visits of inspection to places of detention. An
important safeguard against torture would be the separation
of authorities responsible far detention from those in
charge of interrogation.

Independent investigation of reports of torture:
Governments should ensure that all complaints and reports
of torture are impartially and etTectively investigated. The
methods and findings of such investigations should be
made public. Complaints and witnesses should be pro-
tected from intimidation.

No use of statements extracted under torture:
Governments should ensure that confessions or other
evidence obtained through torture may never be invoked in
legal proceedings.

Prohibition of torture in law: Governments should
ensure that acts of torture are punishable offences under
the criminal law In accordance with international law, the
prohibition of torture must not he suspended under any
circumstances, including states of war or other public
emergency.

Prosecution of alleged torturers: Those respons-
ible for torture should be brought to justice. This principle
should apply wherever they happen to be, wherever the
crime was committed and whatever the nationality of the
perpetrators or victims. There should be no 'safe haven' for
torturers.

Training procedures: It should be made clear
during the training of all officials involved in the custodY,
interrogation or treatment of prisoners that torture is a
criminal act. They should be instructed that they are
obliged to refuse to obey any order to torture.

Compensation and rehabilitation: Victims of
torture and their dependants should he entitled to obtain
financial compensation. 'victims should be provided with
appropriate medical care and rehabilitation.

11 . International response: Governments should use
all available channels to intercede with governments
accused of torture. Intergovernmental mechanisms should
be established and used to investigate reports of torture
urgent], and to take effective action against it. Govern-
ments should ensure that military, security or police
transfers or training do not facilitate the practice of torture.

12. Ratification of international instruments: All
governments should ratify international instruments con-
taining safeguards and remedies against torture, including
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and its Optional Protocol which provides for individual
complaints.

The 12-Point Program was adopted by Amnesty
International in October 1983 as part of the organization's
Campaign for the Abolition of Torture.
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CHINESE
'DEMOCRACY
MOVEMENT'

ACTIVISTJAILED
The ease of \lei Jingsheng from 'China:


Violations of Human Rights'. Wei Jingsheng

was one of the leaders of the 'democracy


movement that flourished in China in the

late 1970s — his trial marked the end of a


period orliheralizationl.

The trial of prbioner of conscience ling.heng: the
trial that marked dw end of the period of

liberalization' that had begun in I r8 and that had
ihe emergence of the 'democrat) mot mural.

Pristmer, umalb hate their heatb ed the) are


eom lewd mea erime. Hid fing.iheng; head has already
been dialed — heMre the 011ielline othb. trial. Ile um(
spina-wed to /I year,' imprixonmem lo nelohyr

979 for tounier-revolutionary crimes'. In Me

photograph a public serorit agent quout: Htia rum
of the unofficial journal  Explontlion. in  Ouch he had
pith/Hied artieley; ethirizing aryls of official

Wei jingsheng, editor of one of the unofficial magazines

banned in 1979, was tried in Beijing on 16 October 1979

for 'counter-revolutionary crimes' and sentenced to
15 years' imprisonment and an additional three years'
deprivation of political rights.

Wei Jingsheng, a 29-year-old electrician and editor of
Exploration,  was arrested at the end of March 1979, two
days after Beijing Municipality declared a ban on all

wall-posters and publications 'opposed to socialism and to
the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party'.

An unofficial movement calling Mr 'democracy and
human rights' had developed in late 1978 after a relaxation
in official policy had encouraged people to express their
opinions and grievances. Wall-posters calling for democra-

tic reforms and respect for human rights soon appeared in
the main cities of China. Small unofficial magazines were
started which often printed the texts of the wall-posters.

Between late 1978 and his arrest, Wei Jingsheng had
published wall-posters and articles criticizing the political
system in China and advocating democracy In December
1978 he published an essay entitled 'The Fifth Modernisa-
tion' in which he argued that China needed not only to
modernize its economy but also a political modernization:
democracy.

Wei Jingsheng was tried by Beijing Intermediate
People's Court in October 1979 and convicted of passing
on 'military secrets' to a Mreigner and conducting

'counter-revolutionary propaganda and agitation' through
his writings. The first charge refers to information about
the Sino-Vietnamese conflict of March 1979. Wei _ling-
sheng was accused of having given it to a foreigner while thc
fighting was still going on. According to unofficial sources,
this information had in fact been published in  Rcference
News,  an official paper circulated to a large number of
cadres in China although not available to the general public.

The trial was not open to the public or to foreign
obseners although a selected audience — 400 people
according to official sources — was admitted into the
courtroom. Those allowed in were given admission tickets
in advance. Friends of Wei Jingsheng and others waiting
outside the courtroom were refused entn.

Short extracts of the trial were shown on Chinese
television. I loweyer, the official press did not publish anv
substantial report of the proceedings — only a summary of
the prosecution case against Wei Jingsheng. The account of
the trial published by the New China News Agency on

16 October 1979 did not mention arn of the arguments put
fonvard by Wei Jingsheng in his defence. This account
revealed that the trial lasted just over seven hours and that
the verdict was announced as follows:

'In order to consolidate thu dictatorship of the
proletariat, safeguard the socialist system, ensure the
smooth progress of socialist modernization and punish
counter-revolutionary criminals, the chief judge said, the
court had sentenced Wei Jingsheng to 15 years' imprison-
ment, depriving him of political rights for an additional
three years in accordance with the provisions of article 2,
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item I, under article 6, items 2 and 3, under article 10,
article 16 and article 17 of the Act for the Punishment of
Counter-revolution.'

(New China News Agency, 16 October 1979)
Shortly after the trial, an unofficial transcript of the

proceedings was circulated in Beijing. It was distributed at
the 'democracy wall' by supporters of various unofficial
magazines, some of whom were arrested after a large crowd
had gathered to buy copies. The unofficial transcript was
later published in Hong Kong and elsewhere. This was the
first transcript of a Chinese dissenter's trial to become
available outside China.

According to the unofficial transcript, three judges
(one presiding judge and two assessors) conducted all the
proceedings at the trial. This included the cross-
examination of the defendant, Wei Jingsheng, and of the
two prosecution witnesses. No defence witnesses were
called in court. There was no defence lawyer, apparently
because Wei Jingsheng had asked to conduct his own
defence. The procurator read the charges against Wei
Jingsheng at the beginning of the trial. The judge
cross-examined the defendant and witnesses and the
procurator then presented the indictment. Wei Jingsheng
then read his defence statement and the procurator replied
with a lengthy counter-argument. After an adjournment for
a meeting of thc 'judicial committee', the Chief Judge
announced the verdict.

Several aspects of the trial proceedings are particu-
larly interesting. For instance, .the judge who cross-
examined Wei Jingsheng on the first charge — 'passing on
military secrets to a foreigner' — was mainly concerned with
whether Wei Jingsheng knew he was doing something
wrong when he gave intiormation to a foreigner about
China's conflict with Viet Nam. The question of whether or
not this information was secret was not even mentioned in
court, except by Wei jingsheng. He said in his own defence
that he never thought such information was secret as it was
already circulating widely among Chinese citizens. The
second charge — 'conducting counter-revolutionary agita-
tion and propaganda' — was based only on articles written by
Wei Jingsheng criticizing China's leadership and social
system. Extracts of this and other articles were cited in
court as incriminating evidence.

The two witnesses brought to court by the prosecu-
tion had formerly been involved with Exploraiion, the
unofficial magazine edited by Wei Jingsheng. They
confirmed that Wei was the author of articles cited by the
prosecution and gave information on his past activities and
contacts with foreigners. One of the two witnesses, Yang
Guang, mentioned in his testimony that on 4 February
1979 he had borrowed a report by Amnesty International
from a foreign journalist. It concerned political prisoners in
China and extracts were later printed in issues two and
three of Eapiorathm.

After the trial, Wei Jingsheng appealed against the
verdict and the case was heard by the BeijingHigh People's
Court on 6 November 1979. According to an official

account, Wei Jingsheng had asked a member of the Beijing
Lawyers Association to act as his defence lawyer in this new
hearing. The I ligh Court confirmed the verdict and
sentence against him. Chinese law allows only one appeal
against a verdict and the judgment of the High Court was
final.

During the weeks after the trial the official Chinese
press published many articles about Wei Jingsheng. They
appeared to be running a campaign aimed at justifring the
sentence against him and denigrating his character, as well
as acting as a warning to other young activists.

During this press campaign, several unofficial
publications in Beijing published articles and wall-posters
in defence of Wei Jingsheng. They pointed out that evert if
Wei could he considered to have made a mistake by
revealing information on the military situation, this could
not he treated as 'the crime of offering secret military
intelligence to a foreigner'. They also said that Wei had
taken no action that constituted an 'attempt to overthrow
the dictatorship of the proletariat' and that, if no violence
had been incited, it could not he said that a criminal act had
occurred.

The large number of articles published in the official
press justifying the verdict against Wei Jingsheng gives an
indication of the significance of his case. As well as a
warning to other activists, his trial marked the end of the
period of liberalization which had started in 1978. During
this period criticism of official policies, and unofficial
publications, had been tolerated to a certain extent.
According to unofficial Chinese sources, his trial was also
meant to test reactions to the new laws and procedures due
to come into force in January 1980.

Following his trial, Wei Jingsheng was reported to
have been held for several years in solitary confinement in
the detention centre adjacent to Beijing Prison No. 1.
According to a former prisoner who was held in the
Banbuqiao detention centre adjacent to the prison during
1980 and 1981, Wei Jingsheng was then detained in
isolation in cell No. 11 of section 2 — a block reserved for
'major criminals'. He reported that Wei Jingsheng went on
hunger-strike once during that period, and that in April
1981 he was suddenly moved from his cell because he was
constantly 'making trouble' and it was feared that his
rebelfious spirit would influence the other prisoners.

In mid-1983 Wei Jingsheng was reported to be still
confined in isolation in his cell, being allowed out for
exercise only once a month and not allowed to meet other
prisoners or to receive visits from his family. Amnesty
International launched several appeals for his release and
said it feared his health might be affected by the length of
time he had spent in solitary confinement. The authorities,
however, did not respond to these appeals. In Mav 1984 it
was reported that Wei Jingsheng had twice been transferred
to a hospital as his mental health had suffered, and he was
reported to need treatment for schizophrenia.

Pallid 1814
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POLITICAL
KILLINGS

COVER-UP IN EL
SALVADOR

Most of the estimated 40.000 people killed

in political violence in H Salvador between


1978 and 1983 were murdered by

government forces which openly dumped

mutilated corpses in an apparent clfbrt to


terrorize the population. concluded the

report Of a 1983 Amnesty International


mission of inquiry. The mission studied

official post-mortem investigative


procedures in extrajudicial executions —

political killings by military and security

frces operating both in uniform and in


plain dollies in the guise of so-called

'death squads'. The delegates concluded


that Salvadorian medical, police and legal

institutions were not fulfilling their


forensic duties and that 'as a result, the

existing system oreertilying deaths seems


... to facilitate the murder of individuals

on a large scale. The following ease study


is front the report 'Extrajudicial

Exerutions in El Salvador. Report of an


Amnesty. International Mission to examine

post-nionem and investigative procedures


in political killings. 1-6 July 1983'.

US journalist John Sullivan 'disappeared' from his hotel
room in San Salvador in December 1980, shortly after
arrival in the country IL; whereabouts were unknown until
the trunk of his decapitated corpse was identified h a
forensic pathologist in the United States in February 1983.
The sequence of events in the. Sullivan fannly's quest for
information about the tate of their 'disappeared' son
illustrates how the absence of a central, public record on
‘ioient deaths can hinder elforts to locate the missing and
identify the dead. The case also indicates ways in which
forensic evidence ean be manipulated or concealed by the
Salvadorian authorities, when related to extrajudicial
executions by government forces.

John Sullivan was last seen at the I lotel Sheraton in
San Salvador on 28 December 1980. Ifis 'disappearance'
Mllow ed in close succession upon the arrest and extrajudi-

cial execution in November of six prominent Salvadorian
opposition leaders, and the murder in Ikeember of three
US nuns and a religious laiworker. Some days after
Sullivan's 'disappearance', two US labour advisors and the
President of the Salvadorian Agrarian Reforrn Institute
were killed in the coffee shop of his hotel by members of
government security forces.

Items published in the Salvadorian press around the
time of these events indicated disapprov al in high-level
government circles ol foreign church and assistance agency
personnel, particularly those associated with efforts to
introduce agrarian reform or to seek conciliation with the
armed opposition rather than military victory. Articles in the
go N. ernment-controlled press also attacked foreign journal-
ists for allegedly advocating the guerrilla cause abroad.

US journalists who have studied the Sullivan case
closely on behalf' of his family have suggested that he may
have been abducted by mistake Ifir a Ilelgian priest
associated with the 'popular' wing a the Roman Catholic
church whom he superficialk resembled. The priest had
co-officiated at the funeral of the six prominent opposinon
leaders referred to above, who were detained and murdered
the month before John Sulliyan's 'disappearance'. The
priest had later received death threats and went into hiding
three days bethrc Sullivan 'disappeared'. Alternativek. it
has  been  suggested that Sullivan's attempts to contact
Salvadorian guerrilla groups in order to interview them may
have prompted his abduction.

It was later learned that the residents or Nuevo
Cuscatlan, a small town south of the capital, heard
explosions  on  the night of Sulliyan's 'disappearance', and
that next morning they found the mutilated corpse of what
appeared to be a foreign caueasian male. The body was
buried under the direction of security personnel in the
presence of local civilian officials. Local people who
assisted were paid in US coins from the pockets of the
deceased. The Justice ol the Peace and a local clerk
prepared a burial report which stated that the corpse's
hands had been amputated and the body dismembered,
apparently by dynamite. Ilad the finding of the body been
reported immediatek to a centralised agency in El Salvador
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and the burial report inspected, it would have provided
early indication, such as the size (lithe man's shoes, and the
US labels in the clothing, that the body might have been
that ofJohn Sullivan..A hand found nearby that appeared to
be from the same body could have been analysed for
finger-prints at this stage and a positive identification
probably made almost immediatek: But evidently the hands
were severed and the body mutilated in order to prevent
identification. The failure of local security personnel and
civil officials to take steps to either identify the body, or to
make information on the finding of the body public, may
also have been deliberate. It seems the local Justice of the
Peace either did not infbmi civilian or military superiors
that the body of an apparent foreigner had been buried in
the area, or else tried to do so but the matter was not
pursued.

The burial report itself was not uncovered by United
States Embassy officials until after Sullivan's body had been
identified in the United States more than rwo years Pater.
The report had not been sent to any public records office in
the nation's capital but was in a local government office in
Santa Tecla, where it had not even been filed with other
official documents but had simply been placed in a corner
among a pile of miscellaneous papers.

On 30 December, two days after his 'disappearance',
the maid at Sullivan's hotel in San Salvador realised that he
was not using his room and notified the hotel manager of
this each morning for the next five days. I lowever, it was not
until the morning of 4 January 1981, when the two
American labour advisors were killed together with the
President of the Salvadorian Agrarian Reform Institute in
the coffee shop of Sullivan's hotel, that the hotel manager
took action and notified a US military advisor, also resident
in the hotel, of Sullivan's 'disappearance'.

Shortly after the US military advisor learned that
Sullivan was missing, the Department of State was notified
and the journalist's family learned the news. It was at this
point, Salvadorian officials later maintained, that they
issued a directive to all frontier posts and security services
to conduct an 'urgent and exhaustive' search ffir John
Sullivan. Whether or not the bulletin was ever actually
issued, certainly no relevant information was released by
the authorities in the ensuing months.

Sullivan's family first received specific information
regarding his possible death when a major US newspaper
received a letter from Nuevo Cuscatla'n in October 1981.
The writer claimed to he a Treason- Police agent with direct
knowledge of Sullivan's arrest, torture and manner of

ISjoarnalist

John Sullhan.
nho Itillrd in


Ii Salwodor

late 1980 after lw

Wimpinvired".

death. The letter advised the family that the corpse of a
caucasian male foreigner which might be John Sullivan had
been found at a spot near Nuevo Cuscatlan, which was
often used by government security forces for dumping the
victims of extrajudicial executions. The letter stated that the
local authorities knew that a Caucasian male had been
buried there. It appeared to have been written in response
to a series of advertisements which the Sullivan family had
placed in Salvadorian newspapers asking for information as
to the journalist's whereabouts.

A second letter delivered to the US Embassy in
Honduras some months later claimed to be from the same
writer and gave additional information regarding the
alleged burial site. The writer suggested a way to confirm
the letter's contents. The Embassy did not inform the
Sullivan family of this second letter for some time. Later,
Embassy officials claimed that this was because the letter
appeared to be from an entirely different person than the
first one, and that its writer appeared to be primarily
interested in obtaining a financial reward.

The Sullivans also learned that neither the Salvado-
rian authorities or US Embassy staff had taken finger-prints
from either of the letters, followed up on the information
contained in them, or questioned a man who presented
himself at the US Embassv in Honduras claiming he could
act as intermediary between the Embassy or the famib and
the letter-writer US officials said they lacked the authority
to take such steps.

In the following months, the Sullivans received other
letters concerning the case. Their writers repeatedly stated
that the Treasury Police had been responsible for the
'disappearance' and death of a man believed to be John
Sullivan. The family was unable to investigate these reports
without assistance from the Salvadorian authorities.

In June 1982, vet another letter arrived, referring to
unidentified bodies buried at Nuevo Cuscatlin, including
one which might be John Sullivan. A map was enclosed
showing the alleged burial site. The US Embassy in San
Salvador sent an investigation team to the area. Local
officials named in the letter as having been present at the
burial of the as yet unidentified corpse first denied any
knowledge of the matter, but then admitted that they were
often asked to arrange and witness the burial of unidentified
corpses in the area. It was only at this point that much of the
information above regarding the discovery and burial of a
white caucasian male on 29 December 1980 was obtained.

On 11 July 1982, after continued pressure by the
Sullivan family and members of the US Congress who had
become involved in the case, a body was exhumed at the
point indicated on the map and the Salvadorian Govern-
ment appointed a forensic pathologist to examine the
corpse. He concluded that the remains were those of a man
in his 40s (Sullivan was in his 20s) and of shorter stature
than Sullivan.

By the time this examination took place, the
mutilation the corpse had sustained, including the effects of
the explosion which may have been the cause of death, as
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well as natural decomposition of the remains, made it

impossible to use certain techniques, such as examination

of the teeth or cranium in order to identifi definitely the

remains. US consular officials stated that the Salvadorian

laboratory conditions under which the examination had

been carried out would he considered sub-standard and

unscientific in the United States. Sources in El Salvador

suggested to Sullivan's family that the Salvadorian patho-

logist who had examined the remains at government

request would have been in danger had he found the corpse

to be that of Sullivan.

Given all of these reasons Mr doubt, the Sullivan

family sent X-rays of the exhumed corpse to eight forensic

specialists in the United States. All concluded that the

X-rays were of a male in his mid to late 205, A radiologist at

the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, DC, stated that

X-rays from Sullb an's records showed more similarity with

the body in El Sahador than the Salvadorian report

allowed. The Sullivans then began pressing to have the

remains sent to the United States for further tests. The

Sakadorian authorities refused to permit this, maintaining

that according to Salvadorian law an unidentified body

could not leave the countrv until it had been proved it was

that of a foreigner — one of the issues in dispute.

A visit to El Sab, ador by a congressman from

Sullivan's home state eventually provided the political

impetus to move the Salvadorian authorities to release the 


body. The congressman managed to reach an  ad hoc
understanding with the President of the Salvadorian

Supreme Court that the body could leave the country if the

local magistrate in Cuscatlan signed the necessary release

paper. Eventualk; an official from another town signed the

paper. Once the remains had been returned to the United

States, a leading US professor of forensic pathology

examined them, compared them with X-ray pictures in

John Sullis an's medical records, and concluded in February

1983 that the corpse was that ofjohn Sullivan, 'beyond all

reasonable doubt'.

The CS pathologist's post-mortem examination

indicated that the body had been blown up, possibly by a •

stick of dynamite in the mouth. Because of the extensive

damage which the corpse had sustained (the upper part of

the body was destroyed, ribs were shattered, shoulder

blades and the sternum missing) he was unable to

determine whether the explosion had occurred before or

after death.

Although John Sullivan's bodv was eventually Mund,

identified and returned to his family for burial, many

questions remain unanswered about deficiencies in the

investigation of his death, in particular why the Salvadorian

authorities have not even now questioned local officials who

authorised and witnessed Sullivan's anonymous burial, or

investigated allegations of the involvement of the Treasun

Police and other named individuals in the killing.

Published May 1964
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DEVELOPING
AMNESTY

INTERNATIONAL
IN AFRICA

The challenge of developing Amnesty

International as a truly worldwide


movement. particularly in the developing

countries, was recognized by Martin


Ennals in his piece 'Amnesty International

in the Eighties'. In Noventher 198411w


movement held its first developmental

conference in Africa.

Once a month a group of villagers from the coastal district
of Lungi, near Freetown in Sierra Leone, meets to discuss
human rights and to work on behalf of victims of abuses of
these rights in different parts of the Nsorld.

The villagers include peasant farmers, workers at a
small airport in Lungi, a couple of school teachers and
several unemployed people. In order to meet they have to
walk from their villages — some of them for miles —
converging on the village of Kambia, which they must reach
well before dusk because their meeting place that day may
lack electricity

These people are members of Amnesty International
who have formed its first all-village group in Africa. This
year, as part of worldwide campaigns by the movement, they
have sent out appeals to government authorities urging the
release of prisoners of conscience in Romania, Israel,
Libya, Thailand, Mauritania and Met Nam.

Nearly 5,000 miles from Kambia, on the other side of
the continent, another Amnesty International group of
teachers and post office workers on the tiny Indian Ocean
island of Rodrigues. Mauritius, also meets monthly and
sends off letters to government leaders worldwide,
appealing for the release of prisoners of conscience, for fair
trials for all political prisoners and for an end to torture and
the death penalty

Similar appeals are going out regularly from other
Amnesty International groups in Africa, from members and
sympathizers throughout the continent. They include
people from all walks of life — among them farmers, trade
unionists, students, judges, lawyers, community workers,
doctors, nurses, labourers, technicians. All are participating
in Amnesty International's global campaign against human
rights violations — and together they have served to make
Amnesty International a reality in Africa.

It is in this context that the movement is launching a
developmental conference in Arusha, Tanzania — the
Amnesty International Africa Regional Conference, 15 to
18 November — which will be attended by participants from
26 countries, 17 of them African: Cameroon, Ghana,
Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mauritius, Nigeria, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, South Africa, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo,
Mnisia, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Among the African participants will he representa-
tives of nine non-governmental bodies working in the field
of human rights; they include Legal, church and student
organizations.

Two of the principal speakers arc tOrmer prisoners of
conscience, the Rev. Simon Farisani, of South Africa, and
Naby Moussa Thure, Guinea.

The conference will be addressed by Tanzania's
Prime Minister Salim A. Salim,

The Arusha conference is a follow-up to Amnesty
International's establishment in 1979 of an organized
membership development program for Africa. In the five
years since then it has been able to create and strengthen
national sections, each consisting of several groups, in
Ghana, Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Senegal, and also to set up
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groups in Mauritius, Sierra I.eone, l'anzania and "limisia.
In addition, the movement's publications — including

its monthly newsletter and annual report — are now mailed

to a wide range of subscribers and supporters all over the
continent.

I loweyen Amnesty International \ Secretary General,

Thomas I iarrimarberg, stresses that the movement's work
in Africa to date is but a beginning.

''11-M need now is to expand the Amnesn- Internation-

al movement there; more members, more helpers, more
people taking part in the battle agaMst human rights abuses
world-wide,' he says.

Analysis of Amnesty International's working methods
and their application to Africa will form an important part of

the _Xrusha contMence. I lowever, Seeretan General
lammarberg is insistent that the organization will not meet

in Arusha 'simply to teach what we have learned — bur also

to learn from others.

'We will be calling in particular on the advice of
representatives of African non-governmental organiza-

tions, such as the Arab Lawyers Union, the All-Africa
Conference of Churches and the  isgricialiim des jurish's

I le stresses that Anilletin International is not holding
a conference in Africa to tell people what the problems are

in Africa — but rather that it NS ill 'drink attention again to the
fact that human rights are under threat in et cry region of
the world under governments of all persuasions — and the

nunerne:It will tn, to enlist Africa's help to meet that
continu  Mg  threat.'

II Newsletter November 1984 


• WES1 BENGAL

The Amnesty International Jhargram group, West Bengal,
India, organised a poster exhibition for its launch in 1983.
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FILE ON
TORTURE:

AFGHANISTAN/
PHILIPPINES

As pad of the continuing Campaign for the

Abolition of Torture. the Amnesty


International Newsletter regularly

includes a supplement called the File on

Torture. In December 1984 the countries


highlighted were Afghanistan and the

Philippines.

AFGHANISTAN
Amnesty International has received persistent reports of

widespread and systematic torture of political suspects in

Afghanistan under the government of President I3ahrak

Karma!, who came to power in December 1979. Testimo-

nies and other information received by the organintion

indicate that torture is inflicted in detention centres

throughout the country which are administered by the State

Information Senices, Khedamat- e..Ida't Dawleni, known as
the Killa

Despite the release in early 1980 of many political

prisoners held by former governments, and promises to

improve the human rights situation in the country ,

opposition to the present government has been systemati-

cally suppressed and its opponents tortured.

Numerous reports have indicated that the treatment

meted out to suspects by Kalb agents has followed a

pattern: they are arrested and taken to nne of many KIPID
detention centres — Amnesty- International knows of eight in

Kabul alone — where they are first subjected to various
thrms of deprivation and then soon afterwards intensively

tortured.

Suspects are reportedly deprived of all contact with
family lawyers or doctors, or even other prisoners, by being

held incommunicado and in solitary confinement. During

this period they may be continuously interrogated,

threatened and deprived of sleep or rest; cases have also

been reported of detainees having been deprived of food.

Former detainees have told Amnesty International

that suspects who fail to cooperate with the K1 IAD are then

tortured — the methods reported have included threats of

execution, electric shocks, beatings, burning with cigarette

ends and dousing with water.

Detainees are also known to have been kept in
shackles or bound hand and foot for prolonged periods.

In some cases prisoners are reported to have been
forced to watch their relatives being tortured.

Prisoners are reported to have suffered permanent

injury as a result of torture and several are said to have died

while they were being tortured.
Although Amnesty International has received reports

of torture under all three governments since the 'Saul'

revolution of April 1978, when the People's Democratic

Parry of Afghanistan assumed power, it was only after the
formation of the KIRI) in late 1979 that the practice was

reported to have become systematic.

The KIRD

The duties of the MEW are widespread and include

responsibility for supenising party members, the armed

forces and ideological training for new party cadres. It is
also charged with arresting and interrogating political

suspects.

The KILID is reported to have Soviet advisers

attached to its main offices and there have been allegations

of Soviet involvement in torture — several former prisoners

have told Amnesty International of the presence of Soviet
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advisers in detention centres.
Each provincial capital has a KMD office and

detention centre.

0 In Kabul, the prisoners are reported to have been

tortured in the following eight detention centres: (I) the
KILID headquarters in the Sheshdarak district; (2) the

Internal Affairs Ministry building; (3) the Central Inter-

rogation Office, known as the Sedarat; (4) the office of the

military branch of the /CR4D, known as KM1D-c Nezatni;
(5) Milt) 'Office Number Five', known as KHAD-e Panj;
two private houses near the Sedaratbuilding; (6) the Ahmad

Shah Khan house; (7) the Wazir Akhar Khan house; and (8)

the kfLin office in the F lowzai Barikat district.

According to information received by Amnesty

International, an internal HAD report in late 1981 stated
that four prisoners out of every. IOU detained at the

Sheshdarak detention centre in the preceding 12 months

had died.

0 In the city of Kandahar, there are reported to be
five KILID detention centres: its headquarters in the

former offices of the Morrison-Knudsen Construction

Company in Manzal Bagh; the Mlayat, tbrmerly the office

of the central government in Kandahar; the detention

centre of the KILM-e Nezami (military KELM) in the army

base at Kandahar; and two private houses in the Shahr-e

Nan district near the \ Iusa Khan mosque.

Gin thc city:of latalabad, the main KHAT) detention. .
centre is situated behind the Nangarhar Lniversity

1 lospitai.

0 Other detention centres where torture has been

reported are in the towns of Faizahad (Badakhshan

province) and Andkhoy (Farvab province).

In September 1982 the Afghan Government prom-

ulgated a 'Law on the Implementation of Sentences in the

Prisons', Article 3 of which reintbrces the prohibition of

torture already contained in the constitution. At the same

time the government stated that a number of police officers

were being tried on charges of haying tortured prisoners.

No independent confirmation of this, how ever, was

received.

Afghanistan acceded to the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights and the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on

24 January 1983.

In October 1983 Amnesty International wrote to
President Karma] expressing grave concern at reports of

ill-treatment and torture of detainees in the custody of the

KILW. The movement urged the government to establish

an immediate inquiry into interrogation procedures used by

the KIHD and that, if torture reports were found to be true,

the responsible officials be charged and tried in conformity

with Afghanistan's Penal Code. Amnesty International has
received no reply or comment on these recommendations.

Arbitrary arrest of people alleged to be opposed to

President Babrak Karmars government appears to be

widespread and it is rare for prisoners to be formally

charged. To Amnesty International's knowledge, no laws 


relating to arrest and detention have been made public.

These arrests are carried out by the KRAD and

detainees are then taken to one or the detention centres

mentioned above. They are often held there incommuni-

cado for many months and, in some cases, reportedly for

years. Amnesty International was told of a man who was

arrested by the K.H4D in June 1981 and held in the

Sheshdarak detention centre incommunicado until 1983.

No access to family or lawyers is allowed in these

centres and it is extremely unusual for a prisoner to be

allowed to see a doctor. After interrogation at these centres,

some detainees may be released, but most are transferred to

Pul-e Charkhi Prison in Kabul, where they are held

indefinitely without charge or trial.

Although mariv of those tortured appear to have been

involved in armed resistance to the government, other

victims include civil servants, teachers and students who

have been detained merely on suspicion of opposition to the

authorities. Many of those arrested claim not to have been

involved in politics at all hut to have been detained as a

deterrent to others or on the basis of false information from

spies.

Testimonies

The following are extracts from testimonies of firmer
prisoners interviewed by Amnesni International, or whose

testimonies were sent to the organization, after they had left

the country. Their names are withheld at their request

because all have relatives remaining in the country

A is a former senior civil servant in the Public Works

Department in Kabul who was arrested in July 1982 for

alleged involvement with a group organizing armed

resistance to the government. 1 lis wife and three children

were detained at the same time and held incommunicado in
the Sedan?).detention centre; they were not ill-treated. A

was held at the Sedaret for three and a half months before

being transferred to Pul-e Charkhi.

'For the first 12 days of my detention 1 was held in

solitary confinement. Thereafter I shared a cell with nine

others. I was taken for questioning on many occasions and

each time I was beaten on the head and body and kicked in

the lumbar region and in the legs. Once 1 was questioned by

teams of interrogators and allowed no sleep for 48 hours.

On three occasions I Was subjected to electric shock

treatment which was administered by electrodes being

attached to my tongue and toes. I fainted each time and was

doused with water; then the treatment began again.'

He was released uncharged from Pul-e Charkhi

Prison in June 1983.

B, another senior civil servant at the time of his arrest

in August 1982, was held by the KIMD for six weeks in a

former private house near the Sedarat detention centre. In a

message to his family after his release he wrote:
'Since I have been out of hospital my health has not

been good ... [During detention] My nails were pulled out

after nearly four-inch needles had been stuck into my finger
rips. Sometimes at night 10 or 11 people assaulted me by
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jumping on me. I was given electric shocks and suffered
lill-treatmentl for five and a half months continuously

C was a senior high school student at the time of his
arrest in the city of Jalalabad in January 1983. Many
members of his family are reported to he involved in the
armed resistance to the government and this may have been
the reason for his arrest.

'I was held in the &MD detention centre inialalahad
For over a month. 1 was questioned almost every evening,
the interrogation beginning punctually at I 0.00pm. I was
beaten frequently with sticks and on six occasions electric
shocks were administered to my fingers and toes. One of my

cellinates had wires connected to his genitals.
'Each interrogation session lasted about four hours.

Shouts of pain could be heard all through the night.

Prisoners were brought back from the interrogation rooms
with marks of beatings visible all over their bodies.

'One night a captured guerrilla was brought to the
prison. 1 lc was wounded in the arm. During the
interrogation the officials would extinguish their cigarettes
on his body One of them put a lighted cigarette into the
wound. The man was shrieking.'

D., a 60-year-old businessman at the time of his arrest
in April 1981, stated that he was detained on 25 April after
two vehicles carrying KIIAD personnel had drawn up
outside his house.

'1 was bundled into the first vehicle while men from
the second came out and searched my house. I was never to
set foot in my home again. I was taken to a large private
house near the Sedaral known as the Ahmad Shah Khan
house ...

'At 2am the following day I was taken out ... to be
interrogated by five Afghans all in civilian clothes. I was
asked why my son-in-law had defected to the Americans
and told that all my children had now defected to the
imperialist west. I was warned that if I did not make a full
confession I would be killed.

'When I denied all knowledge of my son-in-law
defecting, which was completely true, they started beating
me. I am an old man and mv health had been poor for some
time. They beat me until I fell to the floor and lost
consciousness. When this happened they would throw
water over me and try to bring me round. This process
lasted for two hours. By the end I was not ahle to stand.

Tor the next 18 days 1 was detained in the same
room. Each alternate night, exactly at 2am, I was taken out
... tiff interrogation. The pattern was always the same:
questions, then beatings and then more questions ...

'I was never subjected to electric shock treatment.
One evening, however, when I was brought to the
interrogation room, on a table in a corner were several
torture instruments, indeed they were referred to as such.
They included a baton with wires attached and a cap to be
placed over thc head, and used Mr the administering of
electric shocks.

'As the days went by my eyes became swollen and
blurred. My body was bruised all oser. My clothes were 


filthy with blood and I was allowed no change of clothing.
Ms wife had no idea where I was or why 1 was being
imprisoned.'

THE PHILIPPINES
Amnesty International has regularly received reports of
systematic torture in the PhilMpines since the imposition of
martial law there in Septemher 1972. Despite the lifting of
martial law in January 1981, members of the armed forces
have retained extensive powers of arrest and detention in
cases involving 'subversives' and other 'public order
violators'.

Although an extensive legal framework exists to
provide safeguards in cases of such arrests, suspects have
commonly been abducted without warrant and detained
incommunicado and in siolation of other procedural
safeguards.

In many cases, detainees have been taken to
undisclosed and unauthorized interrogation centres, known

as csafehouses', where interrogation by members of the
armed Mrces intelligence agencies has been accompanied
by torture. Detainees have been held in 'safehouses' for

periods ranging from a few days to several months. Amnesty
International knows of instances where detainees held in
such `safehouses' have not been seen alive again and are
presumed or, in some cases, known to have died as a result
of ill-treatment.

Allegations range from 'man-handling' by police and
armed forces personnel in rural areas and the regular use of
intimidation during interrogation, to the infliction of
electric shocks, cigarette burns, near sufincation by water
or plastic bags, sexual abuse and rape, being forced to stand
or squat for long periods, and threats of execution.

Most allegations of torture refer to intelligence
personnel from the Philippines Constabulaty and other
branches of the armed threes.

The Philippines Government has been active in
condemning torture in international fora, being a sponsor
of the Declaration Against Torture adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly in 1975 and making a Unilateral

Pul-e-tharki prison in .14'haniqan.
here hundreds UT political prisoner.

are held.
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Declaration in October 1979 stating its intention to comply

with the Declaration and implement its measures in

national legislation and other effective measures. Never-

theless detainees have had great difficulty in getting

allegations of ill-treatment or torture impartially investi-

gated.
An illustration of the difficulties faced is provided by

the case of 25 people who were detained after a series of

arrests in the Manila area between 26 February and I

March 1982. They included eight active trade unionists

and others alleged to have heen members of the banned

Communist Party of the Philippines. All 25 were held in

detention centres, including 'safehouses', and were interro-

gated by intelligence personnel from different branches of

the armed forces. During the interrogations, most of the

detainees were kept incommunicado. Most tif the men later

testified that they had been intimidated, threatened,

deprived of sleep and given beatings, which included being

punched in the Stomach, struck on the ears, and hit on the

head with rifle butts.
Four detainees, Marco Palo, Danilo de la Fuente,

Edwin bipez and Noel Etabag, said they had been tortured

with electric shocks. Marco Palo subsequently received

hospital treatment for over three weeks.

On 3 March writs of  habeas corpus  and detailed

complaints of torture  and  ill-treatment were submitted by

17 nf these detainees to the Supreme Court, which then

ordered medical examinations of the detainees.
The medical reports on several mention tenderness

of the head, neck, chest and stomach areas, and various

scars. The report on Noel Etabag noted pairs of scars

caused by punctures on his arms which, he claimed, were

caused by electrodes used in his torture; that on Marco Palo

noted multiple skin lesions with pairs of scars caused by

punctures on his arms and legs.

On 17 April 1982 the 17 detained men individually

filed complaints of ill-treatment with the Office of the

Inspector General of the Armcd Forces. lb Amnesty

International's knowledge, no public investigatitm into

these complaints has been made nor have the findings of

any government inquiry been made public.
On 29 July 1982 complaints of torture were

submitted on behalf a 23 of the 25 arrested to the United

Nations Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discri-

mination and Protection of Minorities. The detainees have

also filed a civil suit for 6.5 million pesos (almost

SUS 500,000) damages against various named military
officers responsible for their arrest and detention. The

submissions to the Supreme Court were dismissed in

November 1983. The detainees have since filed a motion

tor a reconsideration of their petitions.

Ihrturr alleged after arrest of 'sii In ers hes'

Amnesty International has received persistent reports of

torture and ill-treatment of detainees who have been

arrested after accusations of subversive activities, particu-

larly detainees suspected of association with the New

People's Army (NPA), the armed wing of the Communist

Parry of the Philippines.

In one case this year, three farmers from East

Kahayagan in Aurora, Zamboanga del Sur, were reportedly

tortured by members of the Civilian lome Defence Force

and members of a militar airborne division while

undergoing interrogation about alleged NPA activities after

their arrest on 20 March 1984. They are reported to have

made sworn statements that they had been wrtured while at

Camp Dos in Aurora. According to the reports:

Pio Bercede said he was repeatedly beaten with a

radio antenna, hit several times in the face and abdomen,

hung by the neck from the ceiling and had several lighted
matches put in his mouth.

o Felipe Solon said he was made to eat coal and soil,

and Pablo Ponce alleged that he was given electric shocks.

After their transfer later that day to the airborne

division's headquarters in Molave, they were reportedly

further ill-treated by being kicked, forced to eat rice mixed

with hot pepper, and made to squat for long periods. They

were released on 22 March, reportedk after having been

made to sign statements that they had been humanely

treated, and having agreed to kill other suspected members
of the NEA.

According to church sources, they have since been

subjected to intimidation by military personnel who have

allegedly ordered them to withdraw their complaints.

Many of the people who have made allegations of

torture to Amnesty: International have been active in

church-spinsored hurhan rights work or trade unions.

Rolieto Trinidad, who works for the Justice and

Peace Ecumenical Group and is a former director of the

Social Action Centre in Tagum, Davao del Norte, was

arrested with six others on 16 January 1982 apparently

while they were preparing for a seminar on human rights

the following day

Rolieto Trinidad later testified to the following: they

were taken to the Philippines Constabulat-y headquarters in

Tagum, where he was beaten while naked and blindfolded,

hot pepper was applied to his eyes, mouth and genitals, and

his head was covered with a wet cloth w hich almost

suffocated him. On 18 January he was transferred to the

intelligence unit (R-2) attached to the Military Command,

Region Xl, in Davao City where, amongst other tortures

his fingernails were burned with cigarettes and he was

repeatedly nearly suffocated by having a polythene hag put
over his head. Eventually he made a statement which, after

further torture on 21 January; he signed.

Rolieto Trinidad, who was adopted by Amnesty

International as a prisoner of conscience, was later charged

with subversion and detained thr over two years until his

acquittal on 20 February 1984. In dismissing the charges,

his trial judge ruled that his confession had been extracted
under torture and was therefore inadmissible as evidence.

Eive trade unionists (Cesar Bristol, Romeo

Castilla, Danilo Garcia, Herminia Nina and Fernando


Reyes), all organizers with the independent trade union
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I  protester makes the pears. sign rthue
being &mai down HA water during a
ralls in Manila. the Philippines. in
Wenn/sit 1-984. 11w rails was hresLen
tip hi the mike.

conkderation  Kilusang Uno _Shiro  (RAIL), First of May.
ement, or its affiliates, were arrested early on 22 July

19(44 while taking part in a meeting the day befiire
planned mass rally in A lania Tlw detainees were
reportedly held incommunicado and interrogated in the
Militan Intelligence and Security Group (MISG) station in
Camp Bagong Diwa, Taguig„Metro Mania

They later alleged that they were tortured kw
beatings, cigarette burns and electric shocks. At a court
hearing for the preliminary investigation of their case
before the City Fiscal (prosecutor) of Pasig, their defence
lawyers are reported to have displayed to the court evidence
of injuries suffered during their detention. The law‘ers
later wrote to the commander of Camp liagong Diwa asking
for -a medical examination of the detainees. No reply had
apparently been received by September 1984.

0 Ruben Alegre was arrested on 26 August 1984 by a
military intelligence official at a house in I,as Pinas, a
suburb of Manila. A subsequent police statement alleged
that he had been responsible Mr the killing in May 1984 of
Brigadier General Tomas Karingal, commander of the
Quezon City police, and that he was commander of an NEA
liquidation squad. The NPA are reported to have claimed
responsibility thr the killing. Ruben Alegre himself claimed
that he was solely a trader in pork and fish.

After arrest he was taken to the Militain- Intelligence
Security Group (MISG) station at Camp Bagong Diwa,
Thguig, Metro Manila, where he was reportedly held
incommunicado. According to press reports, he told a
Supreme Court  habeas asrpus  hearing on 6 September that 


he had been tortured for three days: given electric shocks to
the genitals, tied up and struck on the chest and thighs. At
this hearing lawyers acting for him were said to have
submitted a medical report concluding that he had been
kicked in the head, hit on the thighs with a hammer, struck
on the nape of his head with an iron bar, and Os en electric
shocks on his genitals.

Call for preyealite mrastor.

Amnesty International has consistently urged the Philip-
pines Government to take steps to prevent torture 1w
ensuring strict implementation of existing safeguards and
taking firm disciplinan action against people found
responsible for such practices. The  Repos.: of an Maness),
Internosianol Mission so Me Republic r± PhiliPpines,
11 - 28 NoTember 1981,  published in September 1982,
included reports the mission had received of torture and
ill-treatment and recommended various measures for the
prevention of torture in the Philippines, such as the
abolition of 'safehouses', the abolition of waivers of
detention whereby detainees waive their right to he
presented to a judicial authority, and stricter implementa-
tion of existing sakguards. Amnesty International also
called thr independent investigations into the allegations of
torture published in its report.

In reply, the Philippines Government dismissed
Amnesty International's recommendations, asserting that
existing procedures were adequate and rejecting evidence
that the% had been systematically violated.

Al Newsletter %amber 1184
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LABOUR CAMPS
IN ALBANIA

Albania has been largely isolated from the

rest oldie world since it was established as

a communist state at the end of the Second


World War. Despite the difficulties of

extracting and checking information


about political imprisonment. in 1984

Amnesty International considered that the


inlbrmation it had gained concerning

human rights violations in Albania merited


publication. This extract, describing

conditions in at labour camp, is from the

report 'Albania: Political Imprisonment


and the Law'.

Spac labour camp for pohtical prisoners is in Mirdite
district, a major copper-producing region, and prisoners in
the camp are employed in the mining of pyrites, from which
copper is extracted.

The mining area lies within the camp itself, which is
surrounded by several rows of barbed-wire fencing 3m
high, with watchtowers manned by armed guards at regular
intervals. The eamp's outer perimeter is patrolled hy
military guards with dogs. At night spotlights are trained On
the fences.

The following information about conditions in Spac
is based on the testimony of former prisoners.

Prisoners are housed in unheated concrete barracks
with some 300-400 prisoners to each unit, divided among
12-15 rooms. They sleep an straw mattresses on three-tier
wooden platforms along each side of the room and are
provided with two to three blankets, and (since 1975) with
sheets, which are changed once a month. There is a
separate washroom with showers, but these are apparently
frequently out of order and prisoners usually wash at cold
taps in the washroom or in the mine galleries, where water
is available. In an annexe to the washroom, prisoners can
sometimes heat water for cooking or to wash themselves
and their clothes. Work nnithrms of heavy cotton are issued
once a year, helmets every two years and hoots every six
months.

The daily food ration for prisoners who work is said to
be as follows: bread (often made with maize flour) —
800-900g; potatoes — 245g; sugar — I 0-25g; jam — 150g; oil
— 15g, meat — 30-45g; beans —I 50g; condensed milk —15g.
Prisoners who do not work receive much less. Without
exception former prisoners have stated that the food was
ven poor and the diet seriously deficient in protein, fresh
vegetables and fruit. Prisoners commonly suffer a severe
loss of weight.

The main meal is usually bread and soup with beans
and rice or macaroni. Prisoners supplement these rations
with food sent by their thmilies (they may receive up to 10kg
a month, but it seems that few receive regular parcels) and
with purchases of oil, macaroni, rice and biscuits at the
prison canteen (which also sells cigarettes).

The prison has a small infirmary with some 10 beds;
both the doctor and dentist are themselves prisoners and
can only provide the most basic treatment (dental care is
said to be limited to extractions). Prisoners have com-
plained that unless they are running high fevers they are
forced to work. Gravely ill prisoners are sent to Tirane
prison hospital. Some former prisoners have referred to the
problem of mental disturbance and illness among inmates.
One prisoner who was detained in Spac in the late 1960s
alleged that he had seen mentally ill prisoners throw
themselves on the barbed-wire fence surrounding the
camp, where the), had been shot by guards.

Work

Prisoners work eight hours a dav in the mines, six days a

week. It is apparently not uncommon, however, for them to
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he required to work on the seventh day as well. The work
consists primarily of opening up and securing galleries,
drilling rock to lay charges (these are set off by civilian
non-prisoners) and loading the broken rock onto wagons.
Work norms are reported to he high and prisoners who fail
to achieve them may be required to work extra hours, or he
punished by deprivation of visits or solitary confinement.
Those who achieve work norms an reportedly paid
between two and a half and three leks a day, and most
prisoners average about 60 leks a month (the average
civilian wage for comparable work is about 480 leks a
month). Industrial protection is said to be very poor. A
prisoner who was released from Spac in November 1982
stated that towards  the  end of his time there cotton masks
were not replaced when they wore out. Prisoners were told
that new machinery using water would be introduced which
would render the use of protective masks unnecessary;
however, this did not materialize while he was there and
thus some prisoners worked without the protection of
masks. Lack of industrial safeguards has reportedly led to
serious accidents. A former prisoner held in Rallsh in the
late 1970s recalled the arrival there of four prisoners from
Spac who had become partially paralysed after the collapse
of a gallery-.

Visits

Prisoners are allowed half-hour visits by relatives once, or
sometimes twice, a month. In practice, comparatively few
prisoners seem to receive regular visits, either because their
families are intimidated or because they lack the necessary
time or money to make long journeys.

Visits generally take place in a room outside the camp,
in the presence of a guard. Prisoners and visitors are
separated by bars. Members of the Greek minority have
complained that they were forbidden to speak to their
relatives in their mother tongue and were obliged to use
Albanian.

Relatives may bring food and clothing for prisoners.
The latter may receive any number of letters hut may write
only two a month. All correspondence is censored.

Ildnealion. recreation

Ex-prisoners have reported that they were given regular
political lectures by the camp's Political Commissar but the
frequency of this form of education appears to have varied
considerably.

No vocational training is provided and prisoners are
not allowed to study or teach each other foreign languages.
There is a library which is said to be stocked almost
exclusively with official texts by Parry leaders, and prisoners
may subscribe to the official daily press. In the evening
radio programs are broadcast over a loudspeaker and
prisoners may watch television for a few hours. A film is
shown once a month. Prisoners are permitted to play
dominoes or chess (not cards) and volley-hall. In the past
there was reportedly a prisoners' orchestra, but this was
banned after a prison riot in 1973.

Discipline andpunishments

A prisoner who quarrels with other inmates or with guards,
who breaks camp regulations or fails to achieve work norms
may he punished in a variety of ways: by deprivation of the
right to visits, correspondence or parcels, by heing given
reduced rations and by solitary confinement in a small,
windowless cell known as a  hiruce.  The prison authorities
may impose the latter punishment for up to One month,
which may be extended to three months with the approval
of the district procurator. During confinement in the  hinice
prisoners do not work.

A former prisoner has alleged that he was punished
by three months' solitary confinement in the early 1980s
after he had tattooed an eagle (the Albanian national
emblem) without an accompanying communist red star
symbol on his body. He said the cell measured no more than
2m by 1.5m. I le slept on a mattress and had only one
hlanket. (Other former prisoners have alleged that they
were sometimes forced to sleep on the cell's bare cement
door or were at best given a blanket or board to sleep on.)
While undergoing this punishment he was denied letters
and visits, received reduced food rations and was allowed
only three cigarettes a day, he said.

Another former prisoner detained during the 970s
in Spac alleged that on three occasions guards had stripped
him to the waist, tied him to a post and beaten him with a
length of rubber hose filled with gravel.

This plan of Spae labour camp 303 iq
based on sketthrs by former prisoners
Rho New there between the mid -
1970s and 1982. The camp is said to he
ringed hi several high barbed-Hire
fences.
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Strikes and violent protests by prisoners in Spae camp

The severity of conditions and treatment in Spac camp have

provoked prisoners to engage in strikes and violent protest

on at least two occasions, in 1973 and 1978. Both times the

protests were ruthlessly suppressed by the authorities and

the leaders were executed. 1 h e most detailed account

received by Amnesty International concerns the events of

1973; it was given by a Ibrmer prisoner w ho had

participated in the Spat strike that year.

'At 6.30 am 07119 Alav as we were about to begin the

first shift, we heard guards heating our fellow-prisoners in

the camp cells. We demanded that the camp and prison

tarred lalworeamp in the

Ilhania. The photo  has  taken Irwin a

turning hits while the guide's attention

Ica* diverted ISV other pa.t.enger%.•

11:414 4f e %Idyl ordeD. again"! photos

being taken during the bi,.4. ride.

authorities should put an end to this. But our demand was

met with threats and blows. We were isolated in a corridor

leading out of the camp to where we worked. Soon other

prisoners came to our aid and there followed clashes with

the guards. After ahout 20 minutes we forced the guards to
withdraw. We then organized a meeting in the catrip
dining-hall and came to a unanimous decision to seek the

help of the United Nations with a view to getting their

representatives to intenene on our behalf as soon as

possible. We forwarded this request to government

representatives in Thane. This request was repeated in

large letters on a cardboard placard...

ll.arge army and police forces arrived at the camp,

together with senior government officials and the Camp

Commandant, Muharrem Shehu; the Camp Commissar,

Shahin Shun; thc head of the Department of Internal

Affairs of Mirdite district, Pandi Kita; the Chief Securib

Officer of Mirdite, Gjergi Zen; the camp Security Officer,

Fejzi Aliaj, and others. They appealed to us over the

loudspeaker to end the strike and retract our demands. If

we persisted I they said] they would use force and gas

against us.

'Because we rejected this appeal, the authorities

turned off the drinking water and stopped all food supplies

at 12 noon on 19 May. Then at 9.00 am on 22 May, after we

had been on strike and endured hunger and thirst for three

days, we were suddenly attacked hy large units equipped

with truncheons. The camp army and guards were joined

by 200 special riot police sent from Tirane.

'Alter clashes lasting an hour, we were too exhausted

by hunger and thirst to carry on the fight. We were finally

overwhelmed and handcutled in pairs. On the prisoners'

side no one was killed; the riot police suffered two

casualties. We were immediately subjected. to the most

brutal tortures which went on for 24 hours.

'Then a special military tribunal sent from Thane

sentenced to death four prisoners aged from 24 to 32. They

were Skender Demiri, from an orphanage in Tirane; Zell

Pah, from Sukthi in Durres district; 1 la(ri Pashai, from

1.1akatund in Vlore district, and Skender Shohollari, from

Pogradec district. Our friends were executed near the camp

at 3.40 pm on 24 May 1973. We all heard the shots. Besides

this, 56 prisoners were given additional sentences ranging

from 10 to 25 years.'

llhe same source stated that he had been informed

that a similar strike took place in 1978, after which three

political prisoners were executed: Vangiel Lezha and Fadil

Kokomani, both previously correspondents for Albania's

leading daily Zeri i Poptitih, and Xhelal Kopreneka, from

Islorce, who had worked as a suneyor in Shkoder before his

arrest and imprisonment. On this occasion, too, many other

prisoners were reportedly punished with additional sent-

ences of up to 25 years' imprisonment. (A second source

has independently informed Amnesty International of the

execution of Xhelal Koprencka in 1978 after a strike by

prisoners.)

Published December liii
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HUMAN RIGHTS
DEBATE IN PERU

The publication inhuman. 1985 of

Amnesty International's 'Briefing on Peru'

received wide publicity within the country


and intensified the national debate on

human rights violations.

More than 1,000 men, women and children have
'disappeared' after being seized by troops or police since a
remote area of Peru was placed under military rule two
years ago. Hundreds of others are known to have been
killed in custody, alten after torture. In a new briefing on
Peru, published on 23 januars;  Al  points out that the true
scale of the abuses by gcA ernment forces in the moun-
tainous southern area is not vet known.

The massive atrocities started after the launch of a
military campaign against the Sender(' Idoninoso ('Shining
Path') guerrilla movement, itself responsible thr scores of
execution-st•le killings and torture of civilians.

Since then, killings of captives by government threes
have become so established that relatives of the 'dis-
appeared' have learned to search roadside dumping
grounds where bodies regularly turn up, often mutilated
beyond recognition. "I be victims Found in these dumps and
in mass raves are usually naked, marked by torture, and
with single gunshot wounds to the head.

Human rights violations on this scale are unpre-
cedented in modern Peru. They have been inflicted mainly
on peasants, local leaders and young people in the
Emergency Zone, established at the end of 1982. The zone
comprised 13 of Peru's more than 140 provinces at the time
the report went to press.

Peru's Attorney-General, the Public Ministry he
heads, and some judges have tried to protect the rights of
the local people and have uncovered some of the abuses,
but have been unable to halt them, Government prosecu-
tors in the area have protested publicly against the armed
forces' obstruction of their investigations.

,4I  has told the government that it condemns killing or
torture or prisoners by the guerrillas, and recognizes the
need to prevent and punish such crimes, but that
government action must be within internationally accepted
human rights standards.

The briefing on Peru includes basic information on
sonic 1,000 reported 'disappearances' known to.4/. It notes
that the movement also knows uf  more than 400 cases of
individuals named as having been detained and later found
dead. All these are from the Emergency Zone; they have no
parallel elsewhere in Peru.

Despite the remoteness of the area„4I  —  as well as
local human rights groups and Peruvian officials — has
amassed abundant evidence of the abuses and of the
existence of unmarked mass graves and dumping grounds
in areas under military control.

Local people provided the evidence, ofien by
travelling to the main city in the Emergency Zone,
,Ayacucho, or the national capital, Lima. Documents and

testimonies have come directly from families and commun-
ity representatives, from church, professional, trade union
and human rights organizations, and from lawyers.
flundreds of victims' relatives have filled out question-
naires based on a form prepared by the United Nations
Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappear-
ances. In February 1984 Dr Zegarra Dongo, outgoing
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Ayacucho chief prosecutor, told the press that his staff had

received 1,500 formal complaints of prisoners 'disappear-

ances' in the previous 14 months.

The Interior Ministry has said that in the 18 months

up to the middle of 1984, 2,000 alleged smerrillas were

killed and more than 1,600 civilians were alleged to have

been killed by guerrillas. There is evidence that both

categories include many civilians detained and killed by

government forces.

Security patrols have raided schools as well as villages

and homes to take away victims. All young people appear to

be suspect — and so liable to 'disappearance' — in areas

where the guerrillas are active...1/ has documentation on 76

children and teenagers under 18 who have 'disappeared'.

Relatives of the 'disappeared' report being threatened

with death by soldiers when they look for their loved ones at

known dumping grounds, w hich are always near main roads

resmlarly patrolled by truops or police. Many of the bodies

are blindfolded and bound.

Al Newsletter Fehnury 1315

The national debate on human rights violations in Peru is

reported tu hay e intensified since the publication on 23

January of Al's Peru Briefing (see February A einclenee).
Extensive reports on the briefing appeared in the

turtles° International;  Peru Briefing.  Imbliyhed in

1984,  waq  read throughout the country h) all sections

of the population. This reader  was  part oR

group of people gathered on the steps oft& cathedral

in •yaencho. the main ells in ihe hnergenei Zone.

Permian le/elision program 'Eneuent  ros.

(EneountetNj gme the resultY ofa qln el  on the

briefinj& using a sample of 1.000 people in the capital.

Lima. They are reported to have Amon that more than

70 percent of the Yample had heard ofthe report and

that more than 47 per (TM thought Mat 'a pluralist

commission yhould he appointed to imestigatc

Amnesty internationals &mistrial ions'.

country's major newspapers and magazines — one magazine

printed the full 20-page Spanish-language version — and on

the day of publication an hour-long prime-time television

program was devoted to it. Copies of the briefing were on

sale at news kiosks in 16 cities in Peru.

With some exceptions, the Peruvian Government's

public reaction to the briefing appears to have been

different in tone to harshly critical comments which

Ibllowed the publication in September 1983 of an extensive

memorandum to President Fernando Beladnde Term

President Beladnde then said in a television interview that

Ii was 'a Communist organization', and that its letters to

his government were 'thrown directly into the wastepaper

basket'.

On 16 January, General Oscar Brush Noel, former

Minister of Defence and now Minister of Interior, made a

statement flatly rejecting.4fs briefing. claimed that the

government respected the life and honour of Peru's

citizens, and that Shining Path guerrillas alone were

responsible for violating human rights in Peru.

On 20 January the general was questioned by

international press agency correspondents on a news report

published the day before; it contained evidence that nine

people Mund that week in clandestine graves in Ayacucho

had been previously detained by police and military forces

and had 'disappeared'. I le replied that 'only the Armed

Forces Joint Command' was authorized to make statements

concerning the situation in Ayacucho.

On 18 January, General César Praeli, head of the

Armed Forces Joint Command, was quoted as stating that

'the Armed Forces of Peru reject the Amnesty. International

report°.

Asked about the ever more numerous clandestine

graves and the dozens of corpses discovered, showing signs

of torture and gunshot wounds, he reportedly said: 'I am

convinced that they are not acts perpetrated by the Armed

Forces but h members of the terrorist group,' and added

that the Command responsible for the Emergency Zone

would earn- out an exhausthe investigation in this regard

and would study-Ars briefing.

A series of statements have been made to the

Peruvian and international news media bv the Peruvian

Prime Minister, 1 .uis Percovich. On 23 January he

reportedly declared that the government would investigate

A Ts allegations and 'give precise and public reports of this'.

.ater that day he is reported to have said that 'isolated'

excesses by the security forces had taken place and that

those responsible had been handed over to 'the appropriate

authorities'.

On 25 Jarman, the Prime Nlinister told reporters in

Ama that Peruvian officials with information from the

police and military would answer Ars charges at the

meeting of the United Nations Iluman Rights Commission

in Geneva in February and March.

On 5 February the international news agency Reuters

reported that the Prime Minister had told reporters that

'widespread errors' had been found in Amnesty Interna-4
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tional's briefing-, affirming that:
'... 53 of the I 0O5 people Amnesty alleged to have

disappeared in a government anti-guerrilla crackdown
before last October had applied for voter registration cards
alter that date.'

On 1 February-,  .11  cabled the Prime Minister
welcoming the promise of an investigation into unresolved
'disappearances in Peru and requesting his intercession to
ensure the .safets of three ',ming Peruvians reported
detained and 'disappeared' on 25 and 28 Jarman in the
Ayacucho Emergency Zone.

In a second cable on 7 February  Al  expressed great
interest in the Prime Minister's statement affirming the
reappearance of 53 people presiousl:, reported 'dis-
appeared'.

cable also stressed its hope that most or all of the
indk iduals reported to have remained 'disappeared' after
detention at the time the briefing was prepared would
reappear alive.

0.41' has sent the Peruvian Goy ernment case outlines
on another 70 people reported to have 'disappeared' in the
Emergency Zone on whorn it has received dossiers. It also
sent the names of 16 people reported to has e 'disappeared'
whose b8lies have since been Mune!.

Al Newsletter Mirth INS

Peru's Winne, talwral, Iharo Heyde lthgro.
namining Amnesty International;  Peru Briefing.

which o as published on 23 fanuan 1984. He is
reported to haw said the briefing prmided 'a call Air
reflection by the threes in charge ofthe suppressMn of
terrorisni'. and by the gmernment itself The Attorney
G•neral heads Peru; ifinisteL which has

continued to mahe determined Slims to bring the
facts of extruhdicial tailings and the conmel's
1.000-plus 'disappearances' ont into the open. Public

represeafathei regulark and publicly
protested ahout the obstruction oftheir Nark by pollee
and military authorities in Peru's Emergency Zone.

• 'MY ONLY CRIME WAS MY CONCERN FOR HUMANITY'

When individuals expose the crimes of the state they are
often punished as though they were criminals. A petition
calling for the release of all political prisoners in Yugoslavia
was sent to the Presidency in November 1980. One of those
who had collected signatures for it was Dobroslav Paraga, a
19-year-old student of law and theology. The State Security
Police arrested him without warrant on 21 November 1988
and at his trial in May 1981 he was found guilty of 'hostile
propaganda' and 'participating in hostile activity°. His first
sentence of three years' imprisonment was increased after
more legal proceedings to four years. He was released on
21 November 1914, and wrote this letter to Amnesty
International:

luring that time of persecution and suffering, I came to
know your generous hearts, full of sympathy, full of
solidarity, fraternal affection and ideal support. Your
constant care for my fate and the efforts you took to
publicize this ... did not permit injustice to triumph.My
only crime was my concern for humanity.

'I passed 271 days in solitary confinement, often without
the right to read or rest. Because of that my eyes have
become weak. However for me that is all nothing in
comparison with the great happiness of being able to feel
authentic human solidarity and to gain, in you, such
devoted friends. I pray that God enables you to feel my
great gratitude and friendship. We are united by the same
ideal: to do well for all people. Thu defend human rights, for
me this is the greatest duty of every person. Unfortunately
my rights are very limited, even annulled: I no longer have a
passport and cannot travel outside Yugoslavia. This is why
it is not possible fir me to thank you in person and to make
the direct acquaintance of those to whom I owe so murk.
However, I wish to remain your grateful brother who would
like to give you more than possibilities and circumstances
permit...'
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TORTURE IN
IRA

Allegations that political suspects were

routinelv tortured in the custody of Iraq's

security forces to extract confessions for


use in evidence in court or to force

detainees to renounce their political


affiliations and join the ruling Meth party

have long reached Amnesty International.


In 1979 and 1980, 15 Iraqis who alleged

that they had been tortured were


interviewed and medically examined by a

panel of Amnesty International doctors:


their ease histories were published in

'Iraq: Evidence of Torture in 1981. This


extract is from the paper 'Torture in Iraq

1982 — 1984', published in 1985.

A former prisoner, aged 44, who was held in Baghdad's .Ahu

Ghraib Central Prison between Mall 1982 and March 1984
submitted a testimony to Amnesty international in July

1984. I le was one of 114 persons who had 'disappeared'
since reportedly being arrested helm eun 979 arid 1982 by

Iraqi security forces. When approached by Amnesty

International about these cases, the Iraqi Government had

claimed that the names submitted by the organization were
lictitious. I loweyer, the person concerned had apparently

been arrested after reMsing to collaborate with the secret

service, and the report he submitted to Amnesty Interna-
tional regarding his places of detention, conditions of

imprisonment and use of torture, was consistent with

reports recehed by AI in the past.

The following details on prison conditions and

torture methods arc extracted from his testimom.

Description of prison einunliOns and alleged torture

In Baghdad Central Prison, 'the cells are 2 x 3.5 metres,

very dark and completely covered in red brown tiles. These

cells were really intended for one person and for short

periods of interrogation hut in fact arc used for long periods
ith up to IS people at one time. In some of these small

cells, people have been detained for seieral y ears ... a

shower and open toilet are built in to each cell ... cold water

is turned off and only turned on once a week for a couple of

hours there are no visits from relatives, no correspond-

ence and absoluteli no information Mr the relatives of the
y1/4 hereahouts of the prisoners.

'There are sonic large cells with an area of

approximately 50 square metres. One of these is specifically

for female prisoners. With mass arrests or shortage of space

the long corridors on both floors are also used. Steel poles

are welded between the cell doors on both sides of the

corridor at a height  of  about 20cm from the floor (this first

happened in 1983) and the prisoners arc handcuffed hy one

hand to this pole. in each of these large cells there are

S0-130 prisoners, sometimes as many as 200. There is only

one shower and an open lavatory for all of them. 'Hie air is

foul and in order to sleep prisoners hat, e to periodicalh

swap places with one another.

'Medical treatment is very poor. Sick prisoners only

receive medical treatment when they have reached a critical

point. I have heard of many cases of death as a result of

torture or appalling liy ing conditions. In the large cell where

I spent several months, we actually saw a man die in front of

our cies. It was the summer of 1983, there were

approximately 130 people in the room, the air was yen- bad

and extremely warm. An Iraqi prisoner fell unconscious,

which often used to happen. We bangedon thc door to alert

the guard. In the meantime, a prisoner (a doctor) tried to

help him. 1Then the guard and the doctor finally arrived it

was far too late and he was already dead. I i e was about 30

years uld, an electronics engineer, married with a small

daughter

'Approximately 50% of the prisoners were tortured.
There are different methods of torture carried out in the

.11i llama  •it  ilk a

12-year-old Iraqi

Kurd front the

tillapt of
Ja'afnon in
•ulainninta

Prot init. lIe oas

arrested on 25

February 1981

and detained for

interrogation al

haradagh
Scrotal

lleadgnaners.

Ills eorpse a%

Subseguenth

handed had to
his 41'111+5' had&

marAed hi

torture.
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torture chambers in the basement. At the entrance to the
torture chamber there is a doormat with 'Welcome' written
on it in English. Tbrture takes the form of: electric shocks,
gas and cigarette burns; electric hot plates; hanging from
the ceiling — handcuffed; being stretched on a special
machine with hands and feet bound; beatings with a heavy
cable or high pressure hose:tube. The tortured prisoners
who are usually unconscious are then simply carried back to
their cells and dumped on the floor in full view of their
fellow prisoners.

'The prisoners are treated very badly by the prison
officers ... anyone who does not completely submit, or
protests about anything, cg by going on hunger-strike, gets
severely beaten with cables by the guards in front of the
other prisoners the guards consider all the prisoners to
be spies, traitors and dangerous elements.

'Occasionally (approximately twice a month), the
prisoners are taken to an area without a roof (approximately
80 square metres) fiar fresh air and sport. It lasts about half
an hour. The guards give the orders, whip in hand. The
prisoners have to endure unbearable 'sporting activities';
the whole 'sports time' turns into a series of beatings and

Abu Ghraib libassa (Abu Ghraib Special) 'is an
extension for the secret service of the main Abu Chraib
prison, with a separate entrance. Abu Ghraih Special is
extremely closely guarded by the secret service personnel
,. There arc four lavatories in the hall which have cold,

filthy water. Three times a day the cell door is unlocked and
you are allowed to go to the lavatories for a few minutes
during which time you have to wash the howl and fill up the
water container. •here are no showers, if you want to wash,
or wash your hair, you are only allowed 10 minutes extra
mice a month and again only cold water. If there are more
than four in a cell the prisoners have to go to the las atorv in
pairs. If they stay too long they are whipped and beaten by
the guards. They make no exceptions, if a person needs m
go to the toilet in the night they have to use the water
containers in the cell ... From 7am to I pm sleeping and
speaking to other prisoners is strictly forbidden; anyone
who breaks this rule and gets caught is severely punished. It
is unbearably hot in summer and extremely cold in winter,
particularly at night. There is no heating whatsoever A
mercury lamp burns constantly in each cell (even at
night) . „'

tints ease

An Iraqi doctor of medicine testified to Amnesty Interna-
tional in 1984 that he witnessed and was forced to
participate in the taking of blood from prisoners which
resulted in their death. According to his testimony, he was
aware of approximately 1000 such operations having taken
place during 1982 and 1983, The operations are reportedly
directly controlled by Security Headquarters (Ri'asat
al-Mukhabarat) in Baghdad, and carried out with the
co-operation of a prison director and personnel of the
Blood Bank Institute in Baghdad.

The following are extracts from his testimony:
'At Abu Chraib prison in Baghdad ... where I was

told there arc ... donors who want to donate blood ... the
prison doctor took me to the prison hospital. I Mond there
two persons in a shock state, immobile and who exhibited
air hunger with rapid thready pulse and cold clammy skin.
The prison doctor told int that those two prisoners were
criminals and that he bled them under the influence of
hypnotic drugs in order to benefit from their blood before
they are executed. This doctor also told me that he has
directives from Security I leadquarters to use this method
with important political persons so as to give the reason for
the subsequent death as 'heart thilure*. The directive also
applies to criminals sentenced to death.'

On another occasion at the same prison:
'The prison doctor . told me that he will bleed three

persons and asked me to help him. When I refused, he told
me the Security Headquarters demanded that this opera-
tion must be done under my supervision and that if I
refused, they will jail me.

'Whenever there was a 'blood shortage', especially
during the war, Blood Bank Mobile Units collected blood
from secondary schools, colleges, factories and prisons.
The collection of blood during the past three years was
nun-voluntary on many occasions and without lull medical
examination, especialh in the factories and prisons. In these
cases, the normal quantity allowed by the regulations is
collected, however'

I lis medical opinion is:

'When a person is hied (usually in each of the cases
3-5 pints of Hood):

I. he becomes acutely anaemic and loses conscious-
ness,  due  to insufficient blood supply to the brain. The state
of unconsciousness is treated by feeding the person with
salt water in a quantity equal to the amount of blood taken.
This procedure prevents the immediate death of the
person.

despite the fact that the body is compensated for
the loss ofliquids, the amount of haemoglobin remains very
loss (2-4m1 per 100mm), which is insufficient for the
functioning of the vital organs.

As a result oFthis, and after 3-5 days, the heart fails
and the person suffers from a sharp drop in the heart's
activities, which leads to a heart attack and death. Diagnosis
shows death by heart attack, and the families of the dead
person are officially informed of his death due to this
reason.'

Published 1985
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• 'DO NOT ELAN THE STORM...I

In the Philippines, a group of church workers planning a
symposium on human rights were arrested by the police in
1981 and charged with 'subversion'. Among them were
Purificacion and Rolieto Trinidad, both involved in peaceful
community development want. Puriflcacion was taken to a
regional police headquarters. Her husband was taken to an
unidentified place of detention known in the Philippines as
a 'safehouse', where he was reportedly ill-treated during
interrogation. Beth were refused access to family and
lawyers. They were charged with possessing subversive
materials and held for months awaiting trial. Both were
adopted by Amnesty International as prisoners of
conscience.

In October 1983 Amnesty International issued a special
medical appeal on behalf of Purificacion Trinidad after she
had been transferred to hospital suffering from nernus
depression and acute stomach pains. She was eventually
released in December 1913 and reunited with her two
young children. However, the Presidential Commitment
Order which authorised her continued detention pending
trial was not lifted. Relieto was allowed to go home for
Christmas and New *at

However, he was not finally released witil 28 February
1984, the day on which he and his wife were acquitted. In a
card and poem from prison, sent to the Amnesty
International members working on their behalf, the two
prisoners wrote: 'Strong flexible bamboos do not fear the
storm. They bend with the wind even as they stay firmly
reeled to their grounds..'

CONSCIENTIOUS
OBJECTORS TO

MILITARY
SERVICE

Amnesty International works for the

release of people imprisoned hecause Of


their refusal. on conscientious grounds. to

perform military servive. The following


extract is from a paper issued in 1985on

the imprisonment of conscientious

objectors to military senice which

included details and cases from 14

countries: Cyprus. Finland. France,


Federal Repuhlic of Germany. German

Democratic Republic. Creece. Hungary.


Israel, Italy! Norway, South Africa.

Switzerland. Turkey and the USSR.
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1985 has been designated by the United Nations as
International Youth Year. Its themes are: participation,
development and peace. It seems appropriate, in this
context, to draw attention to the plight of imprisoned
conscientious objectors to military service. Hundreds of
young people, in more than a dozen countries, are currently
in prison because of their refusal on grounds of conscience
to perform military service.

During the past decade, there has been a marked
increase in tolerance towards conscientious objectors to

' military service. It has been many years since the last
conscientious objector was sentenced to death. While
legislation in some countries still prescribes severe
sentences, imposition of such sentences is now rare. Many
governments have liberalized their laws by broadening the
grounds on which conscientious objection may be accepted,
by simplifying recognition procedures and by increasing the
possibilities for alternative service.

The present paper contains details on Amnesty
International's concerns in 14 countries in which persons
nevertheless continue to be imprisoned because of their
conscientious objection to military service: Cyprus, Fin-
land, France, Democratic Republic of Germany, Federal
Republic of Germany; Greece, I lungan Israel, Italy;
Nonva,,', South Africa, Switzerland, Turkey and the USSR.
This is not an exhaustive list of countries where
conscientious objectors are imprisoned but it is intended to
illustrate Amnesty International's concerns in this area.

In some of these countries, there is no legal provision
at all for conscientious objection to militan senice: persons
objecting to military service on whatet er grounds are
routinely imprisoned. In other countries, only certain
grounds for refusal (e.g. religious motives) are considered
acceptable. All others lead to imprisonment. Prison
sentences imposed on conscientious objectors yan from
several weeks to four or live years in some cases. In some
countries, conscientious objectors are again imprisoned if,
after having sen-ed their sentence, they persist in refusing
to perform military service. This may lead to several
consecutive sentences fim the same offence. Amnesty
International is also concerned that in some countries the
alternative service which recognized conscientious objec-
tors are required to perform may he up to twice as long as
ordinary military service. The organization opposes periods
of alternative service which must be considered as a
punishment for a person's conscientiously held convictions.

The right to refuse military senice for reasons of
conscience is founded on the Universal Declaration of
1 luman Rights (Article 18) which provides for freedom of
thought, conscience and religion. The International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 18), the
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (Article 9), the American Declaration on the
Rights and Duties of Man (Article 3), the American
Convention on Human Rights (Article 12) and the African
Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (Article 8) each
provide for freedom of thought, conscience and religion.

limitations on the right to act in conformity with one's
conscience can, under Article 29, paragraph 2 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, only be imposed
'for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for
the rights and freedom of others and of meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order and the general
welfare in a democratic society.'

With a few exceptions, however, inter-governmental
organizations have so far been reluctant explicitly to
proclaim the right to refuse milimn service on conscien-
tious grounds. On 26 January 1967 the Consultative
Assembh of the Council of Europe — an advisory body
composed of members of parliament — adopted Resolution
337 (1967) which sets out the basic principles of the right to
conscientious objection to military service. The Council of
Europe's Committee of Ministers, however, has repeatedly
refused to urge member-states to bring their legislation into
line with these principles and to introduce the right of
conscientious objection to military service into the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights. Nevertheless, the
Council of Europe's Steering Committee for Human
Rights is now elaborating a draft-recommendation on
conscientious objection to militan senice for adoption by
the Committee of Ministers.

At UN level, even less progress has been made. The
question has been on the agenda of the UN Commission on
Human Rights since 1971. Several questionnaires have
been sent to member-states and several reports have been
prepared, but no UN body has ever adopted a comprehen-
sive resolution proclaiming the right to conscientious
objection to military service. On 20 December 1978 the
UN General Assembly adopted Resolution 33/165 by
which it recognized 'the right of all persons to refuse
militan service in military or police forces which are used to
enforce apartheid'. However, in March 1985 the UN
Commission on Human Rights decided to defer until 1986
a draft-resolution which would have stated that 'conscien-
tious objection to military service is a legitimate exercise of
the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.'
The resolution would have appealed to states 'to take
measures aimed at recognizing the right to be exempted
from military service on the basis of a genuinely held
conscientious objection to armed senice.'

Amnesty International hopes that International Youth
Year will provide an occasion for states to review their laws
and practices and for inter-got ernmental organizations to
make further progress with a view to ensuring respect for
the right to refuse militan service for reasons of conscience
or protbund conviction.

Pulthshed Mara 1915
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REPRESSION IN
EAST TIMOR

In December 1975 Indonesian troops

invaded East Timor. They have since


systematically and persistentb violated

human rights in the territory. Amnesty


International drew attention to this with its

1985 report 'East Timor. Violations of


Human Rights. Extrajudicial Executions..

'Disappearance. Torture and Political


Imprisonment' from which the following

extracts come.

lo  One who had links with

al any time people can he taken
hithout knohing and put

MP/1W% hrre else: put in priNon ramp:
orstontlitnes they just Wisappt.ar...

lather b'OLINO Rego. a Portugue,e
priest who left Last Timor in June
19.-9. describing the .situalion at the

lime of hi, departure. Ilaria Goren,
Joaquin! lthappeanll in early 1979.

Since the invasicin of December 1975 Indonesian troops
have systematically and persistently violated human rights
in East Timor. Amnesty international has received reports
from a varien of sources of the 'disappearance' and
arbitran killing of non-combatants; of the torture and
ill-treatment of people taken into the custody of Indonesian
Forces, including their detention in crud and inhuman

conditions; and of the imprisonment without charge or trial
of people most often held on suspicion of opposing the
Indonesian occupation. Since December 1983, when a
number of East Timorese charged with political offences
began to he brought to trial, Amnesty International has
been concerned about the lack of fairness of these trials.

0 The reports received by the organization have
included accounts of hundreds of killings of non-
combatant civilians during and shortly after the invasion
itself; the systematic execution of hundreds of people who
had surrendered to or been captured by Indonesian threes
in 1978 and 1979; the 'disappearance' or killing of more
than 80 men and women in 1980; the reprisal killing of
some 200 villagers in 1983; and the killing of about 100

men in one incident in 1984. 


Prisoners are reported to have 'disappeared' after
arrest on suspicion of links with Fretilin  burenie Re7min-
(Amadei de Timor Lesie,  Revolutionary Front of East Timorl
threes; after interrogation in centres in Dili; alter being
taken out of temporary. detention centres or official prisons. '
The fate of many of these 'disappeared' remains unknown.

0 Prisoners are reported to have been tortured in
`resettlement tillages' all over the territory and in
interrogation centres in the capital. Tortures reported have
included the use of electric shocks, beatings and the
near-drowning of prisoners. A number of the alleged
victims are teared to have died as a result of their
ill-treatment.

C Arbitran arrests and detentions are reported to
have been carried out on a scale massive by any standard
hut particularly in relation to the territory's relatively small
population: in one operation in 1981 up to 3,000 people are
said to have been rounded up and deported to the island of

Atauro, to live in conditions of squalor, disease and
malnutrition.

The reported victims ()Fall these abuses have come

from virtually the whole spectrum of East Timorese societ,
although most have been villagers living in small highland
settlements.

keeess to information

Amnesty International's information on East Timor cannot
be regarded as complete and it is not possible to assess the
full scale of violations. The strict controls imposed by the
Indonesian forces have limited access to the territory and
the flow of inthrmation out of it. The violations described in
thi.s report have occurred in a situation in which the
fundamental freedoms of expression, assembly, association
and movement have not existed and in the absence of the
constraints of legality. People have been detained and
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ill-treated for asserting their right to these freedoms.
Movement and communication within and beyond East
Timor have been tightly controlled. East Timorese
permitted to leave the territory En he reunited with their
Families abroad have been routinely warned by Indonesian
intelligence officers before leaving not to reveal information
which might discredit the Indonesian occupation and have
been threatened with reprisals against themselves and their
relatives still in East Timor if they do so. Amnesty
Internatinnal has not been able to visit East Timor. In
',larch 1984 it wrote to the Indonesian Minister of justice
asking to attend trials of political detainees then in progress
in Dili. This request was refused on the grounds that the

trials were a matter of domestic jursidiction and were being
conducted in accordance with international norms.

Despite these circumstances, Amnesty International
has accumulated a large body of information on its concerns
in East Timor. Some of this information has been
documentary comprising published reports, accounts
written and passed on to Amnesty International in
confidence and other confidential material, including
copies of interrogation reports by the Indonesian author-
ities. Among these documents are ufficial interrogation
reports on prisoners taken into the custody of Indonesian
forces.

What, manuals

In July 1983 Amnesty International received a set of
military manuals issued to Indonesian troops serving in East
Timor. These manuals, among other things, contain
guidelines which appear to permit the use of torture and the
issuing of threats on the lives of prisoners being
interrogated. Although Indonesian officials have repeatedly
tried to cast doubt on the authenticity of these documents,
neither they nor anvone else has produced any evidence
that might indicate that thcv are false. Indonesian officials
have correctly stated that the Ministry of Defence and
Security (HANICANI) never published the manuals, but

Amnesty International is not aware of any claims that the
Ministry did so. The manuals appear to have been written
by officers of the Command for East Timor thr local use
and to have no application beyond East Timor.

Experts on Indonesia asked by Amnesty International
to examine the documents were satisfied that thus were
genuine on the basis of the military terminology used, the
nature of the charts and diagrams included, the format and
style, the official stamps and their detailed comprehension
of military organizational structure and tactics.

Indonesian officials have argued against the authen-
ticity of the manuals largeb on the grounds that it would, in
the words of the country's Foreign Minister, Dr Mochtar
Kusumaatmadja, he `fantastic' that a manual prescribing
the use of torture should have been issued. I3ut the
documents do not deal exclusively with torture. They are
not 'torture manuals' and Amnesty International has never
referred tu them as such.

There are nine manuals in all covering a wide range

of strategic problems, such as how to break up Fretilin
support networks, the system of security in towns and
resettlement villages, how to provide comprehensive
guidance for villages, and procedures for interrogating
captives. 'Die reference to — and clear acceptance of the use
of — torture is contained in a subsection of the manual on
interrogation methods. Guidelines in the manuals on
breaking up the Fretilin support networks and on the
system of security in towns and 'resettlement villages'
appear to permit interrogators to threaten the lives of
prisoners.

First-hand evidence from other sources that military

personnel have persistently resorted to torture and that
people taken into custody by Indonesian troops have been
arbitrarily executed tends to confirm Amnesty Internation-
al's belief that the manuals are authentic. In any event, these
manuals arc only one part of the extensive evidence
available on torture and other human rights violations in
East Timon

Other information has come from people interviewed
by Amnesty international — they were generally unwilling to
be identified by name. They included people who, because
of work, position or family relationship, claimed to have
knowledge of particular violations. Amnesty International
also interviewed people Who said they themselves had been
the victims of human rights violations; they included former
prisoners, people who said they had been tortured and
others who gave accounts of how they had sunived mass
executions. Some of these informants have been affiliated
with one or another East Timorese political grouping.
I lowever, Amnesty International has not relied exclusively
on sources identified with any one political pany or social or
religious grouping in East Timor ...

Intensive. against Ere Iilin

After the Indonesian attack on Dili on 7 December 1975,
Fretilin forces withdrew south to A ileu and, when that town
fell, to Ainaro in the mountains. Official Indonesian sources
reported in January 1976 that Indonesian forces controlled
a third of the territory; although in April 1976 Fretilin
claimed that its forces still controlled 80 per cent of East
Timor. The available information suggests that Indonesian
forces Were slow to consolidate their position outside the
main towns. A series of localized campaigns from
September 1977 until early 1979, involving massive aerial
bombardment of areas thought to be under Fretilin control,
led to the capture and surrender of many thousands of East
Timorese, who were often driven out of the bush by hunger.

A delegation of diplomats and journalists which visited East
Timor in September 1978 at the invitation of the
Indonesian Government reported that captured and
surrendered East Timorese whom they had seen in
'resettlement camps' were evidently suffering from serious
malnutrition.

BY November 1979 the Indonesian Foreign Minister
acknowledged that the food situation might be worse than
that 'in Biafra or Cambodia'.
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In March 1979 Indonesian authorities proclaimed
the end of Operas; Scroya (Operation 1,onas), launched at
the time of the invasion, and announced that thencekrth
East Timor would he hilly under ch ilian administration,
1 lowever, resistance to the Indonesian occupation per-
sisted, with continuing reports of attacks by Fretilin on
Indonesian outposts. In an effort to eliminate this
resistance, Indonesian threes launched dn-season offen-
sives. ing the conscription of large numhers of the
population.

The otensis es included the April to September 1981
Openesi keaanwian (Operation Securitt.). in which many
thousands acivilians aged between 15 and 55 (according to
the Indonesian authorities) are reported to have been
deployed in human 'knees' to converge on remaining
Fretilin positions. Hundreds of East Timorese reportedly
died as a result of sickness or were killed during this
operation.

A ceasehre between the two sides was agreed in March
1983 but later hroke &ran and in August 1983 large
numbers of addititmal Indonesian troops were brought to
East 1'imor in ).et another operation Opcnoi Supu Renili
(Operation Clean-Sweep) aimed at eliminating Fretilin. An
Australian parliamentan delegation which ‘isited East
Timor in July 1983 was informed by the Indonesian military
commander ill East Timor that Fretilin had about 300
members under arms and 3 total strength of between 1,000
and 2,000, including members' relatives.

In late 1984 and earh 1985 Fretilin was still reported
to be launching attacks on administrative posts. The
Commander-in -(.hief of the Indonesian armed forces,
General 13cm amin Moerdani, stated in December 1984
that 7,01K) Indonesian troops were in the territon and that
Fretilin had an estimated 700 members under arms, 1,000
'active members' and 3,000 to 5,000 'sympathizers'.

Estimates From a wide range ot sources ot the number
of people who have died in East Timor since the invasion
directls as a result a the armed contlict •re as high as
200,000. about a third of the pre-imasion population. In
April 1977 the then Indonesian Foreign Minister, Adam

said haw een 50,000 and 80,000 people had died —
this was bekre the worst of the bombardment and tamine
had begun. Those who had died included people killed
during Indonesian bombardments, in armed encounters, as
a result of famine and disease — both in the bush and aer
surrender or capture — as 'is ell as man} hundreds reportedly
executed after surrender or capture.
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• SUDAN

All political prisoners were released in Sudan in April 1985
when the army overthrew President Golfer Mohamed
NimeirTs government after several days of non-violent
demonstrations and a general strike.

Crowds of people went to prison which held political
detainees who were freed at their demand. The new
Transitional Military Cauncil subsequently decreed a formal
amnesty for all political prisoners. Many prisoners of
conscience adopted by Amnesty International were among
those freed, together with several hundred political
opponents detained without trial over the past six years,
and large numbers of others arrested in the recent
demonstrations, including officials of organizations of
lawyers, doctors, engineers, academics and students.
In Khartoum some of the prisoners released from Kober
prison celebrated in the streets, holding aloft the chains
with which condemned prisoners were shackled for
execution. A crowd gathered at the prison gallows, where
Malaya Mohamed Taha, the 72-year-old leader of the
Republica Brothers movement, had been hanged four
months earlier after being sammarily convicted of
subversion and apostasy. The crowd destroyed the platform
and chairs in the prison where over 700 prisoners convicted
of theft during the previous 16 months had had either a
hand or a hand and foot amputated.
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SOUTH AFRICA
THE STATE OF
EMERGENCY

Ilidespread civil unrest affected black

townships in many parts of South Africa


during 1984 and 1985. On 20 July 1985 the

South African Government imposed a state

of emergency throughout large areas of the

eon Mil; which extended the powers of the


security forces and granted them

immunity in advance for any acts


committed under those new !towers. The

following paper on detentions under the


state of emergency was issued byAmnesty

International to its members on 6 August


1985.

More than 1100 critics and opponents of the South African
Government's apartheidpolicies, including former prison-
ers of conscience, were detained by security police in the
first week following the imposition of a state of emergency
throughout large areas of South Africa from midnight on
20 Juh; 1985. Those detained are held incommunicado and
are believed to be in solituy confinement. Their places of
detenfion have not been disclosed and they may be held for
unlimited periods. The securin; police are not required to
bring charges against the detainees nor to provide reasons
for their imprisonment without trial. Amnesty International
fears that some detainees may be tortured or ill-treated;
they are liable to interrogation bv security police who have
been granted immunity in advance against prosecution fbr
any acts committed in connection with their use of
emergency powers.

The state of emergency was imposed by State
President P.W. Botha under provisions of the Public
Security Act, No. 3 of 1953. This empowers the State
President to declare an emergency either nationally or in
specific localities if, in his opinion, 'the safety of the public,
or the maintenance of public order is seriously threatened'
and 'the ordinary law of the land is inadequate to enable the
Government to ensure the safety of the public, or to
maintain public order'. In all, 36 magisterial districts were
placed under a state of emergency. Eighteen of these are
located in the Transvaal, incm-porating Johannesburg and
Soweto and areas to the south the 'Vaal li-iangle' — and
the east — the East Rand. In the Eastern Cape, some 17
districts, comprising Port Elizabeth and the surrounding
area, were placed under the emergency. In Orange Free
State province, one district only — Sasolhurg — was placed
under the state of emergency. Emergency powers were not
invoked in the Western Cape or Natal. I lown;er, in
imposing the emergency, the government made it clear that
it might be extended to further districts which might be
affected by black civil unrest.

Once a state of emergency is declared, the gos ern-
ment is empowered under the Public Security Act to issue
special regulations w hich remain in force throughout the
duration of the state of emergency. This was done by the
State President on 21 July 1985 bv proclamation R.I 21 of
1983. The regulations so issued extended police powers of
stop and search and conferred on the police and other law
enforcement personnel, including the military, wide powers
of arbitrary arrest and detention without trial. Section 3 of
the regulations empowers the police or other law enfOrce-
ment personnel, of whatever rank, to arrest any person
within the emergency area without warrant and detain them
without charges for 14 days. Further detention on an
unlimited basis may then be authorized at the end of this
initial two week period by the Minister of I .aw and Order, at
his discretion. Detainees are held incommunicado and are
not permitted contact with other categories of prisoners or
anyone other than state officials. The police are not
required to charge them or produce evidence against them
in court, nor do the detainees have any means of appeal
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against their detention. The authorities need not give any
reasons for individual detentions, nor are detainees' places
of imprisonment disclosed. Under the emergency regula-
tions, it was also made an offence punishable by up to 10
yean' imprisonment for any person to disclose the name of
any detainee without prior written authorization from the
Minister of I ,aw and Order or his representative.

The emergency regulations. also confer on the police
the power arbitrarily to impose curfews, control the
dissemination of news, close any public or private place,
control entry to and departure from particular areas, and
remove from any area any person or section of the public in
the interests of 'public order'. In addition, the Commis-
sioner of Police and officers acting on his authority were
empowered to take any action which they might consider
'necessary or expedient' in connection with the safety of the
public or the maintenance of public order. At the same time,
the government granted immunity in advance to all
members of the police and other law enforcement
personnel, government ministers and state officials thr any
acts committed 'in good faith' in connection m ith their use
of emergency powers. In the case of any dispute, the onus of
proof lies with the complainant to show that a particular act
was not committed 'in good faith'.

A disturbing feature, given these immunity provisions
and the past record of the security police with respect to
physical and psychological abuse of detainees, is that all
those detained under the emergency are liable to interroga-
tion and may therefore be at grave risk of torture or other
forms of ill-treatment.

Security police raids on the homes of critics and
political opponents of the government commenced shortly
ther the emergency took effect on Sundav 21 _Ink More
than 100 people were detained during the first day that the
emergency was in three: by the end ofjulv the total number
of detainees had risen to more than 1300. Those arrested
included many members of black student organizations, in
particular the Congress of South African Students
(COSAS), and community organizations in black
townships throughout the Johannesburg and Eastern Cape
areas. Many of these organizations are affiliated to the
anti - apartheid  United Democratic Front (UDE). This was
thrmed in 1983 to campaign against government racial
policies, in particular the constitutional changes which were
effected in 1984 and which extended the vote to the
'Coloured' (i.e. mixed race) and Indian minorities hut
perpetuated the exclusion of the black majority population
from any voice in central government. By the time of the
declaration of the emergency, many UDE leaders had
already been imprisoned ffir 'political reasons or were
awaiting trial on treason charges. They include a number of
prisoners of conscience adopted hv Amnesty International.

Others detained during the first week of the
emergency included at least 11 black church ministers,
several of whom had previously been active in atteMpting to
calm the situation in the black townships and to reduce the
level of confrontation between the black population and the 


police. Officials and members of predominantly black trade
unions were also among those detained. For example, those
detained in the Port Elizabeth area included most of the
leadership of the locally-based Motor Assemblers and
Component Workers Union of South Africa (MACWU-
SA), an unregistered black trade union deriving its support
from black motor industry workers.

Political detainees held under the emergency powers
have virtually no rights and may he subjected to a variety of
punishments for what are termed 'disciplinary contraven-
tions'. The contraventions, and the general conditions
under which emergency detainees are to be held, were
defined in a series of 'Rules' issued by the Minister of
Justice on 21 July. They provided that detainees may be
held either in prisons or police cells and required that they
should be searched on committal. The Rules stipulate that
the detainees should be held incommunicado and are to
have no contact with other categories of prisoners.
However, provision was made thr individual yisits to
detainees if approved by the Minister of I ,aw and Order or
the Commissioner of Police. During such visits, no physical
contact between the detainee and visitor is permitted and
they must communicate in either English or Afrikaans, the
official South African languages, neither of which is the
mother tongue of most of those detained, or else have a
police or prisons officer act as interpreter. There is no
requirement that emergency detainees he visited on a
regular basis by magistrates or the specially appointed
inspectors of detainees who are required to visit other
political detainees held under Section 29 of the Internal
Security Act. However, the Rules impb\ that there may be
some inspection of detainees' conditions and they do
require that all detainees should be medically examined by
a district surgeon, a government-employed doctor, on
admission to their place of detention who should thereafter
visit them 'regularly'. Provision is also made for ministers of
religion to have access to detainees but the police may deny
access to specific ministers.

Detainees held under the emergency are not
permitted to communicate with the outside world through
correspondence. They may not receive or send out letters,
except with the express permission of the officer in charge
of their place of imprisonment and the Commissioner of
Police. Nor are they permitted reading matter other than
the Bible or other holy books such as the Koran. They are
not permitted to study in detention and they may not use
radios or record players, though 'they may he allowed to
listen' where internal broadcasts of music or radio
programs are arranged by the staff in charge of the place of
detention. The Rules regulating detention conditions
provide that detainees be permitted to exercise in the open
air for at least one hour per day and permit them to wear
civilian clothing. They are not allowed to receive food
parcels, cigarettes or other articles sent in from outside, but
small amounts of money may be received and credited to
them, for use within the place of imprisonment for
purchasing cigarettes and toiletries. There is no require-
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mem that detainees work, except that they must keep clean
their own place of detention, including the ablution
facilities. To fail to do so would be to incur punishment for
committing one of the 'disciplinary contraventions' as they
are officially termed. In all, there are no less than 20 such
contraventions listed in the Rules, infringement of which
may led to detainees being subjected by the authorities in
charge of the place of detention to a range of punishments
including up to 30 days' solitary confinement in an isolation
cell and corporal punishment.

The disciplinary contraventions include deliberately
replying falsely to a member of the detaining staff,
disobeyin  g 'a  lawful command or order' and being 'insolent
or disrespectful' towards a police officer or other official.
Detainees are prohibited also from communicating with
any other detainee or other person when held 'at a place
where it is not permissible for him to do so' or from leaving

their 'allocated sleeping or eating place' without permis-
sion. A detainee who 'sings, whistles or makes unnecessary
noise' or is 'a nuisance', is also liable to punishment under
the disciplinary code, as is any detainee who 'disfigures or
damages' any part of the place in which he is being detained
or any other state property Other provisions suggest that
anyone who goes on hunger strike will he punished: it is a
disciplinary contravention to act in any manner 'contran- to

good order and discipline' or to cause 'discontent, agitation
or insubordination' and participate 'in any conspiracy'.
Those detainees who make complaints may also jeopardize

their own situation further if the complaints are regarded by
the authorities as 'false, frivolous or malicious'. likewise,
detainees who are considered 'idle, careless or negligent' or
who refuse to clean the place where they are detained,
including its sanitary facilities, are liable to punishment.

Punishments under the disciplinary code may be
imposed either by a prison officer or the magistrate
responsible thr the district in which the place of detention is
situated. The penalties for disciplinary contrayentions
include the requirement that the detainee should undertake
'certain specific work' in the prison for up to 14 davs;
solitary confinement with full diet for up to 30 days;
corporal punishment up to 3 maximum of six strokes with a
cane, but only when the victim is a man 'apparently under
the age of 40 years' and when no other punishment has
been imposed in respect of the same contravention.
Detainees may also be sentenced to imprisonmtnt in
solitary confinement for periods up to 30 days during which

they receive what is termed 'spare diet' on not less than 18
days, 'reduced diet' on six days and the full prison diet on
the remaining six davs.

The imposition of the state of emergency follows
widespread civil unrest affecting black townships in many
parts of South Africa. The government asserts that this
unrest has been provoked by political agitators but others
maintain that its real cause is the sense of grievance many
black people have over issues such as local rent increases,
the poor standard of facilities available to black school
students under the racially-segregated educational system

and the constitutional changes put into effect in 1984. After
simmering unrest in many black townships during the early
part of 1984, serious unrest broke out in early September
1984 in the area south of Johannesburg generally known as
the 'Vaal Triangle', in particular in the townships known as
Sharpeville, Sebokeng and Evaton. They appear to have
been sparked off by local rent increases and the arrest of
black community leaders who had opposed the constitu-
tional changes, which were in the process of implementa-
tion in August and September. There were attacks by
township residents on local black town councillors and
black police officers, who were identified popularly as
representatives of the authorities. .Substantial police
contingents, and subsequently army units, were deployed in
the area and there was a further escalation of violence which
extended in late 1984 and early 1985 into the Eastern Cape
and East Rand, in particular, and parts of Orange Free State
province. I .arge numbers of black township residents were
shot by police and many were killed. The most serious
single incident of this nature occurred in the Eastern Cape
on 21 March 1985, the 25th anniversary of the Sharpeville
killings, when police opened fire on a funeral procession
near Utenhage. This incident was subsequently the subject
of a judicial commission of inquire which found that 20
black people, including several children, had been killed
and others wounded. The police, who had been equipped
with firearms and lethal ammunition but no other means of
crowd dispersal on orders from above, were exonerated by

the inquiry although at least 15 of those killed were found to
have been shot in  the  back. There have been many further
police shootings of civilians since the Litenhage killings on
21 March 1985, particularly in the Eastern Cape area, and
many people have been killed as a result. Since early
September 1984, the total number of deaths associated
with the unrest is reported to number around 500. Most are
as a result of shootings by the police.

Amnesty International has ewressed great concern to
the South African Government about the imposition of the
state of emergency and the arrest and detention of large
numbers of critics and opponents of  apartheid,  many of
whom are believed to be prisoners of conscience. In
particular, the organization has stressed its fear that those
held may be tortured in detention or may 'disappear'. It is
especially disturbing that detainees are being held incom-
municado at secret locations by security police who are
known to use torture on an extensive scale and who have

been granted immunity in advance thr any acts they
commit. Amnesty International has urged the South
African Government to withdraw immediately police
powers of arbitrary arrest and detention without trial,
remove the shield aimmunitv which has been extended to
the police and other officials, and guarantee that all
detainees are safeguarded against torture or other forms of
ill-treatment. The organization has called also for the
release of all prisoners of conscience and to bring to trial
promptly or release all other detainees.

PoldIshod bent 1985
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• IOU NAVE BEEN PRESENT ALL THESE
YEARS...1

Lilian Celiberti was sent to prison in 1981
by a military court in Uruguay. She had
been abducted from her home in exile in
Brazil and, after being brought across the
border illegally by security agents, was
falsely charged with trying to enter
Uruguay surreptitiously with 'subversive
literature. Her two small children, Camila
aged eight and Francesca aged three, were
abducted with her. Tortured, and told she
would never see them again, she signed a
false confession in order to secure their
release.

Amnesty International adopted Lilian
Celiberti as a prisoner of conscience. Her
case was allocated to an Amnesty
International group in Italy. For five years
the group worked ceaselessly on her
behalf, sending around 600 letters and
appeals to the Uruguayan authorities, to
which they received not a single reply.
They succeeded in contacting 66 Italian
members of parliament to obtain their help
in the case; having a question raised in the
Italian and European parliaments;
contacting an Italian delegation going to
Uruguay: asking numerous Italian lawyers
to intervene with the President of the
Uruguayan Supreme Military Tribunal;
having news of her case broadcast on
Italian television.

The group also entered into regular
correspondence with lilian's parents. This
enabled the group to keep track ef the little
children and to raise money for clothing
and travel assistance so that the children
could visit their mother in prison. On 17
November 1983 Lilian Celiberti was
released after completing her sentence.
A month later she wrote to the Amnesty
International group in Italy: 'You have been
present during all these years with a
constancy and dedication which has
accompanied me in the worst moments,
giving me strength and joy. I remember
clearly the emotion I felt on returning to
my cell after one of the fortnightly visits,
the only time I talked to anyone, having
learned about your letters. me solidarity
that is expressed over oceans of distance
gives strength and faith in one's solitude,
and helps one confront the repressive
apparatus by keeping ones human
integrity and its essential values
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This hook s oaks for freedom. It tells the stories of
risoners of conscience and eo le facin torture or
death at the hands of the state. It tells also of the

countless men and women who have s oken out in their
defence.

Spanning two and a halldecades of contemporary

history and sketching a remarkable portrait of human


riglib in dozens ofcountries.  lifiees Thr freedom

reflects the work of Amnesty International and the


lives or the people it has sought to protect.

This anthologt culled from Amnesty International's

publications over the years. is dedicated to those who


have struggled aml sufflered for freedom. Shortly

before his execution one or the victims. a poet. wrote:

'Upon this plain of blood roses and iron stalks

I will not stay silent ...


So hear mv voice

As it sings in the slaughterhouse.'
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